State of Alaska
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities

RE-EVALUATION APPROVAL FORM
(NEPA Assignment Program Projects)

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for this
project are being, or have been carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding
dated November 3, 2017, and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
I.

Project Information:
A. Project Name: Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56 - Moose Creek Canyon
B. Federal Project Number: NH-0A1-5(25)
C. State Project Number: 58013
D. Primary/Ancillary Project Connections: EA/FONSI (Parent): F-042-02(11)/53009
E. Document Type:
CE: 23 CFR 771.117( )(
EA
EIS

)

F. Project Scope (Use STIP Project Description): Reconstruct approximately 3 miles of Glenn Highway,
including replacement of the Moose Creek Bridge. Project straightens horizontal curve. Includes Bridge No. 0541
Moose Creek.
G. Approval date(s) and impact summary(ies) of the original environmental document and any re-evaluations:
EA/FONSI, approved January 5, 1993; Re-evaluation of EA/FONSI, approved August 13, 2012
H. List of Attachments:
Figure 1: Location and Vicinity Map
Figure 2: Proposed Alignment
Figure 3: 2012 vs 2014 Alignments
Appendix A: Summary of Project Changes
Appendix B: MOA
Appendix C: Section 4(f) Evaluation
Appendix D: Location Hydraulic Study
Appendix E: Public and Agency Coordination
Appendix F: Issue-Response Comments
II.

Proposed Action:
Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
A. Project scope?
B.

YES

NO

Project design?
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C.

Project limits:

D.

Project funding sources?

E.

Describe any changes, including prior re-evaluations, compared to original
environmental document:
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF), in coordination with the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), proposes the Glenn Highway, MP 53 to 56 Reconstruction - Moose Creek
Canyon project to improve and realign the Glenn Highway between MP 52.5 and 56. This section of the Glenn
Highway currently has undesirable steep grades, tight curves and limited sight distances. Unstable gravel slopes of
the Moose Creek Canyon also result in ongoing rockfall on the roadway, leading to maintenance challenges
beyond those caused by the narrow steep sinuous road.

The proposed alignment of the roadway will require a new bridge over Moose Creek, approximately 2,800 feet
downstream from the existing bridge. The proposed roadway alignment will leave the existing highway on the
west bluff of the canyon and rejoin the highway on the east bluff. The Glenn Highway milepost (MP) 53-56:
Moose Creek Canyon Project (Figure 1), is a section of the larger Glenn Highway MP 35-109 Project that was
analyzed in an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) approved by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on January 5, 1993.
The 74-mile length of the Glenn Highway Project makes it impractical to reconstruct the entire facility at one time.
Project design and construction has been and will continue to be phased, prioritized, and programmed for further
development and construction. The following phases of the originally proposed project have already been
constructed:
—

Caribou Creek, MP 100-109

—

Pinochle Hill, MP 97-100

—

Cascade to Hicks Creek, MP 92-97

—

Moose Creek to Kings River, MP 55-67

—

Glenn Highway: MP 49 Realignment

—

Arctic Avenue to Fishhook-Willow Road, MP 42-49

The Parks Highway to Palmer segment (MP 34-42) will be completed in two phases. Phase 1, South Inner
Springer Loop to West Arctic Avenue, is currently under construction, and Phase 2, Parks Highway to South Inner
Springer Loop, is being designed.
The Chickaloon to Cascade (MP 66.5-92) phases have been combined into a single project and are being designed
and constructed by the FHWA Western Federal Lands (WFL) Division. WFL has broken the project into six
phases that will each be designed and constructed individually.
—

Kings River to Ida Lake, MP 66.5-71.8

—

Ida Lake to Chickaloon, MP 71.8-77

—

Chickaloon River Bridge, MP 77

—

Chickaloon Grade, MP 77-79

—

Chickaloon to Long Lake, MP 79-84.5

—

Long Lake, MP 84.5-92

Construction of the Chickaloon River Bridge phase was completed in 2016 and the remaining five phases are
anticipated to complete design, environmental, and construction within the next 10-15 years. Each phase will be reevaluated separately as they are finalized and funding allows. Public outreach that complements each re-evaluation
of the original National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document may be conducted.
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1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI describes three build alternatives for improvements at MP 53-56.
Alternative 1 would upgrade the existing roadway. Alternative 2 would realign approximately 10 miles of the
Glenn Highway from Moose Creek to King River. Alternative 3, the preferred, would replace the existing
alignment with a tangent having a grade of five percent. Alternative 3 would also add climbing lanes and construct
a new bridge over Moose Creek. The proposed roadway section would leave the existing highway at an acceptable
point off a west bluff bench and cross the valley, rejoining the existing alignment at an acceptable point on the east
bluff bench. Lane configuration would consist of two 12-foot driving lanes with 8-foot shoulders. Climbing and/or
passing lanes would be 12 feet wide with 4-foot shoulders.
2012 Re-evaluation: This re-evaluation addressed changes in the affected environment, impacts, and proposed
mitigation since the 1993 EA/FONSI. In consultation with FHWA, DOT&PF determined re-evaluation of the 1993
EA/FONSI could be limited to the MP 53-56 segment because the highway segments on either end of the project
have already been reconstructed in accordance with the 1993 EA/FONSI. The FHWA approved the Re-evaluation
on August 13, 2012. The proposed alignment is shown on Figure 2.
2019 Re-evaluation: Alternative 3 from the 1993 EA/FONSI remains the preferred alternative and the design of
the proposed facility has not changed for this re-evaluation, except for a slight shift in the bearing across the bridge
(Figure 3). The current alignment bearing across the bridge is about 2.46 degrees different than the 2012 Reevaluation. This has resulted in an approximately 115 ft shift north in the current alignment (at its most extreme)
from the 2012 design. This re-evaluation further details the changes in the affected environment, impacts, and
proposed mitigation since the 2012 Re-evaluation. For clarification, the National Historic Preservation Act Section
106 Memorandum of Agreement between DOT&PF and SHPO dated February 2019, and the Section 4(f) feasible
and prudent avoidance alternative evaluation completed in April 2019, both used the current proposed alignment
and not the 2012 alignment.
III.

YES
NO
Purpose and Need:
Have there been any changes in the project purpose and need from that described in
the original environmental document?
Describe any changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states “The purpose of the project is to provide a safe highway with an
acceptable 20-year Level of Service (LOS) for anticipated traffic in the year 2015.”
2012 Re-evaluation: The purpose and need remain the same as discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI. Design service
life of the new facility remains 20 years, but updated traffic analyses are not yet developed for this project. Specific
design years will be chosen once updated traffic data is known and a timeline for the design and construction
process has been determined.
2019 Re-evaluation: The purpose and need remain the same as discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI and 2012 Reevaluation.

IV.

Environmental Consequences
Identify (yes or no) if there have been any changes in project impacts from those identified
in the original environmental document, including prior re-evaluations. For each “yes”,
describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or
environmental commitments compared to the original environmental document. Attach any
supporting analysis or studies.
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IV.

Environmental Consequences
1. Have there been any changes in the affected environment within or adjacent to
the project area that could affect any of the impact categories (e.g. new
regulations, transportation infrastructure, protected resources, land use plans,
etc.)?
2. Describe any changes:

YES

NO

There have been changes in impacts to historic properties since the original environmental document. The Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) and four surface depression sites (ANC-03329, -03330, 03331, and -03332) could be impacted by the proposed project. To mitigate adverse effects, DOT&PF entered into
a MOA with SHPO. Mitigation measures were developed and are provided in the MOA.
See Appendix A for a detailed table comparing impacts to the affected environment in the 1993 EA/FONSI with
the 2012 and 2019 Re-evaluations.
A. Right-of-Way Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. Right-of-way requirements for the project?
2. Project effects on minority or low income populations as defined in E.O. 12898
(FHWA Order 6640.23A, June 2012)?
3. Project use of ANILCA land?
4. Describe any changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: A Conceptual Stage Relocation Study based on preliminary right-of-way (ROW) was conducted
as part of the 1993 EA/FONSI and indicated two residences may be impacted by the project. It states that any
displacements would not produce long-term effects because sufficient vacant land for residential development is
available. There would be no adverse impacts on any particular social group or special class of people. All
relocations will be done in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Properties Acquisition
Practices Act. The final determination of all impacts on specific properties would be made during the detailed
design phase.
2012 Re-evaluation: Two undeveloped parcels were developed for residential use since the 1993 EA/FONSI. One
is located approximately 0.25 mile west of the Chickaloon, or Yah Ne Dah Ah School (approximately MP 55), and
the other is on the south side of the Highway around MP 53. ROW impacts to these properties will be determined
after further design work has been completed.
2019 Re-evaluation: The ROW easement for the current design is 1000 ft west of the Yah Ne Dah Ah School
driveway (See Section E, Impacts to Historic Properties below). No additional changes to ROW impacts have
occurred.
B. Social and Cultural Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the project’s effect on the following since the
approval of the original environmental document:
1. Neighborhoods or community cohesion?
2. Travel patterns and accessibility (e.g. vehicular, commuter, bicycle, or
pedestrian)?
3. Schools, recreation areas, churches, businesses, police and fire protection, etc.?
4. Elderly, handicapped, non-drivers, transit-dependent, minority and ethnic
groups, or the economically disadvantaged?
5. Unresolved project issues or concerns of a federally recognized Indian Tribe [as
defined in 36 CFR 800.16(m)]?
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B. Social and Cultural Impacts

YES

NO

6. Describe any changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI stated the proposed project would not create any new division of
neighborhoods or change land use patterns. It also stated that while several relocations would be necessary, the
proposed project relocations would not adversely affect any special group of people (i.e., minority, ethnic,
handicapped, elderly) more than others. All build alternatives would improve the existing highway thus increasing
capacity and enhancing safety. The 2015 mid-range population estimate for the MSB was 72,000 (ISER, 1989).
2012 Re-evaluation: Social impacts did not appreciably change from those described in the 1993 EA/FONSI. The
2010 U.S. Census data reported the population in the MSB to be 88,995. Year 2035 projected population is
estimated to be 160,693 (AK Department of Labor and Workforce Development).
2019 Re-evaluation: Social impacts have not changed from those described in the 2012 Re-Evaluation and the
1993 EA/FONSI. Census data reports estimate 2017 population in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough at 106,532
(U.S. Census 2019). Year 2045 projected population is estimated at 167,000 (Department of Labor and Workforce
Development 2019).
C. Economic Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the project’s potential effect on the following since
the approval of the original environmental document:
1. To have adverse economic impacts on the regional and/or local economy, such
as the effects of the project on development, tax revenues and public
expenditures, employment opportunities, accessibility, and retail sales?
2. To have adverse effect on established businesses or business districts?
3. Describe any changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “Since the Glenn Highway is the primary transportation link
between Anchorage, Palmer, Glennallen, Valdez, and Canada by way of the Alaska Highway, this highway is
important to the local and regional economies. During construction of the roadway there would be minor delay and
inconvenience to highway users.”
“Overall, economic activities may increase because of improved traffic flow and highway capacity for commuters
and travelers. The proposed action would not change land use patterns. There would be relocations resulting from
construction of the project because of the need for additional right-of-way. However, relocation of displaced
residents should occur within the same local government boundaries. Local employment opportunities would result
from the construction activities and local businesses may benefit as well.”
2012 Re-evaluation: Construction costs and property values have risen since the 1993 EA/FONSI. The unit prices
on major construction bid items have risen approximately 2.5 times what they were in 1993. Consequently, we
anticipate the cost of construction and ROW to build this project will be 3-5 times the values in 1993. The loss of
taxable land base to the MSB is expected to be offset by the increased property values following completion of the
project. One business was identified in the proposed project area, the Moose Creek Ranch. The Moose Creek
Ranch provides animal care and training services and is a destination business that would not experience adverse
impacts because permanent access would not be substantially altered as a result of the project. Temporary
economic impacts as a result of construction will be mitigated by advance notice of roadway closures, half width
construction, maintenance of local access, and development of a Traffic Control Plan.
Positive economic benefits are anticipated from this project, including local employment opportunities during
construction, purchase of local materials, goods, and services, and safer, more efficient travel through the corridor.
2019 Re-evaluation: Moose Creek Ranch no longer has an active business license in the Matanuska-Susitna
Borough. Other economic impacts remain the same as discussed in the 2012 Re-evaluation.
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YES

D. Local Land Use and Transportation Plan

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. Local land use or transportation plan(s)?
2. The potential for the project to have adverse indirect and cumulative effects on
land use or transportation?
3. Is the project, as currently proposed, consistent with current land use and
transportation plans?
4. Describe any changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “The MSB does not have a comprehensive Borough land use plan.
However, a MSB Transportation Plan was approved in 1984 and a Coastal Management Plan in 1987. Land use
within the Borough is divided between settlement areas along the highway systems and remote areas.” Land uses
in the project area include residential, recreational, mining, tourism, and institutional. The 1993 EA/FONSI
identifies the Moose Creek State Recreation Site and Park and Wishbone Hill Coal Mine Access as specific
recreation and mining land uses. Matanuska-Susitna Moose Range is adjacent to the proposed project and has an
approved management plan written by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) and the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G). Public hunting and fishing opportunities and subsistence activities are
identified as prevalent along the Glenn Highway and within the MP 53-56 area.
“The proposed highway improvements appear consistent with primary management goals for land in the project
area. Substantial development is not likely to occur as a result of this project. Recreational and tourism
opportunities and use of the project area may increase because of the improved roadway conditions.”
2012 Re-evaluation: The following land use and transportation plans were updated since the 1993 EA/FONSI:
• DOT&PF Statewide Transportation Improvements Program (STIP), updated in May 2011
• MSB Comprehensive Development Plan, updated in 2005
• Sutton Comprehensive Plan, updated in 2009
• MSB Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), updated in 2007
• MSB Recreational Trails Plan, updated in 2008
• MSB Official Streets and Highway Plan, updated in 2007
• Glenn Highway National Scenic Byway Interpretive Plan, created in 2006
Land uses in the proposed project area have not changed since the 1993 EA/FONSI. However, the project would
require acquisition of lands that are currently undeveloped or used for residential purposes and permanently change
them to a transportation use. Because the project may create residential development opportunities by making more
land available, this change in land use would be negligible.
A portion of the project area east of Moose Creek is within the Sutton Special Land Use District. The
corresponding MSB Code defines prohibited and allowable conditional land uses within the district and described
procedures for obtaining a Conditional Use Permit for those activities. Construction of the proposed project is not a
conditional or prohibited land use; therefore, a Conditional Use Permit is not required.
The Glenn Highway was designated as a State Scenic Byway in 2000 and a National Scenic Byway in 2003. The
scenic byway extends from milepost 0 to 137.5, which includes the entire proposed project area. A Glenn Highway
National Scenic Byway Interpretive Plan was created in 2006 to establish planning guidelines and a long-range
vision for maintaining and developing interpretive sites and services along the historic pathway. The plan
recommends that highway maintenance and improvement projects should be consistent with current highway
safety standards and preserve the scenic values and rural character of the area. The plan established a goal of
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providing travelers a rest area at MP 55.5 where they could obtain interpretive and informational materials about
the Chickaloon Native Village, Ya Ne Dah Ah School, and Scenic Byway designation.
The proposed project is identified and consistent with the 2012-2015 STIP and the Sutton Comprehensive Plan.
The 2005 MSB Comprehensive Development Plan and the 2007 MSB Long Range Transportation Plan do not
specifically identify the proposed project, but it is consistent with their goals to improve safety, enhance the local
economy, and enhance transportation infrastructure to reduce travel times. The MSB Capital Improvement
Program FY 2013-2018 identifies the proposed project as one of the Top 10 priority projects.
2019 Re-evaluation: Land uses in the proposed project area have not changed since the 2012 Re-evaluation. The
proposed project is identified in the DOT&PF 2018-2021 STIP, which was updated in January 2019.
E. Impacts to Historic Properties

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. Involvement of any road that is included on the “List of Roads Treated as
Eligible” in the Alaska Historic Roads PA?
2. Project qualifications as a Programmatic Allowance under the Section 106
programmatic Agreement?
3. The status of National Register-listed or eligible sites in the project area?
4. Conclusions reached in the original environmental document regarding the
project’s effect on cultural and historical resources?
5. Project activities described in consultation or findings letters previously
submitted SHPO or other consulting parties?
6. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI did not identify any cultural resources impacts within the proposed project
area.
2012 Re-evaluation: On May 7, 2007, the DOT&PF initiated consultation with the following groups for assistance
identifying historic places that may be affected by the proposed project: the MSB, Chickaloon-Moose Creek
Native Association, Inc., the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), Cook Inlet Region, Inc., Native Village
of Eklutna, Eklutna, Inc., and Chickaloon Native Village. The study area was defined as 30 feet from centerline of
the existing alignment to account for potential obliteration of portions of the road and the proposed 2.2-mile long,
525-foot wide ROW segment to accommodate the proposed highway realignment. No formal comments were
received.
Informal correspondence between the MSB and DOT&PF cultural resource specialists indicated there were more
cultural resources present in the proposed project area than identified in the 2007 initiation letters. In response,
DOT&PF contracted Cultural Resources Consultants (CRC) to identify cultural resources in the general project
vicinity and the proposed area of disturbance (July 2009). The survey results indicated several sites in the study
area are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). A finding of adverse effect is
anticipated for at least a few of these properties; however, impacts will be further defined during the design phase.
An additional cultural resource, the Katie Wade Home Site (ANC-3080), is mentioned in the August 2010 report,
but not evaluated because it is being processed under a separate project to upgrade school zone safety features at
the Yah Ne Dah Ah School (approximately MP 55). The survey for this project was conducted by CRC in October
2008 and indicates this site is eligible for listing in the NRHP. Impacts to this resource will be further evaluated as
design progresses.
On June 22, 2012, the Alaska Heritage Resources Survey online database was reviewed, but did not identify any
sites that weren’t included in the cultural resource survey.
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2019 Re-evaluation: Activities occurring since the 2012 re-evaluation phase include the following:
August 11, 2015: DOT&PF met with the Chickaloon Cultural Committee to present the project and receive their
input.
May 26, 2016: DOT&PF submitted an updated letter to all of the consulting parties advising them of additional
cultural resources fieldwork that will take place on properties affected by the proposed project. The letter included
recommendations for eligibility for 26 Alaska Heritage Resource Survey (AHRS) sites within the Area of Potential
Effect (APE).
The letter summarized additional fieldwork/research that had occurred since the 2012 re-evaluation, including:
• A 2013 survey by the Cultural Resources Division of the Matanuska Susitna Borough (MSB) of the area north of
the Glenn Highway for a proposed campground improvement project. MSB archaeologists documented a third
segment of the Moose Creek Spur Railway (ANC-03272), which they recommended as contributing to the Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275). ANC-03272 is outside of the APE and was not evaluated
further.
• In 2014, archaeologists at HDR, Inc. (HDR) reviewed the MSB report and provided revised site recommendations
and boundaries for ANC-03272 and ANC-03275.
• A 2015 field survey by archaeologists at HDR was conducted at multiple locations in an expanded study area to
examine additional parcels related to the project in response to changes in engineering, design, and ROW
conditions.
June 14, 2016: The Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) responded to DOT&PF’s May 2016 letter
and concurred with DOT&PF’s determination that the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC03275) was eligible as a district and that its individual contributing elements (ANC-03272; -03273; -03274) were
individually eligible. The SHPO also requested from DOT&PF a revised findings letter with a numbered table of
properties and a reconsideration of the status of various road segments under the Alaska Roads Programmatic
Agreement. Additionally, SHPO concurred with DOT&PF that a finding of adverse effect is appropriate for the
project and suggested the development of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to mitigate adverse effects.
June 13, 2017: DOT&PF submitted letters to consulting parties that identified 30 AHRS sites within the direct and
indirect APEs. Seven of these sites were evaluated previously and two were exempted by an existing Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) and FHWA agreement. DOT&PF provided Determinations of
Eligibilities (DOEs) for 21 AHRS sites. No further field efforts had been conducted since the May 26, 2017 letter;
although the DOT&PF PQI had completed further documentary research to address questions and issues suggested
by the SHPO.
June 30, 2017: SHPO responded to the June 2017 DOT&PF letter and concurred with DOEs for 15 sites (ANC02868, -3329, -3330, -3331, -3332, -4340, -3370, -3328, -3373, -2869, -4243, -3374, -4242, -3278, -4348). SHPO
stated they concur that a finding of adverse effect was appropriate for the subject project; but stated they were
unable to concur with a finding of “no adverse effect” for the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District
(ANC-3275) since it is located within the “area of direct impact” within the APE.
June 20, 2018: DOT&PF submitted a revised finding of effect letter to consulting parties, including: SHPO;
ACHP; FHWA; MSB; City of Palmer; ARRC; Chickaloon Village Traditional Council (CVTC); CIRI; Eklutna,
Inc.; and the Palmer Historical Society in order to determine their interest in participating in consultation for the
resolution of adverse effects and in the development of an MOA to resolve adverse effects caused by the
construction and operation of the proposed Moose Creek Bridge and highway alignment. As outlined in the letter,
project changes since the June 2017 letter included: remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and construct cul-desacs on the existing alignment on each side of the bridge (dependent upon maintenance responsibility arrangements
with local government); and relocate an ANCSA 17b easement. The new easement would depart from a point on
the south side of the realigned Glenn Highway, 1,000 feet west of the Ya Ne Da Ah school driveway, and proceed
directly down the hill to meet with the existing 17b easement.
The APEs remained the same as those defined in the June 2017 letter and no further identification efforts for
historic properties had taken place since that time. In the interests of moving the project forward, DOT&PF found
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the project will have an adverse effect on Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275), based on
SHPO’s recommendation from their June 2017 letter.
CVTC requested in consultation that sites ANC-03329, -03330, -03331, and -03332 be archaeologically excavated
prior to disturbance of the sites with sufficient consideration that some surface depressions may be human burials.
These sites were believed to important chiefly for what could be learned through archaeological data recovery and
that the resources had minimal value for preservation in place.
January 2019: In order to mitigate the proposed project’s adverse effect to the Moose Creek Railways and Coal
Chute District (ANC-03275) and four surface depression sites (ANC-03329, -03330, -03331, and -0332), the
DOT&PF entered into a MOA with SHPO. Mitigation measures outlined in the MOA include: specific measures if
ground disturbing activity will occur within 24 feet of the boundaries of the Moose Creek Townsite Cemetery
Reserve; archaeological monitoring of ground disturbing activities; excavation of the surface depression sites;
construction of an interpretive trail with a pedestrian bridge over Moose Creek at the location of the existing
highway bridge; and publication of a professional report documenting the results of the research and data recovery
and a derivative booklet that includes information on the natural, prehistoric, and historic history of Moose Creek.
The mitigation measures were developed in consultation with the signatories (DOT&PF and SHPO), invited
signatory (CVTC), and concurring parties (CIRI, Eklutna Native Village, Eklutna, Inc., Knik Tribal Council, and
the ARRC) to the MOA. The MOA was executed on March 8, 2019, and is provided in Appendix B.
A copy of the cultural resource surveys and Section 106 consultation documents are available for review from
DOT&PF upon request.
F. Wetlands Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1.

Project wetland impacts? If yes, complete a through d and resource agency
coordination is required.
a.
List total acres of impact (original/changed): 0.01/0 acres
b. List total fill quantities in wetlands (original/changed): 1,200 cubic yards
(cy) /0 cy
c.
List total dredge quantities (original/changed): Not idetnified/No
wetlands dredging
d.
Have mitigation measures changed?
2. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states that wetland impacts are unavoidable on the proposed project in
order to meet the purpose and need and 0.01 acres of palustrine wetlands would be filled as a result of the Moose
Creek Road realignment. Approximately 1,200 cy of fill material would be placed in wetlands. All practicable and
appropriate measures to minimize wetland impacts would be incorporated into the project design and construction.
Mitigation for project effects on wetlands would be chiefly through avoidance and minimization measures. Due to
the abundance of similar habitats in the vicinity, compensatory mitigation is not proposed at this time. The
ADF&G and US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) could not identify any needed mitigation projects in the
project area, but have requested that the project impacts be released prior to the final design for each roadway
segment to determine the need for any compensatory mitigation measures in the future. The re-evaluation would
include a field review with State and federal resource agencies.
2012 Re-evaluation: Wetland impacts will be reassessed to determine the need for additional mitigation measures
once additional design information is available. Impacts remained the same as discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI.
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2019 Re-evaluation: A Jurisdictional Determination Report and Wetland and Waterbody Functional Assessment
were completed in December 2014 based on September 2014 field work. No wetlands will be impacted by the
current design of the proposed project, although minor impacts will occur to Moose Creek.
G. Water Body Involvement

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the project’s effects on the following since the
approval of the original environmental document:
1. Water bodies?
2. Navigable water body as defined by USCG (Section 9)?
3. Waters of the U.S. as defined by the USACE (Section 404)?
4. Navigable Waters of the U.S. as defined by the USACE (Section 10)?
5. Fish passage across a stream frequented by salmon or other fish (i.e. Title
16.05.841)?
6. A resident fish stream (Title 16.05.841)?
7. A catalogued anadromous fish stream (Title 16.05.871)?
8. A designated Wild and Scenic River or land adjacent to a Wild and Scenic
River?
9. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or environmental
commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: As stated in the 1993 EA/FONSI, “A new bridge would be constructed across Moose Creek, not
requiring the placement of piers within the stream bed. No fill or dredging activities would occur within Moose
Creek. The total extent of water body modifications along the Glenn Highway would not be determined until the
design phase. For the most part, fill would not be placed within streams. Impacts to streams would be minimized
through coordination with appropriate resource agencies, and, during construction, employment of Best
Management Practices.” No Wild and Scenic Rivers were identified within the project area.
2012 Re-evaluation: Water body involvement has not changed since the 1993 EA/FONSI. Moose Creek remains
the only affected water body in the project area. The National Wild and Scenic Rivers website (reviewed
5/22/2012) does not identify Moose Creek as a wild and scenic river. A review of the USACE and USCG
navigable waters lists (reviewed 5/22/2012) did not identify Moose Creek as a navigable water. If necessary, a
navigability determination will be made prior to completing the new bridge design.
2019 Re-evaluation: The portion of Moose Creek within the project area is dynamic with flows alternating among
numerous channels. Two surveys were completed in the summer of 2014 to identify the current location of the
Moose Creek stream channels; 1) a Jurisdictional Determination Report and Wetland and Waterbody Functional
Assessment (HDR 2014) and 2) an updated topographic survey (Warwick Surveying 2014).
Based on the current 2015 design and the 2014 stream mapping, two of the 10 foot drilled shaft piers will be
located within an inactive channel of Moose Creek. The western embankment of Moose Creek will impact
approximately 250 feet of an intermittently flooded side channel.
Impacts to Moose Creek will be minimized through coordination with resource agencies during construction and
employment of Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard confirmed that the proposed bridge is exempt from bridge permitting
requirements, and therefore a navigability determination is unnecessary.
H. Fish and Wildlife Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the project’s effects on the following since the
approval of the original environmental document:
1. Anadromous or resident fish habitat?
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H. Fish and Wildlife Impacts

YES

NO

2. Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)?
3. Wildlife resources?
4. Bald eagles or golden eagles?
5. Migratory birds?
6. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: Wildlife found in this segment includes moose, brown and black bear, wolf, coyote, land otter,
fox, marten, beaver, mink, weasel, lynx, hare, red squirrel, and porcupine. Raptors such as the peregrine falcon,
gyrfalcon, and bald and golden eagles also inhabit the area. A number of species of migratory waterfowl utilize the
wetlands. Anadromous fish include sockeye, pink, chinook, coho, and chum salmon, char, and dolly varden.
Freshwater fish include rainbow trout, arctic grayling, white fish, burbot, suckers, and two species of stickleback.
The 1993 EA/FONSI also states, “Impacts to wildlife resulting from construction of the proposed project would
include a minor loss of habitat…Throughout the project, the proposed wider roadway embankments and clear
zones would facilitate crossing of wildlife by making them more visible to traffic” and, “The ADF&G and USFWS
requested that project impacts be assessed prior to final design for each roadway segment to determine the need for
any additional mitigative measures. The assessment would include a field review with State and federal resource
agencies.”
“Stream crossings would not involve placement of fill or piers within the streambeds. Scheduling of construction
would be addressed in the construction contracts. Stipulations would consider impacts to wildlife, including
sensitive calving, lambing, and spawning seasons.”
2012 Re-evaluation: Impacts to fish and wildlife are expected to remain the same as discussed in the 1993
EA/FONSI.
Fisheries: The ADF&G Catalog of Waters Important for the Spawning, Rearing or Migration of Anadromous
Fishes (reviewed 5/22/2012) indicated that Moose Creek (anadromous stream # 247-50-10220-2085) is the only
creek within the project area that supports anadromous fish species. Moose Creek contains dolly varden, coho
salmon, slimy sculpin, rainbow trout, Chinook salmon, chum salmon, pink salmon, and sockeye salmon. To the
south of the project area, Moose Creek drains into the Matanuska River, a water body that supports an even greater
range of resident and anadromous fish species.
A fish passage restoration project was completed on Moose Creek during the summers of 2005 and 2006. The
project restored fish passage to reaches of the Creek that were substantially altered and impaired by historic coal
mining and railroad activities in the area. These stream improvements were located approximately 1.9 to 3.4 miles
upstream of the existing Moose Creek bridge and outside of the proposed project area. Impacts to these
improvements from the proposed project are not anticipated. There were no changes to impacts on EFH, and
consultation with NMFS will be conducted as necessary based on impact changes, if any, during final design.
Wildlife: A search of the USFWS Alaska Bald Eagle Nest Atlas (5/23/2012) indicated no eagle nests have been
identified within one half-mile of the project corridor. Accident data suggest an annual average of approximately 2
moose- vehicle collisions over five years studied (2005-2009). In accordance with the 1993 EA/FONSI, we will
perform a field review with ADF&G and USFWS to determine the need for additional mitigative measures.
2019 Re-evaluation:
Fisheries: Moose creek provides spawning habitat for all five salmon species, and also provides rearing habitat for
coho and Chinook salmon (ADF&G 2014). Moose Creek is considered Essential Fish Habitat under the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
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The 2015 design would place two 10-foot diameter drilled shafts within an inactive stream bank of Moose Creek.
The eastern embankment of the bridge approach would impact approximately 250 linear feet of an intermittent side
channel of Moose Creek. The project would require authorization from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) under a Title 16 Fish Habitat Permit as well as consultation with National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
Wildlife: Additional information regarding moose/car collisions within the project area was identified. Collision’s
with moose was identified as the second most common incident between MP 52.5 and 56. Current project design
has included features that improve line of sight such as straightening the alignment, 8-foot shoulders and, reduction
of grades approaching Moose Creek.
No actual changes to wildlife impacts since the 2012 EA Re-evaluation are anticipated.
I. Threatened and Endangered Species (T&E) Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The status of listed, proposed or candidate T&E species that will be directly or
indirectly affected by the project?
2. The status of critical habitat in the project area?
3. The project’s effect on listed, proposed or candidate T&E species or designated
critical habitat?
4. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or environmental
commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI identified one T&E species within the project area, the American
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum). Adverse impacts to this species were not identified because their
nesting areas are located away from the proposed project and they do not rely on affected areas for essential
habitat.
2012 Re-evaluation: Since completion of the 1993 EA/FONSI, the American Peregrine Falcon has been removed
from the endangered species list (8/20/1999). A review (5/22/2012) of the USFWS and ADF&G online T&E
species lists did not identify other T&E species or critical habitat within the project area.
2019 Re-evaluation: No change to impacts since the 2012 Re-evaluation.
J. Invasive Species

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The measures that will be used to minimize the introduction or spread of invasive
species?
2. The project’s consistency with E.O. 13112 (Invasive Species)?
3. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: Invasive species are not discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI.
2012 Re-evaluation: Invasive species are not discussed in the 2012 Re-evaluation.
2019 Re-evaluation: On February 3, 1999, Executive Order 13112 - Invasive Species was signed to help control
for and prevent the introduction of invasive species. The Alaska DNR Division of Agriculture regulates and
manages the spread of invasive and noxious weed species to protect the agricultural industry and public interests.
ADNR has a list of 14 noxious weeds that are prohibited, and 9 noxious weeds that are restricted (ADNR 2019).
According to the Alaska Natural Heritage Program's Exotic Plants Information Clearinghouse (AKEPIC), 18 nonnative species have been found along the MP 53-56 project (AKEPIC 2019). Two of these non-native species are
listed as restricted noxious weeds by the ADNR: Tufted (bird) vetch (Vicia cracca); and Plaintain (Plantago sp.).
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The project could inadvertently introduce or spread invasive species during construction as fill materials, seed
mixes, and landscaping materials are transported to the project site from other areas. Invasive species could also
spread following the permanent loss or alteration of vegetation adjacent to the roadway, resulting in a more
suitable environment and the subsequent change in vegetation compositions. To minimize the risk of introducing
or speading invasive species, the project will comply with all invasive species regulations during construction, and
utilize best management practices. Ground disturbance will be kept to a minimum and weed-free seed will be used
to re-establish native vegetation following construction.
K. Contaminated Sites

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The status of known or potentially contaminated sites within or adjacent to the
existing and/or proposed ROW?
2. Any proposed excavation dewatering within 1,500 feet of a known
contaminated site?
3. The potential for encountering a contaminated site during construction?
4. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI did not identify any hazardous waste sites within the proposed project
area.
2012 Re-evaluation: A review of the ADEC on-line contaminated sites mapper (6/22/2012) did not identify any
new sites and hazardous waste impacts discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI remain true and valid.
2019 Re-evaluation: A review of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservations (ADECs) online
database and contaminated sites mapper on February 14, 2019 did not identify any hazardous waste sites within or
near the project location. No change since the 2012 Re-Evaluation (ADEC 2015).
L. Air Quality (Conformity)

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The project’s effect on an air quality nonattainment or maintenance area, which
will require a new or revised conformity determination?
2. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or environmental
commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “The proposed project is located in an attainment area for air
quality. The State Implementation Plan (SIP) does not contain any transportation control measures for the project
corridor, therefore, the project is not subject to conformity review as outlined in 23 CFR 770. Some temporary
impacts on air quality are expected to occur during construction activities…”
2012 Re-evaluation: The proposed project area remains in an air quality attainment area and a revised conformity
determination is not required.
2019 Re-evaluation: No changes since the 2012 Re-evaluation.
M. Floodplains Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The project’s encroachment into the 100-year floodplain (i.e. base floodplain in
fresh or marine waters). If yes, attach documentation of public involvement
conducted per E.O. 11988 and 23 CFR 650.109. Consult with the regional or
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YES

M. Floodplains Impacts

NO

statewide Hydraulics/Hydrology expert, and attach the required location
hydraulic study per 23 CFR 650.111.
2. The project’s potential to have significant encroachment as defined by 23 CFR
650.105(q)?
3. The project’s potential to encroach on a regulatory floodway?
4. The status of local flood hazard ordinances?
5. The project’s consistency with local flood protection standards and E.O. 11988?
6. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or environmental
commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) were not available for the Matanuska Valley area when the
1993 EA/FONSI was completed and coordination with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was
not required. The document states construction would not promote any incompatible development with floodplains
and bridges and culverts would be designed to withstand a 50-year flood.
2012 Re-evaluation: A review of available FEMA FIRM’s (6/22/2012) found the proposed project area is located
on FIRM Map Panel 020021 8925 C. This map shows the proposed project located within Zone C or D flood
hazard areas. Zone C flood hazard areas have minimal flooding and Zone D flood hazard areas have undetermined,
but possible flood hazards. On 11/13/2006 the DOT&PF consulted with the MSB code compliance officer and it
was confirmed that a floodplain development permit was not required. No changes in impacts to floodplains have
occurred since the 1993 EA/FONSI.
2019 Re-evaluation: The project is located within FEMA DFIRM panel 02170C7300E. This panel is not printed
and does not have a designated flood zone. Therefore no base flood elevations, estimated floodplain extents, or any
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis has been completed by the Matanuska Susitna Borough (MSB) Floodplain
Development Department or FEMA. In the summer of 2014 the Glenn Highway MP 53-56 project team met with
the MSB floodplain administrator to discuss the floodplain permit requirements. There are two possible outcomes
of this meeting based on the 1) current and 2) future flood zone classification of Moose Creek.
Currently, because Moose Creek does not have a flood hazard zone designation, the project has no flood hazard
permit requirements for the MSB. However, the project may encorach into an unmapped 100-year floodplain, as
the western embakement and the two bridge peirs will be placed in former or intermittent channels of Moose
Creek. No adverse impacts to floodplain values are aniticipated. See Location Hydraluic Study in Appendix D.
The Matanuska Susitna Borough is working with FEMA and is in the process of extending the Matanuska River
flood zone designation from where it currently ends 2.5 miles downstream of the confluence of Moose Creek to a
location 11 miles upstream at the Kings River / Matanuska River Confluence. Because this project crosses Moose
Creek, FEMA may or may not give it a designated flood zone. If the mapping project is completed before
construction of Moose Creek begins, then this project will be required to satisfy the existing MSB regulations,
including no net rise in water surface elevations for the Q100 event.
N. Noise Impacts

N/A

YES

NO

1. Does the project as currently proposed involve any of the activities, listed below,
that would trigger the need for a noise analysis? Activity list:
a. Construction of highway on a new location.
b. Substantial alteration in vertical or horizontal alignment as defined in 23
CFR 772.5.
c. An increase in the number of through lanes.
d. Addition of an auxiliary lane (except a turn lane).
e. Addition or relocation of interchange lanes or ramps added to a quadrant to
complete an existing partial interchange.
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N. Noise Impacts
f.

N/A

YES

NO

Restriping existing pavement for the purpose of adding a through-traffic lane
or an auxiliary lane.

g. Addition of a new or substantial alteration of a weigh station, rest stop, rideshare lot or toll plaza.
2. Was a noise analysis completed on the original project?
a. Was the noise analysis completed prior to implementation of the final noise
rule (23 CFR 772) and the current DOT&PF Noise Policy (April 2011)?
NOTE: If yes, the project likely needs a revised noise analysis to comply
with the current noise rule.
3. If the project needed a noise analysis are there any newly identified noise
sensitive receptors in the project area?
4. Describe results of a new noise analysis, identification of new impacts, newly
identified noise sensitive receptors or changes in noise abatement measures:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “The project involves both urban and rural areas. There are no
ordinances or land use controls which address noise generated by vehicles using the highway or prevent mixed
development of noise sensitive and non-sensitive locations in the project area.”
“A traffic noise analysis was completed for the proposed project using the FHWA Highway Traffic Noise
Prediction Nomograph (Hard Site) Model.” The receivers for this study were located in the communities of Palmer
and Sutton. Results of the study show existing and predicted future noise levels exceed the FHWA Noise
Abatement Criterion for Land Use Category B. “No noise abatement measures are likely to be implemented for the
proposed project. This recommendation is based on studies conducted to date and existing area conditions: there
are no land use controls along the project corridor, and noise barriers would not be cost effective because of the
low density residential development. If during formal design, conditions substantially change, the need for noise
abatement measures would be reevaluated.”
2012 Re-evaluation: The FHWA issued updated highway traffic noise and analysis abatement guidance in
December 2010 and DOT&PF approved new traffic noise abatement guidance in April 2011. Under the new
guidance, use of Look- up Tables or any other model unacceptable to FHWA is prohibited, and the criterion by
which DOT&PF determines if noise abatement measures are considered was modified. These changes require that
a new noise analysis be conducted during the final design stage.
Adjacent land uses have not changed, but there are two additional noise sensitive receivers in the project area. The
new noise study will better evaluate impacts to all noise sensitive receivers and address possible abatement
measures.
2019 Re-evaluation: A traffic noise analysis was completed in October 2014 in accordance with FHWA
Procedures for Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise and Construction Noise (23 CFR 772; December 2011) and
the DOT&PF Noise Policy (DOT&PF 2011).
The Traffic Noise Report (HDR 2015) concluded that no residences or recreational areas are predicted to have
exterior noise levels greater than the DOT&PF noise abatement criteria, if the Build Alternative is selected.
O. Water Quality Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. The project’s involvement with a public or private drinking water source?
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O. Water Quality Impacts

YES

NO

2. The project’s effect on discharges of storm water into Waters of the U.S.?
3. The project’s effect on ADEC designated Impaired Waterbody?
4. The project’s involvement with an area that is covered by a Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) APDES permit?
5. The potential for the project’s runoff to be mixed with discharges from a APDES
permitted industrial facility?
6. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “A plan to control erosion and sedimentation will be developed
prior to construction. However, temporary degradation of water quality may result from construction. No
substantial or long-term impacts to water quality of potable water sources are expected to result from the proposed
project.”
2012 Re-evaluation: Storm water drainage in the MP 53-56 area is collected in roadside ditches and transferred to
natural low points along the corridor. Topography in the area naturally slopes towards Moose Creek and storm
water may enter the creek during and after construction. However, most runoff would be captured by vegetated
buffers and allowed to infiltrate the ground or evaporate. Anticipated impacts remain the same as discussed in the
1993 EA/FONSI.
The EPA NPDES General Permit for Construction Activities in Alaska is now under the authority of the ADEC
Alaska Pollution Discharge Elimination System (APDES) Construction General Permit for Discharges from Large
and Small Construction Sites. All storm water discharge will comply with the terms of this permit. Best
Management Practices will be used during construction to minimize storm water pollution.
2019 Re-evaluation: The current 2015 design includes placement of fill within an intermittent side channel of
Moose Creek, and the placement of two 10-foot diameter drilled shafts within the banks of Moose Creek (currently
within an inactive channel). These design features may result in water quality impacts; however, actual impacts to
water quality are expected to be short term during construction as identified in the 2012 Re-Evaluation.
Project specific BMPs may be developed working with resource agencies to further minimize potential impacts to
water quality during construction.
P. Construction Impacts

YES

NO

Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
1. Temporary degradation of water quality?
2. Temporary stream diversion?
3. Temporary degradation of air quality?
4. Temporary delays and detours of traffic?
5. Temporary impacts on businesses?
6. Temporary noise impacts?
7. Other construction impacts? (e.g. TCEs/TCPs, utility relocates, staging areas,
etc.).
8. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation
and/or environmental commitments :
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI states, “Proposed activities would occur at a time with the least amount of
impact to the public, with regards to transportation and safety, and to wildlife, especially during sensitive calving,
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lambing, and spawning seasons. Construction activities would be suspended in winter; therefore, it is likely that
only minor construction impacts to moose would occur. Traffic congestion would be the primary impact resulting
from construction. Heavy traffic occurs along the Glenn Highway during commuter rush hour periods and the
summer months when tourism and recreation activities in the area peak. Short-term closures, detours, or temporary
delays would be scheduled to minimize disruption to the travelling public. Traffic would be maintained on the
existing road while realignment sections are constructed. A construction traffic control plan would be developed as
a part of the design plans. The department will work with the MSB Emergency Services Division to incorporate
provisions for emergency response vehicles within the plan.”
“Air quality would temporarily degenerate slightly as a result of dust and exhaust from construction activities. An
erosion and sedimentation control plan and/or other protective measures would be developed prior to and
employed during and after construction. Best Management Practices would be employed. Temporary degradation
of water and increased noise levels may occur during construction.”
“As discussed earlier, the proposed project would be constructed under the NPDES general permit (GP) for
construction activities in Alaska. The Contractor will be responsible for performing all work in accordance with
the GP conditions. A SWPPP would be implemented by the Contractor as required by the GP.”
2012 Re-evaluation: Storm water discharge will now be authorized by ADEC’s APDES CGP for storm water
discharges from large and small construction activities. The Contractor will be required to comply with the
requirements of the APDES. Construction impacts are expected to be the same as the 1993 EA/FONSI.
2019 Re-evaluation: Overall construction impacts are expected to be similar in nature as they were for the 2012
Re-Evaluation. A SWPPP and an ESCP will be developed prior to the start of construction.
Short term impacts to water quality may result from the placement of fill in an intermittent side channel of Moose
Creek. The two 10-foot diameter drilled shafts are proposed to be located in what is currently an inactive channel.
Construction noise was evaluated as part of the 2014 noise study concluding that construction noise abatement
measures may be necessary to avoid impacts to area residences (HDR 2015).
The DOT&PF will work closely with resource agencies and the contractor to ensure appropriate BMPs are
implemented to minimize potential impacts to all resources during construction.
Q. Section 4(f)/6(f)

YES

NO

1. Have there been any changes to the following since the approval of the original
environmental document:
2. The status of Section 4(f) properties affected by the proposed action or the project’s
effects on such properties?
3. The determination of whether the project would “use” land from a Section 4(f) property?
4. The status of Section 6(f) properties affected by the proposed action?
5. The determination of whether the use of a Section 6(f) property is a “conversion of use”
per Section 6(f) of the LWCFA?
If yes to any of the above, attach appropriate Section 4(f) and Section (f) documentation.
6. Describe changes, including any changes to previously proposed mitigation and/or environmental
commitments:
1993 EA/FONSI: The 1993 EA/FONSI identified one property protected by Section 4(f), the Moose Creek State
Recreation Site, and no properties protected by Section 6(f) within MP 53-56. A “use” under Section 4(f) of this
property was not identified.
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2012 Re-evaluation: Right-of-way requirements remained the same as discussed in the 1993 EA/FONSI. The 2009
cultural resource survey identified several eligible historic properties in the proposed project area that may be
impacted and would be protected by Section 4(f). A finding of adverse effect was anticipated for at least a few of
these properties; however, impacts were to be further defined and evaluated during the design phase. Impacts to
properties protected by Section 4(f)/6(f) had not changed since the 1993 EA/FONSI. No other 4(f)/6(f) properties
had been identified within MP 53-56 and the presence of 4(f)/6(f) properties and potential impacts to them was to
be re-evaluated once additional design information is available.
2019 Re-evaluation: During the initial design effort, it was determined that railway and coal mining features, while
not individually eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, combined to contribute to a Railways and
Coal Chute Historic District that was eligible. The district and its contributing linear features were determined to
be protected under Section 4(f), and DOT&PF determined the proposed alignment would have a Section 4(f) use of
the property. Other archaeological sites associated with the Chickaloon Tribe were determined to be important
chiefly because of what can be learned by data recovery and to have minimal value for preservation in place.
Therefore, any use of these archaeological sites was determined to fall under an exception to the requirement for
Section 4(f) approval [23 CFR 774.13(b)(1)]. DOT&PF has completed a standalone Section 4(f) evaluation related
to the Railways and Coal Chute Historic District to examine impacts and ways to avoid use of the district.
DOT&PF has determined that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative. Some measures to minimize
harm to the district have been incorporated into the project. The Section 4(f) evaluation is attached in Appendix C.
YES

V. Permits and Authorizations

NO

Have there been any changes to the status of the following permits and authorizations since
the approval of the original environmental document:
A. USACE, Section 404/10 includes abbreviated permit process, Nationwide
Permit, and General Permit
B. Coast Guard, Section 9
C. ADF&G Fish Habitat Permit (Title 16.05.871 and Title 16.05.841)
D. Flood Hazard
E. ADEC Non-domestic Wastewater Plan Approval
F. ADEC 401
G. ADEC APDES
H. Noise
I. Eagle Permit
J. Other. If yes, list below.
See discussion below
K. Describe changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: The following permits were identified as necessary for construction:
1.

USACE, Section 404/10 Permit

2.

ADEC, Section 401 Permit

3.

ADF&G, Title 16 Permit

4.

Alaska Division of Governmental Coordination, Coastal Consistency Certification

5.

MSB, Flood Hazard Area Land Use Permit

6.

EPA, NPDES Construction General Permit
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2012 Re-evaluation: The Coastal Consistency Certification and Flood Hazard Area Land Use Permit are no longer
required. The EPA, NPDES Construction General Permit is now authorized under the ADEC APDES CGP. A
copy of the permanent storm water plans will be submitted to ADEC for review. A Fish Habitat Permit was
obtained by DOT&PF to conduct materials testing in February 2007.
2019 Re-evaluation: In addition to the permits identified in the 2012 Re-Evaluation, the project would also require
the following permits and authorizations:
• Title 16 Fish Habitat Permit from the ADF&G
• EFH consultation with NMFS.
• Section 404 permit from the USACE.
• Section 401 Clean Water Certification from the ADEC.
The project is not expected to need a MSB Flood Hazard Permit. See Floodplain Impacts section for further detail.
The proposed bridge is exempt from U.S. Coast Guard bridge permitting requirements, under Section 107 of the
Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1982.

VI. Comments and Coordination Conducted for the Re-evaluation

YES

NO

A. Has any public/agency coordination occurred since the original environmental
document was approved?
B. Describe all outreach and coordination efforts taken for this project since
approval of the original environmental document. Discuss pertinent issues
raised by the public and other agencies. Attach applicable correspondence and
responses.
2019 Re-Evaluation
Public Coordination:
Project personnel continue to document and address issues raised by the public, government, and tribal entities
since the previous re-evaluation. A full chronology of public involvement can be found in Appendix E.
The comments received at public meetings, open houses, transportation fairs, tribal consultations, and from
individual inquiries are primarily concerned with a separate pathway to decrease road crossing near the Ya Ne Dah
School, pedestrian access where the existing bridge is planned to be removed, potential individual land impacts
(right of way) along the anticipated new alignment, and timing of project construction. DOT&PF are addressing
each of these concerns through design considerations, safety improvements, construction schedule communication
plans, and right of way discussions. DOT&PF intends to hold another public meeting in the near future to present
resolutions for the primary concerns presented. Project personal will continue to evaluate and address comments
regarding right of way concerns and project design.
An issue and response log is included in Appendix F.
Tribal Coordination:
The primary stakeholder outreach in 2018 and 2019 occurred with the tribal entity, Chickaloon Village Traditional
Council (CVTC) due to the adverse effects found of cultural and historic resources. Resolution meetings were held
and a memorandum of agreement was signed by CVTC in February 2019. Please see section E on Impacts to
Historic Properties.
Agency Coordination:
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Agency coordination with the Mat Su Borough planning and city management offices, Alaska’s State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO), Department of Natural Resources, the Alaska Division of the Federal Highway
Administration, and the Alaska Railroad Corporation has occurred routinely throughout the project. Agency
representatives are included on the stakeholder contact list for notifications and project communications. DOT&PF
has integrated comments and concerns from agencies throughout the design process.
Copies of all public and agency involvement material including letters, comments, announcements, electronic
notices, and meeting summaries are available from DOT&PF upon request.
YES

VII. Changes in Environmental Commitments or Mitigation Measures

NO

A. Have there been any changes in the environmental commitments or proposed
mitigation as addressed in the original environmental document?
B. Describe all changes:
1993 EA/FONSI: Environmental commitments found in the EA are listed below, with the section and page
number where they were found:
• “A plan to control erosion and sedimentation would be developed prior to construction” (IV. J, Page 33).
• “Should any other archaeological historic, architectural, and/or cultural resources be identified during the
construction of this project, all work which would impact these resources would be halted and SHPO would be
contacted immediately” (IV.S, Page 44).
2012 Re-evaluation: In addition to those identified in the 1993 EA/FONSI, the following additional environmental
commitments have been made:
• ROW requirements and impacts will be defined and mitigated
• Traffic impacts would be mitigated by providing advance notice of roadway closures, half width construction,
maintenance of local access, and development of a Traffic Control Plan
• Identification of eligible historic properties and impacts to them will continue in accordance with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act
• Wetland boundaries will be reviewed and acceptable compensatory mitigation measures will be developed
• A field review of the project will be conducted with State and Federal resource agencies to identify impacts to fish
and wildlife resources and additional mitigative measures
• A navigability determination of Moose Creek will be performed if necessary
• An updated traffic noise study will be conducted in accordance with current FHWA and DOT&PF noise guidance
• All storm water discharge will comply with ADEC Alaska Pollution Discharge Elimination System (APDES)
Construction General Permit for Discharges from Large and Small Construction Sites
• Best Management Practices will be used during construction to minimize storm water pollution
• The presence of 4(f)/6(f) properties and potential impacts to them will be re-evaluated once additional design
information is available.
2019 Re-evaluation: Consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard determined that the proposed bridge is exempt from
bridge permitting requirements, and therefore a navigability determination of Moose Creek is not necessary.

VIII.

Environmental Re-evaluation Determination

N/A

YES

NO

A. The conclusions of the original environmental document approval remain valid.
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VIII.

Environmental Re-evaluation Determination

N/A

YES

NO

The project meets the criteria of the following DOT&PF Programmatic
Approval authorized in the Nov. 13, 2017 “Chief Engineer Directive –
Programmatic Categorical Exclusions”:
1. Programmatic Approval 1
2. Programmatic Approval 2
3. Programmatic Approval 3
If yes, the Re-evaluation may be approved by the Regional Environmental
Manager. If no, the Re-evaluation must be approved by a NEPA Program
Manager.
B. The changes in the project scope, environmental consequences, environmental
commitments or public controversy require a new or supplemental
environmental document. If yes, consultation with the NEPA Program Manager
is required.
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VIII.

Environmental Documentation Approval Signatures

EIS Re-evaluation
Approved by:

Date:
[Signature] Statewide Environmental Manager

[Print Name] Statewide Environmental Manager
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Appendix A: Summary of
Project Changes

Appendix A: Comparison of 1993 EA/FONSI to 2012 and 2019 Re-evaluations
1993 EA/FONSI
Right-of-Way Impacts
Conceptual Stage Relocation Study based on
preliminary ROW was conducted. Two
residences may be impacted by the project.
Social and Cultural Impacts
Proposed project relocations would not
adversely affect any special group of people
more than others, and would not create any
new division of neighborhoods or change
land use patterns. 2015 mid-range
population estimate for the Borough is
72,000 (ISER 1989).
Economic Impacts
Glenn Highway is important to local and
regional economies. During construction
there would be minor delay and
inconvenience to highway users. Economic
activities may increase because of improved
traffic flow and highway capacity, and local
employment opportunities would result from
the construction activities, and local
businesses may benefit as well.
Land Use and Transportation Plan
1984 Matanuska-Susitna Borough
(MSB) Transportation Plan, 1987
Coastal Management Plan.
Land use within the Borough is divided
between settlement areas along the

2012 Re-evaluation

2019 Re-evaluation

Two undeveloped parcels were developed for
residential use since the 1993 EA/FONSI.

No change

No change in social impacts. 2010 U.S.
Census data reports current population in
the MSB to be 88,995. 2035 projected
population is estimated to be 160,693 (AK
Department of Labor and Workforce
Development).

No change in social impacts. 2017 U.S.
Census data reports estimated population in
the MSB to be 106,532. 2045 projected
population is estimated to be 167,000 (AK
Department of Labor and Workforce
Development).

Construction costs and property values have
risen since the 1993 EA/FONSI. Temporary
economic impacts will be mitigated by
advance notice of roadway closures, half
width construction, maintenance of local
access, and development of a Traffic Control
Plan.

No change

New and/or updated plans include: 2005
MSB Comprehensive Development Plan,
2007 MSB Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP) and Official Streets and
Highway Plan, 2008 MSB Recreational
Trails Plan, 2011 DOT&PF Statewide

Updated 2018-2021 DOT&PF Statewide
Transportation Improvements Program. Land
uses in the project area have not changed.

highway systems and remote areas.
Uses in settlement areas include residential
subdivision, local businesses, commercial and
industrial services, recreational, timber
processing, tourism, and agriculture.

Impacts to Historic Properties
No cultural resource impacts
identified.

Wetlands Impacts
0.01 acre impacted; approximately
1,200 cy of fill material required
Water Body Involvement
A bridge would be constructed
across Moose Creek, not requiring
the placement of piers within the
stream bed. No fill or dredging
activities would occur within
Moose Creek.

Fish and Wildlife Impacts

Transportation Improvements Program,
2009 Sutton Comprehensive Plan, and
2006 Glenn Highway National Scenic
Byway Interpretive Plan. The 1987
Coastal Management Plan became
defunct on June 30, 2011.
Land uses in the project area have not
changed.
A cultural resource survey of the
proposed project area was conducted in
2009. Results indicate eligible properties
are present.

The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute
District (ANC-03275) and four surface
depression sites (ANC-03329, -03330, -03331,
and -03332) could be impacted by the
proposed project. To mitigate adverse
effects, DOT&PF entered into a MOA with
SHPO. Mitigation measures were developed
and are provided in the MOA.

No change

Jurisdictional Determination Report and
Wetland and Waterbody Functional
Assessment completed in 2014. No wetlands
will be impacted.

No change

Moose Creek within project area is dynamic
with flows alternating among numerous
channels. Based on the current proposed
design, there are no piers located within the
active stream channel. The project would
place two 10-foot drilled shafts within an old
Moose Creek channel, that could become
active again if flow changes. BMPs will be
utilized to minimize impacts.

Impacts to wildlife resulting from
construction would include a minor
loss of habitat. Stream crossings
would not involve placement of fill
or piers within streambeds.
Proposed wider roadway
embankments and clear zones
would facilitate crossing of wildlife
by making them more visible to
motorists.
Threatened and Endangered Species
American Peregrine Falcon on the
Endangered Species List (ESL).
Invasive Species
Not addressed

Contaminated Sites
No hazardous waste sites were identified
within the proposed project area.
Air Quality (Conformity)
Project is located in an attainment area for
air quality. Project is not subject to
conformity review (23 CFR 770). Temporary
impacts on air quality are expected during
construction.
Floodplains Impacts
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) were not
available. Construction would not promote

No change to impacts. Moose Creek is
listed with ADF&G as an anadromous
stream. No eagle nests have been
identified within ½ mile of project.

Project would place two 10-foot drilled shafts
within an old side channel of Moose Creek.
The western embankment of the bridge
would impact approximately 250 linear feet
of an intermittently flooded side channel of
Moose Creek. Project requires a Title 16 Fish
Habitat Permit.

American Peregrine Falcon removed from the
ESL. No other Threatened or Endangered
(T&E) species identified in project area.

No change

Not addressed

Executive Order 13112 – Invasive Species
signed in 1999. Project will comply with all
invasive species regulations, and best
management practices will be utilized to
minimize the introduction and spread of
invasive species into and from the project
area.

No change

No change

No change

No change

Project is located on FEMA FIRM Map Panel
020021 8925 C, within Zone C or D flood

No change

incompatible development with floodplains.
Bridges and culverts would be designed to
withstand a 50-year flood.
Noise Impacts
A traffic noise analysis indicated future noise
levels are expected to intensify regardless of
the selected project alternative, including the
No-Build, due to an anticipated increase of
traffic levels.
Water Quality Impacts
Erosion and sedimentation control plan
will be developed prior to construction,
but temporary degradation of water
quality may result. Storm water discharge
regulated by the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).
Construction Impacts
Construction impacts include temporary
degradation of air and water quality,
increased noise levels, and increased traffic
congestion. NPDES General Permit for storm
water discharge.
Section 4(f)/6(f)
The Moose Creek State Recreation Site is
protected by Section 4(f). No properties
identified under Section 6(f).

hazard areas. No changes in impacts to
floodplains.
The FHWA issued updated highway traffic
noise and analysis abatement guidance in
December 2010 and the DOT&PF approved
new traffic noise abatement guidance in April
2011. A new noise analysis will be conducted
during the design phase of the project.

A traffic noise analysis was completed in
October 2014. The Traffic Noise Report
concluded that under the Build Alternative,
no residences or recreational areas are
predicted to have noise levels greater than
the DOT&PF noise abatement criteria.

On October 31, 2009, the authority to issue
storm water discharge permits for large and
small construction activities was transferred
from the EPA to Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC), Alaska
Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(APDES). No change to impacts.

Current design includes placement of fill in
intermittent side channel of Moose Creek.
Two drilled shafts will be placed in an inactive
channel of Moose Creek. Water quality
impacts may result, but are expected to be
temporary during construction.

Storm water discharge now authorized by
ADEC’s APDES Construction General Permit.
No change to construction impacts.

Construction impacts are expected to be
similar to those in 2012 Re-evaluation,
despite project design changes.

Several eligible historic properties identified
in a 2009 cultural resource survey. Impacts
to properties protected by Section 4(f)/6(f)
have not changed.

A Railways and Coal Chute Historic District
and contributing linear features are
protected under Section 4(f). The proposed
alignment would have a Section 4(f) use of
the property. Use of other archaeological
sites associated with Chickaloon Tribe would
fall under an exception to the Section 4(f)
approval.

Appendix B:
Memorandum of Agreement

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC FACILITIES,
AND THE
ALASKA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER;
REGARDING THE GLENN HIGHWAY MP 53-56 RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT
OA15025/Z580130000

WHEREAS, the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has
assumed the environmental review responsibilities of the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) under 23 U.S.C. 327, and proposes to carry out the Glenn Highway Mileposts (MP) 5356 Reconstruction Project (hereinafter referred to as the Undertaking) pursuant to the First
Amended Programmatic Agreement Among the Federal Highway Administration, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, the Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities Regarding Implementation of Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act for the Federal-Aid Highway Program in Alaska (Section
106 PA); and
WHEREAS, the Undertaking consists of realigning the Glenn Highway between MP 53 and 56, a
section of road that currently has an outdated bridge and undesirable steep grades, tight curves and
limited sight distances in its approaches (Appendix A: Figure 1); and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF has defined the Undertaking’s area of potential effect (APE) as
described in Appendix A; and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF has determined that the Undertaking will have an adverse effect on the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) and four (4) surface depression sites
(ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332); which are eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, the regulations implementing Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. § 306108); and
WHEREAS, as defined in 36 CFR 800.16(m), “Indian tribe means an Indian tribe, band, nation,
or other organized group or community, including a native village, regional corporation or village
corporation, as those terms are defined in Section 3 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA; 43 USC 1602), which is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians”; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has consulted with the federally recognized Chickaloon Native Village
(governed by the Chickaloon Village Traditional Council (CVTC)), the Knik Tribal Council
(KTC), and the Native Village of Eklutna (NVE), and with Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA) Native Corporations Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI), and Eklutna Inc., for which the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) and surface depression sites (ANC03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332) have significance; and to fulfill Tribal
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
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consultation requirements pursuant to 36 CFR 800.2(c)(2)(ii) as it relates to sites of traditional
religious and cultural importance; and
WHEREAS, CVTC has requested government to government consultation with FHWA and
FHWA has participated in MOA consultation; and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF invited CVTC to be an Invited Signatory to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has invited the KTC, Eklutna Inc., NVE and CIRI to be Concurring
Parties to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has consulted with the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB), the local
government, in order to fulfill its role in local government consultation as set forth in 36 CFR
800.2(c)(3); and has invited MSB to be a Concurring Party to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the Undertaking will cross Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC) right-of-way
(ROW) in the Moose Creek Valley (Appendix A: Figure 1), and DOT&PF has consulted with
ARRC in the planning for this Undertaking; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has invited ARRC to be a Concurring Party in this MOA; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with 36 CFR § 800.6(a)(1), DOT&PF has notified the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) of its adverse effect determination with specified
documentation, and the ACHP has chosen not to participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 CFR
§ 800.6(a)(1)(iii) ); and
NOW, THEREFORE, SHPO, CVTC, and DOT&PF (collectively, the “Signatories”) hereby
agree that the Undertaking shall be implemented in accordance with the following stipulations in
consideration of the effects this Undertaking will have on the above-referenced historic properties.
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STIPULATIONS
DOT&PF shall ensure the following measures are carried out:
I.

Professional Qualifications Standards
A. Archaeological surveys and data recovery, National Register of Historic Places (National
Register) evaluations, any formal National Register nominations submitted to the National
Park Service (NPS), archaeological construction monitoring, human remains recovery,
associated reporting, and other cultural resources 1 investigations, as required by this MOA,
shall be conducted by, prepared by, or completed under the direct supervision of a qualified
individual(s) meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI) Professional Qualification
Standards (36 CFR 61, Appendix A) for the applicable discipline.
B. The DOT&PF employs professional staff meeting the SOI Professional Qualifications
Standards in the Statewide Environmental Office and regional offices. The DOT&PF staff
who possess professional qualifications are referred to in this MOA as a professionally
qualified individual (PQI).

II.

Evaluation and Reporting Standards
These standards shall apply to all measures stipulated in this MOA.
A. National Register evaluations and any formal National Register nominations to the NPS
shall follow the SOI Standards and Guidelines for Evaluation of Historic Properties (36
CFR 63 and 36 CFR 800.4(c)) and NPS Bulletin 16a How to Complete the National
Register Registration Form, respectively.
B. All cultural resources documentation, including evaluation and data recovery reports,
archaeological construction monitoring reports, and any other associated documentation,
shall be consistent with the SOI Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (48 Federal Register [FR] 44716) and the SOI Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-44737), and also meet current professional
State standards (Office of History and Archaeology [OHA] Standards and Guidelines for
Investigating and Reporting Archaeological and Historic Properties in Alaska).

III.

Avoidance and Minimization

DOT&PF has made a good faith effort to avoid and minimize impacts to historic properties and
cultural resources in the design stage of this project, in consultation with the Signatories and other
entities with interests in area of the project; and
Cultural resources are defined as physical evidence of past human activity equal to or greater than 50 years of age
including archaeological sites, sacred objects, features, artifacts, landscapes, structures, buildings, plant and animal
remains, sacred sites, items of cultural patrimony, and human remains. Historic properties are cultural resources that
have been evaluated as eligible for inclusion on the National Register.
1
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A. DOT&PF has made the following efforts:
i. Conducted three episodes of archaeological and historic research resulting
in reports by OHA (Dale, Holmes, and Ostrogorsky 1990), CRC, LLC
(2010), and HDR (2016). This research was supplemented by further
research by the PQI to identify other features in the vicinity of the
Undertaking.
ii. Considered bridge design parameters to minimize ground disturbance by
limiting piers and lengthening spans; and
iii. Considered redesign of route alternatives to determine if historic resources
could be avoided altogether while fulfilling the project purpose and need;
and
iv. Maintained a historic ANCSA Section 17(b) easement by designing an
access road to the Moose Creek floodplain; and
v. Considered a no action alternative that would maintain the Glenn Highway
in its present location, repair existing deficiencies and replace the existing
Moose Creek bridge in its current location
B. Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve
In the Moose Townsite as depicted in USS 1152 (Appendix A: Figure 2) is a designated
cemetery reserve. DOT&PF and its contractors have found no evidence that the cemetery
reserve was ever used for human interment. Recollections by three local residents contend
that the cemetery had been used, but that surface evidence of the burials (e.g. grave markers,
surface depressions from collapsed wooden coffins) was obscured by land clearing in the
1980s. If DOT&PF performs work in the vicinity of the cemetery reserve, a perimeter
twenty-five (25) feet outside the surveyed boundaries of the cemetery will be marked and
enforced for avoidance.
In the event that ground disturbing activity is necessary within twenty-five (25) feet of the
boundaries of the Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve DOT&PF will support the following
research activities to establish the presence or absence of human burials within the surveyed
cemetery prior to Project-related ground-disturbing activities (e.g., geotechnical test
excavation and coring) should they be necessary for the Undertaking.
1. DOT&PF will conduct oral history interviews with William Long, Charlene
Schmidkunz (Mr. Long’s step-daughter), Doug Wade, and possibly other persons
with information regarding historic burials in the Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve.
Informed consent shall be documented prior to conduct of interviews. Schmidkunz
reported to CRC, LLC (2010: 32) 2 that Long had filled in grave depressions in the
1970s when he cleared the farm fields on the west terrace of Moose Creek where the
cemetery is indicated on USS 1152. Interviews will be video recorded to stable
CRC, LLC. 2010. Results of Cultural Resources Survey of the Proposed Glenn Highway Milepost 53 to 56
Reconstruction Project (Department of Transportation and Public Facilities No. 58013). Prepared by Linda Finn
Yarborough, Ph.D., Paul J. White, Ph.D., Sarah Meitl, M.A., Catherine Pendleton, M.A., Valerie Gomez, M.Sc.,
Aubrey Morrison, B.A., and Erika Malo, B.A. Cultural Resources Consultants LLC, Anchorage, AK
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digital media and permanent copies will be kept on file at the UAA Consortium
Library Archives and in the offices of CVTC.
2. Archaeological Field Survey
i. Field investigators shall secure permission to access private lands and provide
copies of permits and permissions to the PQI for the project record prior to
performing any fieldwork on private lands.
ii. The information gathered during this research will be published in the
Professional Paper described in Appendix E, Section B.
iii. Field methods will include nondestructive testing of the Moose Creek
Cemetery Reserve, using at least three of the following:
1. metal detectors,
2. human remains sniffing dogs,
3. ground penetrating radar (GPR),
4. Electroresistivity (ER) survey
iv. If remote sensing techniques indicate the presence of human burials in the
cemetery reserve in corresponding locations then no ground disturbing
activities will take place within twenty-five (25) feet of the reserve boundary.
v. If a burial is discovered during activities conducted for the undertaking then
the procedures outlined in Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review
Discoveries will be followed.
IV.

Archaeological Monitoring
A. DOT&PF in the interest of transparency and to best ensure the good stewardship of historic
and prehistoric sites will provide for monitoring of ground disturbing activities including
geotechnical testing, ground clearing, vegetation management, earthmoving, mobilization
and demobilization and any other construction activity that causes ground disturbance, as
those activities may occur during the course of the Project until the project is complete;
and
B. DOT&PF will ensure that Archaeological monitoring, including Tribal Observers, will be
provided for and conducted during ground disturbing activities according to the terms of
Appendix D: Archaeological Monitoring Plan.

V.

Mitigation
A. The Moose Creek Surface Depression sites include four (4) single or clustered surface
depressions (ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332) in the APE as
depicted in Figure 13 of the CRC, LLC (2010) report (Appendix A: Figure 3).
B. The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) includes the following
contributing elements: The Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272), the Doherty Narrow Gauge
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Roadbed (ANC-03274), the 1942 Coal Chute (ANC-03273), and the 1942 Coal Chute
Road (ANC-04340) (Appendix A: Figure 4).
C. DOT&PF in cooperation with the Signatories will ensure that mitigation for adverse effects
to historic properties shall be completed according to the terms of Appendix E: Mitigation
and Data Recovery Plan. The Right of Way (ROW) phase of the project will purchase land
for the new alignment before the construction phase triggers data recovery. As the ROW
will be state land at that time, the SHPO may at its discretion conduct data recovery with
its own personnel; if they decline, DOT&PF will contract a private firm to conduct the data
recovery. DOT&PF shall notify Signatories when it advertises a request for proposal for
mitigation work. SHPO or any hired consultants will coordinate and cooperate with
Signatories and conduct a meeting with CVTC within 60 days of project award and before
notification to proceed on field work. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure
opportunities for tribal participation in archaeological data recovery work including
laboratory work. DOT&PF and its contractor will provide notification to CVTC of intent
to proceed sixty (60) days prior to initiation of fieldwork. DOT&PF and its consultants
will meet with CVTC at least fourteen (14) calendar days prior to initiation of field and/or
laboratory work. DOT&PF will notify Signatories of any changes to the field and
laboratory schedules immediately. DOT&PF and its consultants will ensure that CVTC’s
Ya Ne Dah Ah School, Sutton Elementary School, and CVTC members will be provided
with an invitation to visit the site to learn about the data recovery process.
D. DOT&PF will ensure that the following mitigation measures are completed for the Moose
Creek Surface Depression sites (ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332)
(Appendix A: Figures 3 and 5):
a. The vicinity of surface depression sites at ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC03331 and ANC-03332 will be archaeologically excavated to recover data that
would be lost when the sites are buried.
b. Data recovery would be undertaken within the observed pits. Areas adjacent to
pits or pit concentrations will be sampled to identify possible activity areas
outside the pit that could be related to the pits and may assist in identifying the
function of the pits.
c. Because the pits may contain human remains all care shall be taken to ensure
the dignity of any remains discovered; should any bones be identified the
excavators shall immediately stop work and follow the procedures set forth in
Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
E. DOT&PF will ensure that the following mitigation measures are completed for the Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275):
a. DOT&PF shall construct an interpretive trail with a pedestrian bridge over
Moose Creek at the former location of the highway bridge. The trail will be a
multi-use paved trail system that includes the former ROW of the Glenn
Highway; a paved pedestrian path connecting areas of interest in the Moose
Creek Campground and its environs; and up to six (6) durable interpretive signs;
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
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the content of the signs will be developed and designed in accordance with
Appendix E. Mitigation and Data Recovery Plan, D. Interpretive Trail and
Signage.
b. Following completion of the project, DOT&PF will sponsor publication of a
professional report documenting the results of research and data recovery; and
a second derivative booklet to include brief treatments of subjects such as the
natural and cultural history of Moose Creek, including geology, prehistory,
history of coal mining and the railroad, and biographical information on notable
residents and historic figures in in accordance with Appendix E. Mitigation and
Data Recovery Plan, D. Interpretive Trail and Signage.;
VI.

Treatment of Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries
A. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure that Human Remains in any form will be
treated with respect and dignity by following the steps outlined in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
B. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure that any Post-Review Discoveries will be
protected upon discovery from further damage by stopping activity in the discovery
vicinity and informing the Project Engineer and PQI; DOT&PF and its contractors will
comply with the policy for Post-Review Discoveries outlined in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries in the event that discoveries are made during
ground disturbing activities.

VII.

Curation
A. DOT&PF will ensure that any artifacts recovered during Mitigation, Data Recovery, or as
Post-Review Discoveries during the construction phase will be treated in compliance with
AS 41.35.020.
B. DOT&PF has an existing Memorandum of Agreement with the University of Alaska
Museum of the North for repository of artifacts recovered on State of Alaska lands.

VIII.

Reporting
A. DOT&PF shall submit an annual report on or before January 31 to the Signatories
addressing the following topics:
a. Results of data recovery
b. Progress of other mitigation measures
c. Report on Archaeological and Tribal monitoring efforts
B. SHPO and CVTC shall have sixty (60) days to review and comment on the draft report;
DOT&PF will then have thirty (30) days to respond to those comments and finalize the
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document. Final copies of the annual report will be sent upon finalization to the
Signatories.
IX.

Dispute Resolution
Should any Signatory or concurring party to this MOA object at any time to any actions
proposed or the manner in which the terms of this MOA are implemented, the DOT&PF shall
consult with such party to resolve the objection. If the DOT&PF determines that such objection
cannot be resolved, the DOT&PF will:
A. Forward all documentation relevant to the dispute, including the DOT&PF’s proposed
resolution, to the ACHP. The ACHP shall provide the DOT&PF with its advice on the
resolution of the objection within thirty (30) days of receiving adequate documentation.
Prior to reaching a final decision on the dispute, the DOT&PF shall prepare a written
response that takes into account any timely advice or comments regarding the dispute from
the ACHP, Signatories, and concurring parties, and provide them with a copy of this written
response. The DOT&PF will then proceed according to its final decision.
B. If the ACHP does not provide its advice regarding the dispute within the thirty (30) day
time period or chooses not to participate, the DOT&PF may make a final decision on the
dispute and proceed accordingly. Prior to reaching such a final decision, the DOT&PF
shall prepare a written response that takes into account any timely comments regarding the
dispute from the Signatories and concurring parties to the MOA, and provide them and the
ACHP with a copy of such written response.
C. The DOT&PF’s responsibility to carry out all other actions subject to the terms of this
MOA that are not the subject of the dispute remain unchanged.

X.

Amendments
A. Any Signatory to this agreement may propose to DOT&PF that the MOA be amended.
The Signatories shall consult in accordance with 36 CFR 800.6(c)(7) to consider such
amendment. If the review results in a recommendation to amend the MOA, the Signatories
shall consult for a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the proposed amendment to the
MOA. The MOA may be amended only upon written concurrence of all Signatories.
Amendments will go into effect on the date the signature copy, signed by all Signatories,
is filed with the ACHP.

XI.

Duration
This MOA shall continue in full force and effect until all measures are completed or until five
(5) years from its execution date. At any time, DOT&PF may request SHPO in writing to
review DOT&PF’s project schedule and consider an extension or modification to this MOA.
No extension or modification shall be effective unless all Signatories to the MOA have agreed
to it in writing.
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XII.

Termination
If any signatory to this MOA determines that its terms will not or cannot be carried out, that
party shall immediately consult with the other Signatories to attempt to develop an amendment
per Stipulation X, above. If within thirty (30) days (or another time period agreed to by all
Signatories) an amendment cannot be reached, any signatory may terminate the MOA upon
written notification to the other Signatories. In the event of termination, the DOT&PF shall
seek the comments of the ACHP pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.7(c).
Once the MOA is terminated, and prior to work continuing on the undertaking, the DOT&PF
must either (a) execute an MOA pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.6 or (b) request, take into
account, and respond to the comments of the ACHP under 36 CFR Part 800.7. The DOT&PF
shall notify the Signatories as to the course of action it will pursue.

XIII.

Anti-Deficiency Act
DOT&PF’s obligations under this MOA are subject to the availability of appropriated funds
from state and federal sources, and the stipulations of this MOA are subject to the provisions
of the federal Anti-Deficiency Act. DOT&PF shall make reasonable and good faith efforts to
secure the necessary funds to implement this MOA in its entirety. If compliance with the AntiDeficiency Act alters or impairs the award of federal funds for the undertaking by FHWA, and
alters or impairs DOT&PF’s ability to implement the stipulations of this agreement, the
Signatories shall consult in accordance with the amendment and termination procedures found
within Stipulations X and XII. Should the project not proceed then no mitigation measures
will be necessary.

Execution and Implementation of this MOA by DOT&PF and SHPO is evidence that DOT&PF
has taken into account the Undertaking's effects on historic properties and afforded the ACHP an
opportunity to comment.
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Appendix A: Maps
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement

Figure 1: Direct APE for the Undertaking.

Figure 2: USS 1125 Moose Townsite, located within the Moose Railroad Reserve (inset).

Figure 6: Moose Creek Campground and current Glenn Highway alignment. Draft interpretive opportunities are in purple text; bridge for interpretive trail in green text on Glenn Highway alignment. Map extent is intended to focus on concentration of opportunities
for interpretation.

APPENDIX B – Human Remains and Post-Review Discovery Protocol
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement
I.

Human Remains Protocol

A.
Purpose and Scope
The following documentation describes the general procedures and protocols for coordination in
the event of an inadvertent discovery of human remains under the Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) among the Signatories to the MOA regarding the Glenn Highway MP 53-56
Reconstruction Project (Project). DOT&PF, its contractors and the Signatories commit to the
respectful treatment of any human remains discovered inadvertently during all phases of the
Project.
B.

Human Remains

The term “human remains” refers to the body of a deceased person, in whole or in parts, regardless
of its stage of decomposition, and cremated remains.
C.

Protocols at the time of Discovery of Human Remains

The Project Engineer will ensure that:
a) All human remains will be treated with dignity and respect at all times.
b) The Central Region REM and/or PQI, the Alaska State Troopers (AST), and the State
Medical Examiner (SME), SHPO, and CVTC are immediately informed.
c) If human remains are inadvertently discovered during the Project, all work that may
further disturb the human remains shall cease immediately within a minimum one
hundred (100) foot radius of the discovery.
d) The discovery site shall be secured and protected by the Construction Contractor or
Subcontractor.
e) All remains identified through inadvertent discovery will be treated as human until the
Alaska State Troopers (AST) or State Medical Examiner (SME) determines otherwise.
f) Human remains will be covered for protection.
g) DOT&PF and its contractors shall be responsible for enforcing that no vehicles,
equipment, or unauthorized personnel are permitted to traverse the discovery site.
D.

Consultation
A. If human remains are inadvertently discovered during Project activities, the PQI shall
notify the MOA Signatories within twenty-four (24) hours and expeditiously consult
on the treatment and disposition of such remains.
B. Should any associated or unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of
cultural patrimony as defined by the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA; 25 United States Code [USC] 3001 et seq.) be
encountered, DOT&PF shall immediately notify the landowner or land managing
agency and all Signatories and begin consultation.
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E.

Identification of the Human Remains
1. DOT&PF shall defer to the AST and/or the SME for a determination of whether the
remains are of a forensic nature and/or subject to criminal investigation.
2. If the AST and/or SME determine that the remains are neither of a forensic nature nor
subject to a criminal investigation, a qualified anthropologist/archaeologist shall
examine the human remains to determine biological affinity. 1 The
anthropologist/archaeologist shall be the responsible party for securely transporting
the remains to their analysis site if warranted. 2
3. Work under the terms of the Human Remains Protocol shall be carried out by or under
the direct supervision of a person or persons qualified as a biological/physical
anthropologist or archaeologist, with training in osteological analysis and experience
in the evaluation of human remains. The archaeologist must also meet the minimum
requirements under the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI’s) Professional Qualifications
Standards (36 Code of Federal Regulations 61, Appendix A; SOI-qualified
Archaeologist). All documentation, evaluation, treatment, and reporting associated
with a human remains discovery will follow and meet current professional standards,
including, but not limited to, the SOI’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and
Historic Preservation (48 Federal Register 44716).
4. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall provide DOT&PF with information regarding
their facility storage and security protocols prior to transport to ensure adequate and
sensitive treatment of the remains. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall document,
analyze, and photograph the remains so that an independent assessment of biological
affinity can be made.
5. DOT&PF shall consult with the Signatories on facility storage, security, analysis
methods, place of analysis, and reporting of analysis to ensure that all are carried out
in a culturally appropriate manner. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall be
afforded ninety (90) days to conduct his/her analysis and provide a written report of
findings to DOT&PF. DNA data will not be made public or used in research without
the permission of CVTC. The Signatories shall be afforded ninety (90) days to review
and provide written comments to DOT&PF on the anthropologist/archaeologist’s
report.
6. When the AST and the SME have made a determination that a death investigation is
not warranted and the remains are not of Native origin, then DOT&PF and FHWA in
consultation with the SME shall attempt to identify, locate, and consult with
descendants of the deceased. If no descendants are found, any necessary permits from
the Alaska State Bureau of Vital Statistics will be obtained and the remains re-interred
in a designated area to be determined with the landowner or land-managing agency
associated with the property on which the remains were discovered.

The DOT&PF Project Engineer and PQI shall coordinate to procure the services of a SOI-qualified anthropologist/archaeologist
for the analysis and documentation of the human remains discovery.
1

Prior to the removal of the remains, DOT&PF shall coordinate with the MOA Signatories on any blessing ceremonies to be
performed at the discovery site.
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7. When the AST and the SME have made a determination that a death investigation is
not warranted and the remains are of Native origin, then DOT&PF will continue
consultation with CVTC and other tribal entities on the treatment and disposition of
the remains.
F.

Proceeding with Construction
A. Project construction outside the human remains discovery site may continue one
hundred (100) feet from the discovery site as directed by the DOT&PF Project
Engineer and Construction Contractor while documentation and assessment of the
human remains under AST/SME or the biological/physical anthropologist at the
discovery site proceeds.
B. Once the human remains have been respectfully removed from the discovery site, the
area shall be treated in accordance with Section II as a site requiring additional
evaluation. The REM and/or PQI will advise the DOT&PF Project Engineer that
construction at the discovery site may resume once that protocol is complete and State
and federal legal requirements are satisfied.

G.

Federal and State Regulations Regarding Human Remains

DOT&PF shall adhere to State laws and protocols in accordance with Alaska Statute (AS)
11.46.482(a)(6), AS 12.65.5, AS 41.35.200, and AS 18.50.250 pertaining to the discovery of human
remains within the State of Alaska. Furthermore, if human remains are identified on federal lands
(e.g., Moose Townsite streets and reserved lots not conveyed to Eklutna, Inc.), DOT&PF shall
adhere to federal laws and protocols in accordance with the Archaeological Resources Protection
Act (ARPA, 16 USC 470) and NAGPRA (25 USC 3001 et seq.).
A. State (Alaska Statute) Laws
1. AS 11.46.482(a)(3): Applies to all lands in Alaska; makes the “intentional and
unauthorized destruction or removal of any human remains or the intentional
disturbance of a grave” a Class C felony.
2. AS 12.65.5: Requires immediate notification of a peace officer of the State (police,
Village Public Safety Officer, or AST) and the SME when death has “been caused by
unknown or criminal means, during the commission of a crime, or by suicide, accident,
or poisoning.” The AST has interpreted notification procedures as applicable to all
remains, including ancient remains. In addition to a local peace officer (if within a local
jurisdiction), notification should include the AST Missing Persons Clearinghouse.
3. AS 41.35.200: Applies only to State lands; makes the disturbance of “historic,
prehistoric and archeological resources” (including “graves”) a Class A misdemeanor.
4. AS 18.50.250: Requires the issuance of burial-transit and disinterment and
reinterment permits by the State Registrar of Health Analytics and Vital Records or an
authorized local registrar under certain circumstances.
B. Federal Laws (United State Code)
1. Archaeological Resource Protection Act (ARPA) 16 USC 470: Prohibits the
unauthorized destruction or removal of archaeological materials, including human
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remains (i.e., more than one hundred (100) years old) on federal lands and federal trust
lands. A violation may be prosecuted as a misdemeanor or felony, as warranted by the
severity of the violation. Violations of State or local laws, regardless of land ownership,
may be prosecuted under ARPA if the archaeological materials are transported across
State boundaries.
2. Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 25 USC
3001 et seq.: Governs the treatment and disposition of human remains on federal or
federal trust lands that are determined to be Native American. NAGPRA also applies to
Native American human remains from any lands if the remains are curated in an
institution that receives federal funds.
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II.

Cultural Resource Post-Review Discovery Protocol
A. If, during the implementation of the Undertaking, a previously unidentified cultural
resource is encountered, or a historic property is affected in an unanticipated
manner, DOT&PF shall consult with the Signatories, and other Consulting parties as
appropriate, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.13.
B. DOT&PF shall ensure work shall cease in the area of the discovery until the
previously unidentified cultural resource or the unanticipated effect can be
evaluated, and, if warranted, an appropriate Treatment Plan shall be developed and
agreed upon by the Signatories. DOT&PF shall ensure that the Treatment Plan is
implemented.
C. The Signatories agree that if additional cultural resources are identified during
construction, they shall be treated as and assumed eligible for inclusion on the
National Register until the resources can evaluated by the SOI-qualified
archaeologist performing Construction Monitoring per Appendix D: Archaeological
and Tribal Monitoring Plan.
D. The SOI qualified Archaeological Monitor or the DOT&PF Central Region PQI may
determine in the field the resource is not eligible for inclusion on the National
Register (e.g., isolated finds). The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall document any
previously unidentified cultural resource encountered to support the evaluation of
the resource using established National Register criteria. DOT&PF shall assess
National Register eligibility and seek comments from the Signatories. Any disputes
with the Signatories concerning eligibility shall be resolved by the Keeper of the
National Register pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(c)(2).
E. For those properties determined to be eligible for inclusion on the National Register,
DOT&PF shall apply the criteria of adverse effect (36 CFR 800.5) in consultation
with the Signatories. If an adverse effect is determined, DOT&PF shall proceed in
accordance with the Treatment Plan.
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Appendix C – Contact Information for Agency and Tribal Officials Involved with
Human Remains Consultation
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project Memorandum of Agreement

Fax: (907) 269-8908
oha.permits@alaska.gov

Alaska State Medical Examiner
Operations Administrator
4500 South Boniface Parkway
Anchorage, AK 99508-1264
Phone: (907) 334-2202
Fax: (907) 334-2216

Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
Senior Director, Land and Resources
P.O. Box 93330
Anchorage, AK 99509
Phone: (907) 263-5604
Fax: (907) 279-8836

Alaska State Troopers
Missing Persons Clearinghouse
5700 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99507
Phone: (907) 269-5038
Fax: (907) 337-2059

Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
Tribal
Historic
Preservation
Officer
Environmental Stewardship Department
P.O. Box 1105
Chickaloon, AK 99674
Phone 1: (907) 982-7616
Phone 2: (907) 745-0737
Fax: (907) 745-0709

Alaska Bureau of Health Analytics and Vital
Records
Phone: (907) 465-8643
Fax: (907) 465-4689

Native Village of Eklutna
Land and Environment Department
26339 Eklutna Village Road
Chugiak, AK 99567
Phone: (907) 688-6020
Fax: (907) 688-6021

Alaska Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities
Central Region Environmental Manager
P.O. Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519-6900
Phone: (907) 269-0542
Fax: (907) 243-6927

Eklutna, Inc.
Director of Lands & Regulatory Affairs
10950 Mausel Street, Unit B-1
Eagle River, AK 99577
Phone: 907-696-9618

Central Region Cultural Resources Specialist
P.O. Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519-6900
Phone: (907) 269-0534
Fax: (907) 243-6927

Knik Tribal Council
Environmental Coordinator
1744 N. Prospect Dr.
Palmer, AK 99645
Phone: 907-373-7685

State Historic Preservation Officer
Office of History and Archaeology
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1310
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 269-8700

Alaska Railroad Corporation
327 West Ship Creek Ave

State Archaeologist
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P.O. Box 107500
Anchorage, AK 99510-7500
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Appendix D: Archaeological Monitoring Plan
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement
Archaeological Monitoring will be carried out by SOI-qualified individuals as described in the
MOA Stipulations I. Professional Qualifications Standards; such that the Archaeological
Monitors will meet SOI standards of qualification. A Supervising Archaeologist will be on the
job site during all ground disturbing activities and will be the main contact point between
Archaeological Monitors (if additional monitors are present), Tribal Observers, and the Project
Engineer. The Supervising Archaeologist may perform monitoring duties as needed and at
periods when little activity is underway. Tribal Observers will be approved and designated by
the CVTC in accordance with section F.
Monitoring will be carried out during construction in a safe and professional manner.
Archaeological Monitors will report to the Supervisory Archaeologist. Tribal Observers may
monitor ground disturbing activities and accompany Archaeological Monitors during
monitoring. Tribal Observers will report finds to the Archaeological Monitors and the
Supervising Archaeologist and provide contextual cultural information.
A. DOT&PF will ensure that Archaeological Monitoring and Tribal Observation is
conducted during ground disturbing activities in the Direct APE for the Undertaking.
Presence of the Supervisory Archaeologist is mandatory during ground disturbing
activities. Archaeological Monitors will work at the discretion of the Supervisory
Archaeologist such that at least one monitor is available for every activity area where at
least one machine is active, e.g. dozer and excavator, excavator and dump trucks, front
end loader and conveyor. Up to two (2) Tribal Observers may be present on the job site
during ground disturbing activities. Tribal Observers will work cooperatively with the
Supervisory Archaeologist and Archaeological Monitors.
B. DOT&PF shall ensure that a preconstruction meeting is held that includes the DOT&PF
Project Engineer, the construction contractor, on-site construction supervisory staff, the
resident engineer, the Supervisory Archaeologist, Archaeological Monitors and Tribal
Observers to discuss the terms and conditions for monitoring and observation in this
MOA with the Signatories. Cultural issues and concerns may be conveyed by CVTC
representatives at this meeting. Signatories may convey cultural issues or concerns to
the Supervisory Archaeologist and PQI at any time.
C. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall conduct on-site cultural resources awareness
training with construction personnel before construction activities begin. This training
will give a brief discussion of what archaeology is and why it is important, state and
federal legal frameworks for protecting historic properties, explain how to identify
archaeological deposits and human remains, explain the roles and responsibilities of the
Supervisory Archaeologist, Archaeological Monitors and Tribal Observers, and outline
the procedures of Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
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D. The Direct APE for the Undertaking is depicted in Appendix A: Figures 1 and 4. The
direct APE for the Undertaking is outlined in blue and includes the proposed new
highway alignment, cut and fill areas, equipment staging and storage areas, the rerouted
17b easement road, new driveways and end bulbs, the proposed interpretive trail and
pedestrian bridge, and state owned material sources and spoil disposal sites. Where
proposed actions are limited to repaving, the direct APE is confined to the road prism.
This outlines the limit of ground disturbing activity requiring monitoring.
E. The Signatories have identified areas where cultural resources are known to exist within
the Direct APE. DOT&PF will provide a SOI-qualified Supervisory Archaeologist to be
on site during all ground disturbing activities in the Direct APE associated with the
Undertaking unless the Supervisory Archaeologist determines after field observations
and in consensus with the DOT&PF Central Region PQI, SHPO and the CVTC designated
cultural specialist, that monitoring is no longer necessary.
F. DOT&PF will contract with CVTC for Tribal Observers to participate in monitoring
during construction.
1. DOT&PF will contract with CVTC to provide four (4) Tribal Observers from
CVTC.
2. The Tribal Observers will represent CVTC for the purposes of consultation in the
field, be selected by CVTC and shall be employees of CVTC.
3. Tribal Observers will receive safety training for work on the construction site, and
shall wear appropriate personal protection equipment including reflective vests,
hardhats, eye and hearing protection as provided by DOT&PF or its contractors
and appropriate ASTM F2412-11 and F2413-11 protective footwear provided by
the Tribal Observers or CVTC.
4. Tribal Observers will work in consultation with Archaeological Monitors during
construction activities.
5. DOT&PF and its contractors will provide to the Signatories advance written and
electronic notice of the construction schedule.
i. The first notice shall occur when the Undertaking construction phase is
approved as part of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.
ii. The second notice shall occur within a minimum of ninety (90) days
before construction of the Undertaking begins.
G. The Supervising Archaeologist and Archaeological Monitors are authorized to halt
construction activity in an area in the event of the discovery of Human Remains or PostReview Discoveries in accordance with the protocols established in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries. Tribal Observers must report suspected finds to
an Archaeological Monitor for examination. The Supervisory Archaeologist will have the
authority to stop work in the area of the find until the issue is resolved.
H. Archaeological Construction Monitoring Reporting
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1. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall provide a weekly construction
monitoring summary to DOT&PF. The memo will report times and locations
monitoring occurred, and briefly document observations (e.g. construction
activities monitored, monitoring locations) and reporting events (e.g. work
stoppages, human remains discovery, and post-review discovery).
2. DOT&PF will compile and submit a monthly electronic report to the signatories
by the end of business on the last working day of the following month.
3. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall provide a draft monitoring report
summarizing the construction monitoring activities (detailing the overall
monitoring effort, and describing locations where monitoring occurred and any
relevant field observations) to DOT&PF by March 31 of the following year.
4. DOT&PF will distribute the draft report to the Signatories after a sixty (60) day
review period. Signatories will have a sixty (60)-day review period to provide
written comments to DOT&PF.
5. DOT&PF will address review comments and submit a final report to the
Signatories six (6) months after receiving comments.
6. If construction monitoring occurs over several years, the Archaeological Monitor
shall provide the Project Engineer and DOT&PF Professionally Qualified
Individual with annual monitoring reports in lieu of one draft and final report
outlined above. A final report of monitoring activity and data recovery will be
included in the Professional Publication following completion of the
Undertaking.
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3. Is there evidence of multiple episodes of use? What are the periods of use?
4. Is there material evidence outside the surface depressions that relates to the
presence or function of the surface depression?
Other questions may arise in the process of research, consultation with CVTC and other tribal
entities and analysis of the surface depressions. Two of three previous archaeological surveys
conducted for the project (CRC 2010; HDR 2016) made tests of surface depressions in the
vicinity of the fill area on the east side of Moose Creek. Archaeologists should consult these
sources and devise a sampling strategy suited to the research questions, results of previous
testing, and through consultation with CVTC and other tribal culture bearers to refine the
research design and participate in field work and analysis. This research should be carried on
with the knowledge that the areas committed to the purpose of the Undertaking may be
damaged and will be inaccessible for the foreseeable future.
DOT&PF will ensure that:
1. The Contractor for Data Recovery will submit a research proposal and plan for data
recovery for approval by the PQI that conforms with the following specifications
a. Data Recovery will be conducted within the identified surface depressions to
include any exterior berm or removed soil; and
b. Additional test excavation will be conducted outside the pits to include
sampling in a five (5) meter radius centered on the locations of surface
depressions in the four (4) sites intersecting the yellow area depicted in
yellow in Appendix A: Figure 3.
c. Data recovery within surface depressions (to include any exterior berm or
removed soil) will include documentation of the undisturbed feature
sufficient to record topographic relief of the feature, its location and
orientation in relation to known reference points; use one-eighth (1/8)-inch
mesh screening to sieve produced sediment below the depth of the surface
depressions, to a minimum depth of one hundred (100) centimeters below
surface. If excavation cannot proceed beyond an impenetrable stratum this
should be documented by the PI. Stratigraphic profiles will be recorded with
field notes and photographs taken by field personnel for publication in the
PP.
d. Additional subsurface testing will be performed beyond the pit centered sites
using a systematic sampling approach in areas of direct impact marked by the
blue lines depicted in Appendix A: Figure 5 and extending thirty (30) meters
outside the perimeter of the blue line on the east side of Moose Creek. This
area may be sampled with 50 x 50 cm test pits across up to five (5) percent of
the area at the discretion of the PI. Produced soil in these areas will be sieved
using one eighth (1/8) inch mesh hardware cloth.
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e. Data recovery field work for archaeological historic properties will be
completed prior to initiation of construction activities but may be conducted
concurrently with geotechnical testing.
f.

A Data Recovery Report(s) shall be produced following the completion of data
recovery fieldwork for every year of fieldwork prior to construction.

g. All artifacts and features will have their three-dimensional provenience
recorded photographically and in field catalogs, notes, and on the artifact
container for deposit at the UA Museum of the North.
h. Archaeologically recovered organic material in association with buried
cultural material such as stone tools; pottery; worked wood; braided, plaited
or woven grass; worked or fractured bone; and paleosols and soil lenses with
charcoal or lithic debitage shall be sampled for e.g., carbon dating, wet
screening, floatation, and other destructive and nondestructive to gather the
greatest amount of scientific information possible.
i.

Intact organic artifacts at risk of damage or decay will be packaged for
curation sufficient to prevent damage due to drying out, and refrigerated to
prevent mold or bacterial decay until safe delivery of the artifact to
professional conservators at the University of Alaska Museum of the North
can be completed. This should be performed in a timely fashion so as to
prevent damage to delicate archaeologically recovered organic artifacts.

j.

The Data Recovery contractor will deliver annual draft Data Recovery
Report(s) describing the results of data recovery (e.g. a catalog of artifacts,
soil samples, and initial documentation of features), and documenting the
methods and findings of the data recovery effort to the DOT&PF Central
Region PQI by March 31 of the following year. DOT&PF will have sixty (60)
days to review the report. DOT&PF will then submit the edited report to
SHPO and CVTC for sixty (60) days to review the report. DOT&PF will then
have six (6) months to resolve comments or issues and finalize the report.

k. DOT&PF will ensure a final Data Recovery Report is submitted to the
Required Signatories within twelve (12) months after completion of all data
recovery and prior to the conclusion of this MOA. This report will
incorporate the annual Data Recovery Report(s) and provide a brief overview
and summary of results of investigations. This document will be included in
the final PP and may inform the PTP and interpretive signage.
B. Moose Creek History and Archaeology Research
The significance of the Moose Creek Railway and Coal Chute Historic District is based on the
fact that the presence of coal seams visible in Tsadaka Canyon prompted the production of coal
for government and commercial use. Railroads represented a mature transportation technology
that was inextricably entwined with coal and products dependent upon or derived from coal,
which at the time were symbolic of industrial power and modernity. This relationship coupled
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with the expressed market for coal for US Navy warships made Moose Creek the first public
milestone in government construction of the Alaska Railroad.
DOT&PF will ensure that:
1. A qualified historian is contracted to produce a history of the Moose Creek vicinity
for inclusion in the PP, the PTP, and to inform the content of the interpretive signs;
and
2. An oral historian or ethnographer will be retained to research and produce an oral
history of the Moose Creek vicinity based on oral accounts from living and deceased
persons with knowledge and experience of the area and its past;
3. The historian and oral historian or ethnographer will meet with SHPO and CVTC
within one month of their contract commencing to collaboratively develop the
outlines for the documents (PP, PTP and oral history).
4. The historian may document the following subject areas for the History sections of
the publications (final list of subject matter areas to be determined in meeting with
Signatories):
a. Summary of pre-contact use of Moose Creek by Alaska Native Peoples
b. Early accounts of Russian and Alaska Native Peoples’ interaction along the
Matanuska River corridor
c. The American period from 1867 to before the Turnagain Gold Rush
d. Turnagain Arm gold rush and subsequent rushes to develop mineral wealth
i. Willow Creek Mining District
ii. Nelchina Mining District
iii. Matanuska Coal district
e. Trails and Trail Systems of the Matanuska Watershed
f.

Railroad construction efforts
i. Alaska Central
ii. Alaska Northern
iii. Alaska Engineering Commission
1. Anchorage to Matanuska
2. Chickaloon Branch
3. Moose Creek Spur
4. Eska and Jonesville Spur
5. Chickaloon
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iv. US Navy and the Chickaloon Project
1. Sutton Coal Washery
2. Boom and Bust
g. Matanuska Coal Production
i. Jack Dalton and the Navy Coal Test
ii. Doherty Mine and Bunker
iii. Eska and Jonesville
iv. Moose Creek mines
1. Doherty/Pioneer
2. Baxter
3. Rawson
4. Alaska Matanuska
5. Wishbone Hill Coal Co.
6. Premier
7. New Black Diamond
8. Anchorage Coal Co.
9. Buffalo Mine
v. Who were the owners, operators and miners along Moose Creek?
vi. Summary and figure depicting coal mines in the Matanuska River
watershed
h. Alaska Railroad
i. Moose Creek Spur
1. to Bunker 1916
2. Moose Railroad Reserve and Townsite
3. Narrow Gauge spur to Baxter
4. Standard Gauge to Premier, Narrow Gauge to Wishbone Hill
5. September 1942 flood destroyed track
6. Rail car loading from trucks, 1943-1968
ii. 1968 three rail customers switched fuels to gas, ending rail delivery of
coal from Matanuska
iii. Track removed beyond Palmer.
i.

Decline of coal mining
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i. High cost of underground mining saw shift to stripping
ii. Steam locomotives replaced with diesels after WWII
iii. Residential heating shifted to oil, gas and electric
iv. Military bases and city utility shifted to gas in 1968
v. Speculative ownership of leases
1. Metallurgical coal needs in Asia
2. Heating coal in Pacific Rim markets
3. Not price competitive with other producers in the Pacific
market.
C. Publications
1. DOT&PF will ensure that two publications are developed that include summaries of
research conducted for the Undertaking. These publications will include a
professional level publication targeted to cultural resources professionals and
including a detailed summary of work conducted for the Undertaking. Derived from
this work would be a publication targeted at highway travelers and members of the
general public. Interpretive signs would be developed concurrently with the PTP and
may share text, graphics, and historic photographs. Both publications will be
developed in consultation with the SHPO and CVTC.
2. DOT&PF shall develop a PP that documents the results of data recovery efforts,
artifact and scientific analysis of finds, the history of coal mining and railroading in
the Moose (Tsadaka) Creek area, and an oral history of the project area. This
document will be targeted at a professional audience and may include confidential or
restricted information aimed at long term recordation of project activities completed
for the Undertaking. This publication will include as an appendix revised AHRS
cards where changes are appropriate.
a. The PP will be outlined as follows:
i. Project description and history
ii. History deliverable
iii. Results of Archaeological Data Recovery
1. Surface Depressions and surrounding area results
2. Intensive test excavations in buffered direct APE
3. Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries
4. Results of analysis
a. Carbon Dates
b. Faunal analysis
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c. Small fraction analysis
5. Discussion
iv. Appendices
1. Monitoring Reports
2. Artifact Catalog (may be electronic database)
3. DOT&PF will ensure a second publication, the PTP, written for a general audience
that summarizes and explains the findings of the PP in a form and format sufficient
to communicate the historic and natural significance of the area. The format and
content of the PTP will be similar to other recent publications with approximately
30-50 pages of text, graphics and historic photographs sufficient to communicate the
subject matter to the traveling public. Complicated subjects will be presented in
simplified form with a preference for graphical explanations that are less dependent
on reading comprehension. The PTP will not include confidential or sensitive
material.
a. The PTP will be outlined approximately as follows:
i. Splash cover
ii. One page brief description of the Undertaking
iii. Two pages describing plate tectonics, Chugach and Talkeetna
mountain formation, and coal bed formation, preferably a large
graphic
iv. Two pages describing glaciation in the Matanuska River valley keyed
to the Moose Creek landscape, preferably a large graphic
v. Two pages on Dena’ina and Ahtna use of Moose Creek
vi. Two pages on coal mining in Moose Creek
vii. Two pages on building the Alaska Railroad, Seward to Anchorage and
Anchorage to Nenana
viii. Two to four pages on building the Chickaloon Branch and the Moose
Creek Spur
ix. Two pages on importance of steam power complex-coal to make
steam, steam to run machines and distribute heat
x. Two pages on coal miners, mining culture, miners’ lives at Moose
Creek
xi. One page on Floods on Moose Creek
1. 1942 flood
2. Other flood episodes
xii. One page on World War II
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xiii. One page on Glenn Highway
xiv. Two pages on use of over the road trucks to haul coal from Buffalo
Mine to coal chute after flood
xv. One page on change to diesel on the Alaska Railroad
xvi. Two pages on labor costs, underground mining, and shift to strip
mining
xvii. One page on decline and end of active mining
xviii. One page on mine land reclamation program in 1980s
xix. One page on possible new mining
xx. Two pages on CVTC et al. efforts to return the stream to its natural
path, campground management
xxi. One page on CVTC et al. salmon research of Moose Creek and
Matanuska River
xxii. Two pages on Katie Wade
xxiii. Two pages on the CVTC Tribal connection to the Moose Creek area
xxiv. Two pages on CVTC’s Ya Ne Dah Ah School
xxv. One page on Moose Creek campground management
xxvi. Splash close with credits and acknowledgements
4. DOT&PF shall develop a draft of the PP within one (1) year following the completion
of construction of the Project. DOT&PF shall have sixty (60) days to review and
revise the PP, then provide the revised draft to the Signatories to this MOA for a
ninety-day (90) review. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize
the document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory
review period. Five (5) copies will be provided to the SHPO, five (5) copies to
DOT&PF, and fifteen (15) copies to CVTC.
5. The PP will be the basis for the PTP, which will be delivered for review six (6) months
after delivery of the PP. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize
the document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory
review period. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize the
document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory review
period. DOT&PF will ensure that 200 copies of the finalized PTP are published for
distribution to SHPO, CVTC, and other entities (e.g. Palmer Visitor Information
Center, Wasilla Museum, Museum of Alaska Transportation, Sutton Public Library,
and the Alpine Historical Park and Visitors’ Center) at the discretion of the Central
Region PQI for distribution to the traveling public. An electronic version will be
made available online for a period of 10 years.
D. Interpretive Trail and Signage
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1. DOT&PF shall develop signage in consultation with SHPO and CVTC and construct
an interpretive trail, construct a bridge across Moose Creek suited to pedestrian and
bicycle use, and produce and install up to six (6) durable, interpretive signs along the
trail. Duplicate signs will be kept on file should replacement be needed. DOT&PF’s
interpretive trail project will connect the two driveways (Appendix A: Figure 4) after
removal of the highway bridge. The multi-use pedestrian bridge will use existing
concrete abutments at the former location of the highway bridge and be designed to
accommodate light road vehicles in an emergency. The route of the interpretive trail
beyond the two road ends will be developed in consultation with SHPO and CVTC.
2. Interpretive signs developed in consultation with SHPO and CVTC may summarize
such subjects as Ahtna and Dena’ina historic and prehistory, the natural history of
Moose Creek including geoengineering, geology, railroad construction, coal mining,
and biographical subjects of local significance. The signs will show the significance of
early coal mining, railroading and other activities at Moose Creek and enhance the
campground already managed by CVTC.
a.

Earth Science. Plate tectonics and formation of the Chugach and Talkeetna
Mountains. Coal bed formation and exposure. Glaciation. Graphic with
callouts.

b. Prehistory. Regional sequence. Kachemak. Dene culture. High mobility
lifeways. Dena’ina on Cook Inlet, Ahtna in Copper Basin.
c. Alaska Native Peoples. Dena’ina and Ahtna. Indigenous trade. Russian
trade. Important but little recognized contributors to fur trade, mining,
railroad, surveying and etc.
d. Historic period. Turnagain Gold Rush and other gold rushes bring crowds to
Cook Inlet en route to interior. Coal mining. Willow Creek Mining district.
Trails and wagon roads are built. Jack Dalton dog mushed coal for Navy test.
e. Railroad. Need for access ice free ports. Access to local coal was high
priority. Indigenous and local peoples’ participation in railroad construction,
coal mining.
f.

Glenn Highway. World War II transportation boom. Post-war boom in
Anchorage and Mat-Su. Parks Highway and the end of coal mining.

3. The physical location(s) of the interpretive display(s) will be developed in
consultation with SHPO and CVTC. Appendix A: Figure 6 is a conceptual design
showing the location of some historic interpretive opportunities. A horseshoe shaped
trail could connect these interpretive opportunities via the pedestrian bridge with
access by two new driveways. DOT&PF will design the pathway, bridge and sign
locations in consultation with the SHPO and CVTC and may construct the trail,
bridge, and sign mounts before completion of the interpretive signs. Additional
interpretive opportunities could be developed along the driveways as appropriate or
desired.
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4. DOT&PF shall ensure development of drafts of the proposed interpretive sign design
within eighteen (18) months of the completion of the construction phase of the
Undertaking. The drafts shall be provided to DOT&PF and DOT&PF will have sixty
(60) days to review and revise the draft interpretive signs. DOT&PF will then submit
the revised drafts to the Signatories for ninety (90) days to review and provide
comments back to DOT&PF. DOT&PF shall ensure that the signs are finalized,
fabricated, and – taking into consideration the recommendations provided regarding
location in D.3 above – will install the interpretive signs. The final design and
content of the interpretive display(s) will be determined in consultation with the
Signatories.
5. Maintenance responsibility for the driveways, interpretive trail and interpretive signs
outside the campground, and pedestrian bridge, these will remain DOT&PF
properties and be maintained at the lowest (Level V) maintenance priority. DOT&PF
may offer these ownership and maintenance responsibilities to MSB and/or CVTC.
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Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56, Moose Creek Canyon
Section 4(f) Evaluation
Project No.: State - Z580130000 Federal - 0A15025

Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
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PO Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519
August 2019
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by the applicable Federal environmental laws for this project
are being, or have been carried out by the DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated
November 3, 2017, and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
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1

Introduction

1.1 – Overview of Section 4(f)
Section 4(f) is a federal environmental protection statute specific to U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) projects. It requires any proposed transportation use of land from
certain public parks, recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public or private historic
sites that are on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), be avoided, if
avoidance is feasible and prudent, before any USDOT funding or approvals can be granted.
Additionally, a full evaluation of measures to minimize harm to that property must be made and
documented.
Section 4(f) refers to the original section within the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of
1966 which established the requirement for consideration of park and recreational lands, wildlife
and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites in transportation project development. The law, now
codified in 23 United States Code (USC) 138 and 49 USC 303, is implemented by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) through 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 774.
Pursuant to 23 USC 327 and the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) and the FHWA, DOT&PF is
responsible for Section 4(f) approvals under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
Because DOT&PF assumed FHWA’s Section 4(f) approval responsibilities, the term
“Administration” must be read as “DOT&PF” in the Section 4(f) requirements of the FHWA
regulations. These regulations (23 CFR 774.3[a & b]) state:
The Administration may not approve the use, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, of Section
4(f) property unless a determination is made under paragraph (a) or (b) of this section.
(a) The Administration determines that:
(1) There is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, as defined in 23 CFR
774.17, to the use of land from the property; and
(2) The action includes all possible planning, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to
minimize harm to the property resulting from such use; or
(b) The Administration determines that the use of the property, including any measure(s)
to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement
measures) committed to by the applicant, will have a de minimis impact, as defined in 23
CFR 774.17, on the property.
The terms “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” and “all possible planning” are fully
defined in 23 CFR 774.17 and summarized below:
Feasible and prudent avoidance alternative
1. Avoids use of any Section 4(f) property;
2. Is feasible to be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment;
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3. Does not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweighs
the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property.
All possible planning
1. With regard to public parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges,
the measures may include (but are not limited to): design modifications or design
goals; replacement of land or facilities of comparable value and function; or
monetary compensation to enhance the remaining property or to mitigate the
adverse impacts of the project in other ways.
2. With regard to historic sites, the measures normally serve to preserve the historic
activities, features, or attributes of the site as agreed by the Administration and the
official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) resource in accordance with the
consultation process under 36 CFR part 800.

1.2 – Project History
The proposed project is a section of the larger Glenn Highway Milepost (MP) 35-109 project that
was analyzed in an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) approved by the FHWA on January 5, 1993. The 1993 EA/FONSI evaluated two
alternatives for the MP 53-56 section of the Glenn Highway, the No Build and Preferred, and
identified one Section 4(f) resource therein, the Moose Creek Campground. A use of the resource
was not identified. Because the EA/FONSI covered 74 miles, it was impractical to reconstruct
the entire facility at one time and project design and construction has been done in sections. The
MP 53-56 section is one of the last remaining from the document and in order to move the
project forward it was necessary to review the project area for changes in the presence of Section
4(f) resources since 1993. Further review found several additional Section 4(f) resources in the
project area, one of which would experience a use. Section 3 of this evaluation provides in-depth
descriptions of the identification efforts and resources.

1.3 – Purpose for this Individual Evaluation
Because NEPA processing for this project is already complete, Question 26B of the 2012 FHWA
Policy Paper and 23 CFR 774.9(c) are applicable because the Section 4(f) resources were
discovered after approval of the FONSI. Per these sources, separate Section 4(f) approvals are
required after a FONSI is processed if the Administration (DOT&PF under the 327 MOU)
determines Section 4(f) applies to the use of a property. Determinations of applicability and use
for the newly discovered resources were done with the DOT&PF Statewide NEPA Manager and
in accordance with Chapter 8 of the DOT&PF Environmental Procedures Manual. This
consultation found that one of the Section 4(f) resources discovered after processing of the
FONSI would be used and that Section 4(f) applies. Sections 3 and 4 of this evaluation describe
the Section 4(f) resources in the project area and how the project impacts them. The DOT&PF
Statewide NEPA Manager determined that an individual evaluation of the project’s impacts on
Section 4(f) resources is required because:
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•

•
•

Project impacts do not fit the definition of de minimis
o The affected resource requiring Section 4(f) approval is historic and the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred there would be an adverse effect
to the resource
No exceptions to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR 774.13 fit the situation
None of the programmatic evaluations are appropriate

A general outline for the process followed in preparing this evaluation is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify Section 4(f) properties
Identify possible “use” by the Preferred alternative
Determine if any exceptions to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR 774.13 are applicable
Determine if the use is de minimis
Identify feasible and prudent alternatives that would avoid all Section 4(f) properties
Address minimization of harm and least overall harm as appropriate
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2

Project Information

2.1 – Proposed Action
The proposed project follows the preferred alignment approved by the FHWA in the 1993
EA/FONSI for the Glenn Highway MP 35 to MP 109 project (Figure 3-1). The project includes
the following activities:
 Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-56 to meet current National Highway
System (NHS) standards
o An uphill, westbound passing lane will be provided that begins on the west side of
the new bridge
 Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek approximately 2,800 feet downstream of the
existing bridge
o The western bridge approach of the alignment includes cuts up to 100 feet deep
with 2:1 slopes and benches starting near Buffalo Mine Road
o The eastern bridge approach includes 2:1 fill embankment up to 100 feet tall with
guardrail
o The new bridge will be approximately 80 feet high and 725 feet long
 Remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and construct cul-de-sacs on the existing
alignment on each side of the bridge
 Construction of connector roads between the existing and proposed new alignment on the
east and west sides of the new bridge to maintain existing access to adjacent property
 Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) standards to
provide adjacent property access
 Construction of new driveways for residents with existing access on the north side of the
Glenn Highway east of Buffalo Mine Road
 Relocate and upgrade the existing weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensor at MP 53.5 to MP 52.7
 Establish staging areas for construction equipment
o Possible location is the existing field just north of the realigned roadway at the top
of the bluff on the west side of Moose Creek
 Conduct geotechnical testing as needed at multiple locations in the revised right-of-way
(ROW)
 Maintain connectivity of an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 17(b)
easement.

2.2 – Purpose and Need
The purpose of the project is to provide a safe highway meeting current highway design
standards and to provide an acceptable 20-year level of service for anticipated traffic in the
design year. Steep grades and extreme curvature characterize the existing Glenn Highway project
segment. These features frequently result in substantial vehicle speed reductions and reduce
travel efficiency. The sharp curves also reduce sight distance for drivers and make it difficult to
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identify upcoming hazards. A road cut on the west side of Moose Creek has resulted in excessive
and uncontrollable erosion that requires perpetual attention from DOT&PF maintenance to
ensure the road remains passable.
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3

Section 4(f) Resources

3.1 – Identification Efforts
Preparation of this Section 4(f) Evaluation involved investigation of all parks, recreation areas,
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic and archaeological properties in the project area.
The focus was on those that could be affected by project alignments and their proposed ROW.
Review of the project area was done via:
 Site visits
 MSB planning websites and parcel information mappers
 Local, state, and federal parks and wildlife websites
 Communication with local land managers
 Consultation with the SHPO and other consulting parties under Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act
o In accordance with 23 CFR 774.11(e), only those properties identified on
or eligible for listing on the NRHP were evaluated for use under Section
4(f)
o Consultation included preparation of a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) that outlines measures to mitigate adverse impacts to historic
properties
o Additional information on the consultation efforts is included with the
reevaluation document.
Once the review was complete, information on all possible Section 4(f) resources with potential
to be affected by the project was submitted to the DOT&PF Statewide NEPA Manager with
information on the resource, proposed applicability, determination of use, and proposed Section
4(f) processing mechanism. The NEPA Manager responded with their concurrence. The
consultation was conducted in accordance with Chapter 8 of the DOT&PF Environmental
Procedures Manual and a copy is provided in Appendix A.
A list of the Section 4(f) resources within or adjacent to the proposed project area is presented in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 identifies resources near the project area that are outside the proposed
project’s area of effect for Section 4(f) resources, but were considered during development of
possible avoidance alternatives.

3.2 – Descriptions of Section 4(f) Resources
All Section 4(f) resources identified within or adjacent to the proposed project area are included
in this section and shown on Figure 3-1. Only one of them, the Moose Creek Railways and Coal
Chute Historic District (ANC-03275), would experience a use and is thus the focus of this
evaluation. The exceptions to Section 4(f) approval stated at 23 CFR 774.13(g) and 23 CFR
774.13(b) apply to the Moose Creek Campground and the Moose Creek Surface Depression
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Archaeological sites (ANC-03329, -03330, -03331, -03332) respectively. The evaluation of
possible avoidance alternatives relies upon locations of all Section 4(f) resources within and
adjacent to the proposed project and thus they are discussed here.

3.2.1 Moose Creek Campground
Resource Type: Public Campground and Recreation Area
Size: 40.85 acres, approximately 10 of which support developed facilities
Location: North side of Glenn Highway at approximate MP 54.5. The campground is
situated on either side of Moose Creek just upstream from where it flows
under the Glenn Highway.
Ownership: Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR)
Management: Due to funding limitations, the ADNR granted management authority of the
campground to the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB). The MSB has in turn
assigned management responsibilities to the Chickaloon Village Traditional
Council (CVTC). Although CVTC is a private organization, access and use of
the campground is managed for the public. Language contained in the
management agreements between the ADNR and MSB, and MSB and CVTC
is clear that the campground is to be managed strictly for public use and any
fees charged shall be in accordance with the costs to operate and maintain the
facility. Management is not to be for profit.
Facilities: Restrooms, covered shelters, picnic areas, trash receptacles, camping areas,
and parking for hiking trails in the area.
Access: Primarily by motorized transportation given its location several miles from
the nearest population center. However, users of the Palmer-Moose Creek
Railroad Trail would access the campground via non-motorized means and it
is possible that other users may access the area using other non-motorized
modes.
Use: Use is generally during spring/summer/fall when there is no snow on the
ground. Usual activities include camping, hiking, picnicking, and respite
stops for travelers of the Glenn Highway. The area also provides legal
parking for access to the Palmer-Moose Creek Railroad Trail (discussed in
Appendix A).
Relationship to Almost all land surrounding the campground is privately owned and there is
Similar Lands little relationship between the campground and surrounding land, except for
in the Vicinity: the area’s parking availability for users of the Palmer-Moose Creek Railroad
Trail.
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Criterion D: Potential to yield information important in prehistory or history
The activities that took place at the mouth of Moose Creek yielded more material remains
than just the rails and the chute discussed above. The district also includes associated
debris scattered to either side of the rails and chute for at least 30 meters. The Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District has potential to yield information important to
our understanding of the development of coal industry and the movement of people and
goods in the Matanuska Valley and Alaska in the early twentieth century.

3.2.3 Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites (ANC-03329, -03330,
-03331, -03332)
Resource Type: Four prehistoric to historic-era surface depression sites
Eligibility Status: Sites determined eligible for listing on the NRHP under criterion D by
the DOT&PF with SHPO concurrence on June 14, 2016 (see below
for additional information)
Ownership: All sites are located on privately owned land
Location: East and west side of Moose Creek. Exact locations are not described
or depicted due to the restricted locational nature of these resources.
These sites may be cache pits associated with subsistence activities performed seasonally by the
Dena’ina and Ahtna peoples of the region who harvested salmon on Moose Creek, named
“Grandmother’s Creek,” e.g. Chida’qetnu in Dena’ina or Tsidek’etna in Ahtna. ANC-3329
through ANC-3332 are eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion D for their capacity to
yield information important for understanding Ahtna and Dena’ina culture and lifeways. Due to
restrictions on releasing locations of these resources, their exact locations are not shown on the
figures.
NRHP Eligibility


Criterion D: Potential to yield information important in prehistory or history
These sites were determined significant under Criterion D because each has the potential
to reveal important information about traditional use of this area of the Matanuska Valley
by both the Ahtna and Dena’ina. They could be used to gain knowledge about traditional
occupation and seasonal subsistence patterns. Study of these depressions could answer
questions about the exploitation of local salmon resources and when and how long this
area was occupied or utilized, and they could be used to examine continuity and change
in Ahtna and/or Dena’ina culture. Phytolith samples could reveal if these depressions
were used as cache pits, as grass was reportedly used to line the bottom of the cache pits
and was used to layer the fish. Additional testing would also help determine if any of
these depressions may have been used for some other purpose.
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3.3 – Other Section 4(f) Resource Considerations in Project Area
The Katie Wade Homestead (ANC-03080) is an additional Section 4(f) resource near the project
area that was important to this evaluation. The resource is a historic property eligible for the
NRHP, but it lies outside the Section 106 Area of Potential Effect (APE) for the proposed project
and there would be no Section 4(f) use with the preferred alternative. Its location however
(Figure 3-1) is such that it was considered when identifying possible avoidance alternatives.
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4

Impact of the Preferred Alternative

4.1 – Overview of Impacts
Only two alternatives were carried forward for consideration in the 1993 EA/FONSI, the Build
and No Build. The No Build would not impact Section 4(f) resources. The Build alternative is
shown on Figure 3-1 and would impact Section 4(f) resources as described in Table 4.1. The
build alternative would impact the following Section 4(f) resources:
•
•
•

Moose Creek Campground
Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites (ANC-03329 through -03332)
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275)

Table 4.1 – Section 4(f) Impacts
Resource
Moose Creek
Campground

Moose Creek Surface
Depression
Archaeological Sites
(ANC-03329, -03330,
-03331, -03332,)
Moose Creek
Railways and Coal
Chute Historic District
(ANC-03275)

Impact
As mitigation for the project’s finding of
adverse effect under Section 106, a
series of interpretive signs connected
by a pedestrian trail will be constructed
within the campground.
Sites would be disturbed to construct
the road embankment and bridge
abutments, and then buried beneath the
road embankment. This results in a
finding of adverse effect under Section
106.
Contributing elements of the historic
district would be destroyed, damaged,
or buried beneath the road
embankment and bridge abutments.
This results in a finding of adverse
effect under Section 106.

Section 4(f) Determination
Excepted from Section 4(f)
approval per 23 CFR 774.13(g)*

Excepted from Section 4(f)
approval per 23 CFR 774.13(b)*

Use – Project would permanently
incorporate land from several of the
contributing elements to the historic
district, individual evaluation
required.*

*See consultation with Statewide NEPA Manager in Appendix A.

4.2 – Historic District
The Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275) would be impacted by the
proposed project as shown on Figure 3-1. Direct impacts to the resource consist of ground
disturbance and placement of fill to construct the road embankment and bridge abutments. This
would result in portions of the district, including contributing elements, being permanently
destroyed, damaged, or buried. The Dougherty Narrow Gauge Rail Bed (ANC-03274), a
contributing element, would be most heavily impacted since its extents in the project area are
almost entirely consumed by the road embankment to support the west bridge abutment. The
Coal chute (ANC-03273), another contributing element, will likely experience some direct
physical impacts as its location is very close to the limits of fill. Contributing elements shown
outside the cut/fill limits on Figure 3-1 are not expected to be physically impacted. Construction
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of the proposed project would also create a discontinuity between the other two contributing
elements, the Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340) and the Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272). The
proposed project is not anticipated to result in secondary impacts, such as increased public
presence in the area.

4.3 – Surface Depression Archaeological Sites
The surface depression archaeological sites would be disturbed and buried by construction of the
road embankment and effectively lost as a resource that could provide information about the past
use of the area. Impacts to the depressions meet the exception at 23 CFR 774.13(b) and no
additional evaluation under Section 4(f) was required.
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5

Avoidance Alternatives Analysis

5.1 – Overview
As stated in Section 1.1, DOT&PF may not approve an alternative that uses Section 4(f) property
unless the impact is de minimis or there is “no prudent and feasible alternative” that avoids use of
Section 4(f) property. Because it has been determined that all Section 4(f) impacts are greater
than de minimis or an exception applies, this section focuses on the identification of possible
feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives.
A “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” is defined in FHWA regulation 23 CFR 774.17
and presented below:
(1) A feasible and prudent avoidance alternative avoids using Section 4(f) property and does
not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweighs the importance
of protecting the Section 4(f) property. In assessing the importance of protecting the
Section 4(f) property, it is appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the
preservation purpose of the statute.
(2) An alternative is not feasible if it cannot be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment.
(3) An alternative is not prudent if:
(i) It compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the
project in light of its stated purpose and need;
(ii) It results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
(iii) After reasonable mitigation, it still causes:
(A) Severe social, economic, or environmental impacts;
(B) Severe disruption to established communities;
(C) Severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income populations;
or
(D) Severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal
statutes;
(iv) It results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an
extraordinary magnitude;
(v) It causes other unique problems or unusual factors; or
(vi) It involves multiple factors in paragraphs (3)(i) through (3)(v) of this definition,
that while individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of
extraordinary magnitude.

If there are multiple Section 4(f) properties and an alternative is able to avoid one property but in
doing so uses land from another, it is not an avoidance alternative. A feasible and prudent
avoidance alternative must avoid all Section 4(f) properties.

5.1.1 Avoidance Background
The EA for the entire MP 35 to MP 109 portion of the Glenn Highway, approved in 1993,
addressed alternative alignments in select locations, including in the Moose Creek area near MP
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54. In this area, the 1993 EA carried forward the preferred alternative and the no-action
alternative. There were no known Section 4(f) resources that would be used by the preferred
alternative at that time, so no alternatives to avoid Section 4(f) resources were considered. The
EA also considered, but eliminated from further consideration, two other alternatives as not
reasonable.
More than two decades after the 1993 EA, design work for the MP 53-56 section was advanced
in an effort to move the project into its next phase, ROW appraisal and acquisition. During the
design process, additional cultural resource surveys identified several railway-related features
that collectively form the NRHP-eligible Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic
District (ANC-03275). Because the district is eligible for the NRHP and thus subject to Section
4(f) protection, and would also be impacted by the preferred alternative, DOT&PF evaluated
possible avoidance alternatives.
The historic district is the reason for an avoidance analysis. However, there are several Section
4(f) properties in the area that must be considered. These are described more fully in Section 3.0.
The full list of known Section 4(f) properties in the area is as follows:
• Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District;
• Moose Creek Campground;
• Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites—a total of four archaeological
sites comprised of surface depressions;
• Katie Wade Homestead.
Figure 3-1, Proposed Alignment and Section 4(f) Properties, and Figure 5-1, Potential Avoidance
Alternatives, illustrate the extent of most of these properties but do not show the surface
depression archaeological sites to protect potentially sensitive resources.
It is necessary to consider other alternatives beyond those carried forward in the 1993 EA
because, as explained in Section 1.1, Section 4(f) requires avoidance of Section 4(f) properties
unless there is no “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.” Section 5.1.3 further describes
DOT&PF’s approach.

5.1.2 Historic District Background
The definition of “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” in the regulations includes a
statement that “in assessing the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, it is
appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the preservation purpose of the
statute.” The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District is associated with the
historic transportation of coal from the region, and coal’s significance in the region’s
developmental history. As noted in the district’s eligibility determination, the contributing
elements lack sufficient integrity to be individually eligible for the NRHP. These elements are
deteriorating and washing into Moose Creek, and the wooden coal chute has been subject to
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considerable rot. There are no plans to preserve the site from natural decay or erosion into Moose
Creek. In addition, the ARRC, which owns the railroad easement for the Moose Creek Spur, has
indicated it could decide to reestablish a working rail line within its ROW at any time. 1 A
working track could be reestablished within about 18 months if coal extraction were to be
resumed in the area. Due to the location of the ARRC ROW, such a working track would likely
obliterate much of the historic district. Because ARRC, as the property owner, intends to retain
its options for the future, all DOT&PF project designs accommodate potential re-introduction of
rail traffic. These circumstances threaten the long-term preservation potential of the historic
district, even if it could be entirely avoided by the highway project.

5.1.3 Methods
The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District is a polygon with a long and narrow
crescent shape, following the curve of the west side of the Moose Creek drainage along a bluff
line (Figure 3-1). To avoid the district and associated coal chute road, the complete list of
alternatives considered is as follows (Figure 5-1):
• No Build Alternative (existing Glenn Highway on Figure 5-1);
• Use the existing gap between the Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and the
Moose Creek Campground (existing Glenn Highway on Figure 5-1);
• A clear span bridge to avoid the district entirely (Proposed Alignment [PA], PA North
Shift, or PA South Shift on Figure 5-1);
• A bridge over the historic district with piers placed to avoid contributing properties
(Proposed Alignment, PA North Shift, or PA South Shift on Figure 5-1);
• An alignment north of all Section 4(f) property (North Alternative on Figure 5-1);
• An alignment south of all Section 4(f) property (South Alternative on Figure 5-1).
The reasoning behind this list is to examine avoidance in as many ways possible—route the road
north of the Section 4(f) properties, route it south of the Section 4(f) properties, or construct a
bridge over the historic district in a way that would not result in a use of the property. The
bridging concept included alignment shifts slightly to the north and south of the Proposed
Alignment to examine potential for complete avoidance of the historic district by crossing fewer
of the contributing linear features.
Most of these concepts were advanced to a preliminary level of design by transportation
engineers, sometimes with multiple variations, to ascertain constructability, identify challenges
and opportunities, and compare distinct construction costs. The costs were based on clearing and
grubbing, excavation, embankment, structural section of the road, structures (bridges and

1

These issues were discussed in multiple project meetings and in correspondence with ARRC. DOT&PF has
meeting records including 2/24/2013, 6/25/2014, and 10/29/2014; a letter from ARRC accepting the design for rail
passage dated 6/26/2015; and an email exchange between Hilsinger (DOT&PF) and Greenbaum/Lindamood
(ARRC) 7/10/2017 and 7/13/2017. All records and correspondence are on file with DOT&PF Central Region.
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retaining walls), guardrail, topsoil, and seeding. Environmental impacts were considered
qualitatively. The alternatives were analyzed using the definition of “feasible and prudent
avoidance alternative” quoted above from FHWA regulations. The analysis is presented in
Section 5.2.

5.2 – Feasible and Prudent Alternative Analysis
5.2.1 No Build Alternative
Selecting the No Build Alternative would avoid any use of Section 4(f) property but would not
satisfy the purpose and need for the project. The highway would remain a winding alignment
with sharp curves well below the minimum standard, a steep grade, and rockfall/erosion issues.
Per FHWA’s Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2012), page 14, an alternative that does not satisfy the
purpose and need cannot be a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative. This is also generally
listed under (3)(i), above in Section 5.1. Therefore, DOT&PF determined that the No Build
Alternative is not a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.

5.2.2 Alignment using Existing Gap between Section 4(f) Properties
The existing Glenn Highway in the MP 53-56 project area snakes through a tight S-turn west of
Moose Creek (Figure 5-1). The existing ROW varies in width but typically is 200 feet wide.
There is a 200-foot gap between the northern end of the historic district and the southern edge of
the Moose Creek Campground that the existing Glenn Highway passes through. DOT&PF
examined ways to upgrade the highway using the existing ROW between the two Section 4(f)
properties. No workable concept could be identified, so no alignments are mapped. All concepts
in this area had the same problem. It is physically impossible for a design to meet current
highway design standards due to ROW constraints.
Engineers applied the design criteria for the project and used the minimum curve radius for the
design speed (radius of 1,330 feet) in an effort to place an upgraded highway within the existing
ROW. Use of the existing ROW is not feasible as a matter of geometry, if the highway is to meet
the design criteria. If the design criteria were compromised to allow tighter curves, the resulting
highway would be similar to the highway today: tight curves on steep grades with warning signs
that drastically reduce travel speeds. Such an alignment would result in unacceptable safety and
operational problems and would not satisfy the purpose and need for meeting current safety and
efficiency standards. Because the southern boundary of the Moose Creek Campground follows
the curve of the existing highway ROW, the same issue generally applies to any alignment in this
location. The curve of the property boundaries and the narrow separation between the two
Section 4(f) properties does not allow for a highway curve that meets current design standards.
DOT&PF determined that using the gap between the two Section 4(f) properties is not feasible or
prudent, if the design is to meet the minimum curve radius. Relaxing the design standards would
result in unacceptable safety and operational problems ([3][ii], above in Section 5.1) and is
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imprudent because the modified alignment would not satisfy the project purpose and need
([3][i]).

5.2.3 Clear Span Bridges over the Historic District
Background: The FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper indicates bridging over a Section 4(f)
property can be an acceptable avoidance method. DOT&PF considered the potential for bridging
over the historic district in its entirety with a clear span bridge and found it technically feasible.
Such a clear span bridge would need to be constructed differently than the standard bridge that is
part of the Proposed Alignment. For comparison, on the Proposed Alignment, the Moose Creek
bridge as proposed would be 725 feet long. The bridge would follow typical DOT&PF bridge
construction methods and make use of concrete bulb-T girders as the preferred bridge deck
support system and employ intermediate piers for support. Typical concrete bulb-T girders have
a clear span length limit of about 145 feet between piers. The 725-foot bridge is proposed to have
five spans, with four intermediate piers for support, two of them within the historic district (the
western abutment also would be within the district). Figure 5-2, Proposed Alignment, illustrates
the proposed alignment with two bridge types.
DOT&PF also considered using steel girders instead of concrete bulb-T girders because they can
typically span a longer distance (up to 300 feet) before an intermediate pier is necessary.
However, that was still not enough distance to completely span the historic district.
A steel tied-arch bridge would be the most likely construction type for a clear span bridge over
the district, but it would require substantially greater expense than the proposed concrete bulb-T
bridge. Bridges with spans longer than 300 feet also require special design features, such as a
deep arch sub-structure holding up the bridge deck or a tall superstructure from which the deck
or driving surface is suspended. The cost difference between this clear-span bridge and the
standard multi-span bridge supported on intermediate piers located within the historic district is
estimated at $1,250/sq. ft. versus $450/sq. ft., or 178 percent higher (see Proposed Alignment
cost estimates in Appendix B, comparing “Bridge with Piers” and “Longer Bridge with Piers” to
“Clear Span Bridge”). Bridge costs vary depending on the proposed length and preferred
construction techniques. 2
As a general rule, for a clear-span bridge, the height of a vertical structure from which steel
“ties” would support the bridge deck can be estimated at one-fifth the length of the span, so for a
1,000-foot bridge over the historic district, the height would be about 200 feet, the height of a 20story office building (nearly as tall as many of the commercial buildings in Anchorage). For
2

Cost estimate sheets in Appendix B show that costs for the clear-span bridge type is quite high overall. Shorter
clear spans are shown as less expensive per square foot of bridge deck than longer clear spans because the size
(strength) of bridge components can be smaller and construction techniques with shorter cantilevered sections would
be less complex.
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context, these bridge structures would occur in an area where mature trees may reach 50–70 feet
tall.
In addition, a tied-arch bridge and most other styles of long-span bridges are considered a
“fracture-critical” structure type, meaning if one part of the bridge were to break, the entire
bridge would be subject to failure. These bridges also have extensive inspection requirements
and much higher costs for operations and maintenance. Careful consideration of these additional
factors is given prior to a decision to incorporate a bridge of this style into a project.
Proposed Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. A clear span bridge across the full width of the
historic district and Moose Creek on the proposed alignment would require a bridge 1,000 feet
long. See Inset B on Figure 5-2.
The construction cost for the entire project using a tied-arch clear span bridge would be
approximately $114.3 million, vs. $48.7 million for the Proposed Alignment using the concrete
bulb-T style bridge (Appendix B). The construction costs alone, and especially with the added
costs of operations and maintenance, are being considered by DOT&PF to be costs of
extraordinary magnitude ([3][iv]). For this reason, DOT&PF determined that using of a clear
span bridge is not prudent.
In addition, the definition of “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” in the regulations
includes a statement that “in assessing the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, it is
appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the preservation purpose of the
statute.” As stated in Section 5.1.2, the potential for preserving the historic district is low, and
this context frames the discussion of costs of extraordinary magnitude; DOT&PF’s assessment
justifies the determination that the additional costs are extraordinary by themselves, but
particularly in light of the condition of the historic property and its low likelihood for
preservation, restoration, use, or information gathering.
North Shift Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. DOT&PF examined the clear span bridge type
for a North Shift Alignment (slightly north of the Proposed Alignment, Figure 5-3). A clear span
bridge on this alignment would require a bridge 740 feet long and have the same issues described
above—extraordinary costs. This alignment would also involve small curves rather than a
straight alignment across the Moose Creek valley, which is less than ideal for driver efficiency
and safety. The cost for the North Shift – Clear Span Bridge was $83.8 million, 72% higher than
the proposed alignment at $48.7 million (Appendix B). As described above for the Proposed
Alignment – Clear Span Bridge, DOT&PF made a finding that these are costs of extraordinary
magnitude, particularly when considering the relatively low likelihood of preservation of the
historic district.
South Shift Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. DOT&PF examined the clear span bridge type
for a South Shift alignment (slightly south of the Proposed Alignment, Figure 5-3). A clear span
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bridge on this alignment would share the same design concerns and similar cost increases as the
North Shift Alignment. This alignment would also involve a broad curve rather than a straight
alignment across the Moose Creek valley, which is less than ideal for driver efficiency and
safety. Its ROW would incorporate land from two of the surface depression archaeological
historic sites, however, these archaeological sites meet an exception to the requirement for
Section 4(f) approval (Appendix A). The cost for the South Shift – Clear Span Bridge was $95.0
million, 95% higher than the proposed alignment at $48.7 million (Appendix B). As described
above for the Proposed Alignment – Clear Span Bridge, DOT&PF made a finding that these are
costs of extraordinary magnitude, particularly when considering the relatively low likelihood of
preservation of the historic district.

5.2.4 Bridge over the Historic District – Bridges with Piers
Background: The FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper indicates using parts of an historic district
that do not contribute to the district can be considered a non-use of the district and that bridging
over a Section 4(f) property can be an acceptable avoidance measure. Therefore, DOT&PF
examined the potential of bridging over the historic district and carefully placing bridge
abutments and piers to avoid any of the contributing features of the historic district, such as the
steel rails of the rail lines, the embankment of the Coal Chute Road, or remnants of the coal
chute.
It appeared upon initial examination of several bridge options that such a bridge might be placed
without use of the contributing properties. However, heavy equipment access to the pier
construction sites was found to be impossible without using and altering portions of the
contributing properties. The location of the rail lines in the restricted topography between the
flowing waters of Moose Creek and the steep bluff immediately west of the creek suggests
construction equipment would need to expand the flat bench the rail line is located on to access
the pier sites and to stage construction materials. Further compounding the construction issue is
the separation between the Matanuska Branch rail line and the Doherty Narrow Gauge Road
Beds (approximately 160 feet for the Proposed Alignment) and between the Coal Chute Road
and Doherty Narrow Gauge Road Bed (about 180 feet at the Proposed Alignment). Spacing
between the three linear features does not allow room for access or staging materials and
equipment to construct the bridge, especially given the steep slope.
The areas between these linear features fall on a bluff face that is steep enough in some locations
the slopes have failed. Placing piers would require creating a level work pad, driving multiple
pilings, and pouring massive concrete piers. Temporary and/or permanent retaining walls may be
necessary, or deep cuts up the hillside would be necessary to create the staging area and provide
the access necessary to start the pile driving. Given the available space and physical layout of the
contributing elements to the historic district, DOT&PF determined it would not be possible to
construct the project in such a way as to completely avoid a use of the contributing features of
the district.
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Therefore, even though the finished product under some alignments may have been able to avoid
use of the contributing linear features, the project would not avoid use of the Section 4(f)
property due to the construction process. The impacts would permanently alter or destroy the
features and attributes of these linear features, meaning the construction process would not
qualify for the Section 4(f) temporary occupancy exception (23 CFR 774.13[d]).
Proposed Alignment – Longer Bridge with Piers. The proposed alignment is shown on Figure
5-2. DOT&PF considered alteration of the proposed bridge as follows:
(a) Move the western abutment and lengthen the proposed bridge to 1,125 feet 3 to avoid
the Coal Chute Road.
(b) Adjust the height of the road/bridge to ensure it crossed over the Coal Chute Road.
(c) Adjust bridge pier locations to avoid the Coal Chute Road, Narrow Gauge Road Bed,
and Moose Creek Rail.
This alternative is labeled “Proposed Alignment – Longer Bridge with Piers” in the cost
estimates (Appendix B) and is shown in Inset A on Figure 5-2. While this alternative, when
complete, could avoid all the linear Section 4(f) features, DOT&PF determined that the
construction process would cause impacts to these features, as stated above under “Background.”
North Shift – Bridge-with-Piers. DOT&PF examined the North Shift alignment for ability to
avoid the contributing linear features (Figure 5-3). This variation is included in the attached cost
estimates as “North Shift – Bridge with Piers. It was determined that this alignment could not
avoid the Coal Chute Road contributing feature. It also had the same issues described above
under “Background” regarding the need to use the rail line area for access and staging for pier
construction.
South Shift – Bridge with Piers. DOT&PF examined the South Shift alignment for ability to
avoid the contributing linear features (Figure 5-3). This variation is included in the attached cost
estimates as “South Shift – Bridge with Piers.” This alignment appeared possible as an avoidance
alternative because it would cross only a single linear contributing feature, the Moose Creek
Branch rail line. However, it was determined that the previously discussed construction access
issues applied. Although there is less constraint from creek proximity in the area, one pier would
be located on either side of the rail line. While access to the site conceivably could be achieved
without using the rail line, it was not conceivable that the piers could be constructed without
crossing the line routinely and staging material along the rail line. In addition, the ROW needed
for this alignment would incorporate land from two of the surface depression archaeological
properties, ANC-02868 and ANC-03329 (not depicted on the maps to protect potentially
sensitive sites). These archaeological sites meet an exception to the requirement for Section 4(f)
approval (Appendix A).

3

The bridge would be somewhat longer than a clear span bridge on the same alignment because of details associated
with span lengths and symmetry of the bridge and to avoid the need for expensive retaining walls at the abutments.
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Ultimately, this alternative had the same issues of requiring use by construction equipment of the
linear Section 4(f) features that would alter or outright destroy the features meant to be
preserved. Avoidance was not found to be possible.

5.2.5 North Alternative
The North Alternative is located north of the Moose Creek Campground and avoids both the
Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and campground. The alignment would require:
• A large cut south of Moose Creek to reach the canyon edge.
• A 530-foot bridge with taller piers than the one on the proposed alignment (116 feet tall
vs. 93 feet) due to the depth of Moose Creek canyon at this location.
• Extensive cuts and fills parallel to Moose Creek on the north side of the canyon.
• Multiple retaining walls.
The preliminary engineering work justifies a finding that the alignment is feasible.
Considering the definition of “prudent” from regulations (Section 5.1):
(i) The North Alternative would nominally satisfy the stated purpose and need while
meeting current design standards. However, because of longer roadway length and
greater curves at the minimum allowed radius, the efficiency would be reduced and safety
issues for drivers would be increased. Part of the purpose of the overall MP 35-109
project originally evaluated in 1993 was to straighten the Glenn Highway’s overly curvy
alignment to improve safety and efficiency. This alignment would help only minimally in
this regard when compared to the linear design of the Proposed Alignment.
(ii) The North Alternative would not result in unacceptable safety or operational
problems; however, the longer length and greater curves would add to operational costs.
In addition, the curve radius would be at the minimum allowed which is undesirable from
a long term safety and operational standpoint.
(iii) The North Alternative would not appear to cause severe social, economic, or
environmental impacts, severe disruption to communities, severe disproportionate
impacts to minority or low income populations, or severe impacts to environmental
resources protected under other federal statutes. However, it would cross State of Alaska
Mental Health Trust Authority land, possibly reducing its value in support of mental
health statewide, and also would affect private property. Several private lots between the
existing Glenn Highway and Buffalo Mine Road would likely need to be partially
acquired. All of the potential acquisition areas are raw land and don’t contain residential
structures or other development. Finally, in general, the North Alternative would venture
into areas of undisturbed habitat. Where the Proposed Alignment is located in an area
previously affected by railroads, mining, and agricultural activities and would cross a
valley that already contains other roads and a large power transmission line, the North
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Alternative would pass through areas north and west of Moose Creek that have seen little
or no development and appear to have greater value as wildlife habitat.
(iv) With a total construction cost of $65.3 million, the North Alternative would result in
construction costs approximately 34% higher than the Proposed Alignment. Maintenance
and operational costs would also be higher for the North Alternative. DOT&PF
determined the additional $16.6 million in construction costs would contribute to
cumulative impacts of extraordinary magnitude as discussed in part (vi) below,
particularly in light of the discussion of the value of preservation of the historic district
above in Section 5.1.2.
(v) Regarding unique problems or unusual factors, the continuing Moose Creek rail spur
north of the existing Glenn Highway through the campground and beyond for several
miles has not been evaluated for eligibility for the NRHP. It is possible it could be
determined eligible either individually or as a contributor to a larger coal mining or
railroad historic district. The North Alternative bridge might avoid the historic rail line
completely, depending on the width ascribed to it as an historic property, but a finding of
eligibility could complicate the design.
(vi) DOT&PF considered the multiple factors described above in determining prudence
of the North Alternative. The extraordinary construction, maintenance and operation
costs; curving alignment; and greater impacts to forest habitat, and private property,
while individually minor, would cause cumulative impacts of extraordinary magnitude
relative to the value of the resource. The circumstances described in Section 5.1.2,
including the current condition of the contributing features and the ARRC’s potential at
any time to redevelop its ROW, appear to substantially reduce the long term ability to
preserve the historic district. Most, if not all of the contributing elements are in advanced
states of decay and natural weathering and geologic processes will continue to degrade
their integrity. DOT&PF does not believe the costs and non-Section-4(f) impacts of this
alternative are warranted given the relatively low likelihood that efforts to avoid the
district would meaningfully preserve the features of the district. For these reasons,
DOT&PF determined that the North Alignment would not be a prudent avoidance
alternative.

5.2.6 South Alternative
DOT&PF performed a brief engineering analysis of an alignment that would avoid the historic
district to the south, adjacent to and paralleling the Matanuska River. See Figure 5-1, Potential
Avoidance Alignments. This alternative had several notable engineering concerns that led
DOT&PF to determine the alternative was not feasible. No detailed design or cost estimates were
prepared.
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The south alternative would have a mile-long grade at the 6% maximum to reach the Matanuska
River bank, would follow the river’s edge for 1.4 miles, and then would climb back up a halfmile-long section at the 6% maximum grade to the existing Glenn Highway alignment. The
alignment would need to be carefully designed around the Katie Wade Homestead (ANC-03080)
but could be aligned to avoid the parcel. While the alignment appears feasible in terms of
meeting the minimums for current standards, there were substantial construction and
maintenance concerns regarding the alternative’s proximity to the Matanuska River and the
existing Matanuska Branch railroad ROW.
The Matanuska River is a large, braided glacial stream with substantial variations in flow. As is
typical of braided glacial rivers, it is constantly depositing and scouring rock, gravel, sand, and
silt. Its channels constantly change. It has cut into the river banks in multiple areas and has
undermined many homes downstream of Moose Creek, causing their loss to the river. The old
Matanuska Branch railroad alignment in the project area has been eroded and consumed in the
eastern part of the project area. DOT&PF determined the risk to project infrastructure would be
unacceptably high. The risk would be high whether the highway was elevated on piers or built on
embankment and armored with riprap. If built on piers, it would essentially be a bridge 1.4 miles
long, with extraordinary costs even without regard for the erosion issue. The route was not
advanced for further consideration and construction cost estimates were not generated.
In addition, the route would cross the existing, unused ARRC ROW for the Matanuska Branch
line twice and would parallel the ROW for about 1.3 miles. Although the South Alternative was
not advanced to develop a project footprint, it is highly likely the highway ROW and highway
embankment footprint would overlap the ARRC ROW over an extended distance and could
preclude or complicate future use of the ARRC ROW for rail purposes. Raising the road high
enough to allow bridge crossings of sufficient height for rail operations would expand the fill
footprint and result in long, skewed bridges that would be at risk of erosion. Paralleling and
crossing the rail line, combined with the ARRC’s known desire to retain the potential for future
uses of its ROW, was deemed an additional problem for this alignment.
The risk of river erosion on the proposed highway, coupled with the problem of retaining use of
the rail ROW, led DOT&PF to determine that the route could not be built as a matter of sound
engineering judgment and would not be a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.

5.3 – Conclusion
The following are DOT&PF’s determinations:
• Select the No Build Alternative: Not a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.
• Use the gap between the Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and the Moose
Creek Campground: Not a prudent avoidance alternative.
• Bridge the historic district with a clear span bridge to avoid the district entirely via any
alignment: Not a prudent avoidance alternative.
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•
•
•

Bridge the historic district with piers placed to avoid contributing properties: Doesn’t
meet definition of an avoidance alternative.
Select an alternative north of all Section 4(f) property: Not a prudent avoidance
alternative.
Select an alternative south of all Section 4(f) property: Not a feasible avoidance
alternative.
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6

Minimization of Harm

6.1 – Least overall harm analysis
If there are no feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives, then FHWA (DOT&PF, per the terms
of the 327 MOU) may approve, from among the remaining alternatives that use Section 4(f)
property, only the alternative that causes the least overall harm in light of the statute’s
preservation purpose. For this project, the only remaining alternative would be the build
alternative from the NEPA document. Because the least overall harm analysis is only required
when multiple alternatives that use Section 4(f) property remain under consideration, evaluation
of least overall harm would not be required.

6.2 – All possible planning to minimize harm
All possible planning to minimize harm is defined at 23 CFR 774.17 and requires that all
reasonable measures identified in the Section 4(f) evaluation to minimize harm or mitigate for
adverse impacts and effects must be included in the project. With regard to historic sites, these
measures normally serve to preserve the historic activities, features, or attributes of the site as
agreed by the Administration (DOT&PF, per the terms of the 327 MOU) and the official with
jurisdiction (SHPO) in accordance with the consultation process under 36 CFR Part 800. In order
to resolve the finding of adverse effect to the historic district, DOT&PF coordinated with the
SHPO and other Section 106 consulting parties to prepare a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
that outlines measures to mitigate the adverse effect. The MOA was executed on March 8, 2019.
A summary of the mitigation measures is provided in Section 6.2.1.
The mitigation measures are a reasonable public expenditure in light of the adverse impacts of
the project on the Section 4(f) resource and considering the benefits of the proposed mitigation
measures. Impacts from the proposed mitigation measures would affect the Moose Creek Surface
Depression Archaeological Sites and the Moose Creek Campground. The official with
jurisdiction for the surface depression archaeological sites and interested consulting parties have
been consulted and acknowledge the impacts resulting from the mitigation measures. The official
with jurisdiction for the campground was consulted and agreed that mitigation measures
affecting the area would result in an enhancement to the resource, see Appendix A.

6.2.1 MOA Mitigation Measure Summary
DOT&PF in cooperation with the MOA signatories will ensure mitigation for adverse effects to
historic properties in accordance with Appendix E of the MOA and as summarized below:
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1. Archaeologically excavate the depression sites and nearby vicinity 4
a. Recover data that would be lost when the sites are buried.
2. Conduct history and archaeological research on Moose Creek and publish two print
documents on the natural and cultural history of Moose Creek, including geology,
prehistory, history of coal mining and the railroad, and biographical information on
notable residents and historic figures.
a. Professional publication
i.
Will include results of historical and archaeological research and data
recovery from depressions
b. Publication for the traveling public
i.
Will include brief treatments of subjects such as the natural and cultural
history of Moose Creek, including geology, prehistory, history of coal
mining and the railroad, and biographical information on notable residents
and historic figures
3. Construct an interpretive, multi-use, paved trail and signs
a. Trail will include a pedestrian bridge over Moose Creek at the former location of
the highway bridge
b. Trail will be located within DOT&PF ROW and the Moose Creek Campground
i.
Alignment is to be determined
c. Signs will be interpretive and include up to six panels
i.
Locations and content is to be determined

4

This mitigation measure is for adverse impacts to the surface depression archaeological sites under Section 106 and

included for reference. No mitigation is proposed for these properties under Section 4(f) because they are excepted
from Section 4(f) approval (Appendix A).
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7

Coordination

Consultation with the official with jurisdiction for historic properties (SHPO) began with
preparation of the original EA/FONSI in the 1990s. However, the majority of the coordination
between the SHPO and DOT&PF has occurred within the last 5 to 10 years. Extensive efforts
were dedicated to ensuring all possible historic resources within the project area were identified.
The reevaluation form contains a more detailed history of the coordination, but multiple field
surveys have been conducted and numerous letters and meetings between DOT&PF, SHPO, and
the consulting parties are available on file with Central Region DOT&PF as documentation of
completion of the consultation process under 36 CFR Part 800. Parties consulted during the
process include the:
• SHPO
• Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
• FHWA
• MSB
• City of Palmer
• ARRC
• Sutton Community Council
• Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
• Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
• Eklutna, Inc.
• Knikatnu, Inc.
• Palmer Historical Society
• Knik Tribal Council
• Native Village of Eklutna
At this time the consulting parties are satisfied that all historic Section 4(f) properties within the
project area have been identified and all impacts to resources will be appropriately mitigated via
the terms of the MOA.
In addition to coordination pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, DOT&PF contacted the official with
jurisdiction for the Moose Creek Campground, the ADNR, to discuss proposed activities
affecting the campground. Although, the proposed project itself would not impact the
campground, the proposed mitigation activities for project impacts to historic resources would be
located within the campground. DOT&PF, in coordination with ADNR, determined that the
mitigation activities met the conditions for the exception to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR
774.13(g). Appendix A contains a record of the communication and written concurrence from
ADNR.
This draft was circulated to the SHPO (7/12/2019) and Department of the Interior (7/8/2019) as
required by 23 CFR 774.5(a). The SHPO responded on 8/7/2019 with no comments. The
Department of Interior responded on 8/14/2019 and concurred with the following:
• There is no feasible and prudent alternative that completely avoids the use of Section
4(f) properties in the project area.
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•

The build alternative identified in the 1993 Glenn Highway MP 35-109 Environmental
Analysis and Finding of No Significant Impact is an acceptable alternative, given that
DOT&PF has identified appropriate mitigation measures for adverse effects to the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and the surface depression
archaeological sites.

Provided that DOT&PF implements all mitigation measures to minimize harm in accordance
with the terms of the Memorandum of Agreement with the SHPO, the DOI has no objection to
Section 4(f) approval of the proposed DOT&PF alignment.
Documentation for circulation of the draft evaluation and responses is included in Appendix C.
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March 7, 2019 - Determination that an
individual Section 4(f) evaluation is
needed

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Goldstein, Melissa L (DOT)
Elliott, Brian A (DOT)
Dietrick, Matthew V (DOT); Adler, Clint J (DOT); White, Ben M (DOT)
SEO Concurrence RE: Section 4(f) Proposed Evaluation Plan for the Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56,
Moose Creek Canyon (Project No. 58013)
Thursday, March 07, 2019 11:14:42 AM

Hi Brian,
I concur with the decision that an individual Section 4(f) evaluation must be completed for the Glenn
Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction - Moose Creek Canyon (58013) project in order to address
impacts to the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chutes Historic District (ANC-03275,) as outlined
below. I understand that a separate consultation email will be sent to evaluate the remaining Section
4(f) resources within or adjacent to the project area.
Thank you,
Melissa

Melissa Goldstein
NEPA Program Manager
Statewide Environmental Office
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Phone: (907) 465-6961

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for
this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of
Understanding dated November 3, 2017 and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
From: Elliott, Brian A (DOT)
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 10:05 AM
To: Goldstein, Melissa L (DOT)
Cc: Dietrick, Matthew V (DOT); Adler, Clint J (DOT)
Subject: Section 4(f) Proposed Evaluation Plan for the Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56, Moose
Creek Canyon (Project No. 58013)

Melissa,
Central Region is continuing to develop project 58013 Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56,
Moose Creek Canyon, and believes that impacts to Section 4(f) resources from the proposed project
will result in the need to prepare a Section 4(f) individual evaluation. We are seeking your
concurrence on a proposed evaluation plan. Below is information to assist you in your decision.
Section 4(f) Resources
There are multiple Section 4(f) resources within or near the proposed project area, however only
one of them would experience a use from the proposed project. The following table provides a
summary of all Section 4(f) resources, statement of impact/use, and proposed processing.
Section 4(f) Resource

Proposed project impact/use

Proposed processing

Moose Creek Railways
and Coal Chutes
Historic District (ANC03275)

Proposed road embankment passes over
the district and several contributing
elements, and would be permanently
buried in fill.

Section 4(f) applies,
individual Section 4(f)
Evaluation

Prehistoric Cache Pits
(ANC-2868 and ANC03329 to 03332)*

Proposed road embankment passes over
several of the cache pits, and they would
be permanently buried in fill.

Excepted from Section 4(f)
approval per 23 CFR
774.13(b)

Moose Creek State
Recreation Area*

Adjacent to the proposed project area,
but no direct or indirect impacts
identified.

Section 4(f) applies, no use
consultation

Palmer-Moose Creek
Trail*

Proposed bridge over Moose Creek
would also span the Palmer-Moose
Creek Trail. Impacts are anticipated
during construction, but nothing
permanent once project is complete.

Section 4(f) does not apply
as per 23 CFR 774.11(h)

Section 17(b)
Easement*

Project would realign the easement, but
its continuity would be maintained.

Section 4(f) does not apply,
designated for
transportation use

Matanuska Valley
Moose Range*

Spatially separated from the proposed
project by a minimum of approximately
2,000 ft and no direct or indirect impacts
identified.

Section 4(f) does not apply
or it does apply and there
will be a no use consultation

*A separate consultation email between the region and statewide is proposed to address applicability and use for all
resources other than the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chutes Historic District.
Individual Evaluation
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chutes Historic District (ANC-03275)
·         There are four contributing elements to the district, none of which are individually eligible
for listing on the NRHP:
o   Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272)
o   Coal Chute (ANC-03273)
o   Doherty Narrow Gauge Roadbed (ANC-3274)
o   Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340)
·         Determined eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion A & D for association with
significant events that contributed to the broad patterns of our history and for their
potential to provide information important in our history.
·         SHPO concurred with finding of adverse effect on 6/30/2018
Proposed 4f Applicability

Section 4f Use

Processing

Applicable as a historic
district eligible for listing
on the NRHP

Section 106 Adverse Effect – The
district is located in the direct area of
potential effect and an adverse effect
finding was determined appropriate
through consultation with the SHPO.
Project would construct embankment
over several of the district’s
contributing features.

Individual evaluation project will have an adverse
effect upon the resource
which eliminates the
possibility of a de minimis
impact determination or
use of a programmatic
evaluation.

Please let us know if you agree with the decision that an individual Section 4(f) evaluation is
necessary to address impacts to the railways and coal chutes historic district. A separate
consultation email will be sent to address the remaining Section 4(f) resources. The environmental
review, consultation, and other actions required by the applicable Federal environmental laws for
this project are being, or have been carried out by the DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C 327 and a
Memorandum of Understanding dated November 3, 2017, and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.

Thank you,
Brian

May 16, 2019 - Section 4(f)
applicability and exception consultation

Lastly, I agree that the Matanuska Valley Moose Range does not need to be evaluated in this
consultation due to its lack of proximity to the project area.
Please ensure a copy of this email is placed in the project file. Note: this consultation is one of two
parts of the overall Section 4(f) analysis for the proposed project. An Individual Section 4(f)
Evaluation is currently being prepared to address adverse impacts to the Moose Creek Railway and
Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275.)
Thank you,
Melissa

Melissa Goldstein
NEPA Program Manager
Statewide Environmental Office
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Phone: (907) 465-6961

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for
this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of
Understanding dated November 3, 2017 and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
From: Elliott, Brian A (DOT)
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2019 8:58 AM
To: Goldstein, Melissa L (DOT)
Cc: Dietrick, Matthew V (DOT); Adler, Clint J (DOT)
Subject: Glenn Hwy 53-56 Moose Creek 4(f) Consultation (Project No. Z580130000)

Melissa,
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public facilities (DOT&PF) has assumed the
responsibilities of the Federal Highway Administration under 23 U.S.C. 327 and is proposing to
realign the Glenn Highway from milepost (MP) 53-56 in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, between
the communities of Palmer and Sutton (Figure 1). The proposed project is a section of the larger
Glenn Highway MP 35-109 project that was analyzed in an Environmental Assessment (EA) and
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in 1993. DOT&PF is preparing a reevaluation of this
document in support of advancing the subject project to the right-of-way acquisition phase.
The proposed work would include (Figure 2):
·         Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-56 to meet current National Highway System
(NHS) standards
o    New travel lanes will be 12 feet wide with eight-foot shoulders

o    An uphill, westbound passing lane begins on the west side of the new bridge and

extends approximately 4,700 feet
·         Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek approximately 2,800 feet downstream from the

existing bridge
o    New bridge will be approximately 80 feet high and 725 feet long
o    The western bridge approach of the alignment includes cuts up to 100 feet deep with
2:1 slopes and benches starting near Buffalo Mine Road
o    The eastern bridge approach includes 2:1 fill embankment up to 100’ tall with
guardrail
·         Remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and construct cul-de-sacs on the existing
alignment on each side of the bridge
·         Connector roads between the existing and proposed new alignment on the east and west
sides of the new bridge to maintain existing access to adjacent property
·         Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) standards to provide
adjacent property access
·         Construct new driveways for residents with existing access on the north side of the Glenn
Highway east of Buffalo Mine Road
·         Relocate and upgrade the existing weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensor at MP 53.5 to MP 52.7
·         Staging areas may be located at the existing field just north of the realigned roadway at the
top of the bluff on the west side of Moose Creek
·         Conduct geotechnical testing as needed at multiple locations in the revised ROW
·         Relocate an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 17b easement
We are consulting with you, in accordance with Chapter 8 of the DOT&PF Environmental Procedures
Manual, to determine applicability of Section 4(f) and whether the proposed project will result in the
use of adjacent 4(f) resources, described below. We believe the proposed project would not result in
a permanent incorporation, adverse temporary occupancy, or constructive use of a 4(f) resource and
are requesting your concurrence. In addition, we believe the exceptions at 23 CFR 774.13(b) & (g)
are applicable to two of the resources. Below is information to assist you in your evaluation.
This consultation is one of two parts of the overall Section 4(f) analysis for the proposed project. An
individual 4(f) evaluation is being prepared to address impacts to the Moose Creek Railway and Coal
Chute Historic District (ANC-03275). Between this consultation and the individual 4(f) evaluation, all
appropriate 4(f) considerations will be addressed.
Resource Descriptions and Proposed Applicability/Use Determination
Reference Figure 2 for locations of the proposed project and all resources identified below.

Surface Depressions (ANC-2868 and ANC-03329 to 03332)
Likely prehistoric to historic era surface depression sites
Possibly associated with subsistence activities performed seasonally by the Dena’ina
and Ahtna’tena peoples of the region
Located on both sides of Moose Creek
Sites are spatially separated from each other by several hundred feet

Ownership of land holding the resources is all private
SHPO concurred with a determination of eligibility for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D on 6/30/2017
They are eligible for their information potential and setting is not a key characteristic of
the site’s integrity
Locations of these sites are not shown on a figure because of their possibly sensitive nature
Consultation for these resources assumes the preferred alternative will be chosen at the
conclusion of the Section 4(f) Individual evaluation, if a different outcome prevails additional
consultation will be done with SEO as necessary
Section 106 documentation is included in Attachment A
Proposed 4(f)
Applicability
Applicable as
archaeological sites
eligible for listing on
the NRHP under
criterion D

Section 4(f) Use

Processing

Section 106 Adverse Effect –
ANC-03330 is situated
within the direct area of
impact and ANC-03329,
-03331, and -03332 are in
close proximity to the area
of direct impact.
Construction over these
depressions would destroy
their archaeological
information potential. ANC02868 is situated outside of
the direct area of effect.

Excepted from Section 4(f) approval per
23 CFR 774.13(b) - Through consultation
with the SHPO and other consulting
parties, DOT&PF determined that these
resources are important chiefly for what
can be learned through data recovery
and the properties have minimal value
for preservation in place. The official with
jurisdiction over this resource was
consulted and did not object to this
determination. Section 106 consultation
letters and the SHPO concurrence is
attached. Data recovery is planned as
part of resolving the Section 106 adverse
effect.

Moose Creek State Recreation Area
Owner – Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Management of the facility is by the following agreements (Attachment B):
ADNR granted the Matanuska-Susitna Borough management responsibilities in 2011
In effect until terminated by either party
The MSB contracted management responsibilities to the Chickaloon Village Traditional
Council in 2012
Expires September 30, 2021
Property Function – Campground/rest area
Access – Primarily vehicular because of distance from population centers, but could be other
forms of non-motorized transportation such as hiking or biking
Location – North side Glenn Highway approximate milepost 54
Size – Approximately 40.85 acres
Resource description, features, and attributes:
Restrooms
Overnight camping spots

Parking
Interpretive panels
Covered gathering areas
Picnic tables
Proposed 4(f)
Applicability
Proposed 4(f) Use

Proposed 4(f) Processing

Permanent
incorporation

Temporary
occupancy
Constructive Use

Applicable
As part of the mitigation measures agreed to within the Section 106
Memorandum of Agreement to resolve adverse effects to historic
resources, DOT&PF would construct an interpretive trail and signage
within the Recreation Area. Construction of the proposed project
would otherwise not result in a use of the resource, i.e. the impacts
are 100% a result of the 106 mitigation, not the project. See below
for additional description of how the trail and signage would affect
the recreation area.
Excepted from Section 4(f) approval per 23 CFR 774.13(g) - We
believe construction of the 106 mitigation measures would enhance
the attributes, activities, and features that qualify the Recreation Area
for Section 4(f) protection, see below for additional information.
The proposed project will not permanently incorporate any part of
the resource into a transportation facility, however the interpretive
trail and signage would be permanently located within the recreation
area post construction. Ownership of the improvements would
remain with ADNR.
Construction of the mitigation measures would result in a temporary
occupancy during construction. All other construction activities would
not result in a temporary occupancy.
A constructive use of the resource as described in 23 CFR 774.15 is
not anticipated to occur during or after construction.
The proposed project will realign the Glenn Highway away
from the Moose Creek State Recreation Area and permanent
traffic noise levels will be reduced. The majority of
construction activities will be at least 1,000 feet from the
resource and noise impacts rising to the level of constructive
use during construction are not anticipated.
There will be no appreciable change in the esthetics of the
resource or its viewshed
Access to the resource will change slightly, but permanent
access will not be affected.
Vibration impacts from construction may result from
compacting or other large construction equipment. These
impacts are anticipated to be minor because of the spatial
separation from construction activities.
This resource is not considered a wildlife or waterfowl refuge.

Section 4(f) Exception: 23 CFR 774.13(g)
DOT&PF believes the proposed project meets the exception to the requirement for Section 4(f)
approval because the following conditions of use under 23 CFR 774.13(g) would be satisfied:
1) The use of the Section 4(f) property is solely for the purpose of preserving or enhancing an activity,
feature, or attribute that qualifies the property for Section 4(f) protection
The proposed use of the recreation area can be characterized as a project mitigation feature
that results in an enhancement of the area’s recreational value. The interpretive trail would
add additional recreational opportunities to the area and the signage would add a cultural
history element to the area that currently does not exist. Both features would increase the
function and usability of the area as a recreation area for the public. The proposed project
will not impact the park’s public ownership, public access, or local significance.
Specific details of the trail and signage were not developed in the MOA and are left to future
coordination between DOT&PF and the MOA’s signatories. This includes the alignment,
surface type, size, appearance, etc… The MOA requires the installation of up to six
interpretive signs along the trail and suggests topics to cover, but physical locations and
design are not addressed. DOT&PF staff that participated in preparation of the MOA have
indicated that the intent is to improve existing roads and trails in the area, but there is no
formal agreement for this. Refer to Appendix E within Attachment C.
2) The official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) resource agrees in writing to paragraph (g)(1)
of this section
Let us know if you agree that this exception to 4(f) approval applies and we will proceed with
obtaining the official with jurisdiction’s concurrence.

Palmer-Moose Creek Trail
Owner – Trail is located in right-of-way (ROW) owned by the Alaska Railroad (AKRR)
Trail is maintained by the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) and/or area volunteers
Trail is authorized to exist in AKRR ROW by agreement (Attachment D)
MSB is responsible for maintenance of the trail and provides parking facilities and
signage at the trailhead in Palmer
Property Function – Non-motorized recreational trail approximately 6.1 miles long, use of the
trail is year round and includes a variety of activities: hiking, running, mountain biking,
horseback riding, cross-country skiing, and skijoring.
Access – Access to the trail can found at two locations: 1) From Palmer - go east on the Glenn
Highway, take a right on Eagle Street, follow Eagle Street east for 6 blocks, the trail begins
near the intersection with Denali Street. Parking is along the street. 2) From Moose Creek
State Recreation Area - from Palmer, go east 6 miles on the Glenn Highway to the Moose
Creek State Recreation Wayside on the north side of the highway (approximate Glenn
Highway MP 54). Parking is available in the wayside. Cross the highway, follow the creek side
trail to the old railroad bed and trail.
Location – Trail roughly parallels the Matanuska River from its beginning in Palmer to Moose

Creek. At Moose Creek the trail turns to the north and roughly parallels the Creek up to the
Moose Creek State Recreation Area (Figure 2)
Resource description, attributes, features
Gravel and rock surface trail approximately 4-8 feet wide
The trail is non-motorized and considered an easy to moderate level of difficulty. While
mostly level, there are several areas where it crosses large embankments that have
been washed out in recent years. Traveling from Palmer, the first half passes beneath
towering bluffs on the north side of the river. The second half of the trail is more
stable, passing through large stands of cottonwood, birch and spruce. The trail
provides, at times, brushy views of the Matanuska River and the Chugach Mountain
range to the south.
Proposed 4(f) Applicability
Not applicable per 23 CFR 774.11(h) – Because the trail is
located on Alaska Railroad ROW and the ROW is formally
reserved for a future transportation use, 4f does not apply to the
trail. The ROW predates the trail.

Proposed 4(f) Processing
N/A – 4(f) does not apply

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 17(b) Easement
Owner – Bureau of Land Management
Easement ID No. – 108H
Property function – Provide public access across private property to public lands and major
waterways, pursuant to Section 17(b) of ANCSA. This particular easement was originally
created to provide public access across private lands to Alaska Railroad right-of-way (ROW)
located along the Matanuska River. At the time the easement was created, the railroad had a
depot that they needed access to. Since that time, the Matanuska River has eroded the land
the railroad ROW and depot was located on and nothing remains of the depot or ROW.
Because of the erosion, the remaining section of easement ends at the ordinary high water
line of the Matanuska River and all uplands surrounding the easement are privately owned.
The only current, known legal uses of the easement are access to the Matanuska River. The
Matanuska River is not contained within the boundaries of a park, recreation area, or wildlife
refuge.
See Attachment E for a copy of the easement conveyance
Use – Use of the easement is strictly for the following transportation uses: foot travel,
dogsleds, animals, snowmobiles, two- and three-wheeled vehicles, small and large all-terrain
vehicles (ATVs), tracked vehicles, four-wheel-drive vehicles, automobiles, and trucks. Other
uses such as hunting, fishing, trapping, camping, etc… are not allowed.
Access – Vehicular and pedestrian
Location – Easement begins at approximately MP 55.5 and meanders south-southeast from
the Glenn Highway to the Matanuska River
Resource description, features, and attributes:
Dirt road
Easement is approximately 0.5 mile long and 60 feet wide
Proposed 4(f) Applicability

4f Processing

Not applicable – The Matanuska River is the only legally accessible
public resource from the easement and it is not contained within the
boundaries of a park, recreation area, or wildlife refuge. Nor is
designated as a recreational trail. Per question 21A of the FHWA Policy
Paper, the river is not subject to the requirements of Section 4(f). For
this reason and the fact the easement itself is only for transportation,
4f is not applicable to the easement.

N/A – 4f does not apply

Matanuska Valley Moose Range
Management plan for large swath of land along the Glenn Highway between Palmer and
Chickaloon
Established to maintain, improve, and enhance moose populations and habitat and other
wildlife resources of the area, and to perpetuate public multiple use of the area, including
fishing, grazing, forest management, hunting, trapping, mineral and coal entry and
development, and other forms of public use of public land not incompatible with the purposes
stated in the plan.
Recognizes multi-use nature of the area and is intended to direct the use of state lands only
Plan area encompasses approximately 132,500 acres with a mixture of ownership
Private
State (majority of land within plan area is general state land, ~85%)
Local
Borough
Native groups
The closest point of the Moose Range to MP 53-56 project segment is the southwest corner
of Section 34, Township 19 North, Range 2 East, Seward Meridian (visible on Figure 1)
The Moose Range boundary is not shown on Figure 2 because it’s beyond the figure limits
Proposed 4(f) Applicability
Undetermined – The Matanuska Valley Moose Range is being included
in the consultation because it was identified in the original ’93
EA/FONSI. However, for the MP 53-56 project, the Moose Range plan
area is spatially separated by approximately 2,100 feet from the
proposed project which is considered a great enough distance to
preclude further evaluation of the specific lands for 4f applicability and
use.

4f Processing
N/A

If you have any questions or would like to discuss, please do not hesitate to contact me at 269-0539.
Thank you,
Brian

ADNR Official with Jurisdiction
Concurrence with 23 CFR 774.13(g)(2)
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In Reply Refer To:
Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56, Moose Creek Canyon
Project No.: Z580130000
Clark Cox
Regional Manager, Southcentral Region Office
Division of Mining, Land, & Water
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 900C
Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Cox,
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) is proposing a project
to realign the Glenn Highway between mileposts (MP) 53-56 in the vicinity of Chickaloon,
Alaska (Figure 1). The purpose of the proposed project is to provide a safe highway meeting
current highway design standards and to provide an acceptable 20-year level of service for
anticipated traffic.
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal
environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to
23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated November 3, 2017, and executed by
FHWA and DOT &PF.
The proposed project would involve activities within and adjacent to Moose Creek Campground,
which is owned by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR). Moose Creek
Campground is protected by Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966;
however, DOT&PF believes the exception to Section 4(f) approval under 23 CFR 774.13(g)
applies to the proposed activities affecting the resource. In order to qualify for the exception, the
regulation requires the official with jurisdiction over the resource to agree in writing that certain
conditions are satisfied, as outlined below. Section 4(f) was enacted as a means to protect
significant publicly owned parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges as well as
historic sites of national, State, or local significance from conversion to transportation uses.
The proposed project includes the following activities (Figure 2):
•

Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-56 to meet current National Highway System (NHS)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek approximately 2800 feet downstream from the existing bridge
o The new bridge will be approximately 80 feet high and 725 feet long
Remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and construct cul-de-sacs on the existing alignment on each
side of the bride
Connector roads between the existing and proposed new alignment on the east and west sides of the new
bridge to maintain existing access to adjacent property
Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) standards to provide adjacent
property access
Construct new driveways for residents with existing access on the north side of the Glenn Highway east
of Buffalo Mine Road
Relocate an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) l 7(b) easement

Section 4(f) Resource Description
Moose Creek Campground
The area is located on the north side of the Glenn Highway near MP 54.5. The approximately 41
acre campground is owned by ADNR with management responsibilities assigned to the
Chickaloon Tribe via a cooperative management agreement with the MSB. Features of the area
include restrooms, covered shelters, picnic areas, trash receptacles, camping areas, and hiking
trails. Use is generally during spring/summer/fall when there is no snow on the ground. Usual
activities include camping, hiking, picnicking, and respite stops for travelers of the Glenn
Highway.
Section 4(f) Resource Involvement
The proposed realignment of the Glenn Highway would not impact the campground, however,
proposed mitigation activities for impacts to historic resources would be located within the
campground. During project development, DOT&PF, in consultation with the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO), identified adverse impacts to several historic resources located
along the proposed realignment. Pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106
consultation process DOT&PF, the SHPO, Chickaloon Tribe, and other consulting parties
developed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to describe mitigation measures for the adverse
effects that shall be implemented as part of the project. Several of the mitigation measures would
impact the campground and are further described below.
The proposed mitigation affecting the campground is construction of up to six interpretive signs
and a paved pedestrian path. At this time, the mitigation measures described in the MOA are
only conceptual. There is no design or location work and specifics for what, where, and how the
signs and pedestrian path will be constructed have not been determined. The terms of the MOA
require DOT &PF to coordinate with SHPO and the Chickaloon Tribe on the design and
information to be included on the signs, and the layout and design of the pathway. Because
specifics are not available at this time, DOT&PF will provide additional information in the future
once the concept takes shape to ensure your concurrence with the exception remains valid. Note
that via the management agreement with the MSB, the Chickaloon Tribe is the responsible
management party for the campground and as part of the MOA has already concurred in writing
with the proposed mitigation measures that would affect the campground.
Exception to the Requirement for Section 4(f) Approval
Section 4(f) regulation 23 CFR 774.13(g)(2) requires the official with jurisdiction over the
Section 4(f) resource to agree in writing with the conditions stated in 23 CFR 774.13(g)(l):

"the use of the Section 4(/) property is solely for the purpose ofpreserving or enhancing
an activity, feature, or attribute that qualifies the property for Section 4(/) protection."
DOT &PF believes the proposed project meets the conditions stated at 23 CFR 774.13(g)(l) for
the following reasons:
•
•
•

•

Construction of a non-motorized pathway enhances the recreational value of the area by
providing additional options and distance that is available for users to walk or hike
Interpretive signage about the natural history of the area increases the intellectual
attraction of the area and adds an element of education to campground guests
All of the proposed facilities complement the existing infrastructure and are similar in
nature to the proposed infrastructure developments that are attached to the cooperative
management agreements for the area
Construction of the improvements will not affect access or use of the campground.
Visitors would experience audio visual effects of the workers and equipment, but that is
not expected rise to a level that would affect reasonable enjoyment of the facilities.

Please indicate your concurrence with the above statements by signing below and returning
a copy to DOT &PF.

If you have any questions on the environmental effects, please contact me at (907) 269-0539, or
via email to Brian.Elliott@alaska.gov.

§_;; SQ1k-tt
Brian Elliott
Regional Environmental Manager
Encl.: Figure 1: Location and Vicinity Map
Figure 2: Proposed Project

cc w/o enclosures:

Clint Adler, Project Manager, Central Region DOT&PF
Matt Dietrick, NEPA Manager, Statewide DOT &PF

Alaska Department of Natural Resources Official with Jurisdiction Concurrence

Printed name

Title

Signature

' Date
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Attachment A: Moose Creek 106
Consultation

Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities
DESIGN & ENGINEERING SERVICES
PRELIMINARY DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL
PO Box 196900
Anchorage, Alaska 99519-6900
Main: 907.269.0542
Toll Free: 800.770.5263
TDD: 907.269.0473

In Reply Refer To:
Glenn Highway MP 53 to 56 Reconstruction (OA15025/58013)
Adverse Effect
June 13, 2017
ATTENTION: This finding contains Twenty One (21) DOEs
Ms. Judith Bittner
State Historic Preservation Officer
Alaska Office of History and Archaeology
550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1310
Anchorage, AK 99501-3565
Dear Ms. Bittner:
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) is proposing to realign the Glenn
Highway from Milepost (MP) 53 to 56 in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB), between the communities of
Palmer and Sutton. The proposed project is in Sections 1-3 of Township 18 North, Range 2 East, Seward
Meridian, on the USGS Anchorage C-6 1:63,360 Quadrangle (Figure 1, Project Location).
Consultation for this project is being conducted in accordance with the 2014 Programmatic Agreement… for the
Federal-Aid Highway Program in Alaska. The DOT&PF finds an adverse effect on historic properties by the
proposed project pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(d)(2) and 800.5(d)(2), implementing regulations of Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act. This submission provides documentation in support of this finding, as
required at 36 CFR 800.11(e).
Section 106 consultations for this project began 24 years ago with an Environmental Assessment prepared in
1993 for an earlier and larger Glenn Highway MP 35 to MP 109 project. Consultation was again initiated in
2007 for the MP 53 to MP 56 project phase. On August 13, 2015, an update letter was sent to all of the
consulting parties advising them of additional cultural resources fieldwork to take place on properties affected
by the proposed project.
On May 26, 2016, DOT&PF submitted a finding of adverse effect letter for the project to the consulting parties.
The SHPO concurred (Attachment 1) with DOT&PF’s determination that the Moose Creek Railways and Coal
Chute District (ANC 3275) was eligible as a district and that its individual contributing elements (ANC-3272; -
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3273 and -3274) were not individually eligible. The SHPO further responded that in their opinion the number
of DOEs was unclear and requested a revised findings letter with a numbered table of properties and a
reconsideration of the status of various road segments under the Alaska Roads PA in consideration of the
whereas clause in the PA previously discussed. DOT&PF continues to find adverse effect to historic properties
and attempts to clarify the number, eligibility and effects to the sites identified.

Project Description
The proposed project (Figure 2, Project Overview) follows the realignment approved by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) in its 1993 Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)
for the Glenn Highway Milepost (MP) 35 to MP 109 project. The project includes the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-56 to meet current NHS standards for grades and sight
lines
Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek approximately 2800 feet downstream from the existing
bridge
The western bridge approach of the alignment includes cuts up to 100 feet deep with 2:1 slopes and
benches starting near Buffalo Mine Road
The eastern bridge approach includes 2:1 fill embankment up to 100’ tall with guardrail
Placement of fill and spoil materials in support of the new structure
The new bridge will be approximately 80 feet high and 725 feet long
Travel lanes will be 12 feet wide with eight-foot shoulders
An uphill, westbound passing lane begins on the west side of the new bridge and extends
approximately 4,700 feet
Close or remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge to vehicle traffic and construct cul-de-sacs on the
existing alignment on each side of the bridge (dependent upon maintenance responsibility
agreements with local government)
Connector roads between the existing and proposed new alignment on the east and west sides of the
new bridge to maintain existing access to adjacent property
Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) standards to provide
adjacent property access (contingent upon right-of-way acquisition negotiations with affected
property owners)
Relocate and upgrade the existing weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensor at MP 53.5 to MP 52.7
Staging areas will be located at the existing field just north of the realigned roadway at the top of the
bluff on the west side of Moose Creek
Conduct geotechnical testing as needed at multiple locations in the revised ROW including: bridge
piling location, abutment and footing placement, testing of substrates, testing of subroadbed
material, and testing for water migration in substrates, penetrometer testing and other testing as
needed to safely construct the project. All access is contained within the direct APE and/or existing
roads.
DOT&PF will construct a new driveway for residents with access on the north side of the Glenn
Highway east of Buffalo Mine Road (black line)
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•

Relocate an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 17b easement. Eklutna, Inc. is
presently negotiating with BLM to terminate the easement. Should BLM decide to retain the
easement:
o Alternative A: This would depart from a new point on the south side of the realigned Glenn
Highway, 1,000 feet west of the Ya Ne Da Ah school driveway, and proceed directly down
the hill to meet with the existing easement (Figure 2 depicted in green). This is the favored
design.
o Alternative B: This would depart the existing easement and wrap around the proposed
roadway embankment on the east side of Moose Creek, crossing under the new bridge,
before connecting to the existing easement (Figure 2 depicted in purple). This alternative is
least favored due to length and potential for additional impacts to cultural resources.

Area of Potential Effect
The direct Area of Potential Effect (Direct APE) for the project varies and is depicted in blue in Figure 2. At
some locations it includes the entire existing 200-foot wide ROW because of the extent of ground disturbing
activities, hillside cuts, and vegetation clearing. In other locations where proposed actions are limited to
repaving, the Direct APE is confined to the road prism. The Direct APE for the project includes the proposed
new highway alignment, equipment staging and storage areas, the rerouted 17b easement road (if the easement
is not extinguished), new connector roads and driveways, material sources and spoil disposal sites.
The Indirect APE is outlined in yellow in Figure 2. This area includes the first tier of properties adjacent to the
direct APE. There are also included possible property purchases or easement purchases which have not yet
occurred and may not resemble this in the final form of the project. The main anticipated effects to properties
in this zone are viewshed changes; however there may also be changes in pedestrian and vehicle traffic access,
patterns and volumes.

Identification of Historic Properties
Identification of sites was addressed in the May 26th, 2016 findings letter. No additional field effort was
conducted subsequent to that letter. Further documentary research was conducted by the PQI for DOT&PF
Central Region to address questions and issues suggested by the SHPO. Further archaeological fieldwork for
identification may be necessary in the future.

Site Status and Determinations of Eligibility
A total of 30 AHRS sites lie within the bounds of the direct and indirect APE’s that are being evaluated for this
project. Seven of these were evaluated previously and two are exempted by ACHP and FHWA agreement.
Therefore, DOT&PF is evaluating 21 AHRS sites with this findings letter.
Table 1 (attached) provides a summary of eligibility and project effect (as appropriate) for all 30 AHRS sites
within the direct and indirect APE’s.
Previously Evaluated and Exempt AHRS Sites (9 of 30)
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Two of the seven previously evaluated sites were not eligible as they were only land surveyed properties with
no physical presence beyond survey marks per letters of SHPO to Bill Ballard dated March 29, 1991 and
October 2, 1991:
1. The Moose Townsite (ANC-01826) - Not eligible
2. Moose Creek Townsite (ANC-00126) – Not eligible
There is only one Moose Townsite. Confusion has arisen about the property in multiple reports (CRC 2010;
Dale, Holmes and Ostrogorsky 1991).
One site was previously found not eligible as having no particular historic significance in a SHPO letter to W.F.
Ballard dated March 29, 1991:
3. The Moose Creek Garbage Dump (ANC-00740) – Not eligible
During our previous consultation on this project in 2016, SHPO concurred that the first three sites listed below
were individually not eligible; however, they were found to be contributing elements to an eligible historic
district, the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chutes District (ANC-03275)(SHPO letter of June 14, 2016):
4. Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272) – Individually not eligible, but contributing to ANC-03275
5. Coal Chute (ANC-03273) – Individually not eligible, but contributing to ANC-03275
6. Doherty Narrow Gauge Roadbed (ANC-03724) – Individually not eligible, but contributing to ANC03275
7. Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chutes District (ANC-03275) –Eligible under criterion A and D.
Two properties are exempt from consideration under FHWA exceptions.
8. The Glenn Highway (ANC-04068) is an interstate highway system component and as such included in
the Section 106 Exemption Regarding Effects to the Interstate Highway System adopted by the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) on March 10, 2005.
9. Moose Creek Bridge (ANC-01998). The Moose Creek Glenn Highway bridge is an element of the
Interstate highway system. Bridge #541 was built in 1957-1958 to replace a single lane steel truss bridge
across the creek. The bridge is a steel stringer bridge with cast in place reinforced concrete deck and
bituminous driving surface. The bridge was damaged in floods in 1971 and repaired.
DOT&PF has applied the November 2012 Program Comment for Common Post-1945 Concrete and Steel
Bridges to this undertaking. The Program Comment is a national-level Section 106 compliance streamlining
measure for certain types of bridges. Bridge # 541 is a type that is covered by this Program Comment.
DOT&PF’s cultural resources specialist has reviewed the undertaking, and none of the Program Comment’s
exclusions apply. As a result, Bridge # 541 requires no further review under Section 106.

Prehistoric Sites (5 of 30)
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ANC-02868, ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331 and ANC-03332 are likely prehistoric to historic-era
surface depression sites. These sites may be associated with subsistence activities performed seasonally by the
Dena’ina and Ahtna’tena peoples of the region who harvested salmon on Moose Creek, named “Grandmother’s
Creek,” e.g. Chida’qetnu in Dena’ina or Tsidek’etna in Ahtna.
Sites ANC-03329 and ANC-03330 were lumped into one AHRS number, ANC-02868, by the SHPO at the
request of HDR, Inc. archaeologists. By this accounting there are four (4) surface depression sites attributed to
prehistoric occupants in the direct and indirect APE. DOT&PF does not support this combination as it created
an ungainly site boundary with loci (Figure 3) more than 50 meters apart (HDR 2015: Figure 24) and possibly
multiple periods of significance, origins, purposes, and cultural affiliations. The original arrangement of surface
depression sites is depicted in the CRC (2010) report as Figure 13. See supplemental report for further
information.
DOT&PF has determined that the following five surface depression sites are eligible under Criterion D for their
data potential:
10. ANC-02868
11. ANC-03329
12. ANC-03330
13. ANC-03331
14. ANC-03332
Historic Sites (1 of 30)
The key historic theme groups for the Moose Creek vicinity include the Alaska Railroad, coal mining, and the
Glenn Highway. The railroad and coal mining activities are inextricably entwined (MSB 1989). The Act of
March 12, 1914 to Authorize the President to Construct Railroads in the Territory of Alaska (The Alaska
Railroad Act) includes the following passage:
to designate and cause to be located a route or routes for a line or lines of railroad in the Territory of
Alaska … to be so located as to connect one or more of the open Pacific Ocean harbors on the southern
coast of Alaska with the navigable waters in the interior of Alaska, and with a coal field or fields so as
best to aid in the development of the agricultural and mineral or other resources of Alaska, and the
settlement of the public lands therein, and so as to provide transportation of coal for the Army and
Navy…
Coal was part of an integrated industrial process (steam power by external combustion to boil water) that
accompanied rail and marine bulk transport service to end users and served a system of external combustion
technology-the Steam Age. From 1916 to 1942 coal from Moose Creek mines was delivered by sled, wagon,
rail, and then truck to the standard gauged Moose Creek Spur, and then delivered by the Alaska Railroad to
customers including the railroad itself. A flash flood in September of 1942 washed out the rail line up Moose
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Creek, forcing the mines to move coal by truck. From 1942 to 1945 coal mines on Moose Creek delivered coal
by truck to retail customers directly and to the rail chute for railcar served coal fired electrical power generation.
After the war the mines on Moose Creek closed, with short periods of production during the 1950s and 1960s.
The railroad began converting to diesel electric locomotives during WWII and quickly replaced all but a few
steam engines kept for emergencies. The Moose Creek train station closed and the buildings were hauled away;
one is in the Alpine Museum (CRC 2010). In 1958 underground mining was no longer cost effective and strip
mining dominated production thanks to low labor cost due to automation (Huber and Scott 1964). By 1968 coal
mining with rail delivery ended as the municipality and both base power plants shifted to natural gas In 1984
the abandoned mine lands were reclaimed (Woodward-Clyde Consultants and Goodson & Associates 1984a-d),
portals sealed, structures demolished and equipment taken to Sutton for the museum.
Moose Creek Railway and Coal Chute Historic District
DOT&PF is adding one contributing element to the Moose Creek Railway and Coal Chute District (ANC03275), the Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340). After discussion with the SHPO and further research, DOT&PF
has determined that the disused Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340), connecting the Glenn Highway to the coal
chute through the present Long Farm field, to be a contributing element to the historic district (attached report).
While the Alaska Road PA’s 1 Interim Guidance for Addressing Alaska Historic Roads (Interim Guidance)
indicates that roads will not be evaluated for individual eligibility while the guidance is in effect, it does allow
for roads to be determined eligible as contributing elements to historic districts.
15. Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340) – Contributing element to ANC-03275
The Coal Chute (ANC-03273), Spur (ANC-03272) and Coal Chute Road (ANC 4340) represent the coal
transportation system for the period 1942-1945 and are distinct from the system that built the coal tram from the
Doherty Mine (ANC-03274) to the log bunker above the standard gauge spur which was in use for a period of
three months in 1916 (Apell 1944). Together they share the historic theme of transshipment of coal by rail from
producer to consumer.
Road Segments (6 of 30)
Eight highways, roads or road segments were identified and assessed in the attached report. The Glenn Highway
(ANC-04068) is exempt from consideration. The Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340), is addressed above as a
contributing element to a historic district. The remaining six roads or road segments are described in the
supplemental report.

1

February 23, 2010 Programmatic Agreement among the Federal Highway Administration, the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, the Alaska Department of transportation and Public Facilities, and the Alaska State Historic
Preservation Officer regarding Alaska’s Highway System Roads Affected by the Federal Aid Highway Program in Alaska
(Alaska Road PA).
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None of the four road segments identified in the direct APE (ANC-03335, ANC-03371, ANC-04241, and ANC04339) are Treated-as Eligible (TE list) roads under the Alaska Roads PA and as such, are not considered
historic properties under the Interim Guidance.
In a 6/14/16 response letter to the original May 26, 2016 project finding, SHPO inquired whether the Road PA
and the Interim Guidance applied to these roads. The question pertained to a Whereas clause in the Roads PA,
which states that the agreement applies to all roads subject to Federal Aid Highway Program (Program)
funding. The letter asked, “Do the remaining roads and road components… qualify for Program Funding and
are thus considered ‘roads’ under the Roads PA?” We believe the status was satisfactorily addressed on another
recent project which had a similar question (Palmer-Wasilla Hwy, findings 9/7/16, SHPO concurrence 9/30/16),
and are providing the same reasoning here. Throughout the implementation of the Roads PA, DOT&PF has
understood that the Roads PA applied to all segments of roads in Program funded projects. The project is
funded by the Program; therefore, these roads and others similarly situated are covered under the Roads PA and
its Interim Guidance. At the time the Roads PA was signed, it was not thought necessary to provide a more
specific definition.
As such, DOT&PF finds the following road segments are covered by the terms of the Alaska Roads PA:
16. The Station Road, ANC-03335
17. Moose Palmer Road, Route 35-I, ANC-04241
18. The Utility Access Road, ANC-04339
19. The Kleinsmith Homestead Road, ANC-03371
Two road segments are located in the indirect APE at the western approaches to Moose Creek: ANC-03372 and
ANC-04338, the Bluff Top Access Road. ANC-03372 may be a segment of ARC Route 35-I, the former
Palmer to Moose Creek wagon road, though no direct evidence supports this claim. These are addressed in the
supplemental report.
The two road segments identified in the indirect APE (ANC-03372 and ANC-04338) are not TE list roads under
the Interim Guidance Consequently, DOT&PF finds the following covered by the Alaska Roads PA:
20. Road segment, ANC-03372
21. Bluff Top Access Road, ANC-04338
Other AHRS Sites (9 of 30)
Gregg House (ANC-03370) is a residential structure that began as a 1954 homestead cabin, subsequently
heavily modified in the 1970’s into its present form (CRC 2010: 38-42). The structure’s exterior retains no
aspect that would convey a homestead cabin and incorporates numerous additions and details that have created
a uniquely configured structure. The current structure has an “L” shaped plan with a shed roofed addition
appended to the southwest side. It approximates a ranch structure with a fieldstone chimney on the southwest
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partly surrounded by the shed roofed addition. Siding includes T-111 and plywood. A covered corner porch is
on the SW side. A separate structure appears to be grafted on the northwest side. Window framing includes
wood, aluminum and vinyl. The structure is roofed with standing seam metal roofing; the main ranch portion
has an accessory roof added over a shallow pitched ranch roof with the longitudinal beam ends cut off but still
showing (CRC 2010: Figure 21). DOT&PF has attached a building inventory form.
22. DOT&PF finds the Gregg House (ANC-03370) not eligible for listing on the NRHP because it is not
associated with events contributing to the broad patterns of our history. It is not associated with prominent
persons. Design and execution are not exceptional or significant and there is little likelihood that there is
data potential associated with the structure.
The Moose Creek Cemetery Reserve (ANC-03328) is a component of the townsite survey from 1916. An
informant reported that there were burial depressions in the area of the Long Farm Field that were dozed over in
the 1980s (CRC 2010: 43). No documentary records (e.g. burial notices, obituaries, or vital statistics) have been
found indicating deceased persons were ever buried there. Homesteaders did not stay long near Moose Creek
and known victims of local coal mining accidents were buried in Anchorage, Palmer, or sent outside (e.g.
freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coleen/jonesville.html).
23. The Moose Creek Cemetery Reserve (ANC-03328) is primarily an artifact of land surveying with no
known interments. It is not associated with prominent persons and it possesses no distinctive design or
construction details. It is unlikely to possess data for archaeological recovery.
West of Moose Creek in the direct APE the historic era surface depression ANC-03373 was reported by CRC
(2010) to have no provable historic association or significance.
24. DOT&PF agrees with this assessment and finds historic era surface depression ANC-03373 not eligible.
It is not known to be associated with patterns of history, not associated with important persons in history
and does not reflect significant design or construction values. Testing by CRC (2010) did not indicate
significant data recovery potential.
Moose Creek Depressions (ANC-02869) in the indirect APE are attributed by CRC (2010: 48) to coal
prospection pits; however, they do not appear to access the bedrock where coal seams would be found. The
scale, shape and profile of the pits (5 feet wide by up to 13 feet long and up to 3 feet deep) are inconsistent with
Dena’ina or Ahtna’tena prehistoric to historic era residential, storage or fermentation pits.
25. DOT&PF finds the Moose Creek Depressions (ANC-02869) not eligible for listing on the NRHP. They
are not known to be associated with patterns of history, not associated with important persons in history and
does not reflect significant design or construction values.
ANC-04243 consists of coal prospection pits and a road built as part of a Bureau of Mines program to quantify
coal deposits in the Wishbone Hill district from 1942 to 1958 (Barnes and Payne 1954; Warfield 1962). A road
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protected by dikes was built along Moose Creek’s east bank to explore coal exposures in the canyon walls and
to deliver rotary drilling equipment to the top of Wishbone Hill (Warfield 1962: Figure 6); a coal seam exposed
near the Glenn Highway (Barnes & Payne 1956: Plate 2) was trenched for assay. These features are not related
to early efforts by private firms to mine coal in Moose Creek from 1916-1942 or the road-rail transfer of
produced coal from 1942 to 1945 in WWII. No famous person is associated with the features and no particular
design significance or data recovery potential exists. The mine shafts were likely closed in 1984 and any
equipment at the federal mining leases was removed to Sutton’s Alpine Historical Museum.
26. DOT&PF finds the coal prospecting feature ANC-04243, to be ineligible for listing on the NRHP.
ANC-03374 is a line of telephone wire on poles and nailed to trees. This may date to the use of the area as a
camp during Glenn Highway construction; the railroad had its own communications along the tracks and the use
of trees indicates no anticipated longevity of use. Communications line and posts (ANC-03374) do not appear
to have any but speculative association with broad patterns of history. The use of existing trees as well as two
creosoted poles may indicate the line was a temporary placement for a short term communications need; it is
possible the line was strung to connect the mobile Glenn Highway construction camp (MSB 1989) to
headquarters in the early 1940s, but no specific evidence is available to support such a claim.
27. DOT&PF finds the communications line and posts (ANC-03374) not eligible for listing on the NRHP
due to lack of association under Criterion A, and no demonstrated significance under Criteria B, C, or D.
Above the road on a bench is a site with two surface depressions (ANC-04242), one of which may be a root
cellar, but no driveway or trail appears to connect the sites (HDR 2015: 43). Testing of the larger surface
depression revealed milled lumber with wire nails and a sanitary can
28. DOT&PF finds the surface depressions (ANC-04242) to be not eligible for listing as they lack clear
association with patterns of history or persons important to history. No significant design or construction
elements are noted. The depressions are unlikely to have value for data recovery.
Moose Creek Roadhouse site (ANC-03278) is in the indirect APE near the present bank of the Matanuska
River. The site is a collection of surface finds (e.g. a boiler, a modified oil drum, and glass bottles) and possible
surface depressions in a location near the current bank of the Matanuska River. CRC (2010: 37-38) reports that
A number of surface artifacts were documented at what appears likely to be the site of a historic roadhouse
north of the Matanuska River, east of Moose Creek, and west of the Station Road (Figure 14). Local residents
expressed the belief that this was the location of a roadhouse from the early twentieth century that had served
the railroad and the mines. Artifacts noted on the surface in the area included a boiler, a modified 55-gallon
drum, and glass bottles (Figure 15). No testing was done at the site, as it was outside the intensive survey area
for this project. This site is within the boundaries of the Johnson Homestead (Figure 9, above), and may be the
location of the roadhouse of which Gust William Johnson was proprietor in the 1920s.
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CRC (2010: 23, 37) indicates that this site is within the bounds of the Johnson homestead (Lot 10, Block 17,
Moose Townsite) and asserts that Johnson had run a roadhouse in the 1920s. The location depicted in Figure 14
of the CRC report (2010: 36) indicates that the debris identified in the field is outside the townsite, e.g. not only
not in Lot 10 of Block 17 of the Moose townsite but across the street that marks the outside boundary of the
townsite from that location. An account of a site visit during the purported period of occupation did not
mention a roadhouse (Ayars 1977). Evidence connecting the materials identified in the field (CRC 2010: 37) to
a roadhouse or homestead is speculative. .
29. DOT&PF finds the Moose Creek Roadhouse site (ANC-03278) is not eligible for listing on the NRHP.
The location is speculative; no aspects of the location reflect patterns of history, the location is not
associated with historically significant persons, there is no construction with design aspects to consider.
There is no evidence that data significant to understanding history or prehistory is located on the site, which
was not tested.
The Long Farm Upper Field was cleared in 1977-1978 as part of the homestead (CRC 2010: 42). The Coal
Chute Road (ANC-04340) traverses the bench from the Glenn Highway at the curve south to the coal chute
(ANC-03273).
30. DOT&PF finds the Long Farm Upper Field not eligible for listing as it has not reached 50 years of age
nor has it achieved exceptional significance sufficient to satisfy Criteria Consideration G.
Summary for the 21 sites being evaluated by DOT&PF in this letter:
Eligible (5)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prehistoric Depression Site ANC-03329
Prehistoric Depression Site ANC-03330
Prehistoric Depression Site ANC-03331
Prehistoric Depression Site ANC-03332
Prehistoric Depression Site ANC-02868

Not Eligible (10)
1. Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340)
2. Gregg House (ANC-03370)
3. Cemetery Reserve (ANC-03328)
4. Historic Depression (ANC-03373; CRC 2010: 69)
5. Moose Creek Depressions (ANC-02869)
6. Mining or Prospecting Features (ANC-04243; CRC 2010: 47)
7. Communications Line/Posts (ANC-03374; CRC 2010: 69)
8. Surface Depressions (ANC-04242)
9. Moose Creek Roadhouse Site (ANC-03278)
10. Long Farm Fields (ANC-04340)
Covered by Alaska Roads PA (6)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Station Road (ANC-03335; CRC 2010: 74)
Road Segment (ANC-04241)
Utility Access Road (ANC-04339)
Kleinsmith Homestead Access Road (ANC-03371; CRC 2010: 68)
Road Segment (ANC-03372; CRC 2010: 68)
Bluff Top Road (ANC-04338)

DOT&PF has determined that the surface depression sites ANC-02868, ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331
and ANC-03332 have potential to produce data important to the prehistory and history of Alaska and are
eligible under Criterion D. DOT&PF and the SHPO previously found the Moose Creek Railways and Coal
Chutes District (ANC-03275) eligible under criterion A and D in the letter of June 14, 2016. DOT&PF has
found an additional contributing element to the district which is not individually eligible, the Coal Chute Road
(ANC-4340).

Finding of Effects
DOT&PF finds that there will be adverse effects to historic properties caused by construction of the project.
Adverse Effects
Surface Depression sites ANC- 03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332: ANC-03329 through
ANC-03332 are situated within or in close proximity to the Direct APE. Construction over these surface
depressions destroys their archaeological information potential; therefore DOT&PF finds the project will have
adverse effects on ANC-03329 through ANC-03332.
DOT&PF believes that sites ANC-03329 through ANC-03332 are important chiefly for what can be learned
through data recovery, and that the resources have minimal value for preservation in place. The Chickaloon
Village Traditional Council has requested in consultation that these sites be archaeologically excavated prior to
disturbance of the sites with sufficient consideration that some surface depressions may be human burials.
No Adverse Effect
The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275; CRC 2010: 70) consists of four
individually not eligible contributing elements. The Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272) has occasional,
discontinuous track work that hints at its railroad past. The railbed for ANC-03274, the narrow gauge mine
tram, is buried in the direct APE (CRC 2010: 57 Figure 33) by material pushed downslope from the clearing of
the Long Farm Upper Field (ANC-04248). The coal chute road (ANC-04340) is barely visible in the cleared
farm field in some air photos and the Matanuska Susitna Borough LIDAR coverage but was not identified as
such in the field (CRC 2010; HDR 2015). The coal chute (ANC-03273) was reported to be in a state of
advanced decay seven years ago:
The ore chute at the top was approximately 3 m wide, and the width may have increased as the chute
approached the storage bins positioned at the bottom. The full layout is difficult to assess from surface
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remains, partly because not all sections have survived intact and partly because the coal bin has been largely
destroyed; timbers forming the upper lip and part of a sidewall are all that survive. CRC 2010: 58-59.
DOT&PF notes that there may not have been a coal bin attached to the chute at the bottom of the slope; dump
trucks may have dumped coal down the chute straight into the railcars on the spur, where a winch, dozer or
switch engine could have been used as needed to relocate the cars as they were filled a truckload at a time. The
chute is not related to the Doherty Mine or to the log bins built in 1916 and in decay by the mid-1920s.
Because the project would only cross small portions of generally obscured linear features that constitute three of
four contributing elements to the district, DOT&PF finds that no adverse effect would result to the Moose Creek
Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275).
FHWA intends to make a de minimis impact finding based on your written concurrence that the project will not
adversely affect the historic district (ANC-03275).
DOT&PF found no eligible historic properties in the indirect APE.

Consultation Summary
Section 106 consultations for this project began 24 years ago with an Environmental Assessment prepared in
1993 for an earlier and larger Glenn Highway MP 35 to MP 109 project. Consultation was again initiated in
2007 for the MP 53 to MP 56 project phase. On August 11, 2015, DOT&PF met with the Chickaloon Cultural
Committee to present the project and receive their input. On August 13, 2015, an update letter was sent to all of
the consulting parties advising them of additional cultural resources fieldwork to take place on properties
affected by the proposed project. No comments were received in response to the August letters.
On May 26, 2016, DOT&PF submitted a findings letter for the project to the consulting parties. The SHPO and
Chickaloon Tribe responded to the letter. The SHPO concurred (Attachment 1) with DOT&PF’s determination
that the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC 3275) was eligible as a district and that its
contributing elements (ANC-3272; -3273 and -3274) were not individually eligible. The SHPO requested a
revised findings letter with a numbered table of properties and a reconsideration of the status of various road
segments under the Alaska Roads PA in consideration of the whereas clause in the PA previously discussed.
Chickaloon replied in an email (Attachment 2) with two points of concern. First was to request a preconstruction Phase II archaeological investigation of the surface depression sites affected by the project,
including ANC-2868, -3329, -3330, -3331, -3332, and -0333. Second, the tribe wanted to make sure that the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275), including the Moose Creek Spur (ANC03272), Moose Creek Coal Chute (ANC-03273), and Doherty Narrow Gauge Railbed (ANC-03274), remained
sufficiently intact that the tribe may develop interpretive material showing the significance of early coal mining
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in Moose Creek and as part of a rails-to-trails system the tribe is pursuing. DOT&PF proposes to resolve these
concerns in a memorandum of agreement (MOA).
The Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC) stated that it had numerous issues with the 2010 CRC report’s
accuracy and stated that the Doherty narrow gauge (ANC-03274) and Moose creek Spur (ANC-03272) are on
ARR property. In consultation the ARRC reiterated its assertion of ownership of the spur in the ROW depicted
in USS 9075.
DOT&PF is contacting the following Section 106 consulting parties with this updated findings letter: State
Historic Preservation Officer; Advisory Council on Historic Preservation; FHWA; MSB; City of Palmer;
ARRC; Chickaloon Village Traditional Council; Cook Inlet Region, Inc.; Eklutna, Inc.; and the Palmer
Historical Society to determine their interest in participating in consultation for the resolution of the adverse
effects and in the development of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). Consultation will not be limited to
these parties should other interested parties wish to consult.
Once we receive your response, we will consult with your office to identify mitigation measures as needed to
offset the adverse effects of this project. Please direct your concurrence or comments to me at the address
above, by telephone at 907-269-0534, or by e-mail at erik.hilsinger@alaska.gov.

Sincerely,

Erik D. Hilsinger
Cultural Resources Specialist
Central Region DOT&PF
Enclosures:
Figures 1-4
Supplementary Historic Information for the Moose Creek Crossing Project
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3330-6 ANC 2868, 3329, 3330, 333 1, 3332. 4340
3330-6N ANC 3370, 3328. 3373, 2869, 4243 , 3374, 4242, 3278, 4348

Subj ect:

Glenn Highway MP 53 to 56 Reconstruction (OA 15025/580 13)

Erik Hi lsinger
Depa1tment of Transportation & Public Facilities
PO Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 995 19-6900
Dear Mr. Hilsinger,
The Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (AK SHPO) received your letter (dated
June 13, 2017) on June 14, 20 17. Following our review of your letter and the repo1t, titled
Supplemenlmy Historic information for the Moose Creek Crossing Project, our office
concurs w ith the fo llowing 15 determinations of eligibility (DOE) for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places (Table 1).

Table 1. Determinations of Eli gibi lity
AHRS#
No.
Site Name/
Description
1
ANC-2868
Surface Depression
Site
2
ANC-3329
Surface Depression
Site
ANC-3330
3
Smface Depression
Site
4
ANC-333 1 Surface Depression
Site
ANC-3332
Surface Depression
5
Site
ANC-4340
6
Coal Chute Road

7

ANC-3370

Gregg House

DOT &PF Determination
Eligible, Criterion D

SHPO
Comment
Concur

Eligible, Criterion D

Concur

Eligible, Criterion D

Concm

Eligible, Criterion D

Concur

Eligible, Criterion D

Concm

Eligible as a contributing
element to ANC-3275
(Moose Creek Railways and
Coal Chute District), Criteria
A&D
Not Eligible

Concur

Concur

AHRS#

Site Name/
Description

8

ANC-3328

9

ANC-3373

10

ANC-2869

11

ANC-4243

12

ANC-3374

13

ANC-4242

14

ANC-3278

15

ANC-4348

Cemetery Moose
Creek Area
Historic
Depression
Moose Creek
Depressions
Mining or
Prospecti ng
Features
Communications
Line and Posts
Depression
Features
Moose Creek
Roadhouse Site
Long Farm Upper
Field

No.

DOT&PF Determin ation

SHPO
Comment

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Not Eligible

Concur

Additionally, we reviewed the subj ect undertaking pursuant to Section l 06 of the
National Historic Preservation Act. Following our review of the documentation
provided, we continue to concur that a finding of adverse effect is appropriate for the
subject project. Based on the information provided, we are unable to concur with your
finding of " no adverse effect' for the Moose Creek Rai lways and Coal Chute District
(ANC-3275), as it 's located in the " area of direct impact" within the Area of Potential
Effect (APE). We look forward to continued consultation to avoid and minimize effects
to historic properties in the APE and to develop a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to
mitigate adverse effects in accordance with 36 CFR § 800. 6. Please note that your agency
official shall notify the Advi sory Council of the adverse effect finding (36 CFR §
800. 6[a] [J}) .
Please note that as stipulated in 36 CFR § 800.3, other consulting parties such as the local
government and Tribes are required to be notified of the undertaking. Add itional
information provided by the local government. Tribes or other consulting parties may
cause our office to re-evaluate our conm1ents and reconrn1endations. Please note that our
comment letter does not end the 30-day review period provided to other consulting
parties.

Thank you for clarification on the six road segments considered exempt by the terms of
the Alaska Roads PA. Also, we agree with your recommendation to change the boundary
of ANC-2868, excluding ANC-3329 and ANC-3330 to the original arrangement of
surface depression sites depicted in Figure 3 of your report. We appreciate the
opportunity to review and conunent on the subject undertaking and look forward to
continued consultation on the project. Please contact Mark Rollins at 269-8722 or
mark.rollins@alaska.gov if you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Judith E. Bittner
~ State Historic Preservation Officer
JEB:mwr

Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities
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In Reply Refer To:
Glenn Highway MP 53 10 56 Reconstruction
OA 15025/2580130000
Revised Finding of Adverse Effect
June 20, 2018
Ms. Judith Biuner
Stale Historic Preservation Officer
Alaska Office of History and Archaeology
550 W. 7'h Avenue. Suite 1310
Anchorage, AK 99501-3565
Dear Ms. Biuner:
The Alaska Depanment ofTransponation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has assumed the responsibi lities of
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) under 23 U.S.C. 327, and is proposing lo realign the Glenn
Highway from Milepost (MP) 53 to 56 in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB), between the communities of
Palmer and Sutton. The proposed project is in Sections 1-3 ofTownship 18 North, Range 2 East, Seward
Meridian, on the USGS Ai1chorage C-6 I :63,360 Quadrangle (Figure I, Project Location). The envirorunental
review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for this project arc
being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding
dated November 3, 20 17, and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.

This lcner clarifies DOT&PF's previous finding of effect for the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute
District (ANC-03275) in our leuer of June 30, 2017. Consultalion for this project is being conducted in
accordance with the 2017 First Amended Programmatic Agreement. .. for the Federal-A id Highway Program in
Alaska. The DOT&PF, acting as a Federal agency, continues to find an adverse eOi:ct on historic properties by
the proposed project pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(d)(2) and 800.5(d)(2). implementing regulations of Section I 06
of the National Historic Preservation Act. This submission provides documentation in s upport of this finding,
as required al 36 CFR 800. I l(e).

June 20. 20 18

Project Description
T he project includes the following activities (Figure 2. Project Overview):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-5610 meet c ull"enl NHS standards for grades and sight
lines
Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek ap1n·oxima1ely 2800 feet downstream u·om the existing
bridge
The western bridge approach of the alignment includes cuts up 10 l 00 feet deep with 2: l slopes and
benches sianing near Buffalo Mine Road
The eastem bridge app1'Qach includes 2: l fill embankment up 10 100" tall with guardrail
Placeme nt of fi ll and spoil materials in support of the new structu re (blue line)
The new bridge will be approximately 80 feel high and 725 feet long
Travel lanes will be 12 feet wide with eight-foot s houlders
An uphill, westbound passing lane beginning on west side of the new bridge and extending
approximately 4,700 feet
Connector roads between the existing a nd proposed new a lignmem on the east and west sides of the
new bridge to maintain ex isting access to adj acem property
Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Bo1·ough (MSB) standards 10 provide
adjacent prope11y access (contingent upon right-of-way acquisition negotiations with affected
propeny owne rs)
Re locate and upgrade the existing weigh-in-motion (WlM) sensor at MP 53.5 to MP 52.7
Staging areas will be located al the existing field just nonh of the realigned roadway at the top of the
bluff on the west side of Moose Creek
Conduct geoteehnical testing as needed at multiple locations in the revised right-of-way (ROW)
includi ng: bridge p iling location, abmmem and footing placcrnem, 1es1ing of substrates, testing of
subroadbed ma terial, and testing for water migra tion in substrates, penetrometer testing and other
testing as needed 10 safely construct the project.
DOT&PF will cons truct a new driveway for residents with access on the north side of the Glem1
Highway east of Buffalo Mine Road (black line, Figure 2)

The following project components have changed since tt.c previous findings leuer:
•

•

Remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and consm1ct cul-de-sacs on the existing al ignment on
each side of the bridge (dependem upon maintenance responsibi lity agreements with local
government)
Re locate an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) I 7b easement. This would depan from
a new po int on the south side of the realigned Glenn Highway, 1,000 feet west of the Ya Ne Da Ah
school driveway, a nd proceed directly down the hi ll 10 meet with the existing easemelll (Figure 2
depicted in green).

Area of Potential Effect
The areas of potemial effect remain the same as submiucd in the June 13, 2017 findings leuer.

Identification of Historic Properties
No further identification efforts for histo1i c properties have taken p lace since the June 13, 2017 lcncr.

June 20. 2018

Findings of Effect
The DOT&PF submiued a teller to cons ulting parties on June 13. 20 17. finding a n adverse effect to surface
depression sites ANC- 03329, Ai'IC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332: ANC-03329 through ANC-03332
are situated within or in close proximity to the Direct APE . Construction over these surface depressions
destroys their archaeological infonnation potemial; therefore DOT&PF found that the project will have adverse
effects o n ANC-03329 through ANC-03332. This finding has not changed.

DOT&PF found no adverse effects to other historic

pro~imies

in the project area in the June 13, 20 17 lener.

The S HPO in their response of June 30, 20 17 did not concur with the finding of "No Adverse Effect" for the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-003275). In the imerests of moving the project forward,
DOT&PF finds that that the project will have an adverse effect on the Moose Creek Ra ilways a nd Coal Chute
District (ANC-003275).

Resolution of Adverse Effects
DOT&PF will pursue a Memorandum of Agrccmelll

wi~1

lhe Chickaloon Village Traditional Counc il, the

SHPO, and other imerested parties to resolve adverse eflects caused by the construction and operation of the
proposed Moose Creek bridge and highway rea lignment.

T he Chickaloon Village Traditional Council has requested in consultation that sites Ai\IC-03329 through ANC03332 be archaeologically excavated prior to disturbance of the si tes with sufficient consideration that some
surface depressions may be human buria ls. DOT&PF believes that sites ANC-03329 through ANC-03332 arc
important c hieOy for what can be learned through archaeological data recovery, and that the resources have
minimal value for preservation in place.

Co nti nued Consultation
DOT &PF is proposing to schedule meetings with Section I06 consulting pai1ics to disc uss the status of the
project a nd init iate the process of negotiating a Memorandum of Agreement resolving the adverse cflects
outlined herein. DOT &PF wi ll contact the following Se:tion I06 consulting parties wi th this updated findings
letter: the State Hist0ric Preservation Officer; Advisory Counci l on Historic Preservation; Federal Highway
Administration; Matanuska Susitna Borough; City of Palmer; Alaska Ra ilroad Corporation; Chickaloon Village
Traditional Counci l; Cook Inlet Region, Inc. ; Eklutna, Inc.; and the Palmer Historical Socie ty to detennine their
interest in participating in consultation for the resolution of adverse effects a nd in the development of a

June 20, 2018
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). Consultation will not be limited to these parties should other interested
parties wish to consult.

DOT&PF intends 10 schedule a meeting of consulting parties in approximately a month via Doodle poll or other
means in order to establish the best fitting schedule.

Please direct your concurrence with the revised finding of elfeel or comments 10 me at the address above, by
telephone al 907-269-0534, or by e-mail at erik.hilsingei@a laska.gov.

Erik Hilsinger
DOT &PF Cultural Resources Specialist, Central Region

Enclosures:
Electronic cc w/ enclosures:
Clint Adler, P.E., DOT&PF Central Region Project Manager
Steven Rzepka, P.E., DOT&PF Central Region Project Engineer
Brian Elliott, DOT&PF Central Region Environmental Manager
Man Dietrick, DOT&PF Statewide Environmental Office NEPA Manager
Kathy Price, DOT&PF Statewide, Cultural Resources Specialist
Henry Rettinger, FHWA Alaska Division Area Engineer
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Figure 2 - Project Overview
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Department of Natural Resources
l ll\'ISION Or' l'AfU;s & UUTOO<lR RECRU\ l'Il1N
Ott1< l' o/ Hio.;tot \' & i\1 chaeology

GO\'ERNOR B i l L WAI KER

File No.:

J 130- l R FHW A/20 17-00742

Subj ect:

G lenn Hig hway MP 53 to 56 Reconstructi on (OA 15025/2580 130000),
Revised Finding of Adverse Effect

Erik Hils inger
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities
PO Box I 96900
Anchorage, AK 995 19-6900

Dear Mr. Hil singer,
T he Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (AK SHPO) received yo ur letter (dated
.J unc 20, 20 18) on June 22, 20 18. Foll owing our review of the documentati on provided,
purs uant co Sectio n 106 of the National Histori c Preservatio n Act. we continue to concur
that a find ing of a d verse effect is appropriate fo r the subject proj ect; whi ch now includes
an adverse effect on the Moose Creek Rail ways and Coal C hute Distri ct (ANC-3275) as
well as surface depression sites (ANC-3329 through ANC-3332).
We look forwa rd to continued consultatio n to avoid and minimize effects to histo ri c
properties in the A PE and to develo p a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to mitigate
adverse effects in accordance w ith 36 CFR § 800.6. Also, as a reminder. the agency
offic ial shall notify the Advisory Counci l on Historic Preservhtion of the ad verse effect
findin g (36 CFR § 800.6[a}[J}).
Piease note that as stipul ated in 36 CFR § 800. 3, other consulting parties such as the local
government and Tribes are req uired to be notified of the unde1iaking. Additiona l
informatio n provided by the local government, Tribes or other consulting parties may
cause o ur office to re-eva luate our comments and recommendatio ns. P lease note that o ur
comment letter does not end the 30-day review period provided to other consulting
parties.

T hank yo u fo r the opportunity to review and comment on the subj ect undertaking and we
look fo rward to continued consultation on the proj ect. Please contact Mark Rollins at
269-8722 or mark.ro llins(@.alaska.gov if you have any questions or if we can be of further
assistance.

Sincerely,

Judith E. Bittner
'h
t:..l State Hi storic Preservation Officer
JEB:mwr

Attachment B: Moose Creek
Campground Mgmt Agreements

EXTENSION OF MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
THE PARTIES UNDER THAT CERTAIN MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT, signed by both parties September
6, 2012 between the MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH, having certain management authority granted
by the State of Alaska and CHICKALOON VILLAGE TRADITIONAL COUNCIL (CVTC) as operator, of that
certain real property known as Moose Creek Campground, being Borough-managed/State of Alaska-owned
land described in the original agreements, do hereby agree to extend the term of Management Agreement
until September 30, 2021, with the terms and conditions of said management agreements defined and
attached.
The only changes to this agreement are:1) In reference to Section 4. C., the requirement for Borough
parking lot plowing is deleted, as both the Borough and CVTC having mutually agreed that this task is
being conducted by others. 2) Exhibit B from the 2012 agreement is replaced by attached Exhibit 8 and B-1
ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE ATTACHED MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT DATED
JUNE 1, 2012 AND EFFECTIVE Oct.1, 2012 SHALL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties agreed and signed on this
OWNER:
MATANUSKA-SUSITNA 80

L day of Nove.~lo~. 2016.

CHAIR:
CHICKALOON VILLAGE TRADITONAL COUNCIL

Doug Wade, Chairman

State of Alaska
Third Judicial District

)
)ss.
)

.
On f\ov e..rn'oQl'" Cl , 2016, John Moosey, manager of the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, who
1s personally known to me, appeared and acknowledged before me that he signed the Extension of
Management Agreement on behalf of the municipal corporation.

~ o ~,bcw~
Otlicial s.al

STATE OF Al.A$KA
Notary Put>ic

Rachael Richardson
Comm1ss1on

·

. .. 'lo·

Notary Public for State of Alaska
My commission expires: A~x:\ \ 7 o 0 07D

State of Alaska

)
)ss.
)

Third Judicial District
On

Nevi: m. bt ;

/

• 2016,

bo lt "i; vJ wU

.personally appeared before me, and

~

[check one]
1. _who is personally known to me
2. _whose identity I proved on the basis of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _whose identity I proved on the oath/affirmation of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. acredible witness
and acknowledged before me that as representative of the Chicka!oon Village Traditional Council, he/she
signed the Extension of Management Agreement on be alf of the for the pufP,
intended therein.

NOTARY PUBLIC
HELEN M. CARROLL
STATE OF ALASKA

No ary Public for State of Alaska
My commission expires: h'\Af=Vb..

My Commission Expires March 25, 2017
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EXHIBIT B 2016-2021
Proposed Infrastructure Developments 2016·2021: (dependent upon funding

availabllltJ) Map attached
1. Install four charcoal grills at each ofthe two picnic pavilion sites
2. Install a bear proof waste collection unit for garbage and recyclables at each of the
two picnic pavilion sites
3. Install two bear proof, garbage-only receptacles outside each of the two vault toilet
sites
4. Install a gate near the double vault toilet (the northern toilet) to prevent vehicle
traffic on a trail
S. Install three benches around the large fire ring at the 'sunny side' picnic pavilion in
the southwest comer ofthe Moose Creek Campground and Wayside
6. Pending Funding, construct a foot trail from the ADA accessible campsite to the
closest picnic pavilion.
7. Pending Funding, construct a foot trail from the 'sunny side' picnic pavilion in the
southwest corner of the Moose Creek Campground and Wayside to access the
double vault toilet
8. Pending Funding, pw-chase and install playground equipment at the 'sunny side'
picnic pavilion In the southwest comer of the Moose Creek Campground and
Wayside at the edge of the large grass meadow south of the pavilion. Equipment
may include swings for toddlers and youth as well as a climbing tower with slide.
9. Pending Funding, construct a new campground roadway and loop with up to five
new campsites to the east side of the existing campground Infrastructure. This
roadway loop would be a on~-way road going from southeast to northwest and
would ideally have a gate on either end of the loop.
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2012 Agreement

.

:

Matanuska-Susitna Borough
Management Agreement
with the
Chickaloon Village Traditional CouneU
This management agreement (hereinafter called "Agreement") is made and entered into
on June I, 2012 by and between the MATANUSKA-SUSilNA BOROUGH (hereinafter called
"Borough") and the CHICKALOON VILLAGE TRADITTONAL COUNCIL (hereinafter called
"ColDICil").
Whereas, the State of Alaska Cooperative Management Agreement dated April 14, 2011,
attached as Exhibit A, between the Matanuska-Susitna Borough and State of Alaska, Division of
Mining, Land and Water for management of State owned land in the NWl/4 of Section 2,
Township 18 North, Range 2 East, S.M. Alaska, known as the Moose Creek Campground,
authorizes a subcontractor to manage and develop the land; and
Whereas, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough wishes to contract the services for the
management and development of the Moose Creek Campground; and
Whereas, the Chickaloon Village Traditional Council wishes to manage and develop the
Moose Creek Campground for public use.
Now therefore, in consideration of the covenants and agreements contained herein, the
Borough and the Council agree as follows:
Section 1.

Description of facility.

The Council does hereby agree to operate, manage, develop/improve and maintain the
Moose Creek Campground more particularly described as the State-owned land located in the
NW Yia, Section 2, Township 18 North, Range 2 &st, S.M. Alaska as shown in Figure I of
Exhibit A.
Section 2.

Tenn.

The management of the campground by the Council shall begin upon a fully executed
Agreement and be provided through September 30, 2016, the date of expiration of this
Agreement, or the date that the Cooperative Management Agreement dated April 14 , 2011
between the Matanuska-Susitna Borough and the State of Alaska is tenninated, whichever is
earlier, unless this agreement is tenninated by either party pursuant to Section 26. The Council
shall perfonn the obligations described herein for the full tenn subject to Section 26
(Tennination).
Section 3.

Purpose.

The Council shall manage, operate, develop/improve and maintain (hereinafter called
"manage" or "management} the campground to keep it clean, safe and sanitary for public use
Page I ofl9

through the tenn of the Agreement based on the Cooperative Management Agreement signed
April 14, 2011 between the Matanuska-Susitna Borough and the State of Alaska, an approved
Plan of Operation attached as Exhibit 8, and Site Plan attached as Exhibit C.
Section4.

Council as an Independent Contractor.

A.
The Council shall perfonn its obligations hereunder as an independent contractor
of the Borough. The Borough may administer this Agreement and monitor Council's
compliance with this Agreement but shall not supervise or otherwise direct the Cowcil except to
provide recommendations and to act on requests to approve or deny certain activities pursuant to
the Agreement.

8.
The Council's management of the campground shall not be for profit. Any
revenue generated as a result of fees for the use of the areas shall be used to offset the costs of
repairs, maintenance, operations, and improvements to the campground areas.
Section S.

Payment for Utilities and Other Services.

A.
Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as obligating the Borough to expend
funds for its implementation.
8.
It is the responsibility of Council to initiate and secure all sources of ftmding. The
Council shall pay all costs to operate, manage, develop/improve and maintain the facility for the
tenn of the Agreement, which includes but is not limited to all costs of installation and service by
utilities, including electric, water, and solid waste and sewage disposal. Utility installation will
require an easement from DNR and water use or new well will require a water right.
C.
The Council shall manage the camp~und, and maintain the vault toilets in the.
campground and the wayside area between May 1• and October 3 t• of each year of this
agreement. The Borough shall maintain the wayside and the vault toilet in the wayside between
November I11 and April 30th. Maintenance of the wayside will include necessary parking lot
plowing and walkway clearing and sanding to the vault toilet. Maintenance of the vault toilet
shall include pumping, cleaning, and refilling toilet tissue and the emptying of trash. This shall
be the only responsibilit)' that the Borough accepts and it does not release the Council ftom any
part of this agreement or ftom liability during that time period.
Section 6.

Plan of Operation and Site Plan.

The Council shall provide a Plan of Operation, attached as Exhibit 8, that clearly outlines
plans for development and operation of the campground throughout the tenn of the Agreement,
and a Site Plan attached as Exhibit C, showing the type, size and location of all development
planned, both pennanent and temporary, in the campground. Both plans shall be reviewed and
approved by the Borough prior to any work commencing. Both plans should be updated at least
yearly and more often if circumstances signiticandy change, and resubmitted to the Borough and
DNR for approval.
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Section 7.

Warranty of Work.

A.
The Council expressly warrants that all materials used to perfonn this agreement
will be of good quality and that all workmanship will meet accepted codes and standards of the
trade.
B.
The Council shall undertake to correct any workmanship or any defect in
materials found by the Borough to constitute a breach of the AgreemenL
Section 8.

Use and Operation.

A.
Use and operation of the campground shall be for campground and camping
purposes and provide for the maximum availability of the facilities to the public.

8.
The Council shall have discretion to schedule use of the campground, both
regularly scheduled use and special events, and may set reasonable rules and fees for camping
and trailhead parking. Special events may require additional pennitting from DNR, and DNR
must be consulted before such events occur. The fee schedule and rules are to be approved by
and filed with the Borough prior to implementation.
C.
Commercial uses and advertising within the campground are prohibited; however
vendor use, as authorized by the Council, may be allowed during not-for-profit events, however,
such events must be approved by DNR prior to the event, as many such events may fall outside
the intended use of the facility as a campground.
·
Section 9.

Annual Perfonnance and Accounting Report.

The Council shall submit a report to the Borough on or before December Ist of each year
of the term ofthis AgreemenL At a minimum the report shall include the following:
I) A summary of the previous year events, including regularly scheduled and special event
use or the facilities.
2) A treasurer's report for the past year including a complete accounting of all receipts and
disbursements related to the management, operation, and maintenance of the campground

areas.
3) A summary of any improvement previously approved by the Borough which were
completed during the year, and a revised site plan showing planned development and
describing any changes for approval.
4) A request for approval by the Borough of the proposed schedule of fees for the upcoming
year.
5) Copies of all licenses, permits, authorizations and insurance policies required under the
terms of this AgreemenL
6) A request for approval by the Borough and DNR of proposed improvements, alterations
and construction to be accomplished in the upcoming year, particularly those
improvements that fall outside the attached development plan.
7) Copies of any changes to the Constitution of the Council during the previous year.
8) Current list of all officers of the Council, with phone numbers and address.
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9) Designation of the Council's primary and alternate contact representatives for the
upcoming year, with phone numbers and addresses, a job title, and confinnation of
authority of each to negotiate this Agreement. Exhibit D.
I0) A revised plan of operation describing how the various tasks necessmy to execute this
Agreement will be performed during the upcoming year, if different than described when
approved.
Section 10.

Waste.

The Council, its volunteers, board members, members, employees, subcontractors, or
anyone directly or indirectly employed by them, shall not commit waste on or injury to the
property or improvements thereon or allow third parties to commit such waste or injury. The
Council shall be liable for all damage, as well as repair or replacement costs during the tenn of
the Agreement.
Section 11.

Rights-of-Way.

Authority to grant or issue permits for easements and right-of-way is retained by the State
of Alaska. Further, DNR retains the authority to issue permits, easements (ROW), Leases and
other authorizations under Title 38 authority.
Section 12.

Assignment or Delegation of Duties.

The Council may not assign any interest in this Agreement to any person, delegate any
duties under this Agreement, nor enter into any contracts for commercial concession or vending
on the premises without the prior written approval of the Borough and required pennitting
through DNR, as the intent of the facility is utilization as a campground. Approval is in the sole
discretion of the Borough. Any attempt by the Council to assign any part of its interest or
delegate duties under this Agreement without Borough approval shall give the Borough the right
to immediately tenninate this AgreemenL

No assignment or delegation of duties by the Council, even if it is made with the
Borough's consent, shall operate to relieve Council of any obligations under this Agreement,
whether the same arise before or after the effective date of the delegation. Upon assignment or
delegation, the assignee/delegate shall assume all rights and obligations of the Council under this
Agreement, including unsatisfied obligations to cure any delinquency or to perfonn any repairs
or other work or action required by the Borough before such assignment or delegation.
Section 13.

Ownership of Improvements.

All improvements attached to the land will remain with the land and become the property
of the landowner, DNR upon expiration or tenninatlon of this Agreement. The Borough may be
required to restore the land to its pre existing condition.
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Section 14.

Vandalism.

The Council is responsible for reporting all vandalism, during the effective dates of this
Agreement, to the Borough Community Development Department The Council is responsible
tor immediate health and safety measures and repairs. If the cost of any repairs exceed funds
available to the Council for the management of the campground, the Borough will decide
whether to repair, or to make other arrangements which may include seeking alternative funding.
Section IS.

Pennits, Laws, and Taxes.

All activities authorized under this Agreement shall be conducted in compliance with
applicable federal and state constitutions, federal, state, and borough laws, regulations, and
orders of governmental authorities having jurisdiction over the property in effect during the tenn
of this Agreement The Council agrees to obtain the necessary approvals ftom all third party
interest and obtain all permits or written authorization required by the applicable laws, rules, and
regulations from governing authorities, which includes but is not limited to state pennits, and
flood hmud area development pennits for any excavation, fill, gravel work or development
proposed. The Council agrees to provide documentation of all applicable licenses and permits to
the Borough. All agreements, licenses, pennits, and other authorimtions necessary to the
perfonnance under this agreement shall be acquired and shall be maintained in good standing.
All taxes related to the management, operation and maintenance related to the Agreement, if any
shall be kept current.
Section 16.

Alcoholic Beverages.

There shall be no sale or service of alcoholic beverages allowed on the property except as
specifically authorized in writing by the Borough Manager and pennitted by DNR. If a special
event is pennitted by DNR, the Council will ensure licenses are in place for the sale of alcohol.
Signs will be posted prohibiting alcohol consumption.

Section 17.

Non-Discrimination.

The Council shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for emplovment
because of race. color, religion. national origin, ancestiy, age, sex.. or marital status or wbo is a
"qualified indjvidual with a disability" Cas that phrase is defined in the Americans With
Diphilities Act of 19901.
Section 18.

Inspection of Premises.

Borough employees or representatives may at any time enter and inspect the land and
facilities. Any unsatisfactory work/services perfonned or not perfonned, as the case may be,
shall be remedied within a period of thirty (30) days. The detennination that work is
unsatisfilctoey or incomplete work shall be detennined by the Borough and based upon the
performance standard of workmanship and materials designated in Section 7.
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Section 19.

Fuel Storage/Huardous Material.

The Council shall prevent site and water contamination from huardous or potentially
hamrdous materials. The storage of petroleum or toxic chemicals is prohibited on the
campground property. Spills or contamination on the property will be controlled and recovered
immediately by the Council, at the Council's expense, and reported to the State of Alaska,
Department of Environmental Conservation and the MSB Community Development Department
immediately. Nothing herein shall prohibit or prevent the Council ftom seeking recovery of its
expenses for such control and recovery fi'om the responsible party.
Section 20.

Safety.

The Council is responsible for the safety of all persons entering the property including,
but not limited to, visitors, campground users, fishennen, spectators, employees, contractors,
vendors, members, volunteers, pedestrians, or any other person on the campground property.
The Council agrees to provide visitors and campground users with infonnation regarding rules,
safety regulations, and other infonnation pertaining to the property and the Agreement. Public
Trust Doctrine for access to and along waterbodies must be allowed.
Section 21. Flow down Provisions.
The Council also assumes all the obligations that the borough has agreed to in the
Cooperative Management Agreement dated April 14, 2011, between the Matanuska-Susitna
Borough and the State of Alaska, including the following:
I) Install and maintain picnic tables, outhouse facilities and waste receptacles. Repair,
replace or remove the improvements in the event they become damaged or vandalized.
2) Perfonn routine maintenance which includes cleaning and pumping of outhouses,
painting or other maintenance associated with the picnic facilities, and emptying trash
receptacles.
3) Comply with all applicable laws, regulations, rules and orders.
4) Notify the Borough prior to developments on site or implementation of any new fees.
S) Insure all agreements, licenses and other pennits necessary to the perfonnance under this

agreement are acquired and shall require that they be maintained in good standing.
6) Include stipulations designed to prevent site and water contamination fi'om huardous or

potentially huardous materials.
7) Report annually to the Borough the actual costs and revenue collected fiom all third party

agreements entered in to manage the area so the Borough can report to the State.
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Section 22.

Defense and Indemnification.

. The Council agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold and save the Borough, its elected and
appomted officers, agents and employ~ hannless &om any and all claims, demands, civil suits,
or liabil~ of any nature, kind, or character, including costs, expenses, and attorney's fees for or
on account of any and all legal actions or claims of any character. The Council shall be
responsible under this clause for any and all legal actions, or claims of any character resulting
ftom injuries, death, economic loss, damages, violation of statutes, ordinances, constitutions or
other laws, rules or regulation, deprivation of constitutional rights, contractual claims or any
other kind of loss, tangible or intangible, sustained by any person, or property arising tiom the
Council or Council's officers, agents, employees, partners, attorney, suppliers, visitors, whether
invited or not, licensees, guests, and subcontractors perfonnance or failure to perfom this
Agreement in any way whatsoever. This defense and indemnification responsibility includes any
claim by the State to the Borough to hold it hannless from liability, including costs and attorneys
fees for all actions or claims resulting from injuries or damages sustained by any person or
property as a result of the Borough's or the Council's perfonnance of this agreement This
defense and indemnification responsibility includes claims alleging acts or omissions by the
Borough or its agents which are said to have contributed to the losses, failure, violations, or
damage.
If any portion of this clause is voided by law or a court of competent jurisdiction the
remainder of the clause shall remain enforceable.
Section 23. Limited Waiver of Sovereign Immunity
The Council hereby agrees to a limited waiver of its sovereign immunity solely in order
to carry out its obligations under this Agreement to manage the Moose Creek Campground. No
other waiver may be implied, and a waiver for any other purpose is expressly denied. The
andcipated tenn of the Cooperative Agreement is the date that both parties sign the Agreement
until September 30, 2017. As a result, the Council will not assert the defense of sovereign
immunity in order to carry out its obligations under this Agreement in the following
circumstances: (1) in any action or claim, of any nature, by the Matanuska Susitna Borough that
is alleged during the tenn of the Agreement, (2) in any action or claim, of any nature, by the
Matanuska Susitna Borough that is alleged to have occurred or arisen during the term of the
Agreement, or (3) in any action or claim, of any nature, by the Matanuska Susitna Borough that,
after exercising all reasonable and due diligence that would be expected of a person in like
circumstances, is discovered later than the tennination of this Agreement, but that is alleged to
relate to or result from actions or omissions that occurred during the tenn of the Agreement
However, this section shall not be interpreted as granting Tribal consent for a suit or claim to be
brought directly against the Council or any Council official or employee by any party other than
the Matanuska-Susitna Borough.
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Section 24. Insurance.
A.

The Council shall provide and maintain the following insurance:

Coverage
Limits
I.
Worker's compensation and
$500,000 Employers Liability (only if paid
employees on staff)
2.
Commercial General Liability
Premises Operations Contractual Liability
Personal Injury Liability

S1,000,000 Combined Single Limit
Sl,000,000 Aggregate
Statutory

S1,000,000 Combined Single Limit
S1,000,000 Aggregate

Commercial Auto Liability
Bodily Injury and Property Damage

3.

During the tenns of the Agreement, the Council must purchase and maintain, and shall require
all independent contractors and any other affiliates to maintain while perfonning work on the
premises, the minimum insurance coverages and limits specified, which may, upon responsible
notice, be increased by the Borough at its sole discretion.
B.
The Council will submit proof of insurance in a fonn acceptable to the Borough.
Each policy, if insurance is required by this Section, shall provide for no less than thirty (30)
days advance notice to the Borough prior to cancellation. The Matanuska-Susitna Borough shall
·be named as an additional insured for purposes of this grant on all liability insurance policies
except workers compensation and professional liability.

C.
General Liability and Automobile policies shall be endorsed to waive all rights of
subrogation against the Matanuska-Susitna Borough by reason of any payment made for claims
under the above coverage. This policy endorsement should accompany each Certificate of

Insurance.
Section 25.

Severabilit)'

If any section or clause of the Agreement is held invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, or is otherwise invalid under the law, the remainder of the Agreement shall remain
in full force and effect.
Section 26.

Jurisdiction: Choice of Law.

The interpretation and enforcement of the Agreement shall be governed by the laws of
the United States and the State of Alaska. Any civil action arising from this Agreement shall be
brought in the Federal District Court in Anchorage to the extent there is jurisdiction, or in the
Alaska Superior Court, Third Judicial District of Palmer.
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Section 27.

Interpretation and Enforcement

This Agreement has been jointly drafted by the parties following negotiations between
them. It shall be construed according to the fair intent of the language as a whole, not for or
against any party. The titles of sections in this Agreement are not to be construed as limitations
or definitions but are for identification purposes only.
Section 28.

Termination.

The Borough Manager or the Council may tenninate this Agreement for their
convenience, for any reason or no reason, thirty (30) days after written notice of termination to
the other party.
Section 29.

Cause beyond control.

In the event the Council is prevented by a cause or causes beyond its control tiom
perfonning any obligation of the Agreement, nonperformance resulting from such cause or
causes shall not be deemed to be a breach of this Agreement which will render the Council liable
for damages.. However, if and when such cause or causes cease to prevent perfonnance, the
Council shall exercise all reasonable diligence to resume and complete performance of the
obligation with the least possible delay. The phrase "cause or causes beyond control," and used
in this section, means any one or more of the following causes which are not attributable to the
fault or negligence of the Council and which prevent the perfonnance of the Council: fire,
explosions, acts of God, war, order or law of duly constituted authorities, and other major
uncontrollable and unavoidable events, all of the foregoing which must actually prevent the
Council fiom performing the tenns of the Agreement as set forth herein. Events which are
peculiar to the Council and would not prevent another group of entity ftom perfonning,
including, but not limited to financial difticuldes, are not causes beyond the control of the
Council. The Borough will detennine whether the event preventing the Council tiom perfonning
is cause beyond the Council's control.

Section 30.

Modifications.

The parties may mutually agree to modify the tenns of the Agreement. All modifications
to the Agreement shall be incorporated by written amendments to the Agreement and be
executed by both parties.
Section 31.

Contract Administration.

The Matanuska-Susitna Borough, Community Development Director will be the
representative of the Borough administering this Agreement. Reports, requests, insurance
certificates, permits, proposals for fee schedules, plans and other daily management issues under
this Agreement, shall be submitted to the MSB Community Development Director, 350 E.
Dahlia Avenue, Palmer, Alaska 99645.
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The Council Chainnan, Doug Wade, will be the representative of the Cowtcil and is
authorized to act on behalf of the Council in regard to this Agreement. Conespondence shall be
submitted to the Executive Director, Jennifer Harrison at Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
P.O. Box 1105, Chickaloon, AK 99674-1105.
Section 32.

Understanding.

The Council acknowledges that the Council has read and tmderstands the terms of the
Agreement, has had the opportunity to review the same with counsel of its choice, and is
executing the Agreement of its free will and as authorized by its by-laws.
Section 33.

Notice.

All written notices required to enforce, modify, ortenninate this Agreement shall be sent
to the parties as follows:

MSB Community Development Deparbnent
350 B. Dahlia Avenue
Palmer, Alaska 99645
Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
P.O. Box 1105
Chickaloon, AK 99674-11 OS
Section 34.

No Waiver.

No a.mt, expressed or implied, by the Borough to breach of covenants shall be deemed
to be waiver of any succeeding breach of the same covenant, nor shall any forbearance by the
Borough to seek a remedy for any breach of the Council be deemed a waiver by the Borough of
the rights of remedies with respect to such breach.
Section 3S.

Integration and Entire Agreement

This document and all appendices and amendments hereto embody the entire Agreement
of the parties. All negotiations, statements, representations, warranties, and assurance, whether
oral or written, which are in any way related to the subject matter of the Agreement and the
performance of either party hereto, are merged and integrated into the tenns of this document.
To the extent they are not inconsistent with the tenns of this Agreement, the following
docwnents are incorporated by reference into the Agreement as if fully set forth herein:
Exhibit A

ExhibitB
ExhibitC
Exhibit D

Cooperative Management Agreement between Matanuska
Susitna Borough and the State of Alaska
Plan of Operation
Site Plan
Chickaloon Village Traditional Council Tn"bal Members
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INWITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto executed this Agreement.
MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH

CHICKALOON VILLAGE
TRADITIONAL COUNCIL

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

STATE OF ALASKA

}
}ss.
)

Third Judicial District

STATE OF ALASKA

)

Third JudiciaJ District

}SS.
)

a.o'er

.

On ~ . ~
2012, Doug Wade. Chair ofthe Chickaloon
Village TraditiOl1811D1cil. ~nally appeared before me. and acknowledged before me that
he signed the Management Agreement for the purposes stmed therein on behalf of the
Chickaloon Village Traditional COWlcil.

(SEAL)

-

···--···
cm:w.sw.

tW.CY L BERTaS

llltllll'NIC. SWt ar IOSl
My Cmm\. [Jpitesf,

....

~-

-
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Exhibit A

Cooperative Agreement Between
Matanuska Susitna Borough
and the
State of Alaska
COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AGREEMBNT

BETWEEN
MATANUSKA-SUSITNABOROUGB
AND
STATE OJI' ALASKA
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

.DIVISIONOFMINJNG,LANDANDWATER
TIUS AGRJ!EMBNT is made and enraed into between the Matanuska-Susitna Bmough
(MSB). whose address Is 350 P.ast Dahlia Avenue. PaJmer, Alaska, 99645. and the State of
Alaska. Depmtmcnt ofNatuml Resomces. Division ofMiniaa. Land. and Watm' (DMLW)
whose address is sso West Tb Avenue. S1lfte 900c, Ancborage, Alaska, 99501. and outliaea
catain management duties and responsibilities of the MSB and DMLW.
Tho MSB does hereby agree to manage, and the DMLW docs hereby 88ft1C to accept, the
management iD acccmtance with die following tenna (hmeinafter 1efcued to as "agreement").

1
Pwpase:
Under this agreement. the DMLW snmts smDce land managemeat
JCSpODSlDiJitles as described below. to the MSB. This asreement will remain ia ef&ct c1urJna
eaah and every calendar year of its~

D.

Aqdlarlty:

1bis agseemem is entezed Imo under the authority ofAS 38.0S.021.

DJ.
!.mnl '!eesrlr!!fmt:
Those DMLW owned lands which me located ID tho NW ~of
Secti«m 2, Townsbfp 18 Nordl, Banse 2 East, Saward Meridian meomp888iug 40 acms+/- to
be reclucecl in final development plan. (see F"ipre 1)
IV.
"'"''ement Intent: To utm. an area oa State of Alaska owned lauds for the
pwpose ofmsmgfng and developing a camJ'Sl'OUDd wbich iucludes imtalliDg and
mefnhlfnfng pfc:Dic tables. outhouse filcillties, and wasle seccptacles. AdtfitionaJ management
authorizatloDs are outliDed ID Atlachment A.

Mafapaslfa&sltna Borpggh R@mnneO,QW•:
Under this~ and as
ftmding allows, the MSB or their subcoDtractor8 will imtall &lld maintain picmlc tables,

V.

outhouse fBcilities and waste receptacles. The MSB or their subcontractors will iapair.
iepJace. and/or remove the improvements in the event that they become damaged and/or
wndalized Rouline maft>teunce will include cleaning and pumping of outhouses. printing
or odmrmaintemmco anocimd with the picnic facililics. and emptying trash~
ne MSB wm provide sta1fand equipment to actively manaae improvements as fbnding
allows. ID the event fimcting for the 1118D8pmeDI and memtenance of these &cililies ifmti
awilablo, the MSB will rmnow the outhouses. picaic tables and waste receplBc1cs.
DMdon p(Mlplpn !end, and Water IMMmlh!l!tles:
'Iho DMLW will not
create OI' approve 811)' other intelesta DOt already mating OD land covered by Ibis agseement
without &nt coasulting with the MSB. The DMLW shall give the MSB a mfnfmmn of30
da)'a to n:Mew and commcmt cm any such pmposals, and shall take all &taps ne ces ry to
casun: tbat Jami •anqemc:nt objectiws for authorimticms remaining under tho DMLW'a
jmiaclf.cdcm do not ocmflid with lhc MSB1s manap:ment ofthe facilities OD tbis Jaml. The
State sbaD be reaponm'blo for exen:fsing powers, iadudiDg manaaemcnt. laspeclion and

VL

Coopami•M

3

~

a.omdliDllMLWa:ad\!IDMSB
0
:I· MoamQa:k
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control of all ndjaccn1 stlltc lnnd under the jurisdiction of the Division of Mining, Louid and
Water and not managed under this ngn:cmc:nt with the Borough. as provider under 1itle 38,
Alnskn State Statutes and the Alaska Administrati\tc Code.
Compliance wjlh f".ovemmcnrnl Rrnalrcments; MSB sh:iJI, nr its expense. ccmply
with all applicable raws, rqulations, rules mid orders. and the requin:mcrus und stipula.ticms
inclu&:d in Ibis nuthoriznbon. The MSB shnll require complimu:c by its cmploya:s. ~ems.
confnldors, subamtra~ or licensees.
\'TL

Vlll. ~ncral Pro\isfons: Th.is :ign:cmcnt conveys no property interest from the D~iLW
to the MSB. The agreement m;iy not be assigned, in whole or in part, without the separate.
wriucn approval of the DMLW, and the MSR.

IX.
I.m!!: This agreement shall remain in effect unless tc:nninatcd by the Director of the
Division of Mining. Land, and Wstcr, or by the Manager of the Mawiusb-Susitna Borough.

x.

~:

Borough Manager
Matanuskn-Susitn:l Borough
350 Enst Dahlia Avenue
Palmer, AJasb 99645

Regional Mruuigcr
Soulhcc:otrnl Regional Office
Divisinn of Mining. Land. zuul Water
Aluka Dept. of Natur.tl Rcsowa:s

SSO West 7~ Ave.. SL 900c

XI.
Terminadon/Amendmenl; l'his og~mcnl may be tc:nninntcd by the Director of
the Division of Mining, Land, and Water, or by thc Manager of the Matanuska-SusitD:l
Borough ot any lime. Tcnninnrion or umcndmcnlS to this ngrccmcnt may be proposed in
writing by the DML\V or MSB Dl any time. Amendments 10 the original agn:cmcul will
become effective immcdia1cly upon wrinen approV3l of both the DMLW ud the MSB.
XU. Adoption:
pm1ics.

This t'lsreancnt smll be cfTc:ctive from the date of sigmuurc of both

This agrecmcnt fw been reviewed, agreed to, und executed by lhc following panics:

W Menefee
-·
Ading Din:ctor
Division of Mining, Lnnd, and Water

4-\\·H

Date

Acting Borough Manager
Matanuska-Susitna Borough

Cocpc:naiw~~

8clwia ~ D>.u.W a1 lbc itse

2

~·M-.i:Cftd.
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Figure 1 • Map depicts loc:adou of th&! Moose Creek area
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ATl'ACBMENT A
ADDIDONAL MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
MOOSE CREEK CAMPGROUND
The following additional management authorimtion is granted for the public use area
Moose Creek Campground and sball include the following:

1. The State shall be notified prior to developments on site or implementation of any
new fees. A development plan shall be required.

2. Under this agreement. the Borough may authorize thild party agreements and
contracts for management of campground and associated facilities.
3. The Borough shall insure all agreements, licenses, and other pennits necessary to
the performance under this agreement are acquired and shall nquire that they be

maintained in good stJmding,.
4. The Borough or subcontracton may charge fees for camping and trailhead
padcing consistent with Borough adopted fee policies to oftiet the cost of
majntenance ofthe facili1)'.

S. The Borough may perfonn or give third parties authorization to perfo1D1
maintenance work, campsite development, hanlening and minor relocation of
campground improvements within the appmved area.
6. The Borough shall include, on any third party authorizations, stipulations
designed to pJeVent site and water contarnh!ation &om hmrdous or potentially
hazardous materials; may require performance bonds in an amount commensurate
with the scope and inteosi1)' of site use, including site clean-up and shall hold the
State harmless i'om all liability, including costs and attorney's fees for an actions
or clNms resulting from iqjuries or damages sustained by any person or property
as a result ofthe Borough's, its contractor's. or its employees• pedbnnance of this
agreement.
7. The Borough shall s1me with the State reports ofimprovements, third party
agreemell1s, licenses or other permits issued at least once BDDlJBDy.

8. The Bomugb. will report annually to the State the actual costs and revenue
collected &om all third party agreements entered into to manage the area.
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ExblbitB

Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
Plan of Operation
Moose Creek Campgrowtd
September 2011- September 2013
Under the tenns of the agreement with the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, through the State of
Alaska Division ofNatural Resources, Chickaloon Village Traditional Council proposes the
following development pJan improvements to the Moose Creek Campground.
In October 2008 Chickaloon Village Traditional Council (CVTC) hired the Boutet Company,
Inc. to do a Facility Concept Report for the Tsidek'etna (Moose Creek) Campground and
Recreation Area. The CVTC proposed development plan takes into consideration the Boutet
Company, Inc Facility Concept Report and combines it with the existing State of Alaska
Division of Parks Moose Creek Recreation Site Plan. Both documents are enclosed.
Development Plan:

Intenllon: To restore the Moose Creek Campground back to an operational and well maintained
campground. CVTC has expended time, effort and money to cleanup the campground area and
mitigate the vandalism that has occurred over the years without active management of the area.
The CVTC vision is to create a campground as a destination for out of town visitors and locals to
learn more about the culture and environment in the area, camp overnight, and enjoy the trail
system and creek.
When: Upon obtaining a signed agreement from the Matanuska-Susitna Borough.
Where: Moose Creek Campground and Recreation Site mile SS.4 of the Glenn Highway.

Bow: CVTC currendy has funding available for staffing and seasonal improvements ftom May I
2011-September29, 2011, May 1, 2012- September29, 2012, and from May I, 2013September29, 2013. In addition, the MSB approved $130,000 for gateway/wayside
improvements ftom the tourism infrastructure funds to be used towards parking lot
improvements, toilet facilities, bear proof trash cans, and signage. CVTC was able to seek
additional funding, based on the approved $130,000 and received scenic-bi-way funds for
additional campground and pavilion improvements.
WoTk Plan: CVTC seasonal staff will oversee the daily maintenance. CVTC will work in
coordination with the MSB and the State for ordering the vault toilets, kiosk signage, and fee
stations, to comply with the current state parks design elements. Additional work will be
provided in coordination with other community partnering and training programs or may go out
to bid for the parking lot improvements and construction of the pavilions. Upon completion of
the campground improvements, CVTC will work with the MSB to have the site added to their
Campgrowtd Host program. Fees will be charged for the campground in accordance to the MSB
fee schedule. Revenue received will go directly back to CVTC and will be used to support
continued campground maintenance.
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Site Plan: (structures and improvements)

Phase 1 (Year one)
Repair and restore the existing infrastructure to meet the original State of Alaska Division of
Parks Moose Creek Recreation Site. To include:
• Regrade road, parking areas, site surfaces, and repair potholes.
• Re-establish 6 individual drive in campsites (one ADA accessible), 1 group site, and 2 walkin sites. All sites will have a picnic table, bench, fire ring, and tent pads, where applicable.
Drive in sites will have timber-parking stops.
• Install 3 bear proof trash cans- one at roadside pull out and two inside the park.
• Re-position boulders in designated areas to restrict traffic inside the park to area intended for
motor vehicles.
• Install kiosk, fee station and signage.
• Reconstruct two picnic pavilions.
• Install a gate at the campground entrance and either a gate or boulders at the trailheads.
• Consult with arborist to do core sample of the large cottonwoods in heavily used areas to
detennine the health of the trees. Remove ifdetennined a safety hazard.

Phase 2 (Year two)
•
•
•
•

Improve existing walking b'ails (to include a dog walk area).
Construct 4-6 new walk-in tent camping sites.
Develop spring fed water source, if feasible.
Develop interpretive walking trail.
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EMlbltC

Moose Creek Campground Site Plan

I
i
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ExhibltD
Chickaloon Village Traditional Council Members
April 2012
1. Gary Harrison - Traditional Chief

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Doug Wade - Tribal Chainnan
Rick Hanison - Council Vice Chainnan
Albert Harrison - Council Treasurer
Penny Westing - Council Secretary
Burt Shaginoff- Council Elder
Jess Lanman - Council Elder
Larry Wade -Council Elder
Shawna Larson - Council Member
John Corey - Council Member in Training

Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
21117 East Meyers
Sutton, AK 99674 (Brown Building)
Address (Mailing):
Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
P.O. Box 11 OS
Chickaloon, AK 99674-11 OS
Contact Number (Chickaloon Native Village Accounting Office):
Jennifer Harrison - Executive Director (907) 745-0749
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Attachment C: 106 MOA

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC FACILITIES,
AND THE
ALASKA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER;
REGARDING THE GLENN HIGHWAY MP 53-56 RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT
OA15025/Z580130000

WHEREAS, the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has
assumed the environmental review responsibilities of the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) under 23 U.S.C. 327, and proposes to carry out the Glenn Highway Mileposts (MP) 5356 Reconstruction Project (hereinafter referred to as the Undertaking) pursuant to the First
Amended Programmatic Agreement Among the Federal Highway Administration, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, the Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities Regarding Implementation of Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act for the Federal-Aid Highway Program in Alaska (Section
106 PA); and
WHEREAS, the Undertaking consists of realigning the Glenn Highway between MP 53 and 56,
a section of road that currently has an outdated bridge and undesirable steep grades, tight curves
and limited sight distances in its approaches (Appendix A: Figure 1); and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF has defined the Undertaking’s area of potential effect (APE) as
described in Appendix A; and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF has determined that the Undertaking will have an adverse effect on the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) and four (4) surface depression sites
(ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332); which are eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with the Alaska State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, the regulations implementing Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. § 306108); and
WHEREAS, as defined in 36 CFR 800.16(m), “Indian tribe means an Indian tribe, band, nation,
or other organized group or community, including a native village, regional corporation or village
corporation, as those terms are defined in Section 3 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA; 43 USC 1602), which is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians”; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has consulted with the federally recognized Chickaloon Native Village
(governed by the Chickaloon Village Traditional Council (CVTC)), the Knik Tribal Council
(KTC), and the Native Village of Eklutna (NVE), and with Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA) Native Corporations Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI), and Eklutna Inc., for which the
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) and surface depression sites (ANC03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332) have significance; and to fulfill Tribal
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
OA15025/Z580130000
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February 2019

consultation requirements pursuant to 36 CFR 800.2(c)(2)(ii) as it relates to sites of traditional
religious and cultural importance; and
WHEREAS, CVTC has requested government to government consultation with FHWA and
FHWA has participated in MOA consultation; and
WHEREAS, DOT&PF invited CVTC to be an Invited Signatory to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has invited the KTC, Eklutna Inc., NVE and CIRI to be Concurring
Parties to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has consulted with the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB), the local
government, in order to fulfill its role in local government consultation as set forth in 36 CFR
800.2(c)(3); and has invited MSB to be a Concurring Party to this MOA; and
WHEREAS, the Undertaking will cross Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC) right-of-way
(ROW) in the Moose Creek Valley (Appendix A: Figure 1), and DOT&PF has consulted with
ARRC in the planning for this Undertaking; and
WHEREAS, the DOT&PF has invited ARRC to be a Concurring Party in this MOA; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with 36 CFR § 800.6(a)(1), DOT&PF has notified the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) of its adverse effect determination with specified
documentation, and the ACHP has chosen not to participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 CFR
§ 800.6(a)(1)(iii) ); and
NOW, THEREFORE, SHPO, CVTC, and DOT&PF (collectively, the “Signatories”) hereby
agree that the Undertaking shall be implemented in accordance with the following stipulations in
consideration of the effects this Undertaking will have on the above-referenced historic properties.

Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
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STIPULATIONS
DOT&PF shall ensure the following measures are carried out:
I.

Professional Qualifications Standards
A. Archaeological surveys and data recovery, National Register of Historic Places (National
Register) evaluations, any formal National Register nominations submitted to the National
Park Service (NPS), archaeological construction monitoring, human remains recovery,
associated reporting, and other cultural resources 1 investigations, as required by this MOA,
shall be conducted by, prepared by, or completed under the direct supervision of a qualified
individual(s) meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI) Professional Qualification
Standards (36 CFR 61, Appendix A) for the applicable discipline.
B. The DOT&PF employs professional staff meeting the SOI Professional Qualifications
Standards in the Statewide Environmental Office and regional offices. The DOT&PF staff
who possess professional qualifications are referred to in this MOA as a professionally
qualified individual (PQI).

II.

Evaluation and Reporting Standards
These standards shall apply to all measures stipulated in this MOA.
A. National Register evaluations and any formal National Register nominations to the NPS
shall follow the SOI Standards and Guidelines for Evaluation of Historic Properties (36
CFR 63 and 36 CFR 800.4(c)) and NPS Bulletin 16a How to Complete the National
Register Registration Form, respectively.
B. All cultural resources documentation, including evaluation and data recovery reports,
archaeological construction monitoring reports, and any other associated documentation,
shall be consistent with the SOI Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (48 Federal Register [FR] 44716) and the SOI Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-44737), and also meet current professional
State standards (Office of History and Archaeology [OHA] Standards and Guidelines for
Investigating and Reporting Archaeological and Historic Properties in Alaska).

III.

Avoidance and Minimization

DOT&PF has made a good faith effort to avoid and minimize impacts to historic properties and
cultural resources in the design stage of this project, in consultation with the Signatories and other
entities with interests in area of the project; and
1

Cultural resources are defined as physical evidence of past human activity equal to or greater than 50 years of age
including archaeological sites, sacred objects, features, artifacts, landscapes, structures, buildings, plant and animal
remains, sacred sites, items of cultural patrimony, and human remains. Historic properties are cultural resources that
have been evaluated as eligible for inclusion on the National Register.
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
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A. DOT&PF has made the following efforts:
i. Conducted three episodes of archaeological and historic research resulting
in reports by OHA (Dale, Holmes, and Ostrogorsky 1990), CRC, LLC
(2010), and HDR (2016). This research was supplemented by further
research by the PQI to identify other features in the vicinity of the
Undertaking.
ii. Considered bridge design parameters to minimize ground disturbance by
limiting piers and lengthening spans; and
iii. Considered redesign of route alternatives to determine if historic resources
could be avoided altogether while fulfilling the project purpose and need;
and
iv. Maintained a historic ANCSA Section 17(b) easement by designing an
access road to the Moose Creek floodplain; and
v. Considered a no action alternative that would maintain the Glenn Highway
in its present location, repair existing deficiencies and replace the existing
Moose Creek bridge in its current location
B. Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve
In the Moose Townsite as depicted in USS 1152 (Appendix A: Figure 2) is a designated
cemetery reserve. DOT&PF and its contractors have found no evidence that the cemetery
reserve was ever used for human interment. Recollections by three local residents contend
that the cemetery had been used, but that surface evidence of the burials (e.g. grave markers,
surface depressions from collapsed wooden coffins) was obscured by land clearing in the
1980s. If DOT&PF performs work in the vicinity of the cemetery reserve, a perimeter
twenty-five (25) feet outside the surveyed boundaries of the cemetery will be marked and
enforced for avoidance.
In the event that ground disturbing activity is necessary within twenty-five (25) feet of the
boundaries of the Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve DOT&PF will support the following
research activities to establish the presence or absence of human burials within the surveyed
cemetery prior to Project-related ground-disturbing activities (e.g., geotechnical test
excavation and coring) should they be necessary for the Undertaking.
1. DOT&PF will conduct oral history interviews with William Long, Charlene
Schmidkunz (Mr. Long’s step-daughter), Doug Wade, and possibly other persons
with information regarding historic burials in the Moose Townsite Cemetery Reserve.
Informed consent shall be documented prior to conduct of interviews. Schmidkunz
reported to CRC, LLC (2010: 32) 2 that Long had filled in grave depressions in the
1970s when he cleared the farm fields on the west terrace of Moose Creek where the
cemetery is indicated on USS 1152. Interviews will be video recorded to stable
2

CRC, LLC. 2010. Results of Cultural Resources Survey of the Proposed Glenn Highway Milepost 53 to 56
Reconstruction Project (Department of Transportation and Public Facilities No. 58013). Prepared by Linda Finn
Yarborough, Ph.D., Paul J. White, Ph.D., Sarah Meitl, M.A., Catherine Pendleton, M.A., Valerie Gomez, M.Sc.,
Aubrey Morrison, B.A., and Erika Malo, B.A. Cultural Resources Consultants LLC, Anchorage, AK
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digital media and permanent copies will be kept on file at the UAA Consortium
Library Archives and in the offices of CVTC.
2. Archaeological Field Survey
i. Field investigators shall secure permission to access private lands and provide
copies of permits and permissions to the PQI for the project record prior to
performing any fieldwork on private lands.
ii. The information gathered during this research will be published in the
Professional Paper described in Appendix E, Section B.
iii. Field methods will include nondestructive testing of the Moose Creek
Cemetery Reserve, using at least three of the following:
1. metal detectors,
2. human remains sniffing dogs,
3. ground penetrating radar (GPR),
4. Electroresistivity (ER) survey
iv. If remote sensing techniques indicate the presence of human burials in the
cemetery reserve in corresponding locations then no ground disturbing
activities will take place within twenty-five (25) feet of the reserve boundary.
v. If a burial is discovered during activities conducted for the undertaking then
the procedures outlined in Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review
Discoveries will be followed.
IV.

Archaeological Monitoring
A. DOT&PF in the interest of transparency and to best ensure the good stewardship of historic
and prehistoric sites will provide for monitoring of ground disturbing activities including
geotechnical testing, ground clearing, vegetation management, earthmoving, mobilization
and demobilization and any other construction activity that causes ground disturbance, as
those activities may occur during the course of the Project until the project is complete;
and
B. DOT&PF will ensure that Archaeological monitoring, including Tribal Observers, will be
provided for and conducted during ground disturbing activities according to the terms of
Appendix D: Archaeological Monitoring Plan.

V.

Mitigation
A. The Moose Creek Surface Depression sites include four (4) single or clustered surface
depressions (ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332) in the APE as
depicted in Figure 13 of the CRC, LLC (2010) report (Appendix A: Figure 3).
B. The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275) includes the following
contributing elements: The Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272), the Doherty Narrow Gauge
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Roadbed (ANC-03274), the 1942 Coal Chute (ANC-03273), and the 1942 Coal Chute
Road (ANC-04340) (Appendix A: Figure 4).
C. DOT&PF in cooperation with the Signatories will ensure that mitigation for adverse effects
to historic properties shall be completed according to the terms of Appendix E: Mitigation
and Data Recovery Plan. The Right of Way (ROW) phase of the project will purchase land
for the new alignment before the construction phase triggers data recovery. As the ROW
will be state land at that time, the SHPO may at its discretion conduct data recovery with
its own personnel; if they decline, DOT&PF will contract a private firm to conduct the data
recovery. DOT&PF shall notify Signatories when it advertises a request for proposal for
mitigation work. SHPO or any hired consultants will coordinate and cooperate with
Signatories and conduct a meeting with CVTC within 60 days of project award and before
notification to proceed on field work. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure
opportunities for tribal participation in archaeological data recovery work including
laboratory work. DOT&PF and its contractor will provide notification to CVTC of intent
to proceed sixty (60) days prior to initiation of fieldwork. DOT&PF and its consultants
will meet with CVTC at least fourteen (14) calendar days prior to initiation of field and/or
laboratory work. DOT&PF will notify Signatories of any changes to the field and
laboratory schedules immediately. DOT&PF and its consultants will ensure that CVTC’s
Ya Ne Dah Ah School, Sutton Elementary School, and CVTC members will be provided
with an invitation to visit the site to learn about the data recovery process.
D. DOT&PF will ensure that the following mitigation measures are completed for the Moose
Creek Surface Depression sites (ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC-03331, and ANC-03332)
(Appendix A: Figures 3 and 5):
a. The vicinity of surface depression sites at ANC-03329, ANC-03330, ANC03331 and ANC-03332 will be archaeologically excavated to recover data that
would be lost when the sites are buried.
b. Data recovery would be undertaken within the observed pits. Areas adjacent to
pits or pit concentrations will be sampled to identify possible activity areas
outside the pit that could be related to the pits and may assist in identifying the
function of the pits.
c. Because the pits may contain human remains all care shall be taken to ensure
the dignity of any remains discovered; should any bones be identified the
excavators shall immediately stop work and follow the procedures set forth in
Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
E. DOT&PF will ensure that the following mitigation measures are completed for the Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District (ANC-03275):
a. DOT&PF shall construct an interpretive trail with a pedestrian bridge over
Moose Creek at the former location of the highway bridge. The trail will be a
multi-use paved trail system that includes the former ROW of the Glenn
Highway; a paved pedestrian path connecting areas of interest in the Moose
Creek Campground and its environs; and up to six (6) durable interpretive signs;
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction
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the content of the signs will be developed and designed in accordance with
Appendix E. Mitigation and Data Recovery Plan, D. Interpretive Trail and
Signage.
b. Following completion of the project, DOT&PF will sponsor publication of a
professional report documenting the results of research and data recovery; and
a second derivative booklet to include brief treatments of subjects such as the
natural and cultural history of Moose Creek, including geology, prehistory,
history of coal mining and the railroad, and biographical information on notable
residents and historic figures in in accordance with Appendix E. Mitigation and
Data Recovery Plan, D. Interpretive Trail and Signage.;
VI.

Treatment of Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries
A. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure that Human Remains in any form will be
treated with respect and dignity by following the steps outlined in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
B. DOT&PF and its contractors will ensure that any Post-Review Discoveries will be
protected upon discovery from further damage by stopping activity in the discovery
vicinity and informing the Project Engineer and PQI; DOT&PF and its contractors will
comply with the policy for Post-Review Discoveries outlined in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries in the event that discoveries are made during
ground disturbing activities.

VII.

Curation
A. DOT&PF will ensure that any artifacts recovered during Mitigation, Data Recovery, or as
Post-Review Discoveries during the construction phase will be treated in compliance with
AS 41.35.020.
B. DOT&PF has an existing Memorandum of Understanding with the University of Alaska
Museum of the North for repository of artifacts recovered on State of Alaska lands.

VIII.

Reporting
A. DOT&PF shall submit an annual report on or before January 31 to the Signatories
addressing the following topics:
a. Results of data recovery
b. Progress of other mitigation measures
c. Report on Archaeological and Tribal monitoring efforts
B. SHPO and CVTC shall have sixty (60) days to review and comment on the draft report;
DOT&PF will then have thirty (30) days to respond to those comments and finalize the
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document. Final copies of the annual report will be sent upon finalization to the
Signatories.
IX.

Dispute Resolution
Should any Signatory or concurring party to this MOA object at any time to any actions
proposed or the manner in which the terms of this MOA are implemented, the DOT&PF shall
consult with such party to resolve the objection. If the DOT&PF determines that such objection
cannot be resolved, the DOT&PF will:
A. Forward all documentation relevant to the dispute, including the DOT&PF’s proposed
resolution, to the ACHP. The ACHP shall provide the DOT&PF with its advice on the
resolution of the objection within thirty (30) days of receiving adequate documentation.
Prior to reaching a final decision on the dispute, the DOT&PF shall prepare a written
response that takes into account any timely advice or comments regarding the dispute from
the ACHP, Signatories, and concurring parties, and provide them with a copy of this written
response. The DOT&PF will then proceed according to its final decision.
B. If the ACHP does not provide its advice regarding the dispute within the thirty (30) day
time period or chooses not to participate, the DOT&PF may make a final decision on the
dispute and proceed accordingly. Prior to reaching such a final decision, the DOT&PF
shall prepare a written response that takes into account any timely comments regarding the
dispute from the Signatories and concurring parties to the MOA, and provide them and the
ACHP with a copy of such written response.
C. The DOT&PF’s responsibility to carry out all other actions subject to the terms of this
MOA that are not the subject of the dispute remain unchanged.

X.

Amendments
A. Any Signatory to this agreement may propose to DOT&PF that the MOA be amended.
The Signatories shall consult in accordance with 36 CFR 800.6(c)(7) to consider such
amendment. If the review results in a recommendation to amend the MOA, the Signatories
shall consult for a minimum of thirty (30) days prior to the proposed amendment to the
MOA. The MOA may be amended only upon written concurrence of all Signatories.
Amendments will go into effect on the date the signature copy, signed by all Signatories,
is filed with the ACHP.

XI.

Duration
This MOA shall continue in full force and effect until all measures are completed or until five
(5) years from its execution date. At any time, DOT&PF may request SHPO in writing to
review DOT&PF’s project schedule and consider an extension or modification to this MOA.
No extension or modification shall be effective unless all Signatories to the MOA have agreed
to it in writing.
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XII.

Termination
If any signatory to this MOA determines that its terms will not or cannot be carried out, that
party shall immediately consult with the other Signatories to attempt to develop an amendment
per Stipulation X, above. If within thirty (30) days (or another time period agreed to by all
Signatories) an amendment cannot be reached, any signatory may terminate the MOA upon
written notification to the other Signatories. In the event of termination, the DOT&PF shall
seek the comments of the ACHP pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.7(c).
Once the MOA is terminated, and prior to work continuing on the undertaking, the DOT&PF
must either (a) execute an MOA pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800.6 or (b) request, take into
account, and respond to the comments of the ACHP under 36 CFR Part 800.7. The DOT&PF
shall notify the Signatories as to the course of action it will pursue.

XIII.

Anti-Deficiency Act
DOT&PF’s obligations under this MOA are subject to the availability of appropriated funds
from state and federal sources, and the stipulations of this MOA are subject to the provisions
of the federal Anti-Deficiency Act. DOT&PF shall make reasonable and good faith efforts to
secure the necessary funds to implement this MOA in its entirety. If compliance with the AntiDeficiency Act alters or impairs the award of federal funds for the undertaking by FHWA, and
alters or impairs DOT&PF’s ability to implement the stipulations of this agreement, the
Signatories shall consult in accordance with the amendment and termination procedures found
within Stipulations X and XII. Should the project not proceed then no mitigation measures
will be necessary.
Execution and Implementation of this MOA by DOT&PF and SHPO is evidence that DOT&PF
has taken into account the Undertaking's effects on historic properties and afforded the ACHP an
opportunity to comment.
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CONCURRING PARTIES

COOK INLET REGION, INC.

By: _________________________________________________________________________
Sophie Minich, President and CEO
Date
EKLUTNA NATIVE VILLAGE

By: _________________________________________________________________________
Aaron Leggett, President and Chair
Date
EKLUTNA Inc.

By: _________________________________________________________________________
Michael E. Curry, President and Chair
Date
KNIK TRIBAL COUNCIL

By: _________________________________________________________________________
Mike Tucker, President
Date
ALASKA RAILROAD CORPORATION

By: _________________________________________________________________________
Tim Sullivan, Director, External Affairs
Date
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Appendix A: Maps
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement

Figure 1: Direct APE for the Undertaking.

Figure 2: USS 1125 Moose Townsite, located within the Moose Railroad Reserve (inset).

Figure 6: Moose Creek Campground and current Glenn Highway alignment. Draft interpretive opportunities are in purple text; bridge for interpretive trail in green text on Glenn Highway alignment. Map extent is intended to focus on concentration of opportunities
for interpretation.

APPENDIX B – Human Remains and Post-Review Discovery Protocol
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement
I.

Human Remains Protocol

A.
Purpose and Scope
The following documentation describes the general procedures and protocols for coordination in
the event of an inadvertent discovery of human remains under the Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) among the Signatories to the MOA regarding the Glenn Highway MP 53-56
Reconstruction Project (Project). DOT&PF, its contractors and the Signatories commit to the
respectful treatment of any human remains discovered inadvertently during all phases of the
Project.
B.

Human Remains

The term “human remains” refers to the body of a deceased person, in whole or in parts, regardless
of its stage of decomposition, and cremated remains.
C.

Protocols at the time of Discovery of Human Remains

The Project Engineer will ensure that:
a) All human remains will be treated with dignity and respect at all times.
b) The Central Region REM and/or PQI, the Alaska State Troopers (AST), and the State
Medical Examiner (SME), SHPO, and CVTC are immediately informed.
c) If human remains are inadvertently discovered during the Project, all work that may
further disturb the human remains shall cease immediately within a minimum one
hundred (100) foot radius of the discovery.
d) The discovery site shall be secured and protected by the Construction Contractor or
Subcontractor.
e) All remains identified through inadvertent discovery will be treated as human until the
Alaska State Troopers (AST) or State Medical Examiner (SME) determines otherwise.
f) Human remains will be covered for protection.
g) DOT&PF and its contractors shall be responsible for enforcing that no vehicles,
equipment, or unauthorized personnel are permitted to traverse the discovery site.
D.

Consultation
A. If human remains are inadvertently discovered during Project activities, the PQI shall
notify the MOA Signatories within twenty-four (24) hours and expeditiously consult
on the treatment and disposition of such remains.
B. Should any associated or unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of
cultural patrimony as defined by the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA; 25 United States Code [USC] 3001 et seq.) be
encountered, DOT&PF shall immediately notify the landowner or land managing
agency and all Signatories and begin consultation.
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E.

Identification of the Human Remains
1. DOT&PF shall defer to the AST and/or the SME for a determination of whether the
remains are of a forensic nature and/or subject to criminal investigation.
2. If the AST and/or SME determine that the remains are neither of a forensic nature nor
subject to a criminal investigation, a qualified anthropologist/archaeologist shall
examine the human remains to determine biological affinity. 1 The
anthropologist/archaeologist shall be the responsible party for securely transporting
the remains to their analysis site if warranted. 2
3. Work under the terms of the Human Remains Protocol shall be carried out by or under
the direct supervision of a person or persons qualified as a biological/physical
anthropologist or archaeologist, with training in osteological analysis and experience
in the evaluation of human remains. The archaeologist must also meet the minimum
requirements under the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI’s) Professional Qualifications
Standards (36 Code of Federal Regulations 61, Appendix A; SOI-qualified
Archaeologist). All documentation, evaluation, treatment, and reporting associated
with a human remains discovery will follow and meet current professional standards,
including, but not limited to, the SOI’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and
Historic Preservation (48 Federal Register 44716).
4. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall provide DOT&PF with information regarding
their facility storage and security protocols prior to transport to ensure adequate and
sensitive treatment of the remains. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall document,
analyze, and photograph the remains so that an independent assessment of biological
affinity can be made.
5. DOT&PF shall consult with the Signatories on facility storage, security, analysis
methods, place of analysis, and reporting of analysis to ensure that all are carried out
in a culturally appropriate manner. The anthropologist/archaeologist shall be
afforded ninety (90) days to conduct his/her analysis and provide a written report of
findings to DOT&PF. DNA data will not be made public or used in research without
the permission of CVTC. The Signatories shall be afforded ninety (90) days to review
and provide written comments to DOT&PF on the anthropologist/archaeologist’s
report.
6. When the AST and the SME have made a determination that a death investigation is
not warranted and the remains are not of Native origin, then DOT&PF and FHWA in
consultation with the SME shall attempt to identify, locate, and consult with
descendants of the deceased. If no descendants are found, any necessary permits from
the Alaska State Bureau of Vital Statistics will be obtained and the remains re-interred
in a designated area to be determined with the landowner or land-managing agency
associated with the property on which the remains were discovered.

The DOT&PF Project Engineer and PQI shall coordinate to procure the services of a SOI-qualified anthropologist/archaeologist
for the analysis and documentation of the human remains discovery.
1

Prior to the removal of the remains, DOT&PF shall coordinate with the MOA Signatories on any blessing ceremonies to be
performed at the discovery site.
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7. When the AST and the SME have made a determination that a death investigation is
not warranted and the remains are of Native origin, then DOT&PF will continue
consultation with CVTC and other tribal entities on the treatment and disposition of
the remains.
F.

Proceeding with Construction
A. Project construction outside the human remains discovery site may continue one
hundred (100) feet from the discovery site as directed by the DOT&PF Project
Engineer and Construction Contractor while documentation and assessment of the
human remains under AST/SME or the biological/physical anthropologist at the
discovery site proceeds.
B. Once the human remains have been respectfully removed from the discovery site, the
area shall be treated in accordance with Section II as a site requiring additional
evaluation. The REM and/or PQI will advise the DOT&PF Project Engineer that
construction at the discovery site may resume once that protocol is complete and State
and federal legal requirements are satisfied.

G.

Federal and State Regulations Regarding Human Remains

DOT&PF shall adhere to State laws and protocols in accordance with Alaska Statute (AS)
11.46.482(a)(6), AS 12.65.5, AS 41.35.200, and AS 18.50.250 pertaining to the discovery of human
remains within the State of Alaska. Furthermore, if human remains are identified on federal lands
(e.g., Moose Townsite streets and reserved lots not conveyed to Eklutna, Inc.), DOT&PF shall
adhere to federal laws and protocols in accordance with the Archaeological Resources Protection
Act (ARPA, 16 USC 470) and NAGPRA (25 USC 3001 et seq.).
A. State (Alaska Statute) Laws
1. AS 11.46.482(a)(3): Applies to all lands in Alaska; makes the “intentional and
unauthorized destruction or removal of any human remains or the intentional
disturbance of a grave” a Class C felony.
2. AS 12.65.5: Requires immediate notification of a peace officer of the State (police,
Village Public Safety Officer, or AST) and the SME when death has “been caused by
unknown or criminal means, during the commission of a crime, or by suicide, accident,
or poisoning.” The AST has interpreted notification procedures as applicable to all
remains, including ancient remains. In addition to a local peace officer (if within a local
jurisdiction), notification should include the AST Missing Persons Clearinghouse.
3. AS 41.35.200: Applies only to State lands; makes the disturbance of “historic,
prehistoric and archeological resources” (including “graves”) a Class A misdemeanor.
4. AS 18.50.250: Requires the issuance of burial-transit and disinterment and
reinterment permits by the State Registrar of Health Analytics and Vital Records or an
authorized local registrar under certain circumstances.
B. Federal Laws (United State Code)
1. Archaeological Resource Protection Act (ARPA) 16 USC 470: Prohibits the
unauthorized destruction or removal of archaeological materials, including human
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remains (i.e., more than one hundred (100) years old) on federal lands and federal trust
lands. A violation may be prosecuted as a misdemeanor or felony, as warranted by the
severity of the violation. Violations of State or local laws, regardless of land ownership,
may be prosecuted under ARPA if the archaeological materials are transported across
State boundaries.
2. Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 25 USC
3001 et seq.: Governs the treatment and disposition of human remains on federal or
federal trust lands that are determined to be Native American. NAGPRA also applies to
Native American human remains from any lands if the remains are curated in an
institution that receives federal funds.
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II.

Cultural Resource Post-Review Discovery Protocol
A. If, during the implementation of the Undertaking, a previously unidentified cultural
resource is encountered, or a historic property is affected in an unanticipated
manner, DOT&PF shall consult with the Signatories, and other Consulting parties as
appropriate, pursuant to 36 CFR 800.13.
B. DOT&PF shall ensure work shall cease in the area of the discovery until the
previously unidentified cultural resource or the unanticipated effect can be
evaluated, and, if warranted, an appropriate Treatment Plan shall be developed and
agreed upon by the Signatories. DOT&PF shall ensure that the Treatment Plan is
implemented.
C. The Signatories agree that if additional cultural resources are identified during
construction, they shall be treated as and assumed eligible for inclusion on the
National Register until the resources can evaluated by the SOI-qualified
archaeologist performing Construction Monitoring per Appendix D: Archaeological
and Tribal Monitoring Plan.
D. The SOI qualified Archaeological Monitor or the DOT&PF Central Region PQI may
determine in the field the resource is not eligible for inclusion on the National
Register (e.g., isolated finds). The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall document any
previously unidentified cultural resource encountered to support the evaluation of
the resource using established National Register criteria. DOT&PF shall assess
National Register eligibility and seek comments from the Signatories. Any disputes
with the Signatories concerning eligibility shall be resolved by the Keeper of the
National Register pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(c)(2).
E. For those properties determined to be eligible for inclusion on the National Register,
DOT&PF shall apply the criteria of adverse effect (36 CFR 800.5) in consultation
with the Signatories. If an adverse effect is determined, DOT&PF shall proceed in
accordance with the Treatment Plan.
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Appendix C – Contact Information for Agency and Tribal Officials Involved with
Human Remains Consultation
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project Memorandum of Agreement

Fax: (907) 269-8908
oha.permits@alaska.gov

Alaska State Medical Examiner
Operations Administrator
4500 South Boniface Parkway
Anchorage, AK 99508-1264
Phone: (907) 334-2202
Fax: (907) 334-2216

Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
Senior Director, Land and Resources
P.O. Box 93330
Anchorage, AK 99509
Phone: (907) 263-5604
Fax: (907) 279-8836

Alaska State Troopers
Missing Persons Clearinghouse
5700 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99507
Phone: (907) 269-5038
Fax: (907) 337-2059

Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
Tribal
Historic
Preservation
Officer
Environmental Stewardship Department
P.O. Box 1105
Chickaloon, AK 99674
Phone 1: (907) 982-7616
Phone 2: (907) 745-0737
Fax: (907) 745-0709

Alaska Bureau of Health Analytics and Vital
Records
Phone: (907) 465-8643
Fax: (907) 465-4689

Native Village of Eklutna
Land and Environment Department
26339 Eklutna Village Road
Chugiak, AK 99567
Phone: (907) 688-6020
Fax: (907) 688-6021

Alaska Department of Transportation and
Public Facilities
Central Region Environmental Manager
P.O. Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519-6900
Phone: (907) 269-0542
Fax: (907) 243-6927

Eklutna, Inc.
Director of Lands & Regulatory Affairs
10950 Mausel Street, Unit B-1
Eagle River, AK 99577
Phone: 907-696-9618

Central Region Cultural Resources Specialist
P.O. Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519-6900
Phone: (907) 269-0534
Fax: (907) 243-6927

Knik Tribal Council
Environmental Coordinator
1744 N. Prospect Dr.
Palmer, AK 99645
Phone: 907-373-7685

State Historic Preservation Officer
Office of History and Archaeology
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1310
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 269-8700

Alaska Railroad Corporation
327 West Ship Creek Ave

State Archaeologist
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P.O. Box 107500
Anchorage, AK 99510-7500
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Appendix D: Archaeological Monitoring Plan
Glenn Highway MP 53-56 Reconstruction Project – Memorandum of Agreement
Archaeological Monitoring will be carried out by SOI-qualified individuals as described in the
MOA Stipulations I. Professional Qualifications Standards; such that the Archaeological
Monitors will meet SOI standards of qualification. A Supervising Archaeologist will be on the
job site during all ground disturbing activities and will be the main contact point between
Archaeological Monitors (if additional monitors are present), Tribal Observers, and the Project
Engineer. The Supervising Archaeologist may perform monitoring duties as needed and at
periods when little activity is underway. Tribal Observers will be approved and designated by
the CVTC in accordance with section F.
Monitoring will be carried out during construction in a safe and professional manner.
Archaeological Monitors will report to the Supervisory Archaeologist. Tribal Observers may
monitor ground disturbing activities and accompany Archaeological Monitors during
monitoring. Tribal Observers will report finds to the Archaeological Monitors and the
Supervising Archaeologist and provide contextual cultural information.
A. DOT&PF will ensure that Archaeological Monitoring and Tribal Observation is
conducted during ground disturbing activities in the Direct APE for the Undertaking.
Presence of the Supervisory Archaeologist is mandatory during ground disturbing
activities. Archaeological Monitors will work at the discretion of the Supervisory
Archaeologist such that at least one monitor is available for every activity area where at
least one machine is active, e.g. dozer and excavator, excavator and dump trucks, front
end loader and conveyor. Up to two (2) Tribal Observers may be present on the job site
during ground disturbing activities. Tribal Observers will work cooperatively with the
Supervisory Archaeologist and Archaeological Monitors.
B. DOT&PF shall ensure that a preconstruction meeting is held that includes the DOT&PF
Project Engineer, the construction contractor, on-site construction supervisory staff, the
resident engineer, the Supervisory Archaeologist, Archaeological Monitors and Tribal
Observers to discuss the terms and conditions for monitoring and observation in this
MOA with the Signatories. Cultural issues and concerns may be conveyed by CVTC
representatives at this meeting. Signatories may convey cultural issues or concerns to
the Supervisory Archaeologist and PQI at any time.
C. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall conduct on-site cultural resources awareness
training with construction personnel before construction activities begin. This training
will give a brief discussion of what archaeology is and why it is important, state and
federal legal frameworks for protecting historic properties, explain how to identify
archaeological deposits and human remains, explain the roles and responsibilities of the
Supervisory Archaeologist, Archaeological Monitors and Tribal Observers, and outline
the procedures of Appendix B: Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries.
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D. The Direct APE for the Undertaking is depicted in Appendix A: Figures 1 and 4. The
direct APE for the Undertaking is outlined in blue and includes the proposed new
highway alignment, cut and fill areas, equipment staging and storage areas, the rerouted
17b easement road, new driveways and end bulbs, the proposed interpretive trail and
pedestrian bridge, and state owned material sources and spoil disposal sites. Where
proposed actions are limited to repaving, the direct APE is confined to the road prism.
This outlines the limit of ground disturbing activity requiring monitoring.
E. The Signatories have identified areas where cultural resources are known to exist within
the Direct APE. DOT&PF will provide a SOI-qualified Supervisory Archaeologist to be
on site during all ground disturbing activities in the Direct APE associated with the
Undertaking unless the Supervisory Archaeologist determines after field observations
and in consensus with the DOT&PF Central Region PQI, SHPO and the CVTC designated
cultural specialist, that monitoring is no longer necessary.
F. DOT&PF will contract with CVTC for Tribal Observers to participate in monitoring
during construction.
1. DOT&PF will contract with CVTC to provide four (4) Tribal Observers from
CVTC.
2. The Tribal Observers will represent CVTC for the purposes of consultation in the
field, be selected by CVTC and shall be employees of CVTC.
3. Tribal Observers will receive safety training for work on the construction site, and
shall wear appropriate personal protection equipment including reflective vests,
hardhats, eye and hearing protection as provided by DOT&PF or its contractors
and appropriate ASTM F2412-11 and F2413-11 protective footwear provided by
the Tribal Observers or CVTC.
4. Tribal Observers will work in consultation with Archaeological Monitors during
construction activities.
5. DOT&PF and its contractors will provide to the Signatories advance written and
electronic notice of the construction schedule.
i. The first notice shall occur when the Undertaking construction phase is
approved as part of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.
ii. The second notice shall occur within a minimum of ninety (90) days
before construction of the Undertaking begins.
G. The Supervising Archaeologist and Archaeological Monitors are authorized to halt
construction activity in an area in the event of the discovery of Human Remains or PostReview Discoveries in accordance with the protocols established in Appendix B: Human
Remains and Post-Review Discoveries. Tribal Observers must report suspected finds to
an Archaeological Monitor for examination. The Supervisory Archaeologist will have the
authority to stop work in the area of the find until the issue is resolved.
H. Archaeological Construction Monitoring Reporting
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1. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall provide a weekly construction
monitoring summary to DOT&PF. The memo will report times and locations
monitoring occurred, and briefly document observations (e.g. construction
activities monitored, monitoring locations) and reporting events (e.g. work
stoppages, human remains discovery, and post-review discovery).
2. DOT&PF will compile and submit a monthly electronic report to the signatories
by the end of business on the last working day of the following month.
3. The SOI-qualified archaeologist(s) shall provide a draft monitoring report
summarizing the construction monitoring activities (detailing the overall
monitoring effort, and describing locations where monitoring occurred and any
relevant field observations) to DOT&PF by March 31 of the following year.
4. DOT&PF will distribute the draft report to the Signatories after a sixty (60) day
review period. Signatories will have a sixty (60)-day review period to provide
written comments to DOT&PF.
5. DOT&PF will address review comments and submit a final report to the
Signatories six (6) months after receiving comments.
6. If construction monitoring occurs over several years, the Archaeological Monitor
shall provide the Project Engineer and DOT&PF Professionally Qualified
Individual with annual monitoring reports in lieu of one draft and final report
outlined above. A final report of monitoring activity and data recovery will be
included in the Professional Publication following completion of the
Undertaking.
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3. Is there evidence of multiple episodes of use? What are the periods of use?
4. Is there material evidence outside the surface depressions that relates to the
presence or function of the surface depression?
Other questions may arise in the process of research, consultation with CVTC and other tribal
entities and analysis of the surface depressions. Two of three previous archaeological surveys
conducted for the project (CRC 2010; HDR 2016) made tests of surface depressions in the
vicinity of the fill area on the east side of Moose Creek. Archaeologists should consult these
sources and devise a sampling strategy suited to the research questions, results of previous
testing, and through consultation with CVTC and other tribal culture bearers to refine the
research design and participate in field work and analysis. This research should be carried on
with the knowledge that the areas committed to the purpose of the Undertaking may be
damaged and will be inaccessible for the foreseeable future.
DOT&PF will ensure that:
1. The Contractor for Data Recovery will submit a research proposal and plan for data
recovery for approval by the PQI that conforms with the following specifications
a. Data Recovery will be conducted within the identified surface depressions to
include any exterior berm or removed soil; and
b. Additional test excavation will be conducted outside the pits to include
sampling in a five (5) meter radius centered on the locations of surface
depressions in the four (4) sites intersecting the yellow area depicted in
yellow in Appendix A: Figure 3.
c. Data recovery within surface depressions (to include any exterior berm or
removed soil) will include documentation of the undisturbed feature
sufficient to record topographic relief of the feature, its location and
orientation in relation to known reference points; use one-eighth (1/8)-inch
mesh screening to sieve produced sediment below the depth of the surface
depressions, to a minimum depth of one hundred (100) centimeters below
surface. If excavation cannot proceed beyond an impenetrable stratum this
should be documented by the PI. Stratigraphic profiles will be recorded with
field notes and photographs taken by field personnel for publication in the
PP.
d. Additional subsurface testing will be performed beyond the pit centered sites
using a systematic sampling approach in areas of direct impact marked by the
blue lines depicted in Appendix A: Figure 5 and extending thirty (30) meters
outside the perimeter of the blue line on the east side of Moose Creek. This
area may be sampled with 50 x 50 cm test pits across up to five (5) percent of
the area at the discretion of the PI. Produced soil in these areas will be sieved
using one eighth (1/8) inch mesh hardware cloth.
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e. Data recovery field work for archaeological historic properties will be
completed prior to initiation of construction activities but may be conducted
concurrently with geotechnical testing.
f.

A Data Recovery Report(s) shall be produced following the completion of data
recovery fieldwork for every year of fieldwork prior to construction.

g. All artifacts and features will have their three-dimensional provenience
recorded photographically and in field catalogs, notes, and on the artifact
container for deposit at the UA Museum of the North.
h. Archaeologically recovered organic material in association with buried
cultural material such as stone tools; pottery; worked wood; braided, plaited
or woven grass; worked or fractured bone; and paleosols and soil lenses with
charcoal or lithic debitage shall be sampled for e.g., carbon dating, wet
screening, floatation, and other destructive and nondestructive to gather the
greatest amount of scientific information possible.
i.

Intact organic artifacts at risk of damage or decay will be packaged for
curation sufficient to prevent damage due to drying out, and refrigerated to
prevent mold or bacterial decay until safe delivery of the artifact to
professional conservators at the University of Alaska Museum of the North
can be completed. This should be performed in a timely fashion so as to
prevent damage to delicate archaeologically recovered organic artifacts.

j.

The Data Recovery contractor will deliver annual draft Data Recovery
Report(s) describing the results of data recovery (e.g. a catalog of artifacts,
soil samples, and initial documentation of features), and documenting the
methods and findings of the data recovery effort to the DOT&PF Central
Region PQI by March 31 of the following year. DOT&PF will have sixty (60)
days to review the report. DOT&PF will then submit the edited report to
SHPO and CVTC for sixty (60) days to review the report. DOT&PF will then
have six (6) months to resolve comments or issues and finalize the report.

k. DOT&PF will ensure a final Data Recovery Report is submitted to the
Required Signatories within twelve (12) months after completion of all data
recovery and prior to the conclusion of this MOA. This report will
incorporate the annual Data Recovery Report(s) and provide a brief overview
and summary of results of investigations. This document will be included in
the final PP and may inform the PTP and interpretive signage.
B. Moose Creek History and Archaeology Research
The significance of the Moose Creek Railway and Coal Chute Historic District is based on the
fact that the presence of coal seams visible in Tsadaka Canyon prompted the production of coal
for government and commercial use. Railroads represented a mature transportation technology
that was inextricably entwined with coal and products dependent upon or derived from coal,
which at the time were symbolic of industrial power and modernity. This relationship coupled
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with the expressed market for coal for US Navy warships made Moose Creek the first public
milestone in government construction of the Alaska Railroad.
DOT&PF will ensure that:
1. A qualified historian is contracted to produce a history of the Moose Creek vicinity
for inclusion in the PP, the PTP, and to inform the content of the interpretive signs;
and
2. An oral historian or ethnographer will be retained to research and produce an oral
history of the Moose Creek vicinity based on oral accounts from living and deceased
persons with knowledge and experience of the area and its past;
3. The historian and oral historian or ethnographer will meet with SHPO and CVTC
within one month of their contract commencing to collaboratively develop the
outlines for the documents (PP, PTP and oral history).
4. The historian may document the following subject areas for the History sections of
the publications (final list of subject matter areas to be determined in meeting with
Signatories):
a. Summary of pre-contact use of Moose Creek by Alaska Native Peoples
b. Early accounts of Russian and Alaska Native Peoples’ interaction along the
Matanuska River corridor
c. The American period from 1867 to before the Turnagain Gold Rush
d. Turnagain Arm gold rush and subsequent rushes to develop mineral wealth
i. Willow Creek Mining District
ii. Nelchina Mining District
iii. Matanuska Coal district
e. Trails and Trail Systems of the Matanuska Watershed
f.

Railroad construction efforts
i. Alaska Central
ii. Alaska Northern
iii. Alaska Engineering Commission
1. Anchorage to Matanuska
2. Chickaloon Branch
3. Moose Creek Spur
4. Eska and Jonesville Spur
5. Chickaloon
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iv. US Navy and the Chickaloon Project
1. Sutton Coal Washery
2. Boom and Bust
g. Matanuska Coal Production
i. Jack Dalton and the Navy Coal Test
ii. Doherty Mine and Bunker
iii. Eska and Jonesville
iv. Moose Creek mines
1. Doherty/Pioneer
2. Baxter
3. Rawson
4. Alaska Matanuska
5. Wishbone Hill Coal Co.
6. Premier
7. New Black Diamond
8. Anchorage Coal Co.
9. Buffalo Mine
v. Who were the owners, operators and miners along Moose Creek?
vi. Summary and figure depicting coal mines in the Matanuska River
watershed
h. Alaska Railroad
i. Moose Creek Spur
1. to Bunker 1916
2. Moose Railroad Reserve and Townsite
3. Narrow Gauge spur to Baxter
4. Standard Gauge to Premier, Narrow Gauge to Wishbone Hill
5. September 1942 flood destroyed track
6. Rail car loading from trucks, 1943-1968
ii. 1968 three rail customers switched fuels to gas, ending rail delivery of
coal from Matanuska
iii. Track removed beyond Palmer.
i.

Decline of coal mining
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i. High cost of underground mining saw shift to stripping
ii. Steam locomotives replaced with diesels after WWII
iii. Residential heating shifted to oil, gas and electric
iv. Military bases and city utility shifted to gas in 1968
v. Speculative ownership of leases
1. Metallurgical coal needs in Asia
2. Heating coal in Pacific Rim markets
3. Not price competitive with other producers in the Pacific
market.
C. Publications
1. DOT&PF will ensure that two publications are developed that include summaries of
research conducted for the Undertaking. These publications will include a
professional level publication targeted to cultural resources professionals and
including a detailed summary of work conducted for the Undertaking. Derived from
this work would be a publication targeted at highway travelers and members of the
general public. Interpretive signs would be developed concurrently with the PTP and
may share text, graphics, and historic photographs. Both publications will be
developed in consultation with the SHPO and CVTC.
2. DOT&PF shall develop a PP that documents the results of data recovery efforts,
artifact and scientific analysis of finds, the history of coal mining and railroading in
the Moose (Tsadaka) Creek area, and an oral history of the project area. This
document will be targeted at a professional audience and may include confidential or
restricted information aimed at long term recordation of project activities completed
for the Undertaking. This publication will include as an appendix revised AHRS
cards where changes are appropriate.
a. The PP will be outlined as follows:
i. Project description and history
ii. History deliverable
iii. Results of Archaeological Data Recovery
1. Surface Depressions and surrounding area results
2. Intensive test excavations in buffered direct APE
3. Human Remains and Post-Review Discoveries
4. Results of analysis
a. Carbon Dates
b. Faunal analysis
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c. Small fraction analysis
5. Discussion
iv. Appendices
1. Monitoring Reports
2. Artifact Catalog (may be electronic database)
3. DOT&PF will ensure a second publication, the PTP, written for a general audience
that summarizes and explains the findings of the PP in a form and format sufficient
to communicate the historic and natural significance of the area. The format and
content of the PTP will be similar to other recent publications with approximately
30-50 pages of text, graphics and historic photographs sufficient to communicate the
subject matter to the traveling public. Complicated subjects will be presented in
simplified form with a preference for graphical explanations that are less dependent
on reading comprehension. The PTP will not include confidential or sensitive
material.
a. The PTP will be outlined approximately as follows:
i. Splash cover
ii. One page brief description of the Undertaking
iii. Two pages describing plate tectonics, Chugach and Talkeetna
mountain formation, and coal bed formation, preferably a large
graphic
iv. Two pages describing glaciation in the Matanuska River valley keyed
to the Moose Creek landscape, preferably a large graphic
v. Two pages on Dena’ina and Ahtna use of Moose Creek
vi. Two pages on coal mining in Moose Creek
vii. Two pages on building the Alaska Railroad, Seward to Anchorage and
Anchorage to Nenana
viii. Two to four pages on building the Chickaloon Branch and the Moose
Creek Spur
ix. Two pages on importance of steam power complex-coal to make
steam, steam to run machines and distribute heat
x. Two pages on coal miners, mining culture, miners’ lives at Moose
Creek
xi. One page on Floods on Moose Creek
1. 1942 flood
2. Other flood episodes
xii. One page on World War II
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xiii. One page on Glenn Highway
xiv. Two pages on use of over the road trucks to haul coal from Buffalo
Mine to coal chute after flood
xv. One page on change to diesel on the Alaska Railroad
xvi. Two pages on labor costs, underground mining, and shift to strip
mining
xvii. One page on decline and end of active mining
xviii. One page on mine land reclamation program in 1980s
xix. One page on possible new mining
xx. Two pages on CVTC et al. efforts to return the stream to its natural
path, campground management
xxi. One page on CVTC et al. salmon research of Moose Creek and
Matanuska River
xxii. Two pages on Katie Wade
xxiii. Two pages on the CVTC Tribal connection to the Moose Creek area
xxiv. Two pages on CVTC’s Ya Ne Dah Ah School
xxv. One page on Moose Creek campground management
xxvi. Splash close with credits and acknowledgements
4. DOT&PF shall develop a draft of the PP within one (1) year following the completion
of construction of the Project. DOT&PF shall have sixty (60) days to review and
revise the PP, then provide the revised draft to the Signatories to this MOA for a
ninety-day (90) review. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize
the document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory
review period. Five (5) copies will be provided to the SHPO, five (5) copies to
DOT&PF, and fifteen (15) copies to CVTC.
5. The PP will be the basis for the PTP, which will be delivered for review six (6) months
after delivery of the PP. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize
the document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory
review period. DOT&PF will incorporate comments as needed and finalize the
document within six (6) months of the end of the ninety (90)-day Signatory review
period. DOT&PF will ensure that 200 copies of the finalized PTP are published for
distribution to SHPO, CVTC, and other entities (e.g. Palmer Visitor Information
Center, Wasilla Museum, Museum of Alaska Transportation, Sutton Public Library,
and the Alpine Historical Park and Visitors’ Center) at the discretion of the Central
Region PQI for distribution to the traveling public. An electronic version will be
made available online for a period of 10 years.
D. Interpretive Trail and Signage
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1. DOT&PF shall develop signage in consultation with SHPO and CVTC and construct
an interpretive trail, construct a bridge across Moose Creek suited to pedestrian and
bicycle use, and produce and install up to six (6) durable, interpretive signs along the
trail. Duplicate signs will be kept on file should replacement be needed. DOT&PF’s
interpretive trail project will connect the two driveways (Appendix A: Figure 4) after
removal of the highway bridge. The multi-use pedestrian bridge will use existing
concrete abutments at the former location of the highway bridge and be designed to
accommodate light road vehicles in an emergency. The route of the interpretive trail
beyond the two road ends will be developed in consultation with SHPO and CVTC.
2. Interpretive signs developed in consultation with SHPO and CVTC may summarize
such subjects as Ahtna and Dena’ina historic and prehistory, the natural history of
Moose Creek including geoengineering, geology, railroad construction, coal mining,
and biographical subjects of local significance. The signs will show the significance of
early coal mining, railroading and other activities at Moose Creek and enhance the
campground already managed by CVTC.
a.

Earth Science. Plate tectonics and formation of the Chugach and Talkeetna
Mountains. Coal bed formation and exposure. Glaciation. Graphic with
callouts.

b. Prehistory. Regional sequence. Kachemak. Dene culture. High mobility
lifeways. Dena’ina on Cook Inlet, Ahtna in Copper Basin.
c. Alaska Native Peoples. Dena’ina and Ahtna. Indigenous trade. Russian
trade. Important but little recognized contributors to fur trade, mining,
railroad, surveying and etc.
d. Historic period. Turnagain Gold Rush and other gold rushes bring crowds to
Cook Inlet en route to interior. Coal mining. Willow Creek Mining district.
Trails and wagon roads are built. Jack Dalton dog mushed coal for Navy test.
e. Railroad. Need for access ice free ports. Access to local coal was high
priority. Indigenous and local peoples’ participation in railroad construction,
coal mining.
f.

Glenn Highway. World War II transportation boom. Post-war boom in
Anchorage and Mat-Su. Parks Highway and the end of coal mining.

3. The physical location(s) of the interpretive display(s) will be developed in
consultation with SHPO and CVTC. Appendix A: Figure 6 is a conceptual design
showing the location of some historic interpretive opportunities. A horseshoe shaped
trail could connect these interpretive opportunities via the pedestrian bridge with
access by two new driveways. DOT&PF will design the pathway, bridge and sign
locations in consultation with the SHPO and CVTC and may construct the trail,
bridge, and sign mounts before completion of the interpretive signs. Additional
interpretive opportunities could be developed along the driveways as appropriate or
desired.
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4. DOT&PF shall ensure development of drafts of the proposed interpretive sign design
within eighteen (18) months of the completion of the construction phase of the
Undertaking. The drafts shall be provided to DOT&PF and DOT&PF will have sixty
(60) days to review and revise the draft interpretive signs. DOT&PF will then submit
the revised drafts to the Signatories for ninety (90) days to review and provide
comments back to DOT&PF. DOT&PF shall ensure that the signs are finalized,
fabricated, and – taking into consideration the recommendations provided regarding
location in D.3 above – will install the interpretive signs. The final design and
content of the interpretive display(s) will be determined in consultation with the
Signatories.
5. Maintenance responsibility for the driveways, interpretive trail and interpretive signs
outside the campground, and pedestrian bridge, these will remain DOT&PF
properties and be maintained at the lowest (Level V) maintenance priority. DOT&PF
may offer these ownership and maintenance responsibilities to MSB and/or CVTC.
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Attachment D: Palmer-Moose Creek
Trail Permit

ARRC Contract No. 8511
Permit for: Public Use Trail
ARRC Milepost: A-4.94 - A-19

PUBLIC USE TRAIL PERMIT

THIS PERMIT, dated
, 2003, is made by and between the
ALASKA RAILROAD CORPORATION, a ublic corporation of the State of Alaska
formed pursuant to AS 42.40 CARRCII), and the STATE OF ALASKA, DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES CDNR II ), the MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH
and the CITY OF PALMER CCityll), all governmental entities duly
(IIBorough
organized under the laws of the State of Alaska.
ll

),

DEFINITIONS:

IIPermit ll : this agreement for a non-motorized public use trail (the IITraW) entered into
among the Alaska Railroad Corporation, the State of Alaska, Department of Natural
Resources, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough and the City of Palmer.
IIPermittees ll : the State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, the MatanuskaSusitna Borough and the City of Palmer. Any entity may be referenced singularly as
IIPermittee.
1I

IITraW: the area designated for a non-motorized public use trail on land in ARRC's rightof-way or other property of ARRC between ARRC Mileposts A-4.94 and A-19 and along
the Moose Creek and Jonesville/Eska Branches.
ll

IIArea of Control that portion of the Trail designated on Exhibit A as being permitted to
a specific Permittee for the uses authorized in this permit.
:

ll

IICorridor the 200-foot right-of-way owned by ARRC from ARRC Milepost A-4.94 to
Milepost A-19, together with the Moose Creek and Jonesville/Eska Branches as shown
on Exhibit A.
:

ll

IITracked Area that area within the Corridor in which railroad tracks are in active use
or which contain tracks in a condition which would allow for active use.
:

ll

IITrackless Area that area within the Corridor where railroad tracks are not present or
where tracks are in a condition which would preclude active use.
:

IIActive Track ll : as of the date of this permit, tracks between ARRC Milepost 4.94 (Inner
Springer Loop Road Crossing) and Milepost 6.7 (Arctic Street Crossing); shall include
track if installed by ARRC in the future as allowed under paragraphs 1.04, 8.02, and
elsewhere in this permit.
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1. GRANT OF PERMIT; BACKGROUND.
1.01 ARRC hereby grants to the Permittees a permit to construct,
reconstruct, operate and/or maintain a non-motorized public use trail from ARRC
Milepost A-4.94 to Milepost A-19 (the "Trail") upon ARRC' S Corridor or other property,
as set forth on the drawings attached as Exhibit A. In the Trackless Areas, and until
changed by a Permittee under this permit, the Trail shall be the existing railbed
generally twelve feet wide from shoulder to shoulder, located on or near the centerline
of the 200-foot Corridor. Where no remaining railbed can be found, the Trail shall be no
more than ten feet wide. Exhibit A will be amended by as-built drawings to be provided
by any Permittee to ARRC within ninety (90) days of completion of any construction.
The permission herein granted is subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this
permit, and to prior existing rights, AS 42.40.350 and .420.
1.02 This permit is issued collectively to DNR, the Borough, and the City
as Permittees, for ease of administration, to encourage consistency of operation and
use, and in recognition of the mutual benefit to all parties and the public interest arising
from the comprehensive intersecting system of trails envisioned and authorized by this
permit. This permit grants a separate area of control for each of the three Permittees
(IIArea of Control'l Each Permittee shall have rights and obligations only with respect
to the portion of the Trail within its Area of Control. Whenever a right or obligation is
imposed in this permit, it shall apply severally to each Permittee and only with respect to
the portion of the Trail within each Permittee's Area of Control. If a Permittee's Area of
Control boundaries expand (as with an annexation), it shall notify ARRC and, with the
concurrence of the other Permittees, add the new area to its Area of Control under this
permit.
1.03 A large percentage of the ARRC Corridor covered under this permit
is trackless; track currently exists only in the stretch between ARRC MP A-4.94 (at the
northerly intersection of the Glenn Highway and Inner Springer Loop Road) and MP A6.7 (at the south side of the Arctic Street Crossing in the City of Palmer). Remnants of
unconnected rail, railbed, and bridges remain in much of the trackless portion of this
Corridor and are suitable for wilderness-type trail usage either as-is or with minimal
modification. Other portions are nearly unusable without improvements. The entire
length of the Corridor is included within existing trail plans of the three Permittees. The
Corridor is designated under AS 42.40.350 as a railroad utility corridor. The parties
recognize the importance of retaining the Corridor in public ownership, for uses
including trails and utilities and for rail transportation related to future resource
development. This permit is a cooperative venture intended to preserve the integrity
and flexibility of use of the Corridor.
1.04 Portions of the Trail will undergo improvement or construction
shortly after this permit is issued. Other portions of the Trail will remain in their current
condition unless the Permittee for that Area of Control makes development or
management changes. Some imminently planned improvements will be made on
ARRC Corridor that has active track as of the date of this permit. It is foreseeable that
ARRC may in the future re-install track on some or all of the currently trackless areas.
Therefore, in addition to language applicable in the trackless areas, this permit contains
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provisions
provisions
purposes,
appear at
applicable

that are applicable only when track is physically present and active. These
are imposed for public safety and for railroad safety and operational
and will be designated in this permit by the following language, which will
the beginning of any paragraph to which this applies: II[This paragraph not
to Trackless Areas.]11

1.05 ARRC represents, and the Permittees understand and
acknowledge that, as of the effective date of this permit, ARRC holds the subject utility
corridor pursuant to an Interim Conveyance ("ICII) issued by the U.S. Department of
Transportation under the Alaska Railroad Transfer Act of 1982, 97 Pub. Law 468, 45
U.S. Code §1201 et seq. Among other things, the IC and the Transfer Act create a
potential reversion of ARRC right-of-way, including the subject utility corridor, if unused
for transportation, communication or transmission purposes for a period of 18 years.
ARRC makes no specific warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the title of the
trackless areas covered by this permit, but ARRC shall exert its best efforts to defend its
title and its authority to permit the uses contemplated in this agreement if the permit is
challenged in any forum.
1.06 Except as indicated in paragraph 1.07, the Trail will be open to use
by all members of the general public for uses including, but not limited to, hiking, crosscountry skiing, skijoring, dog mushing, bicycling, and equestrian. However, where there
is active track, ARRC will not authorize a trail design that includes dog teams and
equestrian users crossing the tracks. A Permittee may, in its discretion, authorize the
use of motorized vehicles on and in the vicinity of the Trail for purposes of trail
development or maintenance, subject to the other requirements imposed in this permit
for work in Tracked Areas. Public motorized vehicle use will be allowed under this
permit only with the express permission of the affected Permittee and ARRC.
1.07 A Permittee may, from time to time, close a portion of the Trail to
one or more of the uses outlined in paragraph 1.06 to protect public safety, or where the
establishment or continuation of the use detracts from the Permittee's land management
objectives and where alternative public access is provided.
2.
TERM. This permit shall be for a term of fifty-five (55) years, commencing
as of January 1, 2003, and ending December 31, 2057. ARRC may terminate this
permit for any reason, with or without cause, in whole or as to any portion of the Trail at
any time with one (1) year's written notice.
3.
PERMIT FEE. In recognition of the mutual benefits accruing to all parties
to this permit, the annual permit fee is hereby waived.
4.

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS.

4.01 Prior to advertising for bids, issuing amendments and/or issuing a
change order(s) to its contractor for work on any part of the Trail, or prior to
commencing work with the Permittee's employees or agents, a Permittee shall submit
all plans and specifications and all amendments, additions or corrections, for the original
construction and all future modifications of the Trail to ARRC for approval in its sole and
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complete discretion. Each Permittee agrees not to commence any associated work
until approval has been received. ARRC will respond to proposed amendments or
change orders in a reasonably expeditious manner.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the Trackless Areas, a Permittee can install a
permanent improvement in its Area of Control which costs less than fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000.00) or recontour the land to a depth of less than ten (10) feet without
obtaining ARRC approval.
4.02 Each Permittee agrees that, if ARRC approval is required under
paragraph 4.01 above, any of its Trail construction or operation shall be substantially in
accordance with that Permittee1s plans and specifications as first approved by ARRC
unless subsequently agreed otherwise by ARRC and the Permittee.
4.03 [This paragraph not applicable to Trackless Areas.] If, at any
time during the term of this permit, ARRC deems it necessary to have additional safety
equipment installed on, or immediately adjacent to, the Trail for the protection of its
passengers, personnel, or equipment from injury arising due to the use of the Trail or
the Trail's existence on ARRC property, the affected Permittee will, upon request from
ARRC, install such equipment or safety devices as are reasonably prescribed by ARRC.
Permittees agree to comply with all ARRC standards for side and overhead clearances,
which may be obtained from ARRC. ARRC will give the affected Permittee at least one
(1) year1s advance notice of any such equipment being required that will cost more than
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00).
4.04 [This paragraph not applicable to Trackless Areas.]
The
Standard Specifications for Work on Railroad Property (the IIStandard Specifications
attached as Exhibit B are incorporated herein by reference. Each Permittee hereby
agrees that all construction, reconstruction, operations and maintenance upon ARRC
property within that Permittee's Area of Control shall be performed in accordance with
the Standard Specifications and any supplemental conditions required by paragraph
4.05 of this document or by Exhibit C. Each Permittee agrees to make the Standard
Specifications and any supplemental conditions part of all contractual bid specifications
which the Permittee may publish for work associated with its portion of the Trail covered
under this permit. If the Standard Specifications are revised by ARRC while this permit
is in effect, each Permittee agrees that any work on the Trail shall be performed in
accordance with the revised Standard Specifications, provided that ARRC has given
notice of the change to that Permittee.
ll

)

4.05. Permittees agree to the supplemental conditions attached as
Exhibit C. Each Permittee understands and agrees that additional supplemental
conditions specific to a proposed section of the Trail or any related improvement may be
imposed as a result of ARRC·s plan review and as a condition of ARRC approval of any
construction.

4.06 [This paragraph not applicable to Trackless Areas.]
If
automatic crossing signal devices (including improved crossing protection devices
required by revised industry standards) are required by applicable law or regulations, by
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railroad industry standards, or by any party to this permit, such signals shall be
furnished, installed and maintained by ARRC at the expense of the affected Permittee.
ARRC will give the Permittee at least one (1) year's advance notice of any such devices
being required.

5.

MAINTENANCE OF FACILITY.

5.01 During the term of this permit, each Permittee shall comply with any
applicable trail maintenance standards as may be required by federal, state, or
municipal laws and regulations.

A
5.02 [This paragraph not applicable to Trackless Areas.]
Permittee shall maintain any portion of its Trail to the reasonable satisfaction of ARRC.
Safety features such as fences and signs shall be maintained by a Permittee to their
original functional condition.

6.

PAYMENT FOR WORK.

6.01 A Permittee shall pay for all Trail construction, reconstruction,
operation and/or maintenance in its Area of Control which is authorized by that
Permittee.
6.02 [This paragraph not applicable to Trackless Areas.] If a
Permittee is engaged in construction, reconstruction, or maintenance within twenty (20)
feet of centerline of any active track, the Permittee will pay the cost of ARRC inspectors
and flagmen whose duties will be to protect the interests of ARRC and to insure the
completion of the work to the satisfaction of ARRC.
7.

ACCESS; REMOVAL UPON TERMINATION.

7.01 The Permittees shall have, at the discretion of ARRC, access to
ARRC property for the purpose of construction, reconstruction, operation and/or
maintenance of the Trail. A Permittee conducting work in the vicinity of active track
shall not interfere with the operation of ARRC.
7.02 ARRC reserves the right of ingress to and egress from the Corridor
and the right to enter any part of the Corridor, including buildings thereon, for the
purpose of inspection at any reasonable time, and in time of emergency. ARRC will
coordinate its inspections with the Permittee in whose Area of Control the inspection is
scheduled.
ARRC shall conduct its inspections in a manner which minimizes
interference with the Permittee's activities.
7.03 Prior to the expiration or termination of this permit, a Permittee will
remove above-surface improvements authorized or installed by the Permittee and other
property of Permittee within its respective Area of Control unless otherwise agreed by
the parties. Permittees shall restore the Trail to a natural drainage contour unless
otherwise agreed by the parties. Failure of any Permittee to do so by the expiration or
termination date will result in ARRC removing improvements and other property of that
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Permittee and restoring the Corridor at the Permittee's expense. Permittee agrees to
pay ARRC upon demand costs of removal of any property that the Permittee has failed
to remove. Permittee may have up to two hundred seventy (270) days after termination
to remove above-surface improvements from the Corridor, during which period the
obligations imposed on the Permittee under this permit shall continue in full force and
effect.
8.

NON-EXCLUSIVE USE/RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

8.01 ARRC and the Permittees acknowledge that the Trail is designed
and intended as a trail for the non-motorized use of the general public. The parties
further acknowledge that the Corridor is a railroad utility corridor that, consistent with AS
42.40.350(b) and AS 42.40.420, must not be restricted as to other parallel uses.
Consequently, ARRC reserves the right to permit other uses of the Corridor, including
but not limited to public roads, utilities, private haul roads, and motorized trails, provided
the use and occupancy will not, in the opinion of ARRC, unreasonably interfere with the
Permittee's use, modification, or maintenance of the Trail, or impede the Trail's use by
the general public. ARRC will provide an affected Permittee advance notice of any
intent to allow use by others of the Corridor and an opportunity to review and comment
prior to issuing a permit for other use of the Corridor.
8.02 ARRC hereby advises the Permittees that other uses, including but
not limited to utilities, the Glenn Highway, State of Alaska coal leases, and private
enterprises, currently exist within the Corridor at various locations. A Permittee should
notify ARRC as early as reasonably possible when it begins its planning process for
improvements or other work on any section of the Trail. Upon receiving the notice,
ARRC will promptly make available all documentation in its possession relating to the
condition and other uses or potential uses of the Corridor in the pertinent location and
assist the Permittee in establishing contact with other users or known potential users.
Permittees understand and agree that in some instances, a planned Trail design may
require modification or alteration to avoid adverse impact to any prior existing rights or
known potential uses.
8.03 In the event ARRC finds it is necessary to alter or add to its existing
construction within the Corridor, or to install track in a formerly trackless area, the
affected Permittee shall accommodate ARRC's construction with cost to ARRC. The
affected Permittee has the option to relocate or alter the Trail. ARRC may, in its sole
discretion, assist the affected Permittee with the costs of relocation or alteration of the
Trail. ARRC will give a Permittee at least one (1) year's prior notice of any construction
of track in the Trackless Areas.
9.

INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION.

9.01 Workers' Compensation. Each Permittee shall ensure that, with
respect to all personnel performing work on the Trail within its Area of Control, the
Permittee shall cause to be maintained in effect at all times during the term of this
permit, coverage or insurance in accordance with the applicable laws relating to
workers' compensation and employer's liability insurance, regardless of whether such
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coverage or insurance is mandatory or merely elective under the law.
insurance shall include a waiver of subrogation for claims against ARRC.

All such

9.02 Self-Insurance. The parties acknowledge that Permittees are each
a governmental entity and may from time to time have a program of self-insuring the
risks of general liability and part or all of that Permittee's risks of loss or damage to the
Trail. The provisions of this permit (or any of its exhibits) regarding insurance shall be
applicable to a Permittee only in the event the Permittee assigns this permit to another
person or entity (subject to the provisions of paragraph 13), or in the event the
Permittee carries general liability insurance to which ARRC can be added as an
additional insured at a reasonable premium. Failure of ARRC to require insurance
coverage of a Permittee shall not be deemed to limit the liability of that Permittee under
this permit in any manner. Notwithstanding the foregoing, each Permittee shall impose
the insurance requirements set forth in the Standard Specifications on any contractor
performing work for Permittee or on Permittee's behalf on or about the Trail or Corridor
within its Area of Control.
9.03 No Limitation. The requirements of this permit as to insurance and
acceptability to ARRC of insurers and insurance to be maintained by Permittees are not
intended to and shall not in any manner limit or qualify the liabilities and obligations of
the individual Permittees under this permit.
9.04

Indemnity by Permittees to ARRC.

(a)
[This paragraph is applicable to Trackless Area only.] Each Permittee
shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless ARRC from and against all losses and all
claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries, legal expenses and judgments
of every nature and description made, brought or recovered against ARRC by reason of
any act or omission of that Permittee, its bidders, contractors, subcontractors, agents or
employees, in the execution of work or in guarding the same. Each Permittee shall
assume complete liability for any and all claims resulting from the construction,
reconstruction, maintenance, operation, use and existence of the Trail located within
such Permittee's Area of Control except to the extent such claims may be caused by the
negligence of ARRC or its employees.
(b)
[This paragraph is applicable to Tracked Area only.] Each Permittee
shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless ARRC from and against all losses and all
claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries, legal expenses and judgments
of every nature and description made, brought or recovered against ARRC by reason of
any act or omission of that Permittee, its bidders, contractors, subcontractors, agents or
employees, in the execution of work or in guarding the same. Each Permittee shall
assume complete liability for any and all claims resulting from the construction,
reconstruction, maintenance, operation, use and existence of the Trail located within
such Permittee's Area of Control. These provisions contained in this paragraph 9.04(b)
shall not be given effect if the negligence of ARRC or its employees is the sole
proximate cause of any injury or damage done to the party asserting the claim.
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All the foregoing obligations set forth in this paragraph 9.04 are subject to
appropriations for the purposes stated herein, and are enforceable only to the extent
permitted by law. Each Permittee shall exercise its best efforts to obtain such
appropriations when a loss occurs, and ARRC shall assist such Permittee in seeking
the same.
9.05 Indemnity Among Permittees. Each Permittee (an IIlndemnifying
Permittee shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other Permittees (the
IIlndemnified Permittees from and against all claims, losses, harm, costs, liabilities,
damages and expenses (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys· fees),
whether suffered by the Indemnified Permittees or any agent, representative or
employee of any Indemnified Permittee in any manner whether directly or indirectly
arising out of or due to: (i) any fault, negligence or strict liability of the Indemnifying
Permittee in connection with or incident to its performance of this permit which causes
bodily harm (including death) to any person (including employees of any Permittee) or
damage to any property in connection with or incident to the performance of this permit
by the Indemnifying Permittee; (ii) any failure of the Indemnifying Permittee to comply
with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, guidelines, or other requirements
imposed by any government entity now or hereinafter in effect, in connection with the
performance of this permit by the Indemnifying Permittee; or (iii) any failure by the
Indemnifying Permittee to comply with any other of the requirements or obligations set
forth in this permit.
ll

)

ll

)

9.06 Third Party Rights. It is specifically agreed between ARRC and the
Permittees that this permit is not intended by any of the provisions herein to create in
the public or any member thereof a third party benefit hereunder, or to authorize anyone
not a party to the permit to maintain a suit for personal injuries or property damage
pursuant to the terms or provisions of this permit.
1O.

DEFAULT AND REMEDIES.

10.01 Permittee's Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the
following events shall constitute a material default by any Permittee as to that Permittee:
(a)
The failure by a Permittee to make any payments required to
be made by that Permittee hereunder, as and when due, where such failure shall
continue for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice thereof from ARRC to such
Permittee.
(b)
The failure by a Permittee to observe or perform any of the
covenants, conditions or provisions of this permit to be observed or performed by such
Permittee, other than described in subparagraph (a), where such failure substantially
endangers the person or property of ARRC or a third party or human health or the
environment, where such Permittee does not commence curing the default immediately
upon written notice from ARRC and complete the cure within such reasonable time
period as is imposed by ARRC or any governmental body having jurisdiction in the
matter.
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(c)
Except as otherwise provided in this permit, the failure by a
Permittee to observe or perform any of the covenants, conditions or provisions of this
permit to be observed or performed by Permittee, other than described in
subparagraphs (a) or (b) above, where such failure shall continue for a period of sixty
(60) days after written notice thereof from ARRC to such Permittee.
(d)
Vacation or abandonment of a portion of the Trail by such
Permittee within that Permittee's Area of Control.
If ARRC issues a written notice of default to any Permittee, ARRC shall provide a copy
of the notice to all other Permittees.
10.02 ARRC's Remedies. In the event of any material default by a
Permittee, ARRC may at any time thereafter, without notice or demand and without
limiting ARRC in the exercise of any right or remedy which ARRC may have by reason
of such default:
(a)
Terminate such Permittee's rights under this permit and
ARRC may pursue other remedies.
(b)
Maintain such Permittee's rights under this permit in which
case this permit shall continue in effect as to that Permittee. In such event ARRC shall
be entitled to enforce all of ARRC's rights and remedies under this permit against such
Permittee, including the right to recover the payments due hereunder.
(c)
Pursue any other remedy now or hereafter available to
ARRC under the laws or judicial decisions of the State of Alaska.
10.03 Interest. If any payment due from a Permittee shall not be received
by ARRC when such amount shall be due, then, without any requirement for notice to
such Permittee, such Permittee shall pay to ARRC all charges and interest at the
statutory rate provided for judgments.
10.04 Permittee's Remedies. In the event ARRC fails to observe or
perform any of the obligations imposed on ARRC under this permit with respect to a
Permittee or its Area of Control, and after thirty (30) days' prior written notice to ARRC
of the default and opportunity to cure, such Permittee may:
(a)
Terminate this permit as to such Permittee and its Area of
Control, and pursue any other remedies to which such Permittee is entitled at law;
provided, however, that such Permittee must remove its above-surface improvements
from the Corridor within two hundred seventy (270) days of such termination, during
which period the obligations imposed on such Permittee under this permit shall continue
in full force and effect.
(b)

Maintain this permit in effect and enforce its rights under this

permit.
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(c)
Pursue any other remedy now or hereafter available to such
Permittee under the laws or judicial decisions of the State of Alaska.
11.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS.

11 .01 Each Permittee shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances,
rules, regulations, orders, licenses, permits and other requirements, now or hereafter in
effect, of any governmental authority including, but not limited to, matters of health,
safety, sanitation and the environment, to the extent any of the same apply to such
Permittee's actions or to the existence of or the conditions on Permittee's portion of the
Trail within its Area of Control. Each Permittee shall execute and deliver to ARRC
copies of all documents as may be required to effect or to evidence such compliance.
All laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, orders, licenses, and permits required to be
incorporated in agreements of this character are incorporated herein by this reference.
11.02 Unless otherwise specified in this permit, the attachments hereto or
as directed by ARRC, each Permittee shall obtain and pay for all permits, inspections,
licenses and fees and shall furnish all bonds, security or deposits required to construct,
reconstruct, operate and/or maintain the Trail within such Permittee's Area of Control in
accordance with this permit. Each Permittee shall advise ARRC in writing and consult
with ARRC and each other Permittee prior to applying for any permit or other
authorization from, or entering into any agreement with, any governmental authority with
regard to the construction, reconstruction, operation and/or maintenance of the Trail.
11.03 Each Permittee agrees to notify ARRC of any claim, demand or
lawsuit arising out of that Permittee's occupation or use of its portion of the Trail. Upon
ARRC's request, such Permittee will cooperate and assist in the investigation and
litigation of any such claim, demand or lawsuit.
11.04 ARRC makes no specific warranties, expressed or implied,
concerning the condition of the Corridor, including survey, access or suitability for any
use, including those uses authorized by this permit. The Permittees' use of the Corridor
is subject to any and all of the covenants, terms and conditions affecting ARRC' S title to
the Corridor.
12.
LI ENS. Each Permittee shall keep the Corridor free of all liens, pay all
costs for labor and materials arising out of any construction or improvements by that
Permittee on the Corridor, and hold ARRC harmless from liability for any liens, including
costs and attorneys' fees. This provision shall not be interpreted to mean that ARRC in
any way recognizes a liability on its part for any such liens.
13.
ASSIGNMENT. This permit shall not be assigned or in any manner
transferred in whole or in part without the prior written consent of ARRC, except that
responsibilities under this permit may be transferred among the Permittees with
notification to ARRC. This shall not be construed to impair or prevent the carrying out
by public agencies of responsibilities not inconsistent with the operation and policies of
ARRC relative to reconstruction, maintenance or control of the Trail.
Palmer to Sutton Trail
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14.
NOTICES. Any notice permitted or required to be given hereunder shall
be in writing and either delivered by hand, sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, or sent by telefax with confirmed delivery:
If to ARRC, at

ALASKA RAILROAD CORPORATION
P.O. Box 107500
Anchorage, Alaska 99510-7500
Attn: Director, Real Estate
Telephone: 265-2617
Fax: 265-2450

If to DNR, at

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Southcentral Region
550 West Seventh Avenue, Suite 900 C
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3577
Attn: Regional Manager
Telephone: 269-8503
Fax: 269-8913

If to the City, at

CITY OF PALMER
231 West Evergreen Avenue
Palmer, Alaska 99645
Attn: City Manager
Telephone: 745-3271
Fax: 745-0930

If to the Borough, at

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH
350 East Dahlia
Palmer, Alaska 99645
Attn: Community Development Director
Telephone: 745-9868
Fax: 745-9635

Notice shall be deemed to have been given on the date delivered to the recipient,
regardless of any other date indicated thereon.
15.
NO WAIVER. The failure of ARRC to insist in anyone or more instances
upon the strict performance by any Permittee of any provision or covenant in this permit
shall not be considered as a waiver or relinquishment for the future, and any such
provision or covenant will continue in full force, unless ARRC issues an authorized
written waiver therefrom.
16. VALIDITY OF PARTS. If any provision or covenant of this permit is declared
to be invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining covenants and
provisions will continue in full force.
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17.
HEADINGS AND CAPTIONS. The heading and captions used in this
permit have been inserted solely for convenience of reference and shall not affect, or be
deemed to affect, the meaning of any provision of this permit.
18.
BINDING. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 13 above, this permit
shall be binding on the successors and assigns of any Permittee and ARRC.

19.
INTEGRATION AND MERGER. This permit sets forth all the terms,
conditions, and agreements of the parties and supersedes any previous understandings
or agreements regarding the Trail and the Corridor, whether oral or written. No
modification of this permit is effective unless made in writing and signed by both parties.
20.
GOVERNING LAW. This permit and the rights and obligations of the
parties hereto shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the applicable
laws of the State of Alaska and of the United States of America. No Permittee shall
commence or prosecute any suit, proceeding or claim to enforce the provisions of this
permit, to recover damages for breach or default under this permit, or otherwise arising
under or by reason of this permit, other than in the courts of the State of Alaska. Each
Permittee hereby irrevocably consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of
Alaska with venue laid in the Third Judicial District.
21.
COUNTERPARTS.
This agreement may be signed in several
counterparts, each of which shall be an original, but all of which together shall constitute
the same instrument. Delivery by a party of a signed counterpart, or an execution page
of this agreement by facsimile transmission or a photocopy thereof, shall be as effective
as delivery by it of a manually signed counterpart of this agreement.
ALASKA RAILROAD CORPORATION

+-/_O_J

Dated :_---'1---j:-/_3

((

_
Patrick K. Gamble, President & CEO

STATE OF ALASKA
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Dated:

Palmer to Sutton Trail
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By:
_
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CITY OF PALMER

Dated:

By:

_

_
Thomas Healy, City Manager

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH

Dated:

By

_

_
John Duffy, Borough Manager

Attachments:
Exhibit A - ARRC Right-of-Way, Milepost A-4.94 to A-19
Exhibit B - Standard Specifications
Exhibit C - Supplemental Conditions

STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

)
) ss.
)

day of
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
January, 2003, by Patrick K. Gamble, President and CEO of the Alaska Railroad
Corporation, a public corporation created by Alaska Statute 42.40, on behaif of the
corporation.

Not
Public in and for ~lrSk?
My commission expires:
y1-1-1()_4
STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

_

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ _ day of
January, 2003, by
, the
of State of
Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, on behalf of the same.

Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires:
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_

17.
HEADINGS AND CAPTIONS. The heading and captions used in this
permit have been inserted solely for convenience of reference and shall not affect, or be
deemed to affect, the meaning of any provision of this permit.
18.
BINDING. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 13 above, this permit
shall be binding on the successors and assigns of any Permittee and ARRC.
19.
INTEGRATION AND MERGER. This permit sets forth all the terms,
conditions, and agreements of the parties and supersedes any previous understandings
or agreements regarding the Trail and the Corridor, whether oral or written. No
modification of this permit is effective unless made in writing and signed by both parties.
20.
GOVERNING LAW. This permit and the rights and obligations of the
parties hereto shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the applicable
laws of the State of Alaska and of the United States of America. No Permittee shall
commence or prosecute any suit, proceeding or claim to enforce the provisions of this
permit, to recover damages for breach or default under this permit, or otherwise arising
under or by reason of this permit, other than in the courts of the State of Alaska. Each
Permittee hereby irrevocably consents to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of
Alaska with venue laid in the Third Judicial District.
21.
COUNTERPARTS.
This agreement may be signed in several
counterparts, each of which shall be an original, but all of which together shall constitute
the same instrument. Delivery by a party of a signed counterpart, or an execution page
of this agreement by facsimile transmission or a photocopy thereof, shall be as effective
as delivery by it of a manually signed counterpart of this agreement.

ALASKA RAILROAD CORPORATION

Dated: - - - - - - - - - -

By:

_
Patrick K. Gamble, President & CEO

STATE OF ALASKA
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
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CITY OF PALMER

By:

Dated:- - - - - - - - - -

_
Thomas Healy, City Manager

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH

Dated:

By

----------

_
John Duffy, Borough Manager

Attachments:
Exhibit A - ARRC Right-of-Way, Milepost A-4.94 to A-19
Exhibit B - Standard Specifications
Exhibit C - Supplemental Conditions

STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by Patrick K. Gamble, President and CEO of the Alaska Railroad
Corporation, a public corporation created by Alaska Statute 42.40, on behalf of the
corporation.
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My commission expires:
STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

_

)
) ss.
)

Janua~~~o~;~~~nk,ib:;+~.n~:aR:I:~kn~~:d9,~/y~~::~ ;~l~ --Of-S~:t~ ~~
Alaska,Department of Natural Resources, on behalf of the same.
~';""[~d;e.;;,,~:ti0.;'.1ii;,C,~,~;~~\:;~~

t.

~
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CITY OF PALMER

By: _ _
Thomas Healy, C' y Manager
.t.....::

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH

Dated:

By

----------

_
John Duffy, Borough Manager

Attachments:
Exhibit A - ARRC Right-of-Way, Milepost A-4.94 to A-19
Exhibit B - Standard Specifications
Exhibit C - Supplemental Conditions

STATE OF ALASKA
ss.
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by Patrick K. Gamble, President and CEO of the Alaska Railroad
Corporation, a public corporation created by Alaska Statute 42.40, on behalf of the
corporation.
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My commission expires:

_

STATE OF ALASKA
ss.
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
January, 2003, by
, the
Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, on behalf of the same.

day of
of State of

Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires:
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_

CITY OF PALMER

Dated:

By:

_

_
Thomas Healy, City Manager

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH

By·~£:~~~~

John Duffy?

_

ough Manager

Attachments:
Exhibit A - ARRC Right-of-Way, Milepost A-4.94 to A-19
Exhibit B - Standard Specifications
Exhibit C - Supplemental Conditions

STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by Patrick K. Gamble, President and CEO of the Alaska Railroad
Corporation, a public corporation created by Alaska Statute 42.40, on behalf of the
corporation.
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My commission expires:
STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

_

)
) ss.
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ _ day of
January, 2003, by
, the
of State of
Alaska, Departmerlt of Natural Resources, on behalf of the same.

Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires:
Palmer to Sutton Trail
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01/03/03

_

OF ALASKA
SS.

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
by Thomas Healy, City Manager, of the City of Palmer, a home rule
behalf of the same.
Nota Public in an for Alaska
My Commission expires:

_

OF ALASKA
ss.
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by John Duffy, the Borough Manager of the Matanuska-Susitna
Borough, a second-class Alaska municipality, on behalf of the same.

Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires:

Palmer to Sutton Trail
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_

STATE OF ALASKA

)
) 55.

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by Thomas Healy, City Manager, of the City of Palmer, a home rule
Alaska city, on behalf of the same.
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires:

_

STATE OF ALASKA
ss.
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
day of
January, 2003, by John Duffy, the Borough Manager of the Matanuska-Susitna
Borough, a second-class Alaska municipality, on behalf of the same.

Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission

Palmer to Sutton Trail
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Attachment E: ANCSA 17b
Easement Conveyance

Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53‐56, Moose Creek Canyon
Section 4(f) Evaluation

Appendix B - Avoidance Alternative Cost Estimates
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GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
Proposed Alignment-Bridge with Piers
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
11,775

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway in a nearly straight line across the canyon.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

6,905
4870

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

Moose Creek 1 =
Spans =

725
5

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$9,000.00

56.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,427,000

ft

ASSUMPTIONS:
-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-1.5:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-Deck Bulb-Tee construction

Amount
$504,000
$8,562,000

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE
-ATB

-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGES
-BRIDGE RAILING
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS

301(1)
306(1)
306(2)
401(1A)
401(2)

507(2)
501( )
505(9)
511(1)
517(1)

TON
TON

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON
SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$8.00
$0.00

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00
$450.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

184,623
-120,250

6,683
3,220
353
6,662
353
29,000
1,460
0
2,000
1,150
0

$1,476,987
$0

$133,663
$322,030
$264,819
$799,454
$264,819
$13,050,000
$219,000
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

5,600
0
10

$168,000
$0
$45,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

193,623
40

$387,246
$160,019

600

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (5%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$300,000.00
$3,200,000.00

5.58

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$557,528

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

0.0

6,905
6,180
6,180
6,180

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

0.2

46,033

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
148
153
153

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

43,518
45,063
1,265,355
0.2

42,207

0.2
0.2

45,250
3.5

1,372,123

QUANTITY

lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3

950,000.00
3,046
184,623
6,683
6,662
353
3,220

Near Bridges

90,313

2,637,478

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
200
10

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

0
ROW

88,240
0

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

na

TOTAL:

43,518
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 530X40

29,000

Railing:

1,460
29,000

SIGNALS

$900,000
$900,000
$900,000
$1,500,000
$300,000
$3,200,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,216,607

0

STRIPING

1,742,607

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,742,607
Length
11,775

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

$41,748,000

TOTAL:
CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

0
TOTAL:

$3,132,000
$1,253,000

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

Structures:
x4

$46,133,000

UTILITIES (1%)

LUMP SUM

$500,000

All Req'd

$500,000

ICAP (4.65%)

LUMP SUM

$2,000,000

All Req'd

$2,000,000
$48,700,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC Current Proposed

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

HAP
DEPTH

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS
ITEM

Segment

GRAND TOTAL

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

4,870
4,870
4,870
4,870

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

88,240

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
Asphalt Pathway (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$6,957,863

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

SEGMENT
LENGTH

TOTAL:

$34,789,316

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 1 of 1

5.58

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12

printed on 10/30/2018

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
Proposed Alignment-Longer Bridge with piers
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
11,775

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway in a nearly straight line across the canyon. Extend the bridge to keep embankment outside
of the 4f district.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

6,575
5200

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

Moose Creek 1 =
Spans =

1125
9

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$9,000.00

54.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,427,000

ft

ASSUMPTIONS:
-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-1.5:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-Bridge longer than clear span option to allow room for embankment construction

Amount
$486,000
$8,562,000

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGE DECK BULBED-TEE
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

$8.00
$0.00

180,669
-180,297

$1,445,353
$0

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00

6,516
2,840
356
6,712
356

$130,323
$283,990
$266,800
$805,434
$266,800

SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$450.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

45,000
2,268
0
2,000
1,150
0

$20,250,000
$340,200
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

5,600
0
10

$168,000
$0
$45,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

183,943
38

$367,886
$152,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (5%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$1,100,000.00
$1,100,000.00
$1,100,000.00
$1,900,000.00
$400,000.00
$4,000,000.00

5.58

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$557,528

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

6,575
5,450
5,450
5,450

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
148
153
153

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

38,377
39,740
1,115,888
0.2

45,067

0.2
0.2

48,317
3.5

1,465,100

889,953
2,686
180,669
6,516
6,712
356
2,840

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3

2,580,988

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

88,056

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

0
ROW

88,900
0

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

na

TOTAL:

38,377
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 1125X40

45,000

SIGNALS

$1,100,000
$1,100,000
$1,100,000
$1,900,000
$400,000
$4,000,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:
STRIPING

Railing:

2,129,487

0

1,655,487

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,655,487
Length
11,775

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$3,952,000
$1,581,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

2,268
45,000
3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$58,216,000
LUMP SUM

$600,000

All Req'd

$600,000

LUMP SUM

$2,500,000

All Req'd

$2,500,000
$61,400,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC Main Modified

43,833

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$52,683,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
Asphalt Pathway (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$8,780,417

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (1%)

HAP
DEPTH

88,900

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

5,200
5,200
5,200
5,200

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$43,902,084

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 1 of 4

5.58

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12

printed on 10/30/2018

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
North Shift-Bridge with Piers
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
11,775

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway near current proposed, shifted north to reduce total bridge length over the 4(f) district.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

6,600
5400

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

Moose Creek 1 =
Spans =

740
6

ft

ASSUMPTIONS:
DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$9,000.00

56.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,650,000

-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-1.5:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-increased utilitieis(OH Elctric line needs to be moved) and construction traffic control(alignment closer to existing impacting traffic)
percentage items

Amount
$504,000
$9,900,000

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGE DECK BULBED-TEE
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

$8.00
$0.00

190,490
-10,964

$1,523,920
$0

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00

6,875
3,054
363
6,855
363

$137,498
$305,355
$272,502
$822,648
$272,502

SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$450.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

29,600
1,492
0
2,000
1,150
0

$13,320,000
$223,800
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

5,600
0
10

$168,000
$0
$45,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

193,623
40

$387,246
$160,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (6%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$900,000.00
$1,900,000.00
$400,000.00
$3,400,000.00

5.58

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$557,528

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

6,600
5,860
5,860
5,860

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
148
153
153

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

41,264
42,729
1,199,835
0.2

46,800

0.2
0.2

50,175
3.5

1,521,450

1,226,536.00
2,888
190,490
6,875
6,855
363
3,054

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3

2,721,285

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

92,904

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

0
ROW

90,800
0

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

na

TOTAL:

41,264
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 740X40

29,600

Railing:

1,492
29,600

SIGNALS

$900,000
$900,000
$900,000
$1,900,000
$400,000
$3,400,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,216,607

0

STRIPING

1,742,607

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,742,607
Length
11,775

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$3,346,000
$1,339,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$49,295,000
LUMP SUM

$2,300,000

All Req'd

$2,300,000

LUMP SUM

$2,100,000

All Req'd

$2,100,000
$53,700,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC Main North Shift

44,000

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$44,610,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
Asphalt Pathway (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$7,434,954

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (5%)

HAP
DEPTH

90,800

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$37,174,768

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 2 of 4

5.58

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12

printed on 10/30/2018

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
South Shift-Bridge with Piers
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
14,210

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway Near the mouth of moose creek canyon. Assume 1 west bound climbing lane will be
required. Span entire 4f district with piers intruding

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

9,710
4500

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

4f Bridge=
Moose Creek 1 =
Moose Ceek 2 =
Spans =

690
140
140
5

ft
ft
ft
ASSUMPTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$5,000.00

60.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,662,524

-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-2:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge

Amount

-Increased traffic control due to deep cuts under the existing road

$300,000
$9,975,144

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGES DBT
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON
SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$8.00
$5.00

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00
$400.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

218,030
677,836

7,961
7,768
412
7,832
437
47,080
1,940
0
2,000
1,150
0

$1,744,243
$3,389,180

$159,223
$776,826
$308,788
$939,824
$327,682
$18,832,000
$291,000
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

3,000
0
12

$90,000
$0
$54,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

193,623
40

$387,246
$160,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (7%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$1,200,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$500,000.00
$4,600,000.00

6.73

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$672,822

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

9,710
9,020
9,020
9,020

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
151
5.3
153

63,516
1,846,845
0.2

39,000

0.2

39,375

0.2

41,813
3.5

1,267,875

1,924,729.00
7,202
218,030
7,961
7,832
437
7,768
412
0

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
% of ATB
lb/ft3

107,583

3,114,720

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

65,771

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

ROW
103,733
0

na

TOTAL:

102,891
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
4f
690X52
Moose creek 1 140X40
moose creek 2 140X40

35,880
5,600
5,600

Railing:

1,940
47,080

SIGNALS

$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
$3,000,000
$500,000
$4,600,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,216,607

0

STRIPING

1,742,607

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,742,607
Length
14,210

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$4,526,000
$1,811,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$66,677,000
LUMP SUM

$700,000

All Req'd

$700,000

LUMP SUM

$2,900,000

All Req'd

$2,900,000
$70,300,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC South

64,733

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$60,340,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
AC Oil (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$10,056,550

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (1%)

HAP
DEPTH

103,733

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$50,282,748

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 1 of 1

6.73

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12

printed on 3/8/2019

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
North Alternative- Bridge with Piers
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
17,935

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway north of the Moose Creek Recreation Site.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

13,435
4500

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

4f Bridge=
Spans =

STRUCTURES (feet)

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

530
4

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$5,000.00

70.00

203(3)

CY

$8.00

2,294,790

ft

ASSUMPTIONS:
-some rock ex may be needed. Unit price 203(3) increased by 2$/CY to reflect
-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C

Amount

-increased construction traffic control(alignment closer to existing impacting traffic) percentage item.

$350,000
$18,358,320

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGE DBT
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON
SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$8.00
$0.00

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00
$450.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

273,634
-189,237

10,055
9,874
523
9,707
542
21,200
1,068
0
2,000
8,004
0

$2,189,071
$0

$201,094
$987,351
$392,472
$1,164,816
$406,646
$9,540,000
$160,200
$0
$100,000
$520,260
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

1,000
0
4

$30,000
$0
$18,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

364,696
75

$729,391
$301,401

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (6%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$1,100,000.00
$1,100,000.00
$1,100,000.00
$2,400,000.00
$400,000.00
$4,300,000.00

8.49

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$849,197

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

13,435
12,905
12,905
12,905

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

0.8
14.0

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
151
5.3
153

90,873
2,642,307
0.2

39,000

0.2

39,902

0.2

41,775
3.5

1,266,748

1,531,856.00
9,154
273,634
10,055
9,707
542
9,874
523
0

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
% of ATB
lb/ft3

135,875

3,909,055

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

94,099

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

ROW
128,567
0

na

TOTAL:

130,775
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 530X40

21,200

Railing:

1,068
21,200

SIGNALS

$1,100,000
$1,100,000
$1,100,000
$2,400,000
$400,000
$4,300,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

3,756,260

0

STRIPING

3,282,260

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 3,282,260
Length
17,935

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$4,203,000
$1,682,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

1
4
1,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$61,923,000
LUMP SUM

$600,000

All Req'd

$600,000

LUMP SUM

$2,700,000

All Req'd

$2,700,000
$65,300,000

1,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC North

89,567

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$56,038,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
AC Oil (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$9,339,644

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (1%)

HAP
DEPTH

128,567

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

4,500
4,496
4,496
4,496

0.75

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$46,698,221

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 1 of 1

8.49

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

1
4
4

printed on 3/7/2019

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
Proposed Alignment-Clear Span Bridge
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
11,775

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway in a nearly straight line across the canyon. Extend the bridge to keep embankment outside
of the 4f district.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

6,575
5200

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

Moose Creek 1 =
Spans =

1000
1

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$9,000.00

54.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,427,000

ft*

ASSUMPTIONS:
-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-1.5:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-Bridge extended by 375 ft to clear historic district
*1000' maximum suggested span

Amount
$486,000
$8,562,000

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGE STEEL TIED ARCH
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

$8.00
$0.00

182,461
-180,297

$1,459,686
$0

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00

6,584
2,905
356
6,712
356

$131,672
$290,504
$266,800
$805,434
$266,800

SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$1,250.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

40,000
2,002
0
2,000
1,150
0

$50,000,000
$300,300
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

5,600
0
10

$168,000
$0
$45,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

183,943
38

$367,886
$152,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (5%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$2,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$3,600,000.00
$800,000.00
$7,500,000.00

5.58

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$557,528

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

6,575
5,575
5,575
5,575

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
148
153
153

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

39,257
40,651
1,141,481
0.2

45,067

0.2
0.2

48,317
3.5

1,465,100

889,953
2,748
182,461
6,584
6,712
356
2,905

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3

2,606,581

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

88,968

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

0
ROW

88,900
0

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

na

TOTAL:

39,257
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 530X40

40,000

Railing:

2,002
40,000

SIGNALS

$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$3,600,000
$800,000
$7,500,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,129,487

0

STRIPING

1,655,487

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,655,487
Length
11,775

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$7,375,000
$2,950,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$108,647,000
LUMP SUM

$1,000,000

All Req'd

$1,000,000

LUMP SUM

$4,600,000

All Req'd

$4,600,000
$114,300,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC Main Modified

43,833

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$98,322,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
Asphalt Pathway (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$16,386,876

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (1%)

HAP
DEPTH

88,900

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

5,200
5,200
5,200
5,200

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$81,934,379

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 2 of 5

5.58

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12

printed on 10/30/2018

GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
North Shift-Clear Span Bridge
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
11,775

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway near current proposed, shifted north to reduce total bridge length over the 4(f) district.

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

6,600
5400

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

Moose Creek 1 =
Spans =

740
1

ft

ASSUMPTIONS:
DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$9,000.00

56.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,650,000

-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-1.5:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-increased utilitieis(OH Elctric line needs to be moved) and construction traffic control(alignment closer to existing impacting traffic)
percentage items
-Bridge unit cost estimated based on length

Amount
$504,000
$9,900,000

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGE STEEL TIED ARCH
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

$8.00
$0.00

190,490
-10,964

$1,523,920
$0

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00

6,875
3,054
363
6,855
363

$137,498
$305,355
$272,502
$822,648
$272,502

SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$1,000.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

29,600
1,482
0
2,000
1,150
0

$29,600,000
$222,300
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

5,600
0
10

$168,000
$0
$45,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

193,623
40

$387,246
$160,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (6%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$1,400,000.00
$1,400,000.00
$1,400,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$500,000.00
$5,300,000.00

5.58

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$557,528

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

6,600
5,860
5,860
5,860

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
148
153
153

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

41,264
42,729
1,199,835
0.2

46,800

0.2
0.2

50,175
3.5

1,521,450

1,226,536.00
2,888
190,490
6,875
6,855
363
3,054

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3

2,721,285

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

92,904

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

0
ROW

90,800
0

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

na

TOTAL:

41,264
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
Moose creek 1 530X40

29,600

Railing:

1,482
29,600

SIGNALS

$1,400,000
$1,400,000
$1,400,000
$3,000,000
$500,000
$5,300,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,216,607

0

STRIPING

1,742,607

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,742,607
Length
11,775

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$5,225,000
$2,090,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$76,979,000
LUMP SUM

$3,500,000

All Req'd

$3,500,000

LUMP SUM

$3,300,000

All Req'd

$3,300,000
$83,800,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC Main North Shift

44,000

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$69,664,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
Asphalt Pathway (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$11,610,654

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (5%)

HAP
DEPTH

90,800

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$58,053,268

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 3 of 5

5.58

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12
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GLENN HIGHWAY, MOOSE CREEK CANYON
South Shift- Clear Span Bridge
COST ESTIMATE

Two-Lane Roadway =
Length =

TYPICAL SECTION

STRUCTURAL SECTION (inches)

Asphalt =

2

ATB=

2

Crushed Aggregate Base Course =
Borrow "A" =
2 lane section
3 lane section

SEGMENTS (feet)

8-12-12-8
14,210

DESCRIPTION:

Construct Glenn Highway Near the mouth of moose creek canyon. Assume 1 west bound climbing lane will be
required. Span entire 4f district with piers intruding

ft

2
42

in
in
in
in

9,710
4500

ft
ft
AutoCAD Inputs

STRUCTURES (feet)

4f Bridge=
Moose Creek 1 =
Moose Ceek 2 =
Spans =

690
140
140
1 each

ft
ft
ft
ASSUMPTIONS:

DESCRIPTION
CLEARING and GRUBBING
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION

ITEM No

Pay Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

201(3A)

ACRE

$5,000.00

60.00

203(3)

CY

$6.00

1,662,524

-25% of unclassified ex will not be useable as select C
-2:1 cut slopes on the west side of the bridge
-Increased traffic control due to deep cuts under the existing road
-Bridge unit cost estimated based on length

Amount
$300,000
$9,975,144

TYPICAL
SECTION
WIDTH

SEGMENT
EMBANKMENT
- BORROW A
- BORROW C

203(5A)
203(5B)

STRUCTURAL SECTION
-CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE

301(1)
-ATB
306(1)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
306(2)
-HOT MIX ASPHALT, Type II, Class A
401(1A)
-ASPHALT CEMENT, Grade 52-28
401(2)
STRUCTURES
-BRIDGES DBT
-BRIDGE STEEL TIED ARCH
-BRIDGE RAILING
507(2)
-REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS
501( )
-SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS
505(9)
-MSE RETAINING WALLS
511(1)
-SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS
517(1)

TON
TON

TON
TON
TON
TON
TON

$8.00
$5.00

$20.00
$100.00
$750.00
$120.00
$750.00

218,030
677,836

7,961
7,768
412
7,832
437

$1,744,243
$3,389,180

$159,223
$776,826
$308,788
$939,824
$327,682

SF
SF
FT
SY
SF
SF
SF

$450.00
$1,000.00
$150.00
$500.00
$50.00
$65.00
$225.00

11,200
27,600
1,940
0
2,000
1,150
0

$5,040,000
$27,600,000
$291,000
$0
$100,000
$74,750
$0

GUARDRAIL
CONCRETE BARRIER
END-SECTIONS (ET-2000)

606(1)
614(1)
606(11)

FT
FT
EACH

$30.00
$100.00
$4,500.00

3,000
0
12

$90,000
$0
$54,000

TOPSOIL
SEEDING

620(1)
618(1)

SY
ACRE

$2.00
$4,000.00

193,623
40

$387,246
$160,019

PAVEMENT MARKINGS and SIGNING

DRAINAGE MEASURES (3%)
EROSION and POLLUTION (3%)
SURVEYING (3%)
CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL (7%)
CONTRACTOR FURNISHED (1%)
MOBILIZATION (10%)

600

641(
642(
643(
644(
640(

LANE-MILE

)
)
)
)
)

LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM
LUMP SUM

$100,000.00

$1,600,000.00
$1,600,000.00
$1,600,000.00
$4,100,000.00
$600,000.00
$6,200,000.00

6.73

All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd
All Req'd

SUBTOTAL

$672,822

Main highway 2 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

40
41.5
43.00
44.50

Main highway 3 lane section
Pavement
ATB
Base Course
Borrow A

52
52.5
55.00
66.50

SEGMENT
LENGTH

0.0

9,710
9,020
9,020
9,020

0.75

0.8
14.0
0.0

CAB
DEPTH

140
140
140
148
151
5.3
151
5.3
153

63,516
1,846,845
0.2

39,000

0.2

39,375

0.2

41,813
3.5

1,267,875

1,924,729.00
7,202
218,030
7,961
7,832
437
7,768
412
0

lb/ft
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
lb/ft3
% of HAP
lb/ft3
% of ATB
lb/ft3

107,583

3,114,720

SHEET PILE RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height
Near Bridges
200
10

QUANTITY

3

SF
Acres
20,000$/Acre

TOTAL
ATB
(ft3)

65,771

TOTAL:
SOIL NAIL RETAINING WALLS (SF)
Location
Length
Height

ROW
103,733
0

na

TOTAL:

102,891
Face
2,000
0
0
0
2,000
Face
0
0
0
0
0

STRUCTURES (SF)

0
4f
690X40
Moose creek 1 140X40
moose creek 2 140X40

27,600
5,600
5,600

Railing:

1,940
38,800

SIGNALS

$1,600,000
$1,600,000
$1,600,000
$4,100,000
$600,000
$6,200,000

0
TOPSOIL and SEEDING (SF)
From Model

TOTAL:

2,216,607

0

STRIPING

1,742,607

TOTAL:

TOTAL: 1,742,607
Length
14,210

Lanes
3

Structures:
x4
x250 LF

IRRIGATION (LF)
TOTAL:

$6,129,000
$2,452,000

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (7.5%)
ENVIRONMENTAL and PERMITTING (3%)

PROJECT SUBTOTAL

GUARDRAIL (LF)
1

3
12
3,000

0
TOTAL:
Structures:
x4

$90,290,000
LUMP SUM

$900,000

All Req'd

$900,000

LUMP SUM

$3,800,000

All Req'd

$3,800,000
$95,000,000

3,000

NOISE BARRIER (SF)

TOTAL:

Glenn Hwy @ MC South

64,733

TOTAL
BORROW A
(ft3)

$81,709,000

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

0.2

TOTAL
CAB
(ft3)

3.5

FACTOR

Select Material Type C (tons)
Select Material Type B (tons)
Select Material Type A (tons)
Crushed Aggregate Base Course (tons)
HAP SMA (tons)
AC Oil (tons)
ATB
AC Oil (tons)
Asphalt Median (tons)

$13,618,150

ICAP (4.65%)

TOTAL
HAP
(ft3)

0.2

TABLE of ESTIMATING FACTORS

Segment

UTILITIES (1%)

HAP
DEPTH

103,733

ITEM

SUMMARY
HAP SMA (ft3):
Jersey Barrier (LF):
C&G Expressway (LF):
C&G Mountable (LF):
Pathway (ft3):
Median (ft3)
Sidewalk (CY):

ATB
DEPTH

0.2

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

0.8
14.0

BORROW A
DEPTH

TOTAL:

$68,090,748

CONTINGENCY (20%)

SIDE
SLOPE
WIDTH

Page 4 of 5

6.73

SF

0

END-SECTIONS
1
TOTAL:

3
12
12
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Appendix C - Coordination per 23 CFR 774.13(g)
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
1689 C Street, Suite 119
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-5126

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL, NO HARD COPY TO FOLLOW

9043.1
ER 19/0298
PEP/ANC

August 14, 2019

Matt Deitrick
Statewide NEPA Manager
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
5800 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99507-1286
Subject: Section 4(f) Evaluation for the Glenn Highway Reconstruction Milepost (MP) 53-56,
Moose Creek Canyon, Alaska
Dear Mr. Deitrick:
The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) has reviewed the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities’ (DOT&PF) Section 4(f) Evaluation for the Glenn Highway
Reconstruction MP 53-56, Moose Creek Canyon. We offer the following comments, which are
based on authorities found in Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 and
the National Environmental Protection Act of 1970.
Section 4(f) Evaluation Comments
The Section 4(f) evaluation identifies adverse effects to 4(f) properties, which DOT&PF, with
the concurrence of the Alaska State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), has determined to be
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. The DOI concurs that there is no feasible
and prudent alternative that completely avoids the use of Section 4(f) properties in the project
area. The DOI also concurs that the build alternative identified in the 1993 Glenn Highway MP
35-109 Environmental Analysis and Finding of No Significant Impact is an acceptable
alternative, given that DOT&PF has identified appropriate mitigation measures for adverse
effects to the Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and the surface depression
archaeological sites.
Summary Comments
Provided that all mitigation measures to minimize harm are implemented in accordance with the
terms of the Memorandum of Agreement with the SHPO, the DOI has no objection to Section
4(f) approval of the DOT&PF proposed alignment.

2
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Section 4(f) evaluation. If you have
any questions regarding these comments, please contact Brooke Merrell with the DOI’s National
Park Service at 907-644-3397 or brooke_merrell@nps.gov.
Sincerely,

Philip Johnson
Regional Environmental Officer - Alaska

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cochon, Grace
Dietrick, Matthew V (DOT)
Re: [EXTERNAL] Alaska DOT&PF Section 4f Evaluation Review
Monday, July 08, 2019 3:30:42 PM

Hi Matt,
I was able to download the files and will pass this on to our HQ and our bureaus within DOI.
Thank you very much!
Grace
-Grace Cochon
Regional Environmental Protection Specialist
U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
1689 C Street, Suite 119
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Work: 907-271-5011
Cell: 907-227-3781
Fax: 907-271-5930

On Mon, Jul 8, 2019 at 3:18 PM Dietrick, Matthew V (DOT) <matthew.dietrick@alaska.gov>
wrote:
Hi Grace, Hopefully a ZendTo file delivery email came through recently. Below is a copy of
the link that should be shareable with other folks for downloading the files. It comes with a
claim ID and passcode that I don’t think will be necessary, but am including just in case.

https://drop.state.ak.us/drop/pickup.php?
claimID=B8VYBkNXgi7QVTAw&claimPasscode=5x83aYWCKAV5nhXH

Claim ID: B8VYBkNXgi7QVTAw
Claim Passcode: 5x83aYWCKAV5nhXH

There are four files available for download:

1.       Moose Creek Ind 4f Evaluation Draft for Circulation
a.       PDF file with a transmittal memo and copy of the evaluation document
2.       Figures

a.       Figures to accompany the document
3.       Appendix A - Section 4f Consultation with NEPA Mgr
a.       Documentation of need for the evaluation document and applicability
determinations for other resources in the project area
4.       Appendix B - Avoidance Alternative Cost Estimates
a.       Cost estimates for the various avoidance alternatives considered in the
evaluation

Please let me know if reviewers have any questions or need additional materials.

Best
Matt

Matt Dietrick
DOT&PF NEPA Program Manager
269-6229

MEMORANDUM

State of Alaska
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities
Statewide Design & Engineering Services Division

TO:

U.S. Department of Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance

DATE:

TELEPHONE
NO:
FROM:

Matt Dietrick
Statewide NEPA Manager

SUBJECT:

July 8, 2019

269-6229
Section 4(f)
Evaluation for
Review

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has assumed the
responsibilities of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in accordance with 23 USC 327
and has prepared a Section 4(f) evaluation to address a proposed project “use” of a historic
resource.
In accordance with 23 CFR 774.5(a), DOT&PF is providing a draft of the evaluation for the
Department of the Interior to review and provide comments. The regulation directs FHWA
(DOT&PF, per their assumption of FHWA responsibilities under 23 USC 327) to provide 45
days for receipt of comments. Please ensure comments are delivered by August 23, 2019.
Comments on the evaluation should be delivered to Matt Dietrick, DOT&PF Statewide NEPA
Manager at:
• matthew.dietrick@alaska.gov
• 5800 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99507-1286
• 907-269-6229

“Keep Alaska Moving through service and infrastructure”

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by the applicable Federal environmental laws for this project are being, or
have been carried out by the DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated November 3, 2017, and executed
by FHWA and DOT&PF.

MEMORANDUM

State of Alaska
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities
Statewide Design & Engineering Services Division

TO:

Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Alaska Office of History & Archaeology
State Historic Preservation Officer
Attn: Mark Rollins

DATE:

TELEPHONE
NO:
FROM:

Matt Dietrick
Statewide NEPA Manager

SUBJECT:

July 12, 2019

269-6229
Section 4(f)
Evaluation for
Review

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has assumed the
responsibilities of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in accordance with 23 USC 327
and has prepared a Section 4(f) evaluation to address a proposed project “use” of a historic
resource.
In accordance with 23 CFR 774.5(a), DOT&PF is providing a draft of the evaluation for the
State Historic Preservation Officer (official with jurisdiction) to review and provide comments.
The regulation directs FHWA (DOT&PF, per their assumption of FHWA responsibilities under
23 USC 327) to provide 45 days for receipt of comments. Please ensure comments are
delivered by August 27, 2019.
Comments on the evaluation should be delivered to Matt Dietrick, DOT&PF Statewide NEPA
Manager at:
• matthew.dietrick@alaska.gov
• 5800 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99507-1286
• 907-269-6229

“Keep Alaska Moving through service and infrastructure”

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by the applicable Federal environmental laws for this project are being, or
have been carried out by the DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated November 3, 2017, and executed
by FHWA and DOT&PF.

Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56, Moose Creek Canyon
Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation
Project No.: State - Z580130000 Federal - 0A15025

Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Central Region
PO Box 196900
Anchorage, AK 99519
July 2019
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by the applicable Federal environmental laws for this project
are being, or have been carried out by the DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated
November 3, 2017, and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
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1

Introduction

1.1 – Overview of Section 4(f)
Section 4(f) is a federal environmental protection statute specific to U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) projects. It requires any proposed transportation use of land from
certain public parks, recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public or private historic
sites that are on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), be avoided, if
avoidance is feasible and prudent, before any USDOT funding or approvals can be granted.
Additionally, a full evaluation of measures to minimize harm to that property must be made and
documented.
Section 4(f) refers to the original section within the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of
1966 which established the requirement for consideration of park and recreational lands, wildlife
and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites in transportation project development. The law, now
codified in 23 United States Code (USC) 138 and 49 USC 303, is implemented by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) through 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 774.
Pursuant to 23 USC 327 and the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Alaska
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) and the FHWA, DOT&PF is
responsible for Section 4(f) approvals under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
Because DOT&PF assumed FHWA’s Section 4(f) approval responsibilities, the term
“Administration” must be read as “DOT&PF” in the Section 4(f) requirements of the FHWA
regulations. These regulations (23 CFR 774.3[a & b]) state:
The Administration may not approve the use, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, of Section
4(f) property unless a determination is made under paragraph (a) or (b) of this section.
(a) The Administration determines that:
(1) There is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, as defined in 23 CFR
774.17, to the use of land from the property; and
(2) The action includes all possible planning, as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, to
minimize harm to the property resulting from such use; or
(b) The Administration determines that the use of the property, including any measure(s)
to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement
measures) committed to by the applicant, will have a de minimis impact, as defined in 23
CFR 774.17, on the property.
The terms “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” and “all possible planning” are fully
defined in 23 CFR 774.17 and summarized below:
Feasible and prudent avoidance alternative
1. Avoids use of any Section 4(f) property;
2. Is feasible to be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment;
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3. Does not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweighs
the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property.
All possible planning
1. With regard to public parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges,
the measures may include (but are not limited to): design modifications or design
goals; replacement of land or facilities of comparable value and function; or
monetary compensation to enhance the remaining property or to mitigate the
adverse impacts of the project in other ways.
2. With regard to historic sites, the measures normally serve to preserve the historic
activities, features, or attributes of the site as agreed by the Administration and the
official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) resource in accordance with the
consultation process under 36 CFR part 800.

1.2 – Project History
The proposed project is a section of the larger Glenn Highway Milepost (MP) 35-109 project that
was analyzed in an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) approved by the FHWA on January 5, 1993. The 1993 EA/FONSI evaluated two
alternatives for the MP 53-56 section of the Glenn Highway, the No Build and Preferred, and
identified one Section 4(f) resource therein, the Moose Creek Campground. A use of the resource
was not identified. Because the EA/FONSI covered 74 miles, it was impractical to reconstruct
the entire facility at one time and project design and construction has been done in sections. The
MP 53-56 section is one of the last remaining from the document and in order to move the
project forward it was necessary to review the project area for changes in the presence of Section
4(f) resources since 1993. Further review found several additional Section 4(f) resources in the
project area, one of which would experience a use. Section 3 of this evaluation provides in-depth
descriptions of the identification efforts and resources.

1.3 – Purpose for this Individual Evaluation
Because NEPA processing for this project is already complete, Question 26B of the 2012 FHWA
Policy Paper and 23 CFR 774.9(c) are applicable because the Section 4(f) resources were
discovered after approval of the FONSI. Per these sources, separate Section 4(f) approvals are
required after a FONSI is processed if the Administration (DOT&PF under the 327 MOU)
determines Section 4(f) applies to the use of a property. Determinations of applicability and use
for the newly discovered resources were done with the DOT&PF Statewide NEPA Manager and
in accordance with Chapter 8 of the DOT&PF Environmental Procedures Manual. This
consultation found that one of the Section 4(f) resources discovered after processing of the
FONSI would be used and that Section 4(f) applies. Sections 3 and 4 of this evaluation describe
the Section 4(f) resources in the project area and how the project impacts them. The DOT&PF
Statewide NEPA Manager determined that an individual evaluation of the project’s impacts on
Section 4(f) resources is required because:
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•

•
•

Project impacts do not fit the definition of de minimis
o The affected resource requiring Section 4(f) approval is historic and the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concurred there would be an adverse effect
to the resource
No exceptions to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR 774.13 fit the situation
None of the programmatic evaluations are appropriate

A general outline for the process followed in preparing this evaluation is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify Section 4(f) properties
Identify possible “use” by the Preferred alternative
Determine if any exceptions to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR 774.13 are applicable
Determine if the use is de minimis
Identify feasible and prudent alternatives that would avoid all Section 4(f) properties
Address minimization of harm and least overall harm as appropriate
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2

Project Information

2.1 – Proposed Action
The proposed project follows the preferred alignment approved by the FHWA in the 1993
EA/FONSI for the Glenn Highway MP 35 to MP 109 project (Figure 3-1). The project includes
the following activities:
 Realign the Glenn Highway between MP 53-56 to meet current National Highway
System (NHS) standards
o An uphill, westbound passing lane will be provided that begins on the west side of
the new bridge
 Construct a new bridge over Moose Creek approximately 2,800 feet downstream of the
existing bridge
o The western bridge approach of the alignment includes cuts up to 100 feet deep
with 2:1 slopes and benches starting near Buffalo Mine Road
o The eastern bridge approach includes 2:1 fill embankment up to 100 feet tall with
guardrail
o The new bridge will be approximately 80 feet high and 725 feet long
 Remove the existing Moose Creek Bridge and construct cul-de-sacs on the existing
alignment on each side of the bridge
 Construction of connector roads between the existing and proposed new alignment on the
east and west sides of the new bridge to maintain existing access to adjacent property
 Upgrade East Moose Creek Circle to Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB) standards to
provide adjacent property access
 Construction of new driveways for residents with existing access on the north side of the
Glenn Highway east of Buffalo Mine Road
 Relocate and upgrade the existing weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensor at MP 53.5 to MP 52.7
 Establish staging areas for construction equipment
o Possible location is the existing field just north of the realigned roadway at the top
of the bluff on the west side of Moose Creek
 Conduct geotechnical testing as needed at multiple locations in the revised right-of-way
(ROW)
 Maintain connectivity of an Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 17(b)
easement.

2.2 – Purpose and Need
The purpose of the project is to provide a safe highway meeting current highway design
standards and to provide an acceptable 20-year level of service for anticipated traffic in the
design year. Steep grades and extreme curvature characterize the existing Glenn Highway project
segment. These features frequently result in substantial vehicle speed reductions and reduce
travel efficiency. The sharp curves also reduce sight distance for drivers and make it difficult to
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identify upcoming hazards. A road cut on the west side of Moose Creek has resulted in excessive
and uncontrollable erosion that requires perpetual attention from DOT&PF maintenance to
ensure the road remains passable.
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3

Section 4(f) Resources

3.1 – Identification Efforts
Preparation of this Section 4(f) Evaluation involved investigation of all parks, recreation areas,
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic and archaeological properties in the project area.
The focus was on those that could be affected by project alignments and their proposed ROW.
Review of the project area was done via:
 Site visits
 MSB planning websites and parcel information mappers
 Local, state, and federal parks and wildlife websites
 Communication with local land managers
 Consultation with the SHPO and other consulting parties under Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act
o In accordance with 23 CFR 774.11(e), only those properties identified on
or eligible for listing on the NRHP were evaluated for use under Section
4(f)
o Consultation included preparation of a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) that outlines measures to mitigate adverse impacts to historic
properties
o Additional information on the consultation efforts is included with the
reevaluation document.
Once the review was complete, information on all possible Section 4(f) resources with potential
to be affected by the project was submitted to the DOT&PF Statewide NEPA Manager with
information on the resource, proposed applicability, determination of use, and proposed Section
4(f) processing mechanism. The NEPA Manager responded with their concurrence. The
consultation was conducted in accordance with Chapter 8 of the DOT&PF Environmental
Procedures Manual and a copy is provided in Appendix A.
A list of the Section 4(f) resources within or adjacent to the proposed project area is presented in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 identifies resources near the project area that are outside the proposed
project’s area of effect for Section 4(f) resources, but were considered during development of
possible avoidance alternatives.

3.2 – Descriptions of Section 4(f) Resources
All Section 4(f) resources identified within or adjacent to the proposed project area are included
in this section and shown on Figure 3-1. Only one of them, the Moose Creek Railways and Coal
Chute Historic District (ANC-03275), would experience a use and is thus the focus of this
evaluation. The exceptions to Section 4(f) approval stated at 23 CFR 774.13(g) and 23 CFR
774.13(b) apply to the Moose Creek Campground and the Moose Creek Surface Depression
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Archaeological sites (ANC-03329, -03330, -03331, -03332) respectively. The evaluation of
possible avoidance alternatives relies upon locations of all Section 4(f) resources within and
adjacent to the proposed project and thus they are discussed here.

3.2.1 Moose Creek Campground
Resource Type: Public Campground and Recreation Area
Size: 40.85 acres, approximately 10 of which support developed facilities
Location: North side of Glenn Highway at approximate MP 54.5. The campground is
situated on either side of Moose Creek just upstream from where it flows
under the Glenn Highway.
Ownership: Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR)
Management: Due to funding limitations, the ADNR granted management authority of the
campground to the Matanuska-Susitna Borough (MSB). The MSB has in turn
assigned management responsibilities to the Chickaloon Village Traditional
Council (CVTC). Although CVTC is a private organization, access and use of
the campground is managed for the public. Language contained in the
management agreements between the ADNR and MSB, and MSB and CVTC
is clear that the campground is to be managed strictly for public use and any
fees charged shall be in accordance with the costs to operate and maintain the
facility. Management is not to be for profit.
Facilities: Restrooms, covered shelters, picnic areas, trash receptacles, camping areas,
and parking for hiking trails in the area.
Access: Primarily by motorized transportation given its location several miles from
the nearest population center. However, users of the Palmer-Moose Creek
Railroad Trail would access the campground via non-motorized means and it
is possible that other users may access the area using other non-motorized
modes.
Use: Use is generally during spring/summer/fall when there is no snow on the
ground. Usual activities include camping, hiking, picnicking, and respite
stops for travelers of the Glenn Highway. The area also provides legal
parking for access to the Palmer-Moose Creek Railroad Trail (discussed in
Appendix A).
Relationship to Almost all land surrounding the campground is privately owned and there is
Similar Lands little relationship between the campground and surrounding land, except for
in the Vicinity: the area’s parking availability for users of the Palmer-Moose Creek Railroad
Trail.
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Criterion D: Potential to yield information important in prehistory or history
The activities that took place at the mouth of Moose Creek yielded more material remains
than just the rails and the chute discussed above. The district also includes associated
debris scattered to either side of the rails and chute for at least 30 meters. The Moose
Creek Railways and Coal Chute District has potential to yield information important to
our understanding of the development of coal industry and the movement of people and
goods in the Matanuska Valley and Alaska in the early twentieth century.

3.2.3 Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites (ANC-03329, -03330,
-03331, -03332)
Resource Type: Four prehistoric to historic-era surface depression sites
Eligibility Status: Sites determined eligible for listing on the NRHP under criterion D by
the DOT&PF with SHPO concurrence on June 14, 2016 (see below
for additional information)
Ownership: All sites are located on privately owned land
Location: East and west side of Moose Creek. Exact locations are not described
or depicted due to the restricted locational nature of these resources.
These sites may be cache pits associated with subsistence activities performed seasonally by the
Dena’ina and Ahtna peoples of the region who harvested salmon on Moose Creek, named
“Grandmother’s Creek,” e.g. Chida’qetnu in Dena’ina or Tsidek’etna in Ahtna. ANC-3329
through ANC-3332 are eligible for listing on the NRHP under Criterion D for their capacity to
yield information important for understanding Ahtna and Dena’ina culture and lifeways. Due to
restrictions on releasing locations of these resources, their exact locations are not shown on the
figures.
NRHP Eligibility


Criterion D: Potential to yield information important in prehistory or history
These sites were determined significant under Criterion D because each has the potential
to reveal important information about traditional use of this area of the Matanuska Valley
by both the Ahtna and Dena’ina. They could be used to gain knowledge about traditional
occupation and seasonal subsistence patterns. Study of these depressions could answer
questions about the exploitation of local salmon resources and when and how long this
area was occupied or utilized, and they could be used to examine continuity and change
in Ahtna and/or Dena’ina culture. Phytolith samples could reveal if these depressions
were used as cache pits, as grass was reportedly used to line the bottom of the cache pits
and was used to layer the fish. Additional testing would also help determine if any of
these depressions may have been used for some other purpose.
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3.3 – Other Section 4(f) Resource Considerations in Project Area
The Katie Wade Homestead (ANC-03080) is an additional Section 4(f) resource near the project
area that was important to this evaluation. The resource is a historic property eligible for the
NRHP, but it lies outside the Section 106 Area of Potential Effect (APE) for the proposed project
and there would be no Section 4(f) use with the preferred alternative. Its location however
(Figure 3-1) is such that it was considered when identifying possible avoidance alternatives.
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4

Impact of the Preferred Alternative

4.1 – Overview of Impacts
Only two alternatives were carried forward for consideration in the 1993 EA/FONSI, the Build
and No Build. The No Build would not impact Section 4(f) resources. The Build alternative is
shown on Figure 3-1 and would impact Section 4(f) resources as described in Table 4.1. The
build alternative would impact the following Section 4(f) resources:
•
•
•

Moose Creek Campground
Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites (ANC-03329 through -03332)
Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275)

Table 4.1 – Section 4(f) Impacts
Resource
Moose Creek
Campground

Moose Creek Surface
Depression
Archaeological Sites
(ANC-03329, -03330,
-03331, -03332,)
Moose Creek
Railways and Coal
Chute Historic District
(ANC-03275)

Impact
As mitigation for the project’s finding of
adverse effect under Section 106, a
series of interpretive signs connected
by a pedestrian trail will be constructed
within the campground.
Sites would be disturbed to construct
the road embankment and bridge
abutments, and then buried beneath the
road embankment. This results in a
finding of adverse effect under Section
106.
Contributing elements of the historic
district would be destroyed, damaged,
or buried beneath the road
embankment and bridge abutments.
This results in a finding of adverse
effect under Section 106.

Section 4(f) Determination
Excepted from Section 4(f)
approval per 23 CFR 774.13(g)*

Excepted from Section 4(f)
approval per 23 CFR 774.13(b)*

Use – Project would permanently
incorporate land from several of the
contributing elements to the historic
district, individual evaluation
required.*

*See consultation with Statewide NEPA Manager in Appendix A.

4.2 – Historic District
The Railways and Coal Chute Historic District (ANC-03275) would be impacted by the
proposed project as shown on Figure 3-1. Direct impacts to the resource consist of ground
disturbance and placement of fill to construct the road embankment and bridge abutments. This
would result in portions of the district, including contributing elements, being permanently
destroyed, damaged, or buried. The Dougherty Narrow Gauge Rail Bed (ANC-03274), a
contributing element, would be most heavily impacted since its extents in the project area are
almost entirely consumed by the road embankment to support the west bridge abutment. The
Coal chute (ANC-03273), another contributing element, will likely experience some direct
physical impacts as its location is very close to the limits of fill. Contributing elements shown
outside the cut/fill limits on Figure 3-1 are not expected to be physically impacted. Construction
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of the proposed project would also create a discontinuity between the other two contributing
elements, the Coal Chute Road (ANC-04340) and the Moose Creek Spur (ANC-03272). The
proposed project is not anticipated to result in secondary impacts, such as increased public
presence in the area.

4.3 – Surface Depression Archaeological Sites
The surface depression archaeological sites would be disturbed and buried by construction of the
road embankment and effectively lost as a resource that could provide information about the past
use of the area. Impacts to the depressions meet the exception at 23 CFR 774.13(b) and no
additional evaluation under Section 4(f) was required.
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5

Avoidance Alternatives Analysis

5.1 – Overview
As stated in Section 1.1, DOT&PF may not approve an alternative that uses Section 4(f) property
unless the impact is de minimis or there is “no prudent and feasible alternative” that avoids use of
Section 4(f) property. Because it has been determined that all Section 4(f) impacts are greater
than de minimis or an exception applies, this section focuses on the identification of possible
feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives.
A “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” is defined in FHWA regulation 23 CFR 774.17
and presented below:
(1) A feasible and prudent avoidance alternative avoids using Section 4(f) property and does
not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweighs the importance
of protecting the Section 4(f) property. In assessing the importance of protecting the
Section 4(f) property, it is appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the
preservation purpose of the statute.
(2) An alternative is not feasible if it cannot be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment.
(3) An alternative is not prudent if:
(i) It compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the
project in light of its stated purpose and need;
(ii) It results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
(iii) After reasonable mitigation, it still causes:
(A) Severe social, economic, or environmental impacts;
(B) Severe disruption to established communities;
(C) Severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income populations;
or
(D) Severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal
statutes;
(iv) It results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an
extraordinary magnitude;
(v) It causes other unique problems or unusual factors; or
(vi) It involves multiple factors in paragraphs (3)(i) through (3)(v) of this definition,
that while individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of
extraordinary magnitude.

If there are multiple Section 4(f) properties and an alternative is able to avoid one property but in
doing so uses land from another, it is not an avoidance alternative. A feasible and prudent
avoidance alternative must avoid all Section 4(f) properties.

5.1.1 Avoidance Background
The EA for the entire MP 35 to MP 109 portion of the Glenn Highway, approved in 1993,
addressed alternative alignments in select locations, including in the Moose Creek area near MP
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54. In this area, the 1993 EA carried forward the preferred alternative and the no-action
alternative. There were no known Section 4(f) resources that would be used by the preferred
alternative at that time, so no alternatives to avoid Section 4(f) resources were considered. The
EA also considered, but eliminated from further consideration, two other alternatives as not
reasonable.
More than two decades after the 1993 EA, design work for the MP 53-56 section was advanced
in an effort to move the project into its next phase, ROW appraisal and acquisition. During the
design process, additional cultural resource surveys identified several railway-related features
that collectively form the NRHP-eligible Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic
District (ANC-03275). Because the district is eligible for the NRHP and thus subject to Section
4(f) protection, and would also be impacted by the preferred alternative, DOT&PF evaluated
possible avoidance alternatives.
The historic district is the reason for an avoidance analysis. However, there are several Section
4(f) properties in the area that must be considered. These are described more fully in Section 3.0.
The full list of known Section 4(f) properties in the area is as follows:
• Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District;
• Moose Creek Campground;
• Moose Creek Surface Depression Archaeological Sites—a total of four archaeological
sites comprised of surface depressions;
• Katie Wade Homestead.
Figure 3-1, Proposed Alignment and Section 4(f) Properties, and Figure 5-1, Potential Avoidance
Alternatives, illustrate the extent of most of these properties but do not show the surface
depression archaeological sites to protect potentially sensitive resources.
It is necessary to consider other alternatives beyond those carried forward in the 1993 EA
because, as explained in Section 1.1, Section 4(f) requires avoidance of Section 4(f) properties
unless there is no “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.” Section 5.1.3 further describes
DOT&PF’s approach.

5.1.2 Historic District Background
The definition of “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” in the regulations includes a
statement that “in assessing the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, it is
appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the preservation purpose of the
statute.” The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District is associated with the
historic transportation of coal from the region, and coal’s significance in the region’s
developmental history. As noted in the district’s eligibility determination, the contributing
elements lack sufficient integrity to be individually eligible for the NRHP. These elements are
deteriorating and washing into Moose Creek, and the wooden coal chute has been subject to
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considerable rot. There are no plans to preserve the site from natural decay or erosion into Moose
Creek. In addition, the ARRC, which owns the railroad easement for the Moose Creek Spur, has
indicated it could decide to reestablish a working rail line within its ROW at any time. 1 A
working track could be reestablished within about 18 months if coal extraction were to be
resumed in the area. Due to the location of the ARRC ROW, such a working track would likely
obliterate much of the historic district. Because ARRC, as the property owner, intends to retain
its options for the future, all DOT&PF project designs accommodate potential re-introduction of
rail traffic. These circumstances threaten the long-term preservation potential of the historic
district, even if it could be entirely avoided by the highway project.

5.1.3 Methods
The Moose Creek Railways and Coal Chute Historic District is a polygon with a long and narrow
crescent shape, following the curve of the west side of the Moose Creek drainage along a bluff
line (Figure 3-1). To avoid the district and associated coal chute road, the complete list of
alternatives considered is as follows (Figure 5-1):
• No Build Alternative (existing Glenn Highway on Figure 5-1);
• Use the existing gap between the Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and the
Moose Creek Campground (existing Glenn Highway on Figure 5-1);
• A clear span bridge to avoid the district entirely (Proposed Alignment [PA], PA North
Shift, or PA South Shift on Figure 5-1);
• A bridge over the historic district with piers placed to avoid contributing properties
(Proposed Alignment, PA North Shift, or PA South Shift on Figure 5-1);
• An alignment north of all Section 4(f) property (North Alternative on Figure 5-1);
• An alignment south of all Section 4(f) property (South Alternative on Figure 5-1).
The reasoning behind this list is to examine avoidance in as many ways possible—route the road
north of the Section 4(f) properties, route it south of the Section 4(f) properties, or construct a
bridge over the historic district in a way that would not result in a use of the property. The
bridging concept included alignment shifts slightly to the north and south of the Proposed
Alignment to examine potential for complete avoidance of the historic district by crossing fewer
of the contributing linear features.
Most of these concepts were advanced to a preliminary level of design by transportation
engineers, sometimes with multiple variations, to ascertain constructability, identify challenges
and opportunities, and compare distinct construction costs. The costs were based on clearing and
grubbing, excavation, embankment, structural section of the road, structures (bridges and

1

These issues were discussed in multiple project meetings and in correspondence with ARRC. DOT&PF has
meeting records including 2/24/2013, 6/25/2014, and 10/29/2014; a letter from ARRC accepting the design for rail
passage dated 6/26/2015; and an email exchange between Hilsinger (DOT&PF) and Greenbaum/Lindamood
(ARRC) 7/10/2017 and 7/13/2017. All records and correspondence are on file with DOT&PF Central Region.
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retaining walls), guardrail, topsoil, and seeding. Environmental impacts were considered
qualitatively. The alternatives were analyzed using the definition of “feasible and prudent
avoidance alternative” quoted above from FHWA regulations. The analysis is presented in
Section 5.2.

5.2 – Feasible and Prudent Alternative Analysis
5.2.1 No Build Alternative
Selecting the No Build Alternative would avoid any use of Section 4(f) property but would not
satisfy the purpose and need for the project. The highway would remain a winding alignment
with sharp curves well below the minimum standard, a steep grade, and rockfall/erosion issues.
Per FHWA’s Section 4(f) Policy Paper (2012), page 14, an alternative that does not satisfy the
purpose and need cannot be a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative. This is also generally
listed under (3)(i), above in Section 5.1. Therefore, DOT&PF has made a preliminary
determination that the No Build Alternative is not a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative.

5.2.2 Alignment using Existing Gap between Section 4(f) Properties
The existing Glenn Highway in the MP 53-56 project area snakes through a tight S-turn west of
Moose Creek (Figure 5-1). The existing ROW varies in width but typically is 200 feet wide.
There is a 200-foot gap between the northern end of the historic district and the southern edge of
the Moose Creek Campground that the existing Glenn Highway passes through. DOT&PF
examined ways to upgrade the highway using the existing ROW between the two Section 4(f)
properties. No workable concept could be identified, so no alignments are mapped. All concepts
in this area had the same problem. It is physically impossible for a design to meet current
highway design standards due to ROW constraints.
Engineers applied the design criteria for the project and used the minimum curve radius for the
design speed (radius of 1,330 feet) in an effort to place an upgraded highway within the existing
ROW. Use of the existing ROW is not feasible as a matter of geometry, if the highway is to meet
the design criteria. If the design criteria were compromised to allow tighter curves, the resulting
highway would be similar to the highway today: tight curves on steep grades with warning signs
that drastically reduce travel speeds. Such an alignment would result in unacceptable safety and
operational problems and would not satisfy the purpose and need for meeting current safety and
efficiency standards. Because the southern boundary of the Moose Creek Campground follows
the curve of the existing highway ROW, the same issue generally applies to any alignment in this
location. The curve of the property boundaries and the narrow separation between the two
Section 4(f) properties does not allow for a highway curve that meets current design standards.
DOT&PF has made a preliminary determination that using the gap between the two Section 4(f)
properties is not feasible or prudent, if the design is to meet the minimum curve radius. Relaxing
the design standards would result in unacceptable safety and operational problems ([3][ii], above
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in Section 5.1) and is preliminarily being considered imprudent because the modified alignment
would not satisfy the project purpose and need ([3][i]).

5.2.3 Clear Span Bridges over the Historic District
Background: The FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper indicates bridging over a Section 4(f)
property can be an acceptable avoidance method. DOT&PF considered the potential for bridging
over the historic district in its entirety with a clear span bridge and found it technically feasible.
Such a clear span bridge would need to be constructed differently than the standard bridge that is
part of the Proposed Alignment. For comparison, on the Proposed Alignment, the Moose Creek
bridge as proposed would be 725 feet long. The bridge would follow typical DOT&PF bridge
construction methods and make use of concrete bulb-T girders as the preferred bridge deck
support system and employ intermediate piers for support. Typical concrete bulb-T girders have
a clear span length limit of about 145 feet between piers. The 725-foot bridge is proposed to have
five spans, with four intermediate piers for support, two of them within the historic district (the
western abutment also would be within the district). Figure 5-2, Proposed Alignment, illustrates
the proposed alignment with two bridge types.
DOT&PF also considered using steel girders instead of concrete bulb-T girders because they can
typically span a longer distance (up to 300 feet) before an intermediate pier is necessary.
However, that was still not enough distance to completely span the historic district.
A steel tied-arch bridge would be the most likely construction type for a clear span bridge over
the district, but it would require substantially greater expense than the proposed concrete bulb-T
bridge. Bridges with spans longer than 300 feet also require special design features, such as a
deep arch sub-structure holding up the bridge deck or a tall superstructure from which the deck
or driving surface is suspended. The cost difference between this clear-span bridge and the
standard multi-span bridge supported on intermediate piers located within the historic district is
estimated at $1,250/sq. ft. versus $450/sq. ft., or 178 percent higher (see Proposed Alignment
cost estimates in Appendix B, comparing “Bridge with Piers” and “Longer Bridge with Piers” to
“Clear Span Bridge”). Bridge costs vary depending on the proposed length and preferred
construction techniques. 2
As a general rule, for a clear-span bridge, the height of a vertical structure from which steel
“ties” would support the bridge deck can be estimated at one-fifth the length of the span, so for a
1,000-foot bridge over the historic district, the height would be about 200 feet, the height of a 20story office building (nearly as tall as many of the commercial buildings in Anchorage). For
2

Cost estimate sheets in Appendix B show that costs for the clear-span bridge type is quite high overall. Shorter
clear spans are shown as less expensive per square foot of bridge deck than longer clear spans because the size
(strength) of bridge components can be smaller and construction techniques with shorter cantilevered sections would
be less complex.
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context, these bridge structures would occur in an area where mature trees may reach 50–70 feet
tall.
In addition, a tied-arch bridge and most other styles of long-span bridges are considered a
“fracture-critical” structure type, meaning if one part of the bridge were to break, the entire
bridge would be subject to failure. These bridges also have extensive inspection requirements
and much higher costs for operations and maintenance. Careful consideration of these additional
factors is given prior to a decision to incorporate a bridge of this style into a project.
Proposed Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. A clear span bridge across the full width of the
historic district and Moose Creek on the proposed alignment would require a bridge 1,000 feet
long. See Inset B on Figure 5-2.
The construction cost for the entire project using a tied-arch clear span bridge would be
approximately $114.3 million, vs. $48.7 million for the Proposed Alignment using the concrete
bulb-T style bridge (Appendix B). The construction costs alone, and especially with the added
costs of operations and maintenance, are being considered by DOT&PF to be costs of
extraordinary magnitude ([3][iv]). For this reason DOT&PF has made the preliminary
determination that use of a clear span bridge is not prudent.
In addition, the definition of “feasible and prudent avoidance alternative” in the regulations
includes a statement that “in assessing the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, it is
appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to the preservation purpose of the
statute.” As stated in Section 5.1.2, the potential for preserving the historic district is low, and
this context frames the discussion of costs of extraordinary magnitude; DOT&PF’s assessment
justifies the preliminary determination that the additional costs are extraordinary by themselves,
but particularly in light of the condition of the historic property and its low likelihood for
preservation, restoration, use, or information gathering.
North Shift Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. DOT&PF examined the clear span bridge type
for a North Shift Alignment (slightly north of the Proposed Alignment, Figure 5-3). A clear span
bridge on this alignment would require a bridge 740 feet long and have the same issues described
above—extraordinary costs. This alignment would also involve small curves rather than a
straight alignment across the Moose Creek valley, which is less than ideal for driver efficiency
and safety. The cost for the North Shift – Clear Span Bridge was $83.8 million, 72% higher than
the proposed alignment at $48.7 million (Appendix B). As described above for the Proposed
Alignment – Clear Span Bridge, DOT&PF has made a preliminary finding these are costs of
extraordinary magnitude, particularly when considering the relatively low likelihood of
preservation of the historic district.
South Shift Alignment – Clear Span Bridge. DOT&PF examined the clear span bridge type
for a South Shift alignment (slightly south of the Proposed Alignment, Figure 5-3). A clear span
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bridge on this alignment would share the same design concerns and similar cost increases as the
North Shift Alignment. This alignment would also involve a broad curve rather than a straight
alignment across the Moose Creek valley, which is less than ideal for driver efficiency and
safety. Its ROW would incorporate land from two of the surface depression archaeological
historic sites, however, these archaeological sites meet an exception to the requirement for
Section 4(f) approval (Appendix A). The cost for the South Shift – Clear Span Bridge was $95.0
million, 95% higher than the proposed alignment at $48.7 million (Appendix B). As described
above for the Proposed Alignment – Clear Span Bridge, DOT&PF has made a preliminary
finding these are costs of extraordinary magnitude, particularly when considering the relatively
low likelihood of preservation of the historic district.

5.2.4 Bridge over the Historic District – Bridges with Piers
Background: The FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper indicates using parts of an historic district
that do not contribute to the district can be considered a non-use of the district and that bridging
over a Section 4(f) property can be an acceptable avoidance measure. Therefore, DOT&PF
examined the potential of bridging over the historic district and carefully placing bridge
abutments and piers to avoid any of the contributing features of the historic district, such as the
steel rails of the rail lines, the embankment of the Coal Chute Road, or remnants of the coal
chute.
It appeared upon initial examination of several bridge options that such a bridge might be placed
without use of the contributing properties. However, heavy equipment access to the pier
construction sites was found to be impossible without using and altering portions of the
contributing properties. The location of the rail lines in the restricted topography between the
flowing waters of Moose Creek and the steep bluff immediately west of the creek suggests
construction equipment would need to expand the flat bench the rail line is located on to access
the pier sites and to stage construction materials. Further compounding the construction issue is
the separation between the Matanuska Branch rail line and the Doherty Narrow Gauge Road
Beds (approximately 160 feet for the Proposed Alignment) and between the Coal Chute Road
and Doherty Narrow Gauge Road Bed (about 180 feet at the Proposed Alignment). Spacing
between the three linear features does not allow room for access or staging materials and
equipment to construct the bridge, especially given the steep slope.
The areas between these linear features fall on a bluff face that is steep enough in some locations
the slopes have failed. Placing piers would require creating a level work pad, driving multiple
pilings, and pouring massive concrete piers. Temporary and/or permanent retaining walls may be
necessary, or deep cuts up the hillside would be necessary to create the staging area and provide
the access necessary to start the pile driving. Given the available space and physical layout of the
contributing elements to the historic district, DOT&PF determined it would not be possible to
construct the project in such a way as to completely avoid a use of the contributing features of
the district.
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Therefore, even though the finished product under some alignments may have been able to avoid
use of the contributing linear features, the project would not avoid use of the Section 4(f)
property due to the construction process. The impacts would permanently alter or destroy the
features and attributes of these linear features, meaning the construction process would not
qualify for the Section 4(f) temporary occupancy exception (23 CFR 774.13[d]).
Proposed Alignment – Longer Bridge with Piers. The proposed alignment is shown on Figure
5-2. DOT&PF considered alteration of the proposed bridge as follows:
(a) Move the western abutment and lengthen the proposed bridge to 1,125 feet 3 to avoid
the Coal Chute Road.
(b) Adjust the height of the road/bridge to ensure it crossed over the Coal Chute Road.
(c) Adjust bridge pier locations to avoid the Coal Chute Road, Narrow Gauge Road Bed,
and Moose Creek Rail.
This alternative is labeled “Proposed Alignment – Longer Bridge with Piers” in the cost
estimates (Appendix B) and is shown in Inset A on Figure 5-2. While this alternative, when
complete, could avoid all the linear Section 4(f) features, DOT&PF determined that the
construction process would cause impacts to these features, as stated above under “Background.”
North Shift – Bridge-with-Piers. DOT&PF examined the North Shift alignment for ability to
avoid the contributing linear features (Figure 5-3). This variation is included in the attached cost
estimates as “North Shift – Bridge with Piers. It was determined that this alignment could not
avoid the Coal Chute Road contributing feature. It also had the same issues described above
under “Background” regarding the need to use the rail line area for access and staging for pier
construction.
South Shift – Bridge with Piers. DOT&PF examined the South Shift alignment for ability to
avoid the contributing linear features (Figure 5-3). This variation is included in the attached cost
estimates as “South Shift – Bridge with Piers.” This alignment appeared possible as an avoidance
alternative because it would cross only a single linear contributing feature, the Moose Creek
Branch rail line. However, it was determined that the previously discussed construction access
issues applied. Although there is less constraint from creek proximity in the area, one pier would
be located on either side of the rail line. While access to the site conceivably could be achieved
without using the rail line, it was not conceivable that the piers could be constructed without
crossing the line routinely and staging material along the rail line. In addition, the ROW needed
for this alignment would incorporate land from two of the surface depression archaeological
properties, ANC-02868 and ANC-03329 (not depicted on the maps to protect potentially
sensitive sites). These archaeological sites meet an exception to the requirement for Section 4(f)
approval (Appendix A).

3

The bridge would be somewhat longer than a clear span bridge on the same alignment because of details associated
with span lengths and symmetry of the bridge and to avoid the need for expensive retaining walls at the abutments.
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Ultimately, this alternative had the same issues of requiring use by construction equipment of the
linear Section 4(f) features that would alter or outright destroy the features meant to be
preserved. Avoidance was not found to be possible.

5.2.5 North Alternative
The North Alternative is located north of the Moose Creek Campground and avoids both the
Railways and Coal Chute Historic District and campground. The alignment would require:
• A large cut south of Moose Creek to reach the canyon edge.
• A 530-foot bridge with taller piers than the one on the proposed alignment (116 feet tall
vs. 93 feet) due to the depth of Moose Creek canyon at this location.
• Extensive cuts and fills parallel to Moose Creek on the north side of the canyon.
• Multiple retaining walls.
The preliminary engineering work justifies a preliminary finding that the alignment is feasible.
Considering the definition of “prudent” from regulations (Section 5.1):
(i) The North Alternative would nominally satisfy the stated purpose and need while
meeting current design standards. However, because of longer roadway length and
greater curves at the minimum allowed radius, the efficiency would be reduced and safety
issues for drivers would be increased. Part of the purpose of the overall MP 35-109
project originally evaluated in 1993 was to straighten the Glenn Highway’s overly curvy
alignment to improve safety and efficiency. This alignment would help only minimally in
this regard when compared to the linear design of the Proposed Alignment.
(ii) The North Alternative would not result in unacceptable safety or operational
problems; however, the longer length and greater curves would add to operational costs.
In addition, the curve radius would be at the minimum allowed which is undesirable from
a long term safety and operational standpoint.
(iii) The North Alternative would not appear to cause severe social, economic, or
environmental impacts, severe disruption to communities, severe disproportionate
impacts to minority or low income populations, or severe impacts to environmental
resources protected under other federal statutes. However, it would cross State of Alaska
Mental Health Trust Authority land, possibly reducing its value in support of mental
health statewide, and also would affect private property. Several private lots between the
existing Glenn Highway and Buffalo Mine Road would likely need to be partially
acquired. All of the potential acquisition areas are raw land and don’t contain residential
structures or other development. Finally, in general, the North Alternative would venture
into areas of undisturbed habitat. Where the Proposed Alignment is located in an area
previously affected by railroads, mining, and agricultural activities and would cross a
valley that already contains other roads and a large power transmission line, the North
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Alternative would pass through areas north and west of Moose Creek that have seen little
or no development and appear to have greater value as wildlife habitat.
(iv) With a total construction cost of $65.3 million, the North Alternative would result in
construction costs approximately 34% higher than the Proposed Alignment. Maintenance
and operational costs would also be higher for the North Alternative. DOT&PF has made
a preliminary determination that the additional $16.6 million in construction costs would
contribute to cumulative impacts of extraordinary magnitude as discussed in part (vi)
below, particularly in light of the discussion of the value of preservation of the historic
district above in Section 5.1.2.
(v) Regarding unique problems or unusual factors, the continuing Moose Creek rail spur
north of the existing Glenn Highway through the campground and beyond for several
miles has not been evaluated for eligibility for the NRHP. It is possible it could be
determined eligible either individually or as a contributor to a larger coal mining or
railroad historic district. The North Alternative bridge might avoid the historic rail line
completely, depending on the width ascribed to it as an historic property, but a finding of
eligibility could complicate the design.
(vi) As listed above, there are multiple factors to cumulatively consider when
determining prudence of the North Alternative. There are extraordinary construction,
maintenance and operation costs; a curving alignment; and greater impacts to forest,
habitat, and private property. The circumstances described in Section 5.1.2, including the
current condition of the contributing features and the ARRC’s potential at any time to
redevelop its ROW, appear to substantially reduce the long term ability to preserve the
historic district. Most, if not all of the contributing elements are in advanced states of
decay and there is no guarantee that avoiding the resources would ensure their
preservation given their location within ARRC ROW. Natural weathering and geologic
processes affecting the resources will also continue to degrade their integrity and efforts
to avoid the resource do not guarantee its meaningful preservation given these
circumstances. The issues associated with the long curve at minimum radius and the
natural environment and property issues may be considered individually minor, however,
when combined with the cost increases and low likelihood of preservation, they caused
DOT&PF to preliminarily determine that the North Alignment would not be a prudent
avoidance alternative.

5.2.6 South Alternative
DOT&PF performed a brief analysis of an alignment that would avoid the historic district to the
south, adjacent to and paralleling the Matanuska River. See Figure 5-1, Potential Avoidance
Alignments. This alternative had several notable engineering concerns and no detailed design or
cost estimates were prepared.
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The south alternative would have a mile-long grade at the 6% maximum to reach the Matanuska
River bank, would follow the river’s edge for 1.4 miles, and then would climb back up a halfmile-long section at the 6% maximum grade to the existing Glenn Highway alignment. The
alignment would need to be carefully designed around the Katie Wade Homestead (ANC-03080)
but could be aligned to avoid the parcel. While the alignment appears feasible in terms of
meeting the minimums for current standards, there were substantial construction and
maintenance concerns regarding the alternative’s proximity to the Matanuska River and the
existing Matanuska Branch railroad ROW.
The Matanuska River is a large, braided glacial stream with substantial variations in flow. As is
typical of braided glacial rivers, it is constantly depositing and scouring rock, gravel, sand, and
silt. Its channels constantly change. It has cut into the river banks in multiple areas and has
undermined many homes downstream of Moose Creek, causing their loss to the river. The old
Matanuska Branch railroad alignment in the project area has been eroded and consumed in the
eastern part of the project area. DOT&PF determined the risk to project infrastructure would be
unacceptably high. The risk would be high whether the highway was elevated on piers or built on
embankment and armored with riprap. If built on piers, it would essentially be a bridge 1.4 miles
long, with extraordinary costs even without regard for the erosion issue. The route was not
advanced for further consideration and construction cost estimates were not generated.
In addition, the route would cross the existing, unused ARRC ROW for the Matanuska Branch
line twice and would parallel the ROW for about 1.3 miles. Although the South Alternative was
not advanced to develop a project footprint, it is highly likely the highway ROW and highway
embankment footprint would overlap the ARRC ROW over an extended distance and could
preclude or complicate future use of the ARRC ROW for rail purposes. Raising the road high
enough to allow bridge crossings of sufficient height for rail operations would expand the fill
footprint and result in long, skewed bridges that would be at risk of erosion. Paralleling and
crossing the rail line, combined with the ARRC’s known desire to retain the potential for future
uses of its ROW, was deemed an additional problem for this alignment.
The risk of river erosion on the proposed highway, coupled with the problem of retaining use of
the rail ROW, led DOT&PF to preliminarily determine that the route could not be built as a
matter of sound engineering judgment and would not be a feasible and prudent avoidance
alternative.
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6

Minimization of Harm

6.1 – Least overall harm analysis
If there are no feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives, then FHWA (DOT&PF, per the terms
of the 327 MOU) may approve, from among the remaining alternatives that use Section 4(f)
property, only the alternative that causes the least overall harm in light of the statute’s
preservation purpose. For this project, the only remaining alternative would be the build
alternative from the NEPA document. Because the least overall harm analysis is only required
when multiple alternatives that use Section 4(f) property remain under consideration, evaluation
of least overall harm would not be required.

6.2 – All possible planning to minimize harm
All possible planning to minimize harm is defined at 23 CFR 774.17 and requires that all
reasonable measures identified in the Section 4(f) evaluation to minimize harm or mitigate for
adverse impacts and effects must be included in the project. With regard to historic sites, these
measures normally serve to preserve the historic activities, features, or attributes of the site as
agreed by the Administration (DOT&PF, per the terms of the 327 MOU) and the official with
jurisdiction (SHPO) in accordance with the consultation process under 36 CFR Part 800. In order
to resolve the finding of adverse effect to the historic district, DOT&PF coordinated with the
SHPO and other Section 106 consulting parties to prepare a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
that outlines measures to mitigate the adverse effect. The MOA was executed on March 8, 2019.
A summary of the mitigation measures is provided in Section 6.2.1.
The mitigation measures are a reasonable public expenditure in light of the adverse impacts of
the project on the Section 4(f) resource and considering the benefits of the proposed mitigation
measures. Impacts from the proposed mitigation measures would affect the Moose Creek Surface
Depression Archaeological Sites and the Moose Creek Campground. The official with
jurisdiction for the surface depression archaeological sites and interested consulting parties have
been consulted and acknowledge the impacts resulting from the mitigation measures. The official
with jurisdiction for the campground was consulted and agreed that mitigation measures
affecting the area would result in an enhancement to the resource, see Appendix A.

6.2.1 MOA Mitigation Measure Summary
DOT&PF in cooperation with the MOA signatories will ensure mitigation for adverse effects to
historic properties in accordance with Appendix E of the MOA and as summarized below:
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1. Archaeologically excavate the depression sites and nearby vicinity 4
a. Recover data that would be lost when the sites are buried.
2. Conduct history and archaeological research on Moose Creek and publish two print
documents on the natural and cultural history of Moose Creek, including geology,
prehistory, history of coal mining and the railroad, and biographical information on
notable residents and historic figures.
a. Professional publication
i.
Will include results of historical and archaeological research and data
recovery from depressions
b. Publication for the traveling public
i.
Will include brief treatments of subjects such as the natural and cultural
history of Moose Creek, including geology, prehistory, history of coal
mining and the railroad, and biographical information on notable residents
and historic figures
3. Construct an interpretive, multi-use, paved trail and signs
a. Trail will include a pedestrian bridge over Moose Creek at the former location of
the highway bridge
b. Trail will be located within DOT&PF ROW and the Moose Creek Campground
i.
Alignment is to be determined
c. Signs will be interpretive and include up to six panels
i.
Locations and content is to be determined

4

This mitigation measure is for adverse impacts to the surface depression archaeological sites under Section 106 and

included for reference. No mitigation is proposed for these properties under Section 4(f) because they are excepted
from Section 4(f) approval (Appendix A).
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7

Coordination

Consultation with the official with jurisdiction for historic properties (SHPO) began with
preparation of the original EA/FONSI in the 1990s. However, the majority of the coordination
between the SHPO and DOT&PF has occurred within the last 5 to 10 years. Extensive efforts
were dedicated to ensuring all possible historic resources within the project area were identified.
The reevaluation form contains a more detailed history of the coordination, but multiple field
surveys have been conducted and numerous letters and meetings between DOT&PF, SHPO, and
the consulting parties are available on file with Central Region DOT&PF as documentation of
completion of the consultation process under 36 CFR Part 800. Parties consulted during the
process include the:
• SHPO
• Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
• FHWA
• MSB
• City of Palmer
• ARRC
• Sutton Community Council
• Chickaloon Village Traditional Council
• Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
• Eklutna, Inc.
• Knikatnu, Inc.
• Palmer Historical Society
• Knik Tribal Council
• Native Village of Eklutna
At this time the consulting parties are satisfied that all historic Section 4(f) properties within the
project area have been identified and all impacts to resources will be appropriately mitigated via
the terms of the MOA.
In addition to coordination pursuant to 36 CFR Part 800, DOT&PF contacted the official with
jurisdiction for the Moose Creek Campground, the ADNR, to discuss proposed activities
affecting the campground. Although, the proposed project itself would not impact the
campground, the proposed mitigation activities for project impacts to historic resources would be
located within the campground. DOT&PF, in coordination with ADNR, determined that the
mitigation activities met the conditions for the exception to Section 4(f) approval at 23 CFR
774.13(g). Appendix A contains a record of the communication and written concurrence from
ADNR.
This draft is being circulated to the SHPO and Department of the Interior as required by 23 CFR
774.5(a). A record of the coordination and documentation of all comments received on the draft
evaluation and how they were addressed will be included with the final evaluation.
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Appendix D: Location
Hydraulic Study

State of Alaska
Department of Transportation & Public Facilities

FLOODPLAIN CONSULTATION FORM
LOCATION HYDRAULIC STUDY*
Instructions: This form is optional for NEPA Assignment Program Projects and is intended to be
used in conjunction with the Interim NEPA Assignment Program Guidance on Addressing
Floodplain Impacts and Documenting Compliance with E.O. 11988 in NEPA documents. Any
answer with an asterisk (*) in Section II requires consultation with the Hydraulics Engineer to
complete Section III and Section IV, and to have this form approved as the Location Hydraulic
Study. Justification for responses must be provided either in the form or in separate attached
documentation.
The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal
environmental laws for this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to
23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated November 3, 2017 and executed by
FHWA and DOT&PF

Attachments: List attached maps and other supporting documentation as needed.
I. Project Information
Project Name: GLENN HWY: MP 53 TO 56 RECONST-MOOSE CK CANYON
State Project #:
Federal Project #: 0A15025 (IRIS #: Z580130000)
Project Description: This project will reconstruct the Glenn Highway from milepost
53 to 56. The scope of work includes roadway realignment, replacement of the
Moose Creek Bridge #0541, paving and drainage improvements.
II. Floodplain Information
Are National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) maps and studies available?
Yes
No*
If yes, attach map and complete items a through d below. If no, list any sources used in
preparing this form here and complete items c and d only:
a. Does the project go outside of the NFIP map boundary?
Yes*
No
b. Is the project located within a regulatory floodway?
Yes*
No
(See attached comments)
Regulatory floodway is defined as a floodplain area that is reserved in an open manner by federal,
state or local requirements, i.e., unconfined or unobstructed either horizontally or vertically, to
provide for the discharge of the base flood so that the cumulative increase in water surface
elevation is no more than a designated amount (not to exceed 1 foot as established by FEMA for
administering the NFIP) [see 23 CFR 650.105(m)].
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c. Is the project located within a base floodplain?
Yes*
No
Potentially/Unregulated Floodplain*
Base floodplain is defined as the area inundated by a flood or tide having a one percent (1%)
chance of being exceeded in any given year (100-year flood) [see 23 CFR 650.105(b) and (c)].

d. Floodplain description
List waterbody(ies) and Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) Zone(s) for NFIP
mapped areas; for projects in unmapped areas or outside of NFIP map
boundaries, consult with the Hydraulics Engineer to identify and describe any
unregulated base floodplains.

III. Floodplain Impacts
1. Will the proposed project result in a longitudinal encroachment? Yes

No

2. Will the proposed project involve one or more of the following construction or floodrelated impacts? If yes, the proposed project will result in a significant encroachment (see
23 CFR 650.105)
Yes
No
•

•
•

A significant potential for interruption or termination of a transportation facility which is
needed for emergency vehicles or provides a community's only evacuation route.
A significant risk [to life or property]
A significant adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain values.

3. Will the proposed project include elements that support probable incompatible
floodplain development?
Yes
No
4. Will the proposed project impact natural and beneficial floodplain values?
Yes

No

5. Will the proposed project include elements that increase the likelihood of flooding or
No
flood-related impacts to adjacent structures or property?
Yes
Impact Discussion: Discuss the floodplain and flood-related impacts associated with
the proposed project, and provide justification for responses to the above questions. If
yes is selected for #1 through #3, provide evaluation and discussion of practicability
of alternatives in accordance with 23 CFR 650.111. Attach supporting documentation
as needed.
IV. Mitigation
Are any mitigation measures necessary to minimize impacts or restore and preserve
natural and beneficial floodplain values impacted by the project? Yes
No
If yes, explain.
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Supplemental information:

Comment #1
Regarding: Are National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) maps and studies available?
I reviewed the FEMA Map Center products. On the FEMA Index Map #02170CIND0A,
effective March 17, 2011, the location of DOT&PF’s proposed Moose Creek bridge
project would be on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) Panel# 02170C7300E, if this
map had been published. There appear to be plans to update the Mat-Su Borough’s
mapping products. On the Pending Products Index Map #02170CIND1B, the project
would be on FIRM Panel# *8925D. Again, this FIRM map does not appear to be among
the to-be-published new material. Therefore, there does not appear to be a FEMAdefined flood hazard area for this site.
Comment #2
Regarding: list any sources used in preparing this form here
Sources include on-site investigation of the floodplain, personal knowledge of the
hydraulic history of the site, professional judgment, bridge records in the Bridge Section
office, and mapping information on file at the DOT&PF.
Comment #3
Regarding: Is the project located within a regulatory floodway?
The project is not within a mapped regulatory floodway. There does appear to be a
FIRM panel reserved for the lower Moose Creek area, but presently there is no special
flood hazard delineation. Based upon information provided by Clint Adler, DOT&PF
Project Manager, the Mat-Su Borough has stated that it does not require permits in
unmapped areas. Below is an excerpted email including this information:
From: Adler, Clint J (DOT) <clint.adler@alaska.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2019 5:00 PM
To: Moser, Adam (DOT) <adam.moser@alaska.gov>; Elliott, Brian A (DOT)
<brian.elliott@alaska.gov>
Cc: Kolwaite, Douglas S (DOT) <douglas.kolwaite@alaska.gov>; Dietrick,
Matthew V (DOT) <matthew.dietrick@alaska.gov>; C Curtis
(Peter.Curtis@hdrinc.com) <Peter.Curtis@hdrinc.com>; Amundsen, James
(DOT) <jim.amundsen@alaska.gov>
Subject: RE: Glenn Highway Reconstruction MP 53-56 - Moose Creek Canyon
EA Re-Evaluation 58013
Gentlemen,
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HDR reports to me that they verified with the Mat-Su Borough that they do not
require permits in unmapped areas. Thus, since there is no flood mapping, no
permit will be necessary.
Also, it’s conceivable that minimal dredging may occur during construction of the
embankment.
I understand that HDR’s analysist can make the changes to the Re-eval and resign next week when she returns from leave.
Are there any other changes to be made?
I hate to apply undue pressure, but timing is of the essence on this one…
Thank you.
-Clint
Clint Adler, P.E.
Project Manager
Central Region Highway Design
Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities
4111 Aviation Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99519
(907) 269-0544
clint.adler@alaska.gov
Comment #4
Regarding: Is the project located within a base floodplain?
I have answered “Potentially/Unregulated Floodplain”. Base floodplains are defined as
areas inundated by a flood having a one percent (1%) chance of being exceeded in any
given year, also known as the 100-year flood. Alluvial fans do not fit this statisticallybased definition since their inundation areas vary from flood to flood. There is no
definitive boundary for the “base floodplain” along the lower Moose Creek reach other
than the sides of the alluvial fan.
Comment #5
Regarding: Unregulated Floodplain Description
Below is an excerpt from a report by DOT&PF’s hydraulic engineering consultant HDR
that shows channel changes over time. The full HDR report is attached. Also, Photos
1&2 illustrate the meandering nature of the lower Moose Creek reach and the role of
large wood accumulations in forcing lateral channel migration.
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Excerpt. A figure from HDR’s hydraulics report (attached) showing lateral channel migrations over time
in the lower Moose Creek study area.

Site Visit Photos. Note the dynamic nature of Moose Creek and role of large wood accumulations on
channel migration.
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Comment #6
Regarding: Discuss the floodplain and flood-related impacts associated with the
proposed project, and provide justification for responses to the above questions.
DOT&PF routinely does the following on bridge design projects to minimize floodplain
impacts:
• Designs bridges so that there will be minimal, if any, backwater effect
• Maintains the existing flow distribution to the extent practicable;
• Minimizes the footprint of the project to the extent practicable
• Incorporates debris freeboard clearances into the bridge layout
• Considers geomorphic factors that could affect the bridge over its design life
• Evaluates scour, velocities, and associated erosion risks
• Considers river ice processes that could contribute to flooding
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ATTACHMENT

HDR, 2015. Hydrology and Hydraulics Report for the Moose Creek Bridge, MP 53-56.
Anchorage, Alaska.
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Hydrology and Hydraulics Report

Moose Creek Bridge
MP 53-56 Road and Bridge Reconstruction
Matanuska Susitna Borough
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1. Location Map and Site Plan
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADOT&
(ADOT&PF)
PF) in cooperation with the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) proposes to reconstruct the portion of the Glenn Highway
between its intersection with Buffalo Mine Road and MP 56 on a new alignment across Moose Creek
Canyon. The project is located in the Matanuska Susitna Borough, just north of Palmer, Alaska (See
Figure 1). The proposed reconstruction project includes: constructing a new bridge over Moose Creek,
replacing the existing weigh-in-motion (WIM) installation at MP 53.5, providing a passing -climbing lane,
guardrail, drainage, signing, striping, and access to affected properties. Figure 2 shows a generalized site
plan detailing the major construction activities.

Figure 1 Location Map
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Figure 2 Site Plan

This report addresses the hydrology and hydraulics of Moose Creek, how the proposed design addresses
the local floodplain regulations, and any scour mitigation measures required.
2. Project Description & Alternatives
Existing Bridge

The existing bridge as identified in the site plan follows the existing road alignment north and crosses
Moose Creek at a narrow point in the canyon. The 2-span bridge is approximately 180 ft. long and 30 ft.
wide with one lane of traffic in each direction and
and no pedestrian pathway. The existing abutments have
a significant amount
amount and size of riprap with an upper limit diameter estimated at 4 ft. The riprap layout
and size has been augmented over time due to the concern of potential scour at the abutments.
Alternatives

For the design study report, three major alternatives were considered: Do not build/improve the road
alignment and bridge, rehabilitate the existing road and bridge, and realign the road and bridge. The no build alternative was rejected because the existing alignment has continual erosion and maintenance
issues. The rehabilitate alternative was rejected because the existing alignment turning radii and grade
geometries are not acceptable. The third alternative was accepted because it will mitigate the
continuing erosion and maintenance issues and provide an acceptable road and bridge geometry.
With the third alternative selected, a preferred alignment was developed that met ADOT&PF design
requirements. During the plans-in-hand design (PIH) process, a number of road grade designs were
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developed. The road grade alternatives were considered to address two design constraints: a potential
railroad crossing underneath the proposed bridge, and project cost. The potential ARRC railroad crossing
underneath the proposed bridge has a separate set of design criteria which provide geometric
constraints for accommodating the rail crossing under the road bridge
bridge.. The alternatives satisfied these
proposed
posed abutment fill
criteria through changing road grade, bridge length, bridge height, and pro
quantities. The project identified 10 alternatives based on bridge span length. Ultimately ADOT&PF
selected the bridge alternative with the lowest cost that provided an acceptable area under the road
bridge for the potential railroad track corridor.
corridor. The selected alternative was a 725 ft. span bridge.
Proposed Alternative Bridge

The proposed road and bridge as seen below is 725 ft. in length and 43.3 ft. wide. The bridge consists of
5 separate spans with four piers.

Figure 3 Proposed Alternative Bridge Elevation

3. Hydraulic History of the Site
As part of the hydrology and hydraulic evaluation, ADOT&PF and HDR conducted a field visit on July 30,
2014, to investigate
investigate existing conditions and establish a qualitative and quantitative hydraulic regime for
Moose Creek. Overall, Moose Creek exhibits highly active channel migration and transports significant
amounts of debris and bed load during high flow events. This section of the report summarizes the
following creek attributes,
attributes, as required for ADOT&PF hydraulics and hydrology reports
reports:: tidal influence,
freshwater streams, navigation, confluences, mining activity, debris problems, and icing problems.
Tidal Influence

This project and bridge is not located in a tidal area and, therefore, not subject to tidal influences
influences.. The
nearest tidal feature is the Knik Arm of Cook Inlet approximately 14.5 miles to the southwest.
Freshwater Streams

The project has to consider two major
major freshwater streams: Moose Creek and the Matanuska River. The
project alignment crosses directly over Moose Creek where the proposed 725 ft. bridge will be
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constructed. A bridge hydraulic analysis has been completed for Moose Creek to address floodplain
management regulations and scour mitigation. The Matanuska River is approximately 1,300 ft. to the
south of the proposed bridge. Because the Matanuska River is a large braided river with a very active
bed, the project will consider its stream channel migration and the potential impacts of longitudinal
scour on the abutments.
Navigation

Both Moose Creek and the Matanuska River have navigational histories. The project does not alter or
impact the navigability of the Matanuska River. The project is changing the navigation of Moose Creek
by removing the existing bridge and proposing a new bridge. Moose Creek does have a navigation
history of kayakers and non-motorized boats. There is no known information on the travel of motorized
boats on Moose Creek. The height from the new bridge’s lowest low-chord to the banks of Moose Creek
is approximately 65 feet. In addition, the bridge piers have been placed outside of the existing creek
banks. The bridge height and pier location mitigate the impact to navigation on Moose Creek.
Confluence

The closest downstream confluence to Moose Creek is with the Matanuska River, 1,300 ft. south of the
proposed bridge. This downstream confluence will be considered during the channel migration analysis
of the Matanuska River. Premier Creek is the closest upstream confluence with Moose Creek at 4 miles
above the project. This confluence does not impact the hydrology and hydraulics evaluation of this
project.
Mining Activity

No research for the draft hydrology and hydraulics report has been completed. Research on the
Wishbone Hill Mine will be completed to determine the affect on project hydrology and hydraulics. The
final report will include a qualitative analysis of how mining activities may impact hydrology and a
numerical analysis if required.
Woody Debris Problems

Woody debris plays a significant role in the stream’s geomorphology, and will be an important factor
during scour design. Woody debris left behind from periods of higher flow was constantly present during
the site visit. This debris is sourced from areas upstream of the project reach as well as between the
existing and proposed bridge locations. The project reach is almost entirely wooded by 30 to 50+ foot
tall cottonwood trees, which appear to be regularly washed out by eroding banks and channel
relocations. Additionally, numerous trees have fallen because of beaver activity, and it is likely beavers
play a notable role in introducing large woody debris to the system. The beaver activity directly impacts
stream geomorphology. Large trees dropped directly into the active stream and the additional
reinforcement from the beavers provide the framework for natural debris accumulation. Figure 4
depicts fallen trees in the active channel. Figure 5 depicts stream deposits upstream of an older beaver
dam.
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Figure 4: Recent beaver activity at creek’s edge.

Figure 5: Deposits upstream of an abandoned beaver complex.

Debris jams play a role in the stream’s high level of instability. Due to the size and volume of woody
debris compared to the bank full width of the stream itself, debris jams can significantly obstruct
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channel flow. These jams were present in several forms. Some debris jams appeared to have directly
contributed to channel avulsion by effectively blocking the channel, forcing the flow to shift elsewhere
(see Figure 6). In other locations along the main channel and side channels debris jams caused by fallen
trees, some spanning the current wetted channel width, impeded flow and caused deep scour pools
(see Figure 7). Longitudinal jams along the top of bank, buttressed by multiple standing trees appear to
direct flows away from the banks, as in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Debris jam left at the upstream extent of an abandoned channel.
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Figure 7: Multiple fallen trees and subsequent debris jam along active side channel.

Figure 8: Longitudinal jam along left bank.
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Bed Load

The project reach is characteristically depositional during higher flow events. Large amounts of
deposited sediments were apparent outside of the wetted channel during the site visit. Characteristic
stream bed features are boulders and cobbles within the active channel area; gravels and sands in the
vegetated adjacent overbank areas; and some finer material at the outer extents of the overbank area.
Newly formed side channels reveal historic deposits of large bed load just beneath a layer of organics
(see Figure 9). The large amount of sediment mobilized during large flow events appears to facilitate the
dynamic nature of the stream channel by closing current flow paths through deposition and exposing
new ones through scour. Woody debris appears to work in conjunction with the bed load to provide the
localized hydraulic conditions necessary to force these changes.

Figure 9: Bank of New Side Channel exposing Organics and Substrate

During the site visit, flows were not close to flood stage. From the confluence of Moose Creek and the
Matanuska River upstream, the creek channel had incised into the deposited bed material (See Figure
10). The material appeared to have been deposited earlier in the year. The creek mouth exhibited the
characteristic perched condition, with a fan of deposits at the edge of the Matanuska River which was
formed when both the creek and river were at higher stage. The lower Matanuska River stage allowed
for the localized hydraulic conditions necessary to down cut into this debris fan, even though the creek
was likely not carrying much bed load at the time.
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Figure 10: Moose Creek Incision at Confluence with Matanuska River

Geomorphology

The proposed project site and bridge crossing is located within the depositional reach of Moose Creek.
The existing bridge site is located at what could be considered the apex of an alluvial fan. This alluvial
fan is bounded to the left and right by high bluffs, between which exists much evidence of historic
channel movement (See Figure 11). As discussed previously, deposition occurs when flows are high
enough to mobilize sediment upstream of the existing bridge. The decrease in channel slope and
subsequent drop in velocity forces material to drop out of suspension or mobilized bed material to come
to a rest. Numerous bars of deposited material were observed along channel banks. Deposited material
in the overbank diminished in size with increased distance from the active channel.
The creek within the project reach is very dynamic. Numerous side channels, abandoned channels, along
with newly formed channels indicate the channel regularly changes form and location. Channel
avulsions appear to be the primary cause of significant channel change, although bank erosion and point
bar deposits indicate channel meandering also occurs. Channel avulsions occur when the stream
completely abandons an existing channel for one that provides for a steeper channel slope. The heavy
deposition occurring within the channel reach reduces channel slope by raising the bed elevation. This
leaves the channel susceptible to avulsion from the main flow path. Figure 12 depicts such a case where
the channel left the active channel and formed a new channel through the trees. Subsequent
downcutting due to the resulting steeper channel slope, reduced tail water control, or other reasons
leave the abandoned channel high and dry during lower flows. Figure 13 depicts another location of
complete channel abandonment.
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Historic aerial imagery was analyzed to determine the long term channel migration patterns of Moose
Creek. The banks were delineated based on visual inspection using USGS aerial from 1950, 1974, 1983,
1990, 2004, and 2011. As depicted in Figure 11, the channel meandering is occurring within certain bank
extents over the last 60 years, with the low flow channel slowly migrating to the east.

Figure 11: Historic Channel Migration
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Abandoned Channel

Channel Incision

Figure 12: New formed active channel left; Abandoned channel right

Abandoned Channel

Figure 13: Current channel in foreground; abandoned channel in the background

The project reach was also characterized by numerous side channels (See Figure 14). Some were large
and carried almost half the flow of the creek, while others were small and barely carried flow. Further
12

still, some side channels were now dry with lower creek stage. Some side channels were likely partial
avulsions, while others were formed by flows bypassing debris jams or beaver structures. Head cuts
were observed in several locations within these side channels. Figure 15 provides an example.
Moose Creek will remain a very dynamic creek post project. The creek will continue the cycle of
aggradation, channel abandonment, incision, etc. as the creek strives for balance. The bridge design will
need to account for the creek’s tendency for rapid change. Bridge piers will need to be designed to
accommodate the maximum combination of general and local scour. Bridge abutments need to be
protected from the thalweg migrating into the abutment face. The upstream face of the road
embankment will need to be armored or protected from either the main channel or side channel being
re-routed along the toe. A portion of the downstream edge of the road fill will need to be armored
against potential Matanuska River channel migration. There are several predominant risks to the road
embankment and abutment:
1. Upstream channel abandonment leads to an erosive flow path forming along the toe of the road
embankment. An upstream avulsion could route the channel unexpectedly away from the
proposed bridge opening and into the upstream face of the embankment. Flow would then be
forced along the toe towards the proposed opening.
2. The channel thalweg moves into either bridge abutment due to long term channel migration,
with the upstream channel potentially migrating further away from the opening. Again, the
embankment would redirect flow towards the opening, and in the process an erosive flow path
along the toe would be formed.
3. During high stage flood events, the overbank areas become inundated and provide for storage.
As flows recede, a concentrated flow path forms along the toe of the embankment, resulting in
erosive flow velocities.
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Figure 14: Historic channel overgrown with vegetation.

Figure 15: Side channel head cut through organic soil layer.
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Bed Material Characteristics

A modified Wolman pebble count was conducted using gravelometers along a bar deposit in the vicinity
of the proposed bridge (See Figure 16). The team was unable to cross the main channel due to flow at
this location. Multiple channels and flow impediments from beaver structures made this particular site a
challenge to conduct a regular pebble count. Regardless, a count was attempted in order to develop a
general idea of the bed gradation for future scour analysis. In addition to this, a digital gradation analysis
was conducted using the FHWA hydraulic toolbox.

Figure 16: Gravelometer on the Bar Deposit

As stated earlier the modified Wolman pebble count was conducted on a side bar adjacent to the main
channel. A total of 130 pebble sizes were gathered, which resulted in the following gradation statistics.
•
•
•
•
•

D15 = 13.75 mm or 0.541 inches or 0.045 ft.
D30 = 22.6 mm or 0.890 inches or 0.074 ft.
D50 = 40.67 mm or 1.601 inches or 0.133 ft.
D85 =89.28 mm or 3.515 inches or 0.293 ft.
D90 =115.33 mm or 4.541 inches or 0.378 ft.

The digital gradation analysis used 10 photo images with a referenced scale to obtain a range of pebble
count gradations. The FHWA digital gradation tool completes a raster analysis with a referenced scale to
identify the pebble count gradation in that image. The digital gradation tool combined these digital
gradation estimates and output a composite gradation. The estimated gradation statistics for the digital
gradation analysis are presented below.
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•
•
•
•
•

D15 = 27.22mm or 1.071 inches or 0.089 ft.
D30 = 45.19 mm or 1.779 inches or 0.148 ft.
D50 = 70.65 mm or 2.782 inches or 0.232 ft.
D85 = 130.77mm or 5.148 inches or 0.429 ft.
D90 = 141.13mm or 5.556 inches or 0.463 ft.

The different pebble count methods result in slightly different pebble count statistics (See Figure 17). As
anticipated by FHWA, the digital gradation analysis predicted a larger average gradation because it
cannot easily identify the smaller particle sizes.
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Figure 17: Bed Gradation Analysis Comparison

Icing Problems

No icing problem research or analysis has been performed for the existing and proposed bridge during
the development of the draft hydrology and hydraulics report. The final hydrology and hydraulics report
will include a qualitative analysis of potential ice problems, an interview with local ADOT&PF
maintenance foreman, and a numerical analysis if required.
4. Environmental
Moose Creek has active migration of salmon and other anadromous fish. The Chickaloon community has
led stream restoration efforts on Moose Creek in past years to restore fish habitat for Dolly Varden
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trout, Chinook salmon, and Coho salmon. During a project field visit on the July 30, 2014, the project
team noted Chinook salmon migration along the reach length from the existing Moose Creek Bridge to
the confluence with the Matanuska River.

The proposed bridge design does not impact stream hydraulics within the ordinary high water mark
boundaries. However, design specifications regarding construction around the creek will address
mitigation measures for fish passage and migration.
5. Hydrology
Drainage Basin Characteristics

The drainage basin for Moose Creek extends from the confluence at the Matanuska River north into the
Talkeetna Mountain Range. The project is located nearly at the mouth of Moose Creek and
consequently collects flow from nearly the entire drainage
d rainage basin. As seen in the figure 20 it is an
undeveloped mountainous drainage basin with land cover consisting of sub -arctic conifer and deciduous
forests and medium to small shrub tundra.

Figure 18 Moose Creek Drainage Basi n
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Flood Frequency Analysis

The USGS regression equations for region 4 were used to develop the hydrologic flows of Moose Creek.
The hydrologic characteristics used for the USGS regression equations are:
•
•
•

Drainage Basin Area - 51.1 mi.2
Percent of Area with Lake and Pond Storage – 0.2%
Annual Precipitation – 45.6 in.

The Moose Creek basin is 51.1 square miles. The basin does not have any significant amount of storage.
Storage is approximately 0.2% of the total area when summing the area of small ponds. The basin’s size
and location in the Talkeetna Mountains means it crosses several isopluvial (spatial areas estimated to
have the same annual precipitation) boundaries. The basin was divided into three subsections based on
the estimated annual precipitation of: 30 inches, 40 inches, and 60 inches. The weighted annual
precipitation for Moose Creek is 45.6 inches. The table below summarizes the weighted annual
precipitation calculations.
Table 1 Weighted Annual Precipitation Calculations

Annual Precipitation, in. Isopluvial Area, mi.2 Weight Annual Precipitation, in.
30
7.0
4.1
40
26.4
20.6
60
17.8
20.8
Total:

51.1

45.6

Four regression equations flood frequencies flows were calculated:
•
•
•
•

50-year, or 2% annual chance, flood, Q50 – 2,918 cfs
100-year, or 1% annual chance, flood, Q100 – 3,343 cfs
200-year, or 0.5% annual chance, flood, Q200 – 3,790 cfs
500-year, or 0.2% annual chance, flood, Q500 – 4,431 cfs

Local, state, and federal floodplain management regulations typically look at the effect a project has on
the Q100 water surface elevations. Section 9 of this report presents detail on the floodplain management
regulations specific to this project.
The Q50 flood frequency is an ADOT&PF required flood flow analysis. ADOT&PF also requires a scour
analysis using the Q100 and 1.7xQ100 and/or Q500. The Q200 was calculated based on the analysis
procedures laid out in HEC-18. Section 8 presents detail regarding the scour analysis and scour
countermeasure design.
6. Local Input
The project team has been in contact with stakeholders including the Alaska Railroad Corporation,
Chickaloon Community Council, Eklutna Inc., Sutton Community Council, and Usibelli Coal Mine Inc.
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Their input and requests have been included for the PIH submittal. The project team will continue
dialogue with these stakeholders to address any concerns.
7. Hydraulic Analysis
HEC-RAS Modeling Approach

A one dimensional HEC-RAS model was developed to analyze the proposed bridge and abutment
impacts on the surrounding area. An existing conditions and proposed conditions model were developed
to determine the bridge impacts on floodplain boundaries and flood water surface elevations. For the
final hydrology and hydraulics report this model will be further developed and used in conjunction with
the HEC-18 and HEC-23 manuals to complete the scour analysis and countermeasure design.
Existing Conditions Model

The existing conditions model first had to develop an existing ground surface using several data sources.
The 2011 MSB LiDAR data was used to develop a preliminary triangulated irregular network (TIN)
surface. The MSB data does not include any river channel geometric and cross section elevation data.
The project’s existing ground survey included channel geometric and elevation data 250 ft. upstream of
the existing bridge to the confluence of Moose Creek and the Matanuska River. The project survey data
was added to the MSB LiDAR data to provide channel definition and create an existing ground TIN. In
areas where the two data sources overlapped, the MSB LiDAR data was removed and replaced with the
project survey data.
The HEC-RAS channel cross sections, bridge sections, ineffective flow areas, reach lengths, and bank
stations were created in GIS using the HEC-GeoRAS extension. The data from GeoRAS was exported to
HEC-RAS where the remaining modeling parameters could be input and adjusted including: Mannings
roughness values, bridge low chord data, pier locations, and expansion/contraction coefficients. The
model computed water surface elevations using the USGS regression equation flows. The existing
conditions model results are reported at the end of the Hydraulic Analysis section.
Proposed Conditions Model

To create a proposed conditions model the project team developed a proposed conditions surface. The
proposed surface was developed using the existing condition TIN and the proposed road
embankment/abutment PIH design data. In areas where the two data sources overlapped, the existing
conditions data was removed and replaced with the proposed design data.
The proposed conditions HEC-RAS model was developed using the same procedure for the existing
conditions model.
Project Model Comparison

There were several different flows analyzed in the hydraulic models for different regulatory and design
criteria. To simplify the comparison of the two models, this section discusses the project impacts based
on the Q100 (3,343 cfs) flood frequency. The difference between the Q100 water surface elevations (WSE)
for the existing and proposed condition models is summarized in the following table:
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Existing Conditions
Cross Section ID

Proposed
Conditions Cross
Section ID

3721.879
3483.107

3721.879
3483.107

3449.914
3198.84
2901.169
2445.577
2109.428
1862.13
1670.571
1472.084
1400.543
1205.242
1009.709
795.5359
-

3449.914
3198.84
2901.169
2445.577
2109.428
1862.13
1670.571
1472.084
1400.543
1205.242
1009.709
795.5359
501.5248

420.2032
151.6398
76.28846
0

439.6643
151.6398
76.28846
0

Existing 100-year
WSE, ft.
399.23
394.02
Existing Bridge
392.90
388.58
382.07
375.85
368.47
365.13
361.69
358.86
357.97
354.69
350.78
346.94
Proposed Bridge
341.14
337.49
336.07
334.68

Proposed 100-year
WSE, ft.

Change in WSE
from Existing
Conditions

399.23
394.02

0.00
0.00

392.90
388.58
382.07
375.85
368.47
365.13
361.69
358.86
357.97
354.71
350.86
347.08
344.07

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
+0.02
+0.08
+0.14
-

342.1
337.61
336.11
334.68

+0.12
+0.04
0

The rise in water surface elevation upstream and downstream from the proposed bridge is caused by
the abutment and pier encroachment on the floodplain. Because of the constriction from the
abutments, and the loss of momentum from the piers, water surface elevations increase upstream. In
addition, the abutments create downstream wake regions (eddies), causing ineffective flow which
increase water surface elevations.
8. Hydraulic Design
Scour Analysis

No scour analysis has been performed for the proposed bridge during the development of the draft
hydrology and hydraulics report. The final hydrology and hydraulics report will include a detailed scour
analysis using the Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 18: Evaluating Scour at Bridges.
Riprap and Other Scour Countermeasure Design

No hydraulic design has been performed for the proposed bridge during the development of the draft
hydrology and hydraulics report. The final hydrology and hydraulics report will include a detailed scour
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counter measure effort using the Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 23: Bridge Scour and Stream
Instability Countermeasures Design Guidance.
9. Floodplain Management
Local, State, and Federal Floodplain Management Regulations

The project is located within FEMA DFIRM panel 02170C7300E. This panel is not printed and does not
have a designated flood zone. Therefore no base flood elevations, estimated floodplain extents, or any
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis has been completed by the Matanuska Susitna Borough (MSB)
Floodplain Development Department or FEMA.
In the summer of 2014 the project team met with the MSB floodplain administrator to discuss the
floodplain permit requirements. There are two conclusions of this meeting based on the 1) current and
2) future flood zone classification of Moose Creek.
Currently, because Moose Creek does not have a flood hazard zone designation, the project has no flood
hazard permit requirements for the MSB.
However, the MSB is working with FEMA and is in the process of extending the Matanuska River flood
zone designation from where it currently ends 2.5 miles downstream of the confluence of Moose Creek
to a location 11 miles upstream at the Kings River / Matanuska River Confluence. Because this project
crosses Moose Creek, FEMA may or may not give it a designated flood zone. The estimated deliverable
date for the MSB/FEMA mapping project is the summer of 2016. If the mapping project is completed
before construction of Moose Creek begins, then this project will be required to satisfy the existing MSB
regulations. Their existing regulation is that a proposed project cause a no rise in water surface
elevations for the Q100 event.
10. Conclusion
Several key conclusions can be drawn from the hydrology and hydraulics effort thus far. Moose Creek
has active channel migration with a large sediment and debris load. Therefore, scour analysis is a critical
project design element. The HEC-18 and HEC-23 hydraulic scour analysis and countermeasure design will
take place once the review comments from the PIH are incorporated into the design. In addition, the
project design should evaluate the rise in water surface elevation with respect to MSB floodplain
management regulations. Even though the project currently falls outside of MSB floodplain regulations,
the project floodplain goal should be a no-rise in water surface elevations. This would provide for a
simpler permitting process if MSB jurisdiction changes before project completion.
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Appendix A Excerpts from Referenced Material
(Content to be included in Final Hydrology and Hydraulics Report)
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Appendix B USGS Regression Equation Analysis
(Content to be included in Final Hydrology and Hydraulics Report)
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Appendix C HEC-RAS Input Files
(Content to be included in Final Hydrology and Hydraulics Report)
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Appendix D HEC-RAS Output Files
(Content to be included in Final Hydrology and Hydraulics Report)
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Appendix E Scour Analysis and Countermeasure Design
(Content to be included in Final Hydrology and Hydraulics Report)
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Appendix E:
Public Involvement
Chronology

Public Involvement Chronology - Moose Creek Project
DATE
8.8.14

ACTION
Meeting with CVTC re: Noise Monitoring
ROE

8.19.14

Website Launch

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

9.1.14

Postcard out re: Open House and
OOH/website

Inform stakeholders of upcoming open house
and online open house.

9.2.14

Enewsletter sent - Open House

Inform stakeholders of upcoming open house
and online open house.

9.4.14

Meet with Eklutna, Inc. - Landowner

Provide project overview to Eklutna, Inc. and
solicit input on project.

9.9.14

Public Open House

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

9.10-10.10.14

Online Open House

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

9.17.14

Meeting with CVTC

9.23.14

Enewsletter sent - Online Open House

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from CVTC.
Inform stakeholders of online open house
availability.

10.17.14

Enewsletter sent - MSB Trans Fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MSB Transportation Fair.

10.21.14

Participated in the MSB Trans Fair

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

10.24.14

Meeting with Rob Brown, Usibelli
Wishbone Hill

Coordinate project efforts with the Usibelli Coal
Mine Wishbone Hill project

11.19.14

Presented to the Sutton CC

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

Presented to the Chickaloon CC

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

12.10.14

02.5.15

Presented to the MSB Transportation
Advisory Board (TAB)
Enewsletter sent -Update and Noise Study
release

3.12.15
3.16.15

Enewsletter sent -Survey Crews on Site
75% Plans in Hand Design Review Meeting

4.21.15

Teleconference with Eklunta, Inc. to discuss
Board inquires re: access

12.17.14

5.28.15
6.17.15

Enewsletter sent - Summer Construction in
Area
Section 106 Consultation meetings held in
Palmer, AM meeting for Non-Tribal parties,
PM for Tribal

PURPOSE

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from TAB.
Provide update and availability of the noise
study.
Provide update on project and inform
stakeholders that DOT&PF survey crews will be
in the project area.

Discuss project status with Eklutna, Inc.
Provide update on project and inform
stakeholders that DOT&PF will be in the project
area.
Discussed Section 106 process and describe path
forward.

DATE

ACTION

7.30.15

Section 106 Meeting Summaries sent to
those who participated in meeting

PURPOSE
Discussed Section 106 process and describe path
forward and provided brief summary of the
meetings.

8.13.15

Section 106 update letters sent to all
consulting parties

Provide project update on Section 106 and
outline the next steps in the process.

9.16.15

DOT&PF/HDR project team members have
lunch with CVTC Council

Discuss cultural resources survey and CVCT
mitigation requests.

9.23.15

Enewsletter sent - CR Surveys and Schedule
Update

Inform stakeholders of upcoming historical
resource surveys.

10.14.15

Enewsletter sent - 2015 MSB Transportation Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
Fair
MSB Transportation Fair.

10.22.15

Participated in the 2015 MSB Trans Fair

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

11.18.15

PM presented project info to the MSB TAB
during a regular meeting

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from TAB.

2.4.16

Project represented at the MOA
Transportation Fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
Transportation Fair.

2.11.16

Meeting at DOT between DOT&PF, Eklunta,
Inc. and HDR to discuss 17b easement

Discussion with 17b stakeholders and begin the
public notice process

2.17.16

PMs (DOT/HDR) provided project update to
CVTC at regular council meeting

Provide a project update to CVTC and discuss the
cultural resources status update.

5.24.16

Enewsletter sent - Area summer
construction update

Provide update on project and inform
stakeholders that DOT&PF construction crews
will be in the project area.

5.27.16

Section 106 Consultation/Findings letters
sent to all consulting parties

Inform stakeholders of section 106 findings.

7.20.16

Sherk, Keifer, Bosin met with CVTC over
lunch for a project update

Provide a project update to CVTC and discuss the
cultural resources status update.

7.20.16

Sherk and Keifer toured area ephemeral
stream bed with Brian Winnestaffer

Tour ephemeral stream bed with CVTC.

9.15.16

Enewsletter sent - project update and MSB
transportation fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MSB Transportation Fair.

9.22.17

Enewsletter sent - MSB Transportation fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
Transportation Fair.

9.28.17

Keifer and Biastock attended the MSB
Transportation Fair, staffed project booth

Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.

1.29.18

Enewsletter sent - MOA Transportation fair
& Update

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MOA Transportation Fair.

2.2.18

Enewsletter sent - MOA Transportation fair
& Update

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MOA Transportation Fair.

2.8.18
6.7.18
7.27.18

Enewsletter sent - Reminder MOA
Transportation Fair
Cultural Resources Meeting with CVTC
CVTC Cultural Resources Meeting

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MOA Transportation Fair.
Discuss section 106 with CVTC
Discuss CVTC cultural resources concerns

DATE

ACTION

PURPOSE

8.21.18

Enewsletter sent - Transportation fair &
Update

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
Transportation Fair.

8.27.18

Enewsletter sent - Reminder Transportation
Fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
Transportation Fair.

9.13.18

Participated in the 2018 MSB Trans Fair

Inform stakeholders of the project booth at the
MSB Transportation Fair.

10.24.18

CVTC Separated Pathway Charrette

Discusses requested separated pathway request
from CVTC.

11.8.18
2.6.19

Letter sent to CVTC from DOT&PF
Participated in the Anchorage
Transportation Fair - no HDR support
needed

2.5.19

Section 106 MOA Meeting

Follow up letter to address CVTC concerns
expressed at the 10.24.18 meeting
Provide update on project status, solicit input
from stakeholders.
Concurrence for section 106 MOA with signing
parties.

Appendix F:
Issue-Response Comments

Moose Creek Comments - note: it was determined early in project that some comments would be addressed via updates to the FAQs document vs a individual response. It has been a case by case decision.

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

Draft Response

Response Sent

2014

Unknown

Great idea. Make it happen.

9.9.14

Cara Brown
(carabrown@mtaonline.net)

This project is much needed soon! I'm very excited for it and wish it would start sooner.
It’s a very dangerous corner. I currently drive it 4 times a day. It would cut back a lot of
time too.

no response

9.9.14

Cindy Gilder
(cindygilder@gmail.com)

Would like to see accident statistics, comparison to other areas. Need pull out.

no response

9.9.14

Tiny Rosemarie DePriest (PO
Box 1828 Palmer AK 996451828

16020 East Outer Springs Loop Road Tiny Moose Farm and Earth Products. Land DePriest Family trust. House and farm on the south end of the North South runway. Look
up the Hestons of Outer Sprring Loop Road. Will write some comments. Husband:
Raymond DePriest Sr., Palmer Pioneer home.

no response

9.9.14

Charlie DeFreest
(lillian@mtaonline.net)

GIT-ER-DONE!! I have driven this for over 50 years. 35-109 all need to be took care of,
please! :)

no response

9.9.14

Pauline Richard
(pauliner@mtaonline.net

A concern is that by straightening the road, it will produce traffic which will exceed
60mph, thus placing the wandering moose population - easy access and a high moose
deather count.

no response

9.9.14

Celeste Hernden (PO Box 384,
Sutton AK 99674)

I say yes! Lets get started! Sooner the better!!

no response

9.16.14

Curt Christiansen,
ccharles@mtaonline.net

This is a great and much needed project. The design looks fantastic and will certainly
upgrade the safety of this section. I believe it is important to maintain public access to the
Moose Creek area. Please retain this part of the design throughout the process. I have
fond memories of an overnight, Sherrod Elementary, camping trip we took there in 1972.
thank you.

No response

9.16.14

Anne Brooks,
I think the project is on worthy as I drive this corridor frequently to access a recreational
brooks.markaanne@gmail.com property. It would be nice if you could reduce the footprint with some retaining walls. It is
a huge fill.

No response

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

9.23.14

Carl F. Wambach,
carl.wambach.mt@gmail.com

9.28.14

Gene McCabe,
geneatis@ymail.com

Sirs,
I'd like to submit a suggestion (request) as part of the comment process for this highway
project. It has to do with noise abatement.
I live just off 58-Mile Road, and within fairly close proximity to the highway. Something
that affects me, will also affect the section of the road which you are altering. Noise! I'm
referring mostly to truck exhaust brakes and motorcycles. There are sections of the Glenn
Highway that have some hills which inevitably suffer the use of "big rig" exhaust "jake"
brakes and also the plague of touring/cruiser bikes that seem to really hammer their
throttles on an uphill run. In both cases, residents like me that are anywhere near the
road, have to endure truly irritating and needless noise. During the summer months
when there is increased tourist traffic, which also happens to be when its nice to have the
house windows open, the sound of "jake brakes" hammering and Harleys' thundering
exhausts, really ruin an otherwise enjoyable peace. Especially true at night!
May I ask that the area of construction as well as the stretch between Palmer and Sutton,
institute a restriction on the use of exhaust brakes as well as something that might limit
the allowable noise emissions from other vehicles? Its a growing problem that other
communities must also deal with. Every year, the traffic increases, which is exactly why
you are upgrading the road at Moose Creek, so you can see its an issue that requires some
foresight, as it will only get worse. Now is a good time to do it, while you are making
changes!
The re-routed highway will be a genuine improvement in the safety and flow of traffic on
the Glenn, so THANK YOU for all you're doing in that regard, as well as for considering my
suggestion.
I think this is a great idea. That area of the highway is pretty sporty at times. This project
would address not only the tight turns, but the steep grades and rockslides.

9.29.14

Mike Rath

Draft Response

Response Sent

No response

Hi Mike, thank you for your comment. I am pleased to hear that you have positive feelings about the project. We at the
12.8.14
Department are looking forward to the safety improvements it will provide in the area. Per traffic control during construction, you
are correct that there will be traffic disruptions such as delays and detours. As a part of the design process, we will be taking a close
look at how to best manage through-traffic while rock cuts are being completed during construction. Ultimately, it will be the
I am concerned about two things. On the west side construction cross sections you show construction contractor who will manage traffic control during construction, but DOT&PF can set guidelines for that process as a
the cut slope on the north side of the road extending up to and beyond the existing
part of the construction bid package. Your idea is consistent with what current engineers think the contractor will implement for
highway. I think you need to explain how this will not impact traffic on the highway as I
traffic control: a temporary, steeper excavation on the west side will likely come first, and once it is completed, traffic will be moved
see no rerouting of traffic possibilities due to the nature of the terrain. The only way I can over to the new highway. Once traffic is moved, the full extent of the excavation can be completed. Per 24/7 construction,
see it happening is the upper cut slope is not completed until the new road is connected nighttime road closures will occur as a part of construction and DOT&PF will do its best to schedule noise producing construction
to the existing highway at the east and west ends. Which brings up another question. I
activities at times when impacts to area residents are minimalized. 24/7 construction is not precluded, although the decision to do
think you need to explain how the final end construction connections will be completed
so will be left to the contractor who likely would consider their staffing capabilities, equipment availability, any applicable noise
ordinances in the project area, and this project and other contractor project schedules. DOT&PF and the contractor will conduct
without impacting traffic.
active coordination/notification with the public, agencies, emergency services and others during any construction road closures.
The second thing I recommend is something I have long wished the FHWA would do even
down here in the lower 48. That is 24 hour 7 days a week construction. I may be missing
something but the time to complete road construction could be cut nearly in half, perhaps
with only a slight rise in cost, if construction were to run 24/7 during construction season.
The increased cost due to 24/7 construction should be more than offset by the shortened
period of construction. I know the majority of this road construction will occur with
minimal traffic impact (mostly due to construction equipment entering and exiting the
highway) since it is well below the existing road so 24/7 should have minimal impact on
traffic.
I am a former 15 year resident of Alaska and friend of Chickaloon Village Tribal Council as
well as a consultant to them for their first Transportation plan. I am happy to see this
realignment and hope all affected agree to it.

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

Draft Response

Response Sent

9.23.14

Carl Wambach

Carl, thank you for your comments on the project. With any highway project, noise is a consideration. In the case of this project,
DOT&PF recently conducted a noise study that involved noise monitoring and modeling in several locations in the project area. The
results of our study, which is posted online at LINK, indicate that there will be no areas that meet or exceed Alaska DOT&PF Noise
Abatement Criteria. Per your recommendation about exhaust brake restrictions and other noise emissions, while I appreciate your
concern, limiting the use of "jake brakes" is outside the DOT&PF's charge. This type of regulation is a local government action.

SEND WHEN
NOISE STUDY
ONLINE -- SENT
2.6.15

10.6.14

Rich and Vivian Gregg

I'd like to submit a suggestion (request) as part of the comment process for this highway
project. It has to do with noise abatement.
I live just off 58-Mile Road, and within fairly close proximity to the highway. Something
that affects me, will also affect the section of the road which you are altering. Noise! I'm
referring mostly to truck exhaust brakes and motorcycles. There are sections of the Glenn
Highway that have some hills which inevitably suffer the use of "big rig" exhaust "jake"
brakes and also the plague of touring/cruiser bikes that seem to really hammer their
throttles on an uphill run. In both cases, residents like me that are anywhere near the
road, have to endure truly irritating and needless noise. During the summer months
when there is increased tourist traffic, which also happens to be when its nice to have the
house windows open, the sound of "jake brakes" hammering and Harleys' thundering
exhausts, really ruin an otherwise enjoyable peace. Especially true at night!
May I ask that the area of construction as well as the stretch between Palmer and Sutton,
institute a restriction on the use of exhaust brakes as well as something that might limit
the allowable noise emissions from other vehicles? Its a growing problem that other
communities must also deal with. Every year, the traffic increases, which is exactly why
you are upgrading the road at Moose Creek, so you can see its an issue that requires some
foresight, as it will only get worse. Now is a good time to do it, while you are making
changes!
The re-routed highway will be a genuine improvement in the safety and flow of traffic on
the Glenn, so THANK YOU for all you're doing in that regard, as well as for considering my
suggestion.
Just a response to your notice of the open house on this project by Oct. 10th.
The surveyors have been working on and around our property the past few days and lots
of flagging that is way off the right of ways? My guess is they are using off sets to establish
lines ? They have been working the 33' R.O.W. along our W side that ties into the 100'
R.O.W. to Buffalo mine rd. I know that route is a possibility for our access upon
completion of the Glenn realignment but it certainly will take a lot of road building to do
so. The trail that one owner sorta built from Buffalo mine to his property is only on
highway fabric with a little gravel on top. and it looks to me like Buffalo mine rd. could get
a bit snaky (unsafe) with winter and the extra traffic added to it. I have serious doubts
about the borough (if they are the ones to be responsible for snow removal and
maintenance) being dependable on this and we would have a pretty long run to Buffalo
mine rd. likely with a long wait for snow removal as well. At present we have our driveway
all paved to the Glenn and my biggest problem is snow removal at that point from the
plow trucks dumping two lanes of snow onto our entrance which we have been able to
deal with over the past 20 plus yrs. Often with a scoop shovel (: Also a new access rd.
must handle heavy trucks such as the Crowley fuel haulers who keep us in heating fuel
now. Thanks for listening to us, Rich and Vivian Gregg

NOTE: DOT ROW Contacted the Greggs Telephonically in Dec 2014. ***I think this warrants a phone call from Sean/Chris or a ROW DOT
agent over a written response. However, here is some proposed text. Sean: Agreed no email to them. Lets set up a call time. Hello CONTACTED BY
Mr. and Ms. Gregg - Thank you for your comment and the information about your access. Yes, Surveyors are in the area. They are PHONE
determining current easements from Buffalo Mine Road. This work will allow the engineers to determine if appropriate access to
affected properties can be constructed. The work also includes an examination of access to the new highway from the south side of
your property, and potentially access from the north side. Appropriate access would need to be one with adequate maintenance
and minimal length that would not require an undue burden on you, the homeowner, who will be responsible for plowing, etc.
Although this type of access may be difficult to establish in this area with the new roadway's footprint, engineers are evaluating
options and access for all affected properties.

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

Draft Response

10.7.14

Rob Brown, Usibelli

To whom it may concern,

Projet Team met with Rob in person on 10.24.14

Response Sent

I would like to make sure that in the design of the Moose Creek bridge that our proposed
coal project is taken into account. Usibelli Coal Mine owns the rights to the Wishbone Hill
project which is located at Mile 55.5 of the Glenn Highway. Looking at the proposed
alignment of the bridge it appears as though the bridge will connect into the Glenn
Highway just north of the entrance to our project. UCM strongly urges DOT to allow for
an acceleration lane so we can access the new bridge. Our plans call for hauling up to 36
loads per day of fully loaded double trailers from the mine to either Port MacKenzie or a
rail siding near Palmer. Expecting us to use the existing Moose Creek bridge is not
practical when there is a new bridge in place.
I also have a serious issue with the conceptual layout because right where our current
permitted driveway access is onto the Glenn Highway, there are red marks in the drawing
showing that the road will be closed after construction. Surely this is an oversight
because you cannot just remove our permitted access and leave us with no way to get
into our property. Given the importance of this road project to Usibelli Coal Mine I
request that we meet to talk more in depth as to what our plans are and how the new
bridge could accommodate us.
Thank you,
Rob

10.10.14

Edward Kessler

Robert Brown
Vice President, Business Development
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc.
634 S. Bailey Street, Suite 204
Palmer, AK 99645
I would like to see some type of pedestrian alternative to the new high speed corridor.
Creating a new bike path for a 3 mile section of road doesn't make much sense, but
preserving the state needs to ensure that cyclists and walkers can still move along this
new higher speed section without increased danger.
Please try and either:
1. preserve cross creek access via the old road bed
2. Protect cyclists by providing a much needed shoulder for non-auto traffic
3. Construct a separated bike specific lane for the bridge crossing.
Lastly, it would nice to see improved recreation infrastructure at the moose creek area, or
at a minimum along the roadway in the canyon area.

Thank you for your comment. The new road, once constructed will include 8-foot wide shoulders that will accommodate
12.8.14
pedestrians and cyclists. The wide shoulders will continue over the new bridge, allowing pedestrians and cyclists to safely cross. Per
the idea of a separated pathway, such a feature is not included in the scope of this project, but has the potential to be proposed as
a separate project. Lastly, per the existing bridge over Moose Creek, while it will be closed to vehicular traffic following the
construction of the new alignment, DOT&PF is considering leaving it in place for non-motorized use.

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

Draft Response

Response Sent

5.27.15

Adam Pollock

PHONE CALL TO ALLISON BIASTOCK -- Hi there, just got a call a few minutes ago from
Adam Pollock, a resident who lives on Buffalo Mine Road. He wanted to know what the
current resurfacing job had to do with the Moose Creek bridge job, so I explained the
current pavement preservation project that is underway in the area.

Hi Adam – thanks for reaching out regarding the pavement preservation project that is happening near your home on Buffalo Mine
Road. Here is a link with more information about it:
http://www.alaskanavigator.org/projects/glenn-highway-palmer-to-sutton-pavement-preservation

5.27.15

He seemed to understand that the resurfacing was a separate project, but wanted to
know why portions of the road were being replaced if they were going to be torn up for
the 53-56 project, and expressed frustration over the 15 minute construction wait times
to access his home.

Also – I have added you to our email contact list for the Glenn 53-56 Reconstruction project, so watch your inbox for periodic
updates.
Best,
Allison

I will email him the Navigator page with info on the pavement preservation job near his
house, and will add him to the Moose Creek project list.
On a very similar note – I have a draft of a moose creek e-newsletter in QC as we speak –
it talks about the resurfacing projects, and addresses the “why repave now if you are
tearing it up in 2018” question. I’ll get it to you for review shortly.
12.6.15

Terri Holbrook 8975 N. Glenn
Highway
Palmer, AK 99645
(907) 355-6186 (cell

A
Hi Carla,
My name is Teresa (Terri) L. Holbrook and I own property that will be impacted by the
Glenn Hwy MP 53-56 Moose Creek Canyon Reconstruction Project.
My current driveway goes through the Chickaloon Village property, with my driveway
entrance just to the right of the YaNeDah School. I'd like to discuss the possible of
highway access directly from my property (T18N R2E Section 1 Lot C11) and want to
ensure the current road design will allow this possibility.
I do not have a scheduled timeframe yet to build a new road but due to estate issues (I
jointly owned the property since 1996 with Lawrence Wade , who passed away 2/2014
without a will and was the father of Lisa Wade, member of the Chickaloon Village), I
expect to eventually be denied (or attempts to deny) access to my current driveway. I
hope this will not the case but due to some of the recent events, I feel that it is important
to be prepared. Also, when I sell this place in 10-15 years, I want to ensure there will not
be any issues with access.
I am currently traveling to Florida on 12/8, returning 12/24 but will have access to email. I
don't believe there is a hurry for this discussion but I wanted to get this request "on the
table" as soon as possible. Please feel free to contact my cell if you have any immediate
questions. Thank you
Happy Holidays
Teresa (Terri) Holbrook
8975 N. Glenn Highway
Palmer, AK 99645

12.8.15
Good morning Terri,
I hope you are doing well. We will get back to you in the next few weeks with your answer.
Thank you for contacting me,
Carla

12.8.15

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

1.20.16

Terri Holbrook

Good morning Carla,

Draft Response

Response Sent

2.27.16
Good morning Teresa,

I just returned to Alaska yesterday and will be in state until 2/6. It has been about 6 weeks
since your last email so I thought I'd just touch base. Again, no rush on my part. If you are Attached is a conceptual driveway from your landing leading up to the proposed Glenn Highway alignment.
still busy, maybe we could set up something for after my return 2/20/16? I will be in state
for all of March & April.
In the areal overview, it shows the driveway alignment. In the box on the bottom left, it shows the profile view of the alignment we
ran. The original ground is the brown line and the proposed driveway is the blue line. This gives you a general idea of what the
Thank you,
existing ground and conceptual driveway could look like along the alignment we ran. We ran an approximate 400-foot long
Teresa (Terri) Holbrook
driveway plan and profile and used a maximum grade of 10% in the layout to minimize the driveway length and curvature. The
layout and profile were designed in accordance with our driveway standards listed in the State of Alaska Highway Preconstruction
Manual section 1190. You will notice in the profile view that a significant amount of cut and fill will be needed (up to 5 feet along
the alignment).
We didn’t design the structural section of the driveway or run cross sections of the driveway, so an estimated cost to build the
driveway can’t be determined at this time. The purpose of this exercise was to see the feasibility of a driveway from the proposed
highway alignment.
You can find the Preconstruction Manual at the following site address:
http://www.dot.alaska.gov/stwddes/dcsprecon/assets/pdf/preconhwy/preconstruction_all.pdf
Please remember that this design is conceptual only.
Please let us know if you have more questions, Teresa and have a great trip!
Carla

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

2.1.16

Terri Holbrook (prio to this
Good afternoon Carla,
outreach there were a series of Thank you for taking the time to consider a proposed driveway for my property.
email between Carla and Teri. I do have a few concerns. I know this was mostly an exercise in feasibility for the driveway
approach and I don't expect these questions to be resolved now. As I mentioned before, I
just want to make sure my concerns are on the radar. Thank you.
1) My current driveway is only about a 4% grade and with our recent icy winters, this can
some times be dicey so I believe a 10% grade will be too steep for some of the winter
conditions. Hopefully there are other possible approaches?

5.13.16

Steve Anderson
(shanderson60@yahoo.com)

Good afternoon Carla, Thank you for taking the time to consider a proposed driveway for my property.
I do have a few concerns. I know this was mostly an exercise in feasibility for the driveway approach and I don't expect these
questions to be resolved now. As I mentioned before, I just want to make sure my concerns are on the radar. Thank you.
1) My current driveway is only about a 4% grade and with our recent icy winters, this can some times be dicey so I believe a 10%
grade will be too steep for some of the winter conditions. Hopefully there are other possible approaches? There may be other
alignments that can be run through the property before tying into a landing up to the proposed highway. For instance, you may be
able to run an alignment to follow the topography up the hill or build a switch-back; this may give you better grades. You will need
to intersect the proposed highway in a manner meeting the Alaska Highway Preconstruction Manual section 1190 allow adequate
sight distance to the highway and meet safety standards.
2) Due to visibility issues, I do not want a driveway that is a direct "shot" into my
2) Due to visibility issues, I do not want a driveway that is a direct "shot" into my shop/garage. I live 8 miles out in the country by
shop/garage. I live 8 miles out in the country by myself and with my current driveway,
myself and with my current driveway, most folks do not even know I'm here. I realize by creating a driveway on only my narrow
most folks do not even know I'm here. I realize by creating a driveway on only my narrow piece of property, that I do not have the same flexibility. For safety reasons, it is important to maintain as much privacy as possible.
piece of property, that I do not have the same flexibility. For safety reasons, it is
You have options to design and build a driveway up to the proposed highway however you want to cross your property. Many
important to maintain as much privacy as possible. You have options to design and build a people share your concerns for privacy when laying out access to their properties. When pursuing a driveway before or after the
driveway up to the proposed highway however you want to cross your property.
proposed project is built, you will need to apply for a driveway permit with our ROW section. Our permits system can be found at:
http://www.dot.alaska.gov/permits/index.shtml.
3) Drainage issues - with the current option (grade & approach), I am concerned about
3) Drainage issues - with the current option (grade & approach), I am concerned about spring draining winding up in front of my
spring draining winding up in front of my shop, creating icy & soft conditions. Assume in a shop, creating icy & soft conditions. Assume in a more detailed design, these issues would be addressed. It would be wise to hire
more detailed design, these issues would be addressed.
an engineer to design or an experienced contractor to build your driveway to ensure constructability, find the best operational
profile/grades and to obtain adequate drainage while maintaining the privacy you desire. This project is being funded with Federal
One last question - is this project still on target for 2018?
dollars and we cannot use funds for this project to design or construct a private driveway. However, once we move into the
construction phase of the project, currently anticipated to begin in 2018, I encourage you to contact the selected construction
Thank you again,
contractor directly. Construction contractors may enter business arrangements such as building driveways at their discretion. You
Teresa Holbrook
would still be required to have the proper permits.
907 355-6186 (cell)
One last question - is this project still on target for 2018? Yes. In the meantime, I hope you will stay up to date with the project by
8975 N. Glenn Highway
visiting our project website: http://www.glennhighwayatmoosecreek.com/, and by signing up for our e-mail list if you have not
Palmer, AK 99645
already done so.
Thank you again,
Teresa Holbrook
907 355-6186 (cell)
8975
N. Glenn
Highway
Hi Steve
–
Hello,
I was curious what the status of the moose creek realignment is ? I noticed they put new
guardrail up so does that mean the project has been pushed back ? it sure would be nice
to see this project move forward. Any information would be appreciated. Thanks for your
time.
Steve Anderson
907-529-2587

9.21.16
Diane Dusek
(written
(dlake96@mtaonline.net)
comment,
Tranportation
Fair)

Draft Response

Please retain the exiting Moose Creek bridge. (not just a pedestrian bridge). (I live on
Buffalo Mine Rd., near Moose Creek) To remove the bridge is a terrible inconvenience for
users. Thank you.

Response Sent

2.25.16

5.19.16

Thank you for reaching out regarding the Glenn Hwy MP 53-56 Reconstruction project. The new guardrail you spotted has been
installed as a part of the Pavement Preservation Project underway between MP 42 and 61 of the highway, which includes guardrail
replacement in the MP 53-56 project area.
As for the MP 53-56 reconstruction project (the new alignment and bridge), our schedule currently still has construction slated for
2018, depending on funding and other factors – so no delay to report at this time. You can take a look at the project schedule on
our website: http://www.glennhighwayatmoosecreek.com/GHW356_Schedule.html.
I see that you are already on our e-mail distribution list, which is great! We will continue to provide project updates via email, and
are planning another public meeting for later this year. In the meantime, please feel free to reach out again if you have comments
or questions.
Best,
Kristen
Kristen E. Keifer, P.E.

No response
(we spoke to
her at fair)

Commment
Date

Contact

Comment

6.6.17

Doug Boyce

Phone call to Clint Adler:
I told him that given his description of his property location that he likely wouldn’t be affected, and sent the attached e-mail, asking
Recently purchased a property “on the river side of the highway just East of Buffalo Mine for additional information.
Road.”
He received a driveway permit from DOT&PF and is planning to build a driveway. He was
told by his neighbor (much further East) that he may be impacted by the project and to
check with us.

6/6/2017

Hi Clint,

6/8/2017

6/8/2017 Terri Holbrook

2018 Unknown

Draft Response

Clint Adler: You are correct. There are indeed still many unknowns at this time.
I advise you to apply for the driveway permit now – for access to the existing highway (not the proposed realigned highway).
Since I do not know the amount of land that your project will be removing from my
Our Right-of-Way staff can then conduct the necessary inspections and best advise you on maintaining access when the project
property, hence where the new road/shoulder will be, I have no idea of what coordinates eventually advances to the Right-of-Way stage.
would be needed for a driveway access. What do you suggest? Is it better to wait until
the project has been completed and hope for road access that has low enough elevation
in which a driveway wouldn't be too steep for winter access? I would be glad to complete
the form listed below but I'm afraid there will be quite a few blanks.
Get started sooner than later!

Response Sent

